
Test Author Guide



Special notice

Before using this information and the product it supports, read the information in Notices

(on page 724).



Chapter 1. Test Author Guide

This guide describes how to create test assets in HCL OneTest™ Server and publish test 

assets to the Git repository that you have configured. This guide is intended for testers and 

test managers.

Datasets overview
A dataset provides tests with variable data during a run. The test that uses a dataset at 

run time replaces a value in the recorded test with variable test data that is stored in the 

dataset.

In HCL OneTest Server, you can create a dataset and use it to replace the dataset values 

with original values during run time, when you want to run test assets that contain the 

dataset.

From the Datasets page, you can perform the following actions:

Table 1. Options available in Datasets page

Ac

tions
Descriptions

View You can view the contents of a dataset. 

See Viewing a dataset (on page 18).

Cre

ate

You can create a dataset to use it during a test or 

schedule run. See Creating a dataset (on page 4).

Edit You can edit a dataset when you want to run a test asset with 

different dataset values. See Editing a dataset (on page 6).

Con

figure

You can configure the string values in a dataset that contains variable da

ta for tests to use when they run. See Editing a dataset (on page 6).

Delete You can delete the dataset when it is not required in your 

test environment. See Deleting a dataset (on page 20).
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Ac

tions
Descriptions

Save 

As

You can save a copy of a dataset in a different fold

er or make a copy with a different name by clicking the 

Menu icon  and then by selecting the Save As option.

Branch 

selec

tion

You can view the dataset listed in the other branches of the repos

itory by selecting the name of the branch from the Branch list. 

When you access the Datasets page for the first time after adding 

the repository, the default branch that it displayed is master.

When multiple repositories are added to the 

same project, the following events occur:

• The datasets stored in the master branch 

of all the repositories are displayed.

• All the branches in all the repositories are listed in the drop-down list.

To differentiate a common branch across multiple

repositories added to the project, the tooltip is not dis

played in front of the common branch name in the list.

Notes:

• Only a project Owner or a project member whose role is a Tester can view and edit the 

dataset.

• To view the content of an encrypted dataset, you must provide an encryption key that 

you set while encrypting the dataset column.

• As a Viewer, when you try to access the Datasets page, an error message is displayed 

because you do not have the permission to view this page.

Creating a dataset
You can create datasets in HCL OneTest Server to replace the existing dataset values with 

new dataset values during a test or schedule run.
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Before you begin

You must be a member of the project with the Owner or Tester role and must have 

completed the following tasks:

• Created a project in HCL OneTest Server. See Adding details to a server project.

• Configured the Git repository in your project. See Adding repositories to a server 

project.

About this task

When you create a dataset in HCL OneTest Server, it always creates 1 Row, 2 Column (1R 

X 2C) dataset. Later, you can edit the dataset by adding some rows and columns that you 

want, to add the data in it.

Procedure

1. Go to the HCL OneTest Server URL.

2. Enter your user name and password, and then click Login.

3. Open your project from the HCL OneTest Server UI.

4. Go to the Datasets page, and then click Create dataset.

5. Enter a name for the dataset in the Asset name field, and then select the place where 

you want to save the dataset in the Location drop-down list.

6. Click Create.

The new dataset opens in a CSV Editor in a web browser. The dataset created is listed 

on the Datasets page.

Results

You have created a dataset in your project.

What to do next

• You can add, modify, or remove data in the dataset. See Editing a dataset (on page 

6).
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• You can publish the dataset to the Git repository so that other members of the project 

can use the dataset. See Publishing a dataset (on page 16).

Editing a dataset
You can add, modify, remove, import, or export data from a dataset by using the CSV Editor. 

The working principle of the CSV Editor is similar to that of a spreadsheet.

Before you begin

You must have created a dataset or configured a repository that contains the dataset.

About this task

If you are a project Owner or Tester in HCL OneTest Server V10.1.0 or later, you can perform 

basic tasks in the CSV Editor by right-clicking any row, column, or cell in the dataset to 

organize your data in a better way. For example, you can perform tasks such as updating 

data in a cell, inserting or deleting rows and columns, or renaming column names.

When you edit the dataset in the CSV Editor, you can use the following keyboard shortcuts 

to control the cursor selection in the CSV Editor:

• Tab - To move the cursor control to the next available option.

• Shift-Tab – To move the cursor control to the previous option.

• Shift+F10 – To open the context menu from the dataset cell.

After you edit the dataset, you can save the changes made to the dataset, and then you 

can publish the dataset to the Git repository. If you save and close the edited dataset, the 

Changes page lists the edited dataset and later you can publish to the Git repository for 

other members to use.

When you or other members of the project edit the same dataset, you can see an icon with 

the initials of the member next to the name of the dataset on the Datasets and Changes

pages. If you do not see the icon, you must refresh the Datasets page to view the icons. 

The Changes page denotes conflicting edits when another member publishes their edited 

dataset first.
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When a member with conflicting edits tries to publish the edited dataset, an error about 

conflicting changes is displayed. However, the member can use the Save As option to save 

and publish a copy of the dataset edits under a new asset name. The member must discard 

the edits that were made to the original dataset.

For example, consider a scenario when Amy Smith and John Doe edit the same dataset, and 

Amy Smith edits and publishes the dataset. On the Changes page, a message that indicates 

a conflict is displayed when John Doe tries to publish the same dataset.

Note:  You cannot resize the width of rows in the CSV Editor. When you have a large 

amount of data in a cell, you can right-click the cell and select Copy (or Ctrl+C), and then 

paste it into a text-editing program to view the content. Alternatively, you can hover the 

mouse over the cell to view the content.

When you have a CSV file that has data separated from a character, then you can import 

that CSV file into the dataset. You can select any of the following separator characters from 

the Configure Dataset window, and the selection can be the separator character that you 

used in the CSV file:

• Comma

• Semicolon

• Space

• Tab

• Other

Consider that you have the data in the CSV file in the following format:
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When you import the CSV file in the dataset, and then select the separator value as 

Semicolon, the data in the dataset is displayed as follows:

If you want the data in its original format, that is, a semicolon (;) character to separate the 

data, then you can choose any other separator value from the Configure Dataset window.

Note:  The default separator value is Comma.

Procedure

1. Go to the Datasets page and find the dataset which you want to edit.

2. Click the Edit icon  from the Actions column of the dataset.

The dataset opens in the CSV Editor in a web browser.

3. Perform the following actions to use the options available in the CSV Editor:

Op

tions

Actions

Find 

and 

Re

place

To find:

a. Click the Find and Replace icon .

b. Enter the content that you want to search in the Find field.

c. Select any or all the following options to 

find the search content more effectively:
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Op

tions

Actions

• Select the Case sensitive check box to search the content that 

is the exact letter case of the content entered in the Find field.

• Select the Match entire cell contents check box 

to search for cells that contain only the char

acters that you have entered in the Find field.

• Select the Search using regular expression check 

box to search the pattern that matches strings.

For example, to search a cell that contains

any number between 0 to 9, do the following:

i. Enter \d in the Find filed.

ii. Select the Search using regular expression check box.

iii. Click Find.

d. Click Find. If the text is found, the 

cell containing that text is selected.

e. Click Find again to find further instances of the search text.

To find and replace:

a. Click the Find and Replace icon .

b. Enter the content that you want to search in the Find field.

c. Enter the content that you want to replace in the Replace field.

d. Select any or all the following options to find 

and replace the content more effectively:

• Select the Case sensitive check box to find the content that is 

the exact letter case of the content entered in the Find field.

• Select the Match entire cell contents check box to find 

and replace for cells that contain only the characters

that you have entered in the Find and Replace fields.

• Select the Search using regular expression check box 

to find and replace the pattern that matches strings.

e. Click Replace to replace the individual instances.
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Op

tions

Actions

f. Click Replace All to replace every instance

of the content throughout the dataset.

Un

do

a. Click the Undo icon .

b. Select the recent changes from the list that 

you want to undo, and then click the list.

The Undo option undoes anything you do in the dataset. The CSV Ed

itor saves the unlimited undo-able action. You can perform the un

do action even after you save your changes made to the dataset.

Redo
a. Click the Redo icon .

b. Select the recent changes from the list that 

you want to redo, and then click the list.

The CSV Editor saves the unlimited redo action.

Import When you have a large amount of data stored in a CSV file, you can im

port that into a dataset instead of creating a new dataset. You must 

have a .csv file that contains variable data to import into a dataset.

a. Click the Import icon .

b. Click Choose File and select the CSV file that 

you want to import in the Import File dialog box.

c. Select one of the following options to ap

pend or overwrite data in the dataset:

• Click Overwrite to add the rows and columns from the 

selected CSV file from the beginning of the dataset.

• Click Append to add rows and columns from 

the selected CSV file to the end of the dataset.

d. Select the First row contains headers check 

box if your CSV file contains the header.
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Op

tions

Actions

Export You can export variable data from the dataset in

to a CSV file to reuse in future tests when required.

You must have a dataset that you want to export.

Click the Export icon  to download the dataset as a CSV file.

Set as 

current

row

During the test run, if you want variable data to be select

ed from a current row instead of the first row in a dataset, 

right-click any cell in a row and select Set as current row.

Also, you can set the current row from the Datasets

page by clicking Menu, and then the Configure option.

When rows are deleted:

If you delete any row between row 1 to current row, the current row da

ta is taken from the next row. For example, when you set the current

row as 6, and then you delete any row between row 1 to row 6, the cur

rent row remains at row 6, but the content of row 7 is moved to row 6.

When rows are inserted:

If you insert any new row between row 1 to the current row, 

the current row data is taken from the previous row. For ex

ample, when you set the current row as 6, and then you in

sert any row between row 1 to row 6, the current row re

mains at row 6, but the content of row 5 is moved to row 6.

Dataset 

config

uration

set

tings

In the Configure Dataset window, you can change the row and 

column settings and configure the string values in the dataset 

that contains variable data for tests to use when they run.

a. Click the Menu icon , and then select the Configure option.

b. Select any of the separator values that you used in the CSV file.
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Op

tions

Actions

The available options are Comma, Semicolon, Space, Tab, 

and Other. In the CSV file, if you have any other separa

tor characters other than the available options, then you 

can select the Other option, and then can specify a value.

For example, if the data in the CSV file is separated by a char

acter #, then select the Other option and enter # in the field.

c. Configure the following options to 

change the row and column settings:

• Column header - Use an up-down control button to in

crement or decrement the value of the column header.

• Data start point - Use an up-down control button to incre

ment or decrement the value of the data starting pointer.

• Current row - Use an up-down control button to in

crement or decrement the value of the current row.

d. Configure the following options to 

change the string values in the dataset:

• Treat as null - Enter a string value that is 

to be treated as null when running the test.

• Treat as empty - Enter a string value that is 

to be treated as empty when running the test.

For example, when you run the test and the da

ta 123 in the dataset to be treated as empty, then 

you can specify 123 in the Treat as empty field.

• Treat empty text as null - Select this field when you 

want the dataset that contains any blank cells, and 

the value of those blank cells to be interpreted as null.

e. Click Update to apply the changes.
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Op

tions

Actions

Dis

card
Click the Menu icon  and select Discard

to discard the changes made to the dataset.

4. Click the Save icon  to save the changes made to the dataset.

5. Click the Publish icon  to publish the dataset to the Git repository, and then close 

the CSV editor.

Results

You have edited the dataset.

Dataset encryption
Encrypted datasets are useful when you want to run tests that contain confidential 

information such as a set of passwords or account numbers.

When you run a test that uses an encrypted dataset, then you must provide an encryption 

key for decrypting the encrypted data in columns so that the data can be used in the test. If 

the test uses data from the multiple encrypted dataset columns, you must enter the same 

encryption key for every encrypted dataset column that the test uses.

When you run the test that uses the dataset with the encrypted column, the value of the 

column is decrypted at a run time. The data in the column is sent as a clear-text string 

in requests to the server. The actual values of the encrypted dataset variables are not 

displayed in the test log. The test log displays asterisks for the encrypted dataset variables.

You can use only one encryption key to encrypt data in the columns in any dataset.

Important:

The encryption keys that you use to encrypt data in a dataset are not stored on the server 

nor can be retrieved from the server. Therefore, you must remember to store the encryption 
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keys in a secure location. You must use the same encryption keys to perform the following 

operations:

• View the encrypted values

• Decrypt data

• Enable the use of the encrypted dataset during test runs

Encrypting a dataset column
To secure test data, you must encrypt datasets. You can encrypt data in the columns 

of a dataset by using an encryption key. When you run a test that utilizes a dataset with 

encrypted variables, you must enter the encryption key for the encrypted column that the 

test uses.

Before you begin

You must have created a dataset. See Creating a dataset (on page 4).

Procedure

1. Go to the HCL OneTest Server URL.

2. Enter your user name and password, and then click Login.

3. Open your project from the HCL OneTest Server UI.

4. Go to the Datasets page and find the dataset that you want to encrypt.

5. Click the Edit icon  from the Actions column of the dataset.

The dataset opens in the CSV Editor in a web browser.

6. Right-click any cell in a column that you want to encrypt and select Encrypt column 

data.

The Encrypt Column window is displayed.

7. Enter an encryption key in the Encryption Key field to encrypt the data in the column.
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Remember:  When you have already encrypted other columns in the dataset, you 

must enter the same encryption key that you used previously. You can use only one 

encryption key to encrypt columns in a dataset.

Important:

The encryption keys that you use to encrypt data in a dataset are not stored on the 

server nor can be retrieved from the server. Therefore, you must remember to store 

the encryption keys in a secure location. You must use the same encryption keys to 

perform the following operations:

• View the encrypted values

• Decrypt data

• Enable the use of the encrypted dataset during test runs

8. Click Encrypt Column.

Asterisks are displayed instead of actual data for the encrypted column.

Results

You have encrypted the dataset column in your project.

What to do next

You can publish the dataset to the Git repository so that other members of the project can 

use the dataset. See Publishing a dataset (on page 16).

Decrypting a dataset column
To view the content of an encrypted dataset, you can decrypt the dataset column. Removing 

encryption from a dataset revokes the protection offered to the test data.

Before you begin

You must have created at least one dataset and encrypted the dataset with an encryption 

key. See Creating a dataset (on page 4) and Encrypting a dataset column (on page 

14).
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Procedure

1. Go to the HCL OneTest Server URL.

2. Enter your user name and password, and then click Login.

3. Open your project from the HCL OneTest Server UI.

4. Go to the Datasets page and find the dataset that you want to decrypt.

5. Click the Edit icon  from the Actions column of the dataset.

The dataset opens in the CSV Editor in a web browser.

6. Right-click encrypted cells that display the contents with asterisks, and then select 

Decrypt column data.

The Decrypt Column window is displayed.

7. Enter the encryption key that you used to encrypt the data in the column in the 

Encryption Key field.

8. Click Decrypt Column.

Asterisks are replaced with the actual data in the decrypted column.

Results

The encryption is removed from the selected column in the dataset. When you run a test 

that uses a dataset that contains decrypted data, the variable data is substituted for the 

original data in the recorded test without prompting for the encryption key.

What to do next

You can publish the dataset to the Git repository so that other members of the project can 

use the dataset. See Publishing a dataset (on page 16).

Publishing a dataset
When you create or edit any datasets in HCL OneTest Server, you can publish your changes 

to the Git repository. Therefore, when you publish a dataset, other members in the project 

can use your dataset in their test assets run, if required.
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Before you begin

You must have created, edited, or deleted dataset assets in HCL OneTest Server.

About this task

The Changes page lists dataset assets that are modified. You can publish all datasets or a 

single dataset listed in the Changes page to the Git repository by selecting the appropriate 

check boxes.

HCL OneTest Server processes one publish request at a time. Therefore, when multiple 

users attempt to publish the same dataset, the request that reaches first from the users is 

processed. The other users receive an error message, and they are unable to publish.

When you modify the dataset and publish it to the Git repository, the other members who 

have access to that dataset can view the updated dataset.

You can also perform the following actions from the Changes page by clicking the Menu

icon .

• Edit - If you want to make any last-minute updates to the dataset before publishing.

• Discard - To remove the changes that you made to the dataset asset.

• Save As - To save a copy of dataset.

Procedure

1. Go to the HCL OneTest Server URL.

2. Enter your user name and password, and then click Login.

3. Open your project from the HCL OneTest Server UI.

4. Go to the Changes page, find the dataset that you want to publish.
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5. Select the check box that precedes the Dataset name to publish to the Git repository, 

and then click Publish.

6. Enter a description for the changes made to the dataset, and then click Publish.

A message is displayed for successful pushing of changes to the Git repository.

Results

You have published the modified dataset into the Git repository.

Viewing a dataset
When test assets includes datasets, you can view the contents of a dataset from HCL 

OneTest Server. The datasets residing in the Git repository are listed in the Datasets page.

Before you begin

You must be a member of the project with the Owner or Tester role and must have 

completed the following tasks:

• Created a project in HCL OneTest Server. See Adding details to a server project.

• Configured the Git repository in your project. See Adding repositories to a server 

project.

• Created at least one dataset and encrypted the dataset with an encryption key. See 

Creating a dataset (on page 4) and Encrypting a dataset column (on page 14).

• Created a classification for an encrypted dataset. See Creating a classification.

Procedure

1. Go to the HCL OneTest Server URL.

2. Enter your user name and password, and then click Login.

3. Open your project from the HCL OneTest Server UI.

4. Go to the Datasets page, find the dataset that you are interested in, and then expand 

the dataset by clicking the Expand icon .
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Note:  You can click the Dataset Name field to sort the datasets by name in 

alphabetical order. Alternatively, you can use the Search field to search the dataset by 

name.

Results

You have viewed the contents of the dataset.

Viewing an encrypted dataset
You can use the Dataset page to view the contents of an encrypted dataset from HCL 

OneTest Server.

Procedure

1. Go to the Datasets page, find the encrypted dataset that you are interested in, and then 

expand the dataset by clicking the Expand icon .

2. Perform the following steps, if you have created a classification but yet to add the 

encrypted dataset to it:

a. Find the encrypted dataset that you are interested in, and then click the Lock icon 

 from the Actions column of the dataset.

b. In the Change the classification for the dataset window, select a classification 

from the list and enter the encryption key set for the dataset.

c. Click Save to save the classification details.

3. Right-click the encrypted column and click Show encrypted data.

You can right-click the decrypted column and select Hide encrypted data to encrypt the 

data again.

Important:  The Show encrypted data option is available only when you have added 

the encrypted dataset to the respective classification.

Results

You have viewed the contents of an encrypted dataset.
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Changing classification for an encrypted dataset
To move the encrypted dataset from one classification to another, you can change the 

classification for an encrypted dataset from the Dataset page.

Before you begin

You must have created at least two or more classifications. See Creating a classification.

Procedure

1. Go to the Datasets page and find an encrypted dataset for which you want to change 

the classification.

2. Click the Lock icon  from the Actions column of a dataset.

3. In the Change the classification for the Dataset window:

a. Choose the classification from the list.

b. Enter the encryption key for the dataset that was set while encrypting the dataset 

column.

c. Save the classification details.

Remember:  You can perform this task only if you know the encryption key set for 

the dataset while encrypting the dataset column.

Results

You have changed the classification for an encrypted dataset.

Related information

• Managing an encrypted dataset

• Creating a classification

Deleting a dataset
You can delete the dataset when it is not required in your test environment.
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Before you begin

You must have at least one dataset asset in your Git repository that you have configured.

About this task

You can delete datasets in HCL OneTest Server in the following scenarios:

• Datasets that you created in the desktop clients and that are cloned to the repository in 

your project on HCL OneTest Server.

• Datasets that you created in HCL OneTest Server and that are published to the 

repository in your project.

• Datasets that are in the .csv file format.

You cannot delete the following datasets:

• Datasets that you created or edited in HCL OneTest Server and that are not published to 

the repository in your project.

• Datasets that are in the .sit file format.

Procedure

1. Go to the HCL OneTest Server URL.

2. Enter your user name and password, and then click Login.

3. Open your project from the HCL OneTest Server UI.

4. Go to the Datasets page, find the dataset that you want to delete.

5. Click the Menu icon  from the Actions column of a dataset, and then click Delete.

6. Clear the Publish delete to <branch name of the configured Git repository> check 

box to delete the dataset from your project.

When you clear this option, the deletion of the dataset does not reflect in the configured 

Git repository. Therefore, the other members of the project can still use the dataset that 

you have deleted. If you want, later you can publish the dataset to the Git repository 

from the Changes page.
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Note:  By default, Publish delete to <branch name of the configured Git 

repository> field is selected.

7. Enter a description for deleting the dataset in the Description of change field.

8. Perform the following action:

Option When Action

Select

ed #

Click Delete 

and Publish

Publish delete to <branch name 

of the configured Git repository>

Cleared 

#

Click Delete

A message is displayed for the successful deletion of the dataset.

HCL OneTest Data overview
HCL OneTest Data is an automated and customizable tool to generate the test data. HCL 

OneTest Data is one of the components of HCL OneTest Server and can be accessed as 

Data Fabrication in the HCL OneTest Server GUI.

You can generate the test data in various file formats such as Excel files, Native file, 

Comma-Separated Values (CSV), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), and Extensible Markup 

Language (XML).

The test data is the core component of any application testing. Creating test data manually 

is very time-consuming. With HCL OneTest Data generator, you can generate huge volumes 

of intelligent data to perform application testing without the risk of data leaks or privacy 

issues. The generated test data can drive the testing of any application by using HCL 

OneTest suite.

HCL OneTest Data provides the following capabilities:

• Generates real-time data automatically.
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• Provides powerful built-in API to match the data with the generated datatype.

• Supports flexibility to model the data.

• Supports both single and multi-tenancy.

HCL OneTest Data provides the following benefits:

• Protects data privacy.

• Improves the efficiency and accuracy of predefined data and real-time data generation.

• Avoids extraction of real and potentially sensitive information from production system.

You can find more information about the tasks that you must perform to generate the test 

data by using HCL OneTest Data.

Data design environment overview
The data design environment is a graphical interface to design all its components and data 

generation rules to generate test data on user demand. To design the components for data 

generation, you must log in to HCL OneTest Server, and then create a project.

You use various components to structure data in HCL OneTest Data. The components of 

data design environment are:

• Files

• Connections

• Schemas

The definitions of data stored in the schemas are used to define a map. The map specifies 

the transformation logic in the form of rules. The map identifies the data definition of a 

schema, validates the type properties of data by using rules, and compiles the rules to 

generate the real-time test data.

You can refer to workspace management to manage workspace in HCL OneTest Data.
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Related information

• Test assets and a server project

Project management
You can create a project to manage the data design environment that is used to generate 

the test data. If the data design environment that you created is no longer required, then 

you can archive or delete the project. If you do want to use an archived project, you can 

unarchive it.

While you manage your project, the following components of HCL OneTest Data are 

impacted:

• Projects

• Schemas

• Jobs

• Data files

• API history

• Map files

• Files

• Connections

• Actions

If you want to modify the name of your HCL OneTest Data project, then you can rename the 

project in HCL OneTest Server.

Note:  When you delete any archived project, then that project is deleted based on the 

configured job settings.

Related information

• Configuring job settings (on page 97)
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Workspace management
You can view and manage all the data design components such as files, connections, or 

schema of your project on the Workspace page.

Quick Links is a list of links that enables you to access the frequently used features of HCL 

OneTest Data. You can export or import the project by using the list of links in Quick Links. 

You can also export or import a selective list of components.

Components: Export and import functions
The export and import functions of HCL OneTest Data move projects or individual 

components between the project and the local file system. By using the export and import 

functions, you can reuse project or components in multiple projects. For example, you can 

export a project running on a shared server to import it to your project instance running on 

your local machine.

When you export a project, a zip file is created and is downloaded to the local file system. If 

you import a project, the project is moved from the local file system into the repository.

You can also select any individual component such as connections, schemas, or files to 

export and import. For example, you might want to copy a schema from one project to 

another. When you export individual component, you can choose to include dependent 

components.

Exporting a project or components
When you want to reuse your existing project for another project, you can export either the 

selected components or an entire project to your local file system.

Before you begin

You must have a project.

Procedure

1. To export the entire project, click Export current workspace from the list of links in 

Quick Links.

The project with all its artifacts is exported to your local file system.
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2. To export the selective components from a project, click Selective export of current 

workspace.

The Selective Export dialog box appears.

3. Select schemas, files, or connections from the drop-down list. You can select multiple 

components to export.

4. Click OK to export.

Results

The selected file is exported successfully from the workspace.

Importing a project or components
When you have a project or any component of a project into your local file system and 

you want to reuse it for another project, you can import those artifacts from the local file 

system.

Before you begin

• You must have a project or any component of a project in your local file system.

• The project or component that you want to import must be in a zip format.

Procedure

1. From the list of links in Quick Links, click Import into workspace.

The Import dialog box appears.

2. Select a file you want to import into your workspace and click Import.

Results

The selected file is imported successfully into the workspace.

Note:  If the project file you selected to import already exists in the workspace, the 

import process fails.
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Task flows: HCL OneTest Data
You can use the task flow diagram to get started with HCL OneTest Data. After you select 

your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page, you can 

complete the tasks in sequence to generate the test data. You can click the links to get 

more information about the tasks.

Generating the test data by using HCL OneTest Data

You can use the task flow diagram to help you to generate the test data.

1. Generation of test data (on page 22)

2. Import JSON or XSD from the local file system (on page 32)

3. Generate a schema by using Connections (on page 33)

4. Import data from the local file system (on page 63)

5. Create a schema (on page 62)

6. Modify a schema (on page 68)
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7. Design a schema (on page 68)

8. Define types (on page 69)

9. Set type properties (on page 71)

10. Use sample files (on page 78)

11. Add regular expressions (on page 77)

12. Design structural view of a schema (on page 85)

13. Set restrictions (on page 86)

14. Apply functions (on page 87)

15. Generate the test data (on page 92)

16. Generated test data (on page 94)

17. Download the generated test data (on page 95)

18. Regenerate jobs (on page 96)

19. Test data generation job is stuck (on page 94)

20. Check API history to troubleshoot (on page 96)

21. Cancel jobs (on page 100)

Generating schema by using Connections

You can use the task flow diagram to generate a schema by using Connections in the Data 

Fabrication page.
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1. Create a sample schema (on page 35)

2. Establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and external resource (on page 

33)

3. Generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data (on page 38)

4. Generate the test data (on page 40)
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Integrating HCL OneTest Data with other applications

You can use the task flow to integrate HCL OneTest Data with other applications such as 

Jenkins and  UrbanCode™ Deploy.

1. Integration with other applications (on page 101)

2. Generating the test data by using Jenkins (on page 101)

3. Generating the test data by using HCL UrbanCode Deploy (on page 109)

4. Generating the test data by using Jenkins (on page 101)

5. Generating the test data by using Jenkins (on page 101)

6. Generating the test data by using HCL UrbanCode Deploy (on page 109)

7. Generating the test data by using HCL UrbanCode Deploy (on page 109)
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Generation of test data
To test an application, you use data that is passed to get real-time results. Since creating 

test data manually is time-consuming, you can use HCL OneTest Data, an automated tool to 

generate random test data. You can generate the test data in various file formats.

Test data is a core element in the process of testing any application. A sufficient amount 

of data is necessary to test all the possible scenarios of any application. HCL OneTest Data

requires a schema to generate the test data.

You must complete certain tasks to generate the test data.

Schema fabrication
A schema is a graphical structure to represent different types of data. You can fabricate a 

schema for the generation of test data.

HCL OneTest Data supports the following ways to fabricate the schema:

• Import a schema from local file system into HCL OneTest Data.

• Generate a schema in external resource by using HCL OneTest Data.

• Create a schema by using HCL OneTest Data.

You can fabricate a schema by using various methods. You can also manage the schema 

for your project to generate the test data.

Schema import
HCL OneTest Data requires a schema to generate the test data. If you have a schema in 

your local file system, then you can import the same schema into your project.

HCL OneTest Data supports the import of the schema, which is either in JavaScript Object 

Notation (JSON) or XML Schema Definition (XSD) file format.

After you import the schema, you can perform all the following tasks to the imported 

schema:

• Defining types
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• Setting type properties

• Setting restrictions

• Applying functions

Restriction:  You cannot modify the properties of the types in an XSD or a JSON schema.

Importing XSD or JSON files from the local file system
When you have an XSD or a JSON format file in your local file system, you can import the 

same files from the local file system into your HCL OneTest Data project.

Before you begin

• You must have created a project.

• You must have an XSD or a JSON format file in your local file system.

About this task

XSD or JSON files are in schema format. To create a schema, you can import an existing 

schema that is in the XSD or JSON format from your local file system.

Restriction:  You cannot modify all the properties of the types in an XSD or a JSON 

schema.

The following table shows the list of properties supported by JSON or XSD schema:

Properties JSON schema XSD schema

JavaScript rules Yes No

Regular expression Yes No

Restrictions No No

Default values No No

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.
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2. Click the Schemas tab.

3. Click XSD/JSON from the Schemas menu.

The Import XSD/JSON dialog box is displayed.

4. Select the JSON or XSD file that you want to import.

5. Provide a schema name with a brief description and keywords as Tags.

6. Click OK and save the changes.

Results

You have successfully imported XSD or JSON files from the local file system.

What to do next

You must define the types in the schema. See Defining Types (on page 69).

You can also perform the following actions:

• View the imported file listed under the Schemas tab.

• Use the Search field to search for any schema from the existing schemas.

• Sort the list of schemas by name, folder, and recently used schemas.

Schema generation
When you want to generate the test data in any external resource, you must generate the 

schema by using that specific resource.

To generate the schema, you must establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and 

the external resource.

HCL OneTest Data supports the establishment of connections with the following external 

resources:

• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)

• Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing (SAP)

• MongoDB

• Excel
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Note:  After you generate schema by using any external resource, you can perform all the 

following tasks to the generated schema in HCL OneTest Data:

• Defining types

• Setting type properties

• Setting restrictions

• Applying functions

You can find information about how HCL OneTest Data connects with an external resource 

and generates the test data.

HCL OneTest Data support to write the generated test data in 
JDBC databases
When you want the generated test data in any Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) 

supported database, you can generate the test data by using HCL OneTest Data. 

Subsequently, HCL OneTest Data inserts the generated test data directly in the configured 

JDBC supported database.

To enable HCL OneTest Data to write the generated test data in the database, you must 

create a sample schema in the installed JDBC supported database, establish a connection 

with the installed database, select the generated schema in HCL OneTest Data, and then 

generate the test data of the selected schema.

HCL OneTest Data supports the test data generation for the following data types:

• INTEGER

• VARCHAR

• TEXT

• DATETIME

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites must be met to enable HCL OneTest Data to write the generated 

test data:
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• You must have access to HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have installed any JDBC supported database, such as Oracle, MySQL, and so 

on.

Task flow

You must perform the following tasks in sequence to enable HCL OneTest Data to write the 

generated test data directly in the JDBC supported database. The table also provides you 

the links to the information about the tasks.

Task More Information

Create a sample schema in a database Creating a sample schema in 

a database (on page 35)

Establish a JDBC connec

tion with HCL OneTest Data

Establishing a JDBC connection with 

HCL OneTest Data (on page 37)

Generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data Generating a schema in HCL 

OneTest Data (on page 38)

Insert the generated test 

data in the database

Inserting the generated test da

ta in a database (on page 40)

Creating a sample schema in a database
To generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data, you must create a schema with a table in the 

database.

Procedure

1. Download the JDBC connector jar file to your local file system.

2. Copy the connector jar file from your local file system to the HIP REST and HIP Server

pod by using the following commands from the command prompt.

For example, run the following commands if you are using the MySQL database:

For HIP REST pod
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kubectl cp /<source path/mysql-connector-java-8.0.19.jar {my-ots}-hip-

rest-5d4d6b6d66-kbj5l:/opt/runtime/extjar/mysql-connector-java-8.0.19.jar

For HIP Server pod

kubectl cp /source path/mysql-connector-java-8.0.19.jar {my-ots}-hip-

server-0:/opt/hcl/hip/extjar/mysql-connector-java-8.0.19.jar

Notes:

• Depending on the database you use, you might have to modify the commands for 

the database.

• When you install or restore HCL OneTest Data, you must copy the connector jar file 

again.

3. Create a schema with a table in the database by using the following commands from 

the command prompt.

For example, if you want to use the MySQL database, you can use the following 

command in the MySQL Workbench to create a schema with a table:

create schema <schema_name>; 

use <schema_name>; 

    CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS <table_name> ( 

    task_id INT PRIMARY KEY, 

    title VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

    description TEXT 

); 

This command creates a schema in the MySQL database.

Remember:  In HCL OneTest Data, you must refer to the schema name and the table 

name that you created by using this command.

Results

You have successfully created a sample schema in the database.
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What to do next

After you create a schema in the database, you must establish the connection between HCL 

OneTest Data and the JDBC supported database. See Establishing a JDBC connection with 

HCL OneTest Data (on page 37)

Note:  You can view the schema name that you created in the database as the value of 

the Catalog property in HCL OneTest Data.

Establishing a JDBC connection with HCL OneTest Data
You must establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and the JDBC supported 

database to generate the schema and to write the generated test data in the database.

Before you begin

You must have created a sample schema in the database. See Creating a sample schema in 

a database (on page 35).

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click New from the Connections tab to create a new connection.

3. Select JDBC as a connection type and click Next.

4. Enter the following properties of the connection in the Properties dialog box.

a. Enter the URL of the database.

For example, jdbc:mysql://10.0.2.15:32768

b. Enter the name and password to access the database.

5. Click Test to verify whether the connection is established successfully.

Note:  If the connection fails to establish, it can be because of one of the following 

reasons:

• Mismatch in the version of the drivers.

• Unreachable database.
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• Missing database.

• Unsuccessful copying of the connector jar file.

Results

You have successfully established the connection between HCL OneTest Data and the 

database.

What to do next

You must provide a name for the connection, and then generate a schema. See Generating a 

schema in HCL OneTest Data (on page 38).

Generating a schema in HCL OneTest Data
After you establish the connection between HCL OneTest Data and the JDBC supported 

database, you can generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data from the configured database.

Procedure

1. Click the Connections tab and select the connection that you created.

2. Click the context menu and select New Action.

3. Select Target as the Action Type in the New Action dialog box and click Next.

4. Enter the following properties of the schema that you want to generate, and then click 

Next.

Properties Actions Required/Optional

Target Select the target as Ta

ble that you created in the 

database from the list.

Required

Write Mode Select Insert to insert

the data in the database.

Required
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Properties Actions Required/Optional

Catalog Select the schema name 

that you created in the 

database from the list.

Required

Schema Select the schema name 

that you created in the 

database from the list.

The schema name is dis

played either in the Cata

log or in the Schema field 

for the selected database.

Optional

Table Select the name of the ta

ble that you created in the 

database from the list.

Required

Logging Select logging as ON, if you want 

the actions performed in the data

base to be logged in the log files.

Optional

Failure Action Select the action to be per

formed when any failure occurs

while generating the schema.

The default failure

action is Rollback.

Optional

REST Output Select to override the action

after deploying in HIP REST.

Optional

5. Click Generate.

The schema is generated in HCL OneTest Data by using the schema you 

created in the database. HCL OneTest Data generates the schema name as 

anonymous_schema_<number>.
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Note:  You must select this schema name as the schema for HCL OneTest Data to 

generate the test data.

6. Select the schema type as Row and click Next.

7. Provide the identification details of the new action, and then click OK.

The new action is created and is listed under the JDBC connection.

Results

You have successfully generated the schema in HCL OneTest Data.

Important:  If you want to generate schemas for other tables in the same database, 

then instead of creating a new connection, you must click New Action on the existing JDBC 

connection.

What to do next

You can provide the action name under the Identification dialog box, and then generate the 

test data in the database. See Inserting the generated test data in the database (on page 

40).

Inserting the generated test data in a database
After you generate the schema from the configured database in HCL OneTest Data, you can 

directly insert the generated test data in the database.

Before you begin

You must have generated the schema by using the database. See Generating a schema in 

the database (on page 38).

Procedure

1. Select the schema that you generated with the following name from the Schema tab:

anonymous_schema_<number>

2. Click the menu of the group type of the schema and select Structure.
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You can view the list of all item types associated with the selected group type in the 

structure view.

3. Click the menu for all the item types to set the property as Set Required, and then click 

Save.

Note:  If you have a numeric item type, you must set Min size (digits) and Max size 

(digits) properties.

For example, when you select Integer as Presentation then you can set the Min size 

(digits) as 1 and the Max size (digits) as 9.

4. Select the group type in the Dictionary dialog box and click Generate Data from the 

menu.

The Generate Data dialog box is displayed.

5. Select the Connection option and provide values for the Number of records and 

Numeric Seed Value.

6. Select the connection type from the list, and then click OK.

Results

You have successfully inserted the generated test data from HCL OneTest Data in the JDBC 

supported database.

What to do next

You can click the Jobs tab to view the status of the job. The tooltip of the job displays the 

following details:

• URL of the connection.

• Name of the table.

• Schema name from which the test data is generated.

Important:
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You cannot download the generated test data from the Jobs page because the test data is 

written to the configured database and is not available in HCL OneTest Data.

You can log in to the configured database to view the generated test data.

HCL OneTest Data support to generate test data for an SAP IDoc 
or DXOB file
When you want to generate the test data for an SAP Intermediate Document (IDoc) or Data 

Transfer Object (DXOB) file, you can generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data by using the 

structured schema of the SAP IDoc or DXOB file. You can then generate the test data by 

using the generated schema in HCL OneTest Data.

The SAP applications provide file-based interfaces, such as the SAP IDoc and DXOB 

interfaces. The SAP IDoc interface supports Application Link Enabling (ALE) and Electronic 

Data Interchange (EDI) file formats, and the SAP DXOB interface supports the DXOB files.

You must perform the following tasks to generate the test data for any SAP IDoc or DXOB 

file:

• Schema generation for an SAP IDoc or DXOB file (on page 42)

• Generating test data (on page 92)

Related information

• SAP applications (on page 242)

Schema generation for an SAP IDoc or DXOB file
When you want to generate the test data for an SAP IDoc or DXOB file, then you must 

generate a schema for the selected SAP IDoc or DXOB file.

The SAP IDoc or DXOB file is a standard data structure in SAP applications to transfer data 

between SAP system applications and external resources. Every SAP IDoc or DXOB file has 

a unique number.
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If you have an SAP IDoc or DXOB file that you want to use for test data generation in your 

local file system, then you must import the file into your HCL OneTest Data project. After 

importing the file, you must establish a connection between the SAP IDoc or DXOB interface 

and HCL OneTest Data. The established connection helps to transfer and interpret the data 

of the imported SAP IDoc or DXOB file. The interpreted information then helps HCL OneTest

Data to generate a schema.

You must perform the following tasks to generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data for the 

SAP IDoc or DXOB file:

Importing an SAP IDoc or DXOB file
When you want to establish a connection with an SAP IDoc or DXOB interface, you must 

import the SAP IDoc or DXOB file into your HCL OneTest Data project from your local file 

system.

Before you begin

You must have completed the following tasks:

• Created a project.

• Created the SAP IDoc or DXOB file in your local file system.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Files, and then click New to import the SAP IDoc or DXOB file from the local file 

system into your project.

Results

You have successfully imported the SAP IDoc or DXOB file from the local file system into 

your project.

What to do next

You must establish a connection between the SAP IDoc or DXOB interface and HCL OneTest

Data. See Establishing an SAP IDoc or DXOB interface connection with HCL OneTest Data

(on page 44).
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Establishing an SAP IDoc or DXOB interface connection with HCL 
OneTest Data
When you want to generate a schema for an SAP IDoc or DXOB file, you must establish a 

connection with the SAP IDoc or DXOB interface.

Before you begin

You must have imported the SAP IDoc or DXOB file into your project.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Connections.

3. Click New to create a new connection type.

The New Connection dialog box is displayed.

4. Select SAP IDoc from the Type drop-down list, and then click Next.

5. Set the following properties under Connection Properties:

• Enable Bypass Client Connection.

• Select 2 (Unicode) as Bytes Per Character.

6. Click Next, and then provide a name to the established connection.

7. Click OK.

You can see the name of the SAP IDoc connection under the Connections tab.

Results

You have successfully established the connection between HCL OneTest Data and the SAP 

IDoc or DXOB interface.

What to do next

You must generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data by using the SAP IDoc or DXOB file. See 

Generating schema by using an SAP IDoc or DXOB file. (on page 45)
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Generating schema by using an SAP IDoc or DXOB file
When you want to generate the test data for an SAP IDoc or DXOB file, then you must 

generate a schema for the selected SAP IDoc or DXOB file.

Before you begin

You must have established the connection with the SAP IDoc or DXOB interface.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Connections.

3. Select the SAP IDoc connection name that you established, and then click New Action

from the menu.

The New Action dialog box is displayed.

4. Select Target as the action type, and then click Next.

5. Enter the following properties for the new action:

a. Select one of the following file types from the Data record type drop-down list.

• ALE - 1000 byte segments (ALE/RFC port)

• EDI - Segments terminated by line feed (file port)

• DXOB - Data Transfer Object

b. Select the imported SAP IDoc or SAP DXOB file name from the IDoc or DXOB File

drop-down list.

c. Select Native from the Character set drop-down list.

6. Click Next.

7. Click Generate to generate a new schema by using the imported SAP IDoc or SAP 

DXOB file.

A schema is generated as anonymous_schema_<number>.

8. Select Schema type.
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9. Click Next.

10. Provide the name to the new action, and then click OK.

The new action is created and listed under the SAP IDoc or DXOB connection name that 

you established.

Note:  You can create multiple actions for each established connection.

11. Click Save.

Results

You have successfully generated a schema for the SAP IDoc or DXOB file in HCL OneTest

Data.

Note:  You can modify the schema name anonymous_schema_<number> from the 

Schemas tab.

What to do next

You can generate the test data by using the generated schema. See Generating test data (on 

page 92).

HCL OneTest Data support to generate test data for SAP BAPI
When you want to generate test data for SAP Business Application Programming Interface 

(BAPI), you can generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data based on structured schema of 

SAP BAPI function modules. You can then generate the test data by using the generated 

schema in HCL OneTest Data.

SAP BAPIs are API methods of SAP Business Object Types. HCL OneTest Data uses SAP 

BAPI to access the application layer of the SAP System.

Prerequisites

You must have access to HCL OneTest Server.

Task flow

You must perform the following tasks in sequence to generate the test data for SAP BAPI in 

HCL OneTest Data.
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The table also provides you the links to the information about the tasks:

Task More Information

Install SAP connector

files in HCL OneTest Data

Installing the SAP connector files in 

HCL OneTest Data (on page 47)

Establish an SAP BAPI connec

tion with HCL OneTest Data

Establishing an SAP BAPI connection

with HCL OneTest Data (on page 48)

Generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data Generating a schema in HCL 

OneTest Data (on page 49)

Generate test data in HCL OneTest Data Generating test data (on page 92)

Related information

• SAP applications (on page 242)

Installing the SAP connector files in HCL OneTest Data
To generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data, you must install the SAP connector files in HCL 

OneTest Data.

Procedure

1. Download the SAP connector files libsapjco3.so and sapjco3.jar to your local file 

system.

2. Copy the connector files from your local file system to the HIP Server pod by using the 

following commands from the command prompt:

kubectl cp /source path/libsapjco3.so {my-ots}-hip-server-0:/opt/hcl/hip/

libs/libsapjco3

kubectl cp /source path/sapjco3.jar {my-ots}-hip-server-0:/opt/hcl/hip/

libs/sapjco3.jar
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Note:  When you install or restore HCL OneTest Data, you must copy the connector 

files again.

3. Enter the following command to change the current user as the root user:

chown <user>:root libsapjco3.so sapjco3.jar

4. Run the following command to modify the access permissions of the connector file:

chmod 777 libsapjco3.so sapjco3.jar

Results

You have successfully installed the SAP connector files in HCL OneTest Data.

What to do next

You must establish the connection between HCL OneTest Data and the SAP BAPI 

connector. See Establishing an SAP BAPI connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 

48).

Establishing an SAP BAPI connection with HCL OneTest Data
When you want to generate a schema for SAP BAPI, you must establish a connection 

between HCL OneTest Data and SAP BAPI.

Before you begin

You must have installed the SAP connector files in HCL OneTest Data. Ensure that you have 

installed the connector files a few minutes back. See Installing SAP connector files in HCL 

OneTest Data (on page 47)

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Connections.

3. Click New to create a new connection type.

The New Connection dialog box is displayed.
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4. Select SAP BAPI from the Type drop-down list, and then click Next.

5. Set the following properties under Connection Properties, and then save the changes:

• Enter the SAP System host name in the Host ID field.

• Enter Client Number and System ID of the SAP System.

• Provide the SAP System credentials in the User and Password fields for 

authentication.

6. Go to the Connection Properties pane of the Data Fabrication page, and then click Test

to verify whether the connection is established successfully.

Note:  Your connection might fail to establish because of any one of the following 

reasons:

• Trouble at the SAP server port.

• Firewall blockage between HCL OneTest Server and the SAP server.

• Unsuccessful copying of the connector files.

• Unsuccessful refresh of the HIP Server pod.

7. Click Next, and then provide a name for the SAP BAPI connection that you established.

8. Click OK.

You can view the name of the SAP BAPI connection under the Connections tab.

Results

You have successfully established the connection between HCL OneTest Data and SAP 

BAPI.

What to do next

You must generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data by using the SAP BAPI. See Generating a 

schema in HCL OneTest Data (on page 49).

Generating a schema in HCL OneTest Data
After you establish the connection between HCL OneTest Data and an SAP BAPI, you can 

generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data.
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Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Connections.

3. Select the SAP BAPI connection name that you established, and then click New Action

from the menu.

The New Action dialog box is displayed.

4. Select Target as the action type, and then click Next.

5. Enter the following properties for the new action:

a. Click Fetch to select the function module category from the BAPI Function Module 

category drop-down list.

b. Click Fetch to select the function module of the selected function module category 

from the BAPI Function Module drop-down list.

6. Click Next.

7. Select New, and then click Generate to generate a new schema in HCL OneTest Data.

The schema with a name as schema_<number> is generated in HCL OneTest Data.

The Schema Type  is populated automatically based on the selected BAPI function 

module.

Note:  You must select this schema name as the schema for HCL OneTest Data to 

generate the test data.

8. Click Next, and then provide the identification details of the new action.

9. Click OK.

The new action is created and is listed under the SAP BAPI connection.

Results

You have successfully generated a schema for SAP BAPI in HCL OneTest Data.
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Note:  You can modify the schema name schema_<number> from the Schemas tab.

What to do next

You can generate the test data by using the generated schema. See Generating test data (on 

page 92).

HCL OneTest Data support to write the generated test data in 
MongoDB
When you use MongoDB as a database in your application testing environment and you 

want the generated test data in MongoDB, then you can generate the test data by using HCL 

OneTest Data. Subsequently, HCL OneTest Data inserts the generated test data directly in 

MongoDB.

To enable HCL OneTest Data to write the generated test data in the database, you must 

either import or create a schema in HCL OneTest Data, and then establish a connection with 

MongoDB. After you establish the connection, you must associate the selected schema with 

MongoDB, and then generate the test data by using HCL OneTest Data. Subsequently, HCL 

OneTest Data writes the generated test data directly in MongoDB.

Important:  HCL OneTest Data always writes the generated test data in MongoDB in the 

JSON format.

Prerequisites

You must have access to HCL OneTest Server.

Task flow

You must perform the following tasks in sequence to enable HCL OneTest Data to write 

the generated test data directly in MongoDB. The table also provides you the links to the 

information about the tasks.

Task More information

Create a schema in HCL OneTest Data

Import a JSON or XSD in

to HCL OneTest Data project

Create a schema in HCL 

OneTest Data (on page 62)
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Task More information

Import a JSON or XSD into HCL 

OneTest Data project (on page 32)

Establish a MongoDB connec

tion with HCL OneTest Data

Establishing a MongoDB connection

with HCL OneTest Data (on page 52)

Associate a schema with MongoDB Associating a schema with 

MongoDB (on page 54)

Insert the generated

test data in a database

Inserting the generated test da

ta in a database (on page 55)

Establishing a MongoDB connection with HCL OneTest Data
You must establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and MongoDB to associate a 

schema with the database.

Before you begin

You must have completed the following tasks:

• Created or imported a schema in the HCL OneTest Data project.

• Installed MongoDB on your computer and the MongoDB instance must be ready to 

connect. For more information, refer to Install MongoDB.

• Created a database in MongoDB. For more information, refer to Database Methods.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Connections.

3. Click New to create a new connection.

The New Connection dialog box is displayed.

4. Select MongoDB as a connection type and click Next.

https://docs.mongodb.com/guides/server/install/
https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/method/js-database/
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5. Enter the following properties of the connection in the Properties dialog box:

a. Enter the host name of MongoDB in the Host field.

b. Enter the server port number of the computer where MongoDB is running in the 

Port field.

c. Enter the user name and password to access MongoDB.

6. Click Test to verify whether the connection is established successfully.

Note:  If the connection fails to establish, it can be because of any one of the 

following reasons:

• Unreachable database.

• Missing database.

• Incorrect host name and port number.

7. Click Fetch to upload all the databases available in the configured MongoDB in the 

Database drop-down list, and then select the database that you want to use to write the 

generated test data.

8. Click Next, and then provide a name to the established MongoDB connection.

9. Click OK.

You can see the name of the MongoDB connection under the Connections tab.

Results

You have successfully established the connection between HCL OneTest Data and 

MongoDB.

What to do next

You must associate a schema with a database of MongoDB. See Associating a schema 

with MongoDB (on page 54).
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Associating a schema with MongoDB
After you establish the connection between HCL OneTest Data and MongoDB, you must 

associate a schema with a database of MongoDB. You must select the schema that you 

want to use to generate the test data.

Before you begin

You must have created a collection in the selected MongoDB database.

For more information, refer to db.createCollection() section of Database Methods.

About this task

You can associate any schema with the MongoDB database that can generate the test data 

in the JSON format.

The following schema formats support the output format in JSON:

• Excel

• JDBC

• XSD

• CSV

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click the Connections tab and select the MongoDB connection name that you created.

3. Click the menu and select New Action.

4. Select Target as the Action Type in the New Action dialog box, and then click Next.

5. Click Fetch to extract a list of all the collections of the selected database, and then 

select a collection from the Collection drop-down list.

Note:

You can retain the default property settings for all other boxes.

https://docs.mongodb.com/manual/reference/method/js-database/
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6. Click Next to provide the schema details.

7. Click the Schema drop-down list to select the schema that you want to use to generate 

the test data.

8. Click the Schema Type drop-down list to select the group type for which you want to 

generate the test data, and then click Next.

9. Provide the identification details of the new action, and then click OK.

The new action is created and listed under the MongoDB connection.

Results

You have successfully associated the schema with the database.

Tip:  If you want to associate any other schema in the same database, then you 

must click New Action on the existing MongoDB connection. You need not create a new 

connection.

What to do next

You can generate the test data from the schema that you associated with the database of 

MongoDB. The generated test data is directly inserted into the database. See Inserting the 

generated test data in a database (on page 55).

Inserting the generated test data in a database
After you associate a schema with a database of MongoDB, you can generate the test data 

and insert the generated test data directly in the database by using HCL OneTest Data.

Before you begin

You must have associated the schema with MongoDB. See Associating a schema with 

MongoDB (on page 54).

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Select the schema that you associated with the database from the Schemas tab.
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3. Select the group type of the schema for which you want to generate the test data.

4. Click the menu of the selected group type, and then click Generate Data.

You can view the list of all item types associated with the selected group type in the 

structure view.

The Generate Data dialog box is displayed.

5. Select the Connection option.

6. Select the MongoDB connection name that you established from the Connections drop-

down list.

Note:

When you select MongoDB to insert the generated test data, you can generate only one 

record of test data at a time.

7. Provide a value for Numeric Seed Value, and then click OK.

Results

You have successfully generated and inserted the test data in MongoDB.

What to do next

You can click the Jobs tab to view the status of the job. When you hover over the status of 

the job, you can view the following details in the tooltip:

• Connection URL that includes details of host name and port number.

• Name of the collection.

• Database name with which the schema is associated.

Important:

You cannot download the generated test data from the Jobs page because the test data 

is written directly in the MongoDB database and the generated test data is not available in 

HCL OneTest Data.

You must log in to the database to view the generated test data.
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HCL OneTest Data support to generate test data for an Excel file
When you use Microsoft Excel as a database in your application testing environment and 

you want to use the structure of an Excel file to generate test data, then you can generate 

the test data for the selected Excel file by using HCL OneTest Data.

When you want to generate the test data for the Excel file, then you must import the file into 

your HCL OneTest Data project. After importing the file, you must establish a connection 

between Excel and HCL OneTest Data. The established connection helps to transfer the 

data and interpret the data of the imported Excel file into your HCL OneTest Data project. 

The interpreted information then helps HCL OneTest Data to generate a schema. You can 

then use the generated schema to generate the test data in HCL OneTest Data.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites must be met to enable HCL OneTest Data to write the generated 

test data:

• You must have access to HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have an Excel file on your computer.

Task flow

You must perform the following tasks in sequence to enable HCL OneTest Data to generate 

the test data for the Excel file. The table also provides you the links to the information about 

the tasks.

Task More Information

Import an Excel file. Importing an Excel file. (on page 58)

Establish a connection between

Excel and HCL OneTest Data.

Establishing a connection between Excel

and HCL OneTest Data (on page 58).

Generate a schema 

based on an Excel file.

Generating a schema based on 

an Excel file (on page 59).

Generate test data by us

ing the generated schema.

Generating test data by using the 

generated schema (on page 61).
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Importing an Excel file
When you want to establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and an Excel file, you 

must import the Excel file into your HCL OneTest Data project from your computer.

Before you begin

You must have completed the following tasks:

• Created a project in HCL OneTest Server.

• Opened an Excel file or created a file if it did not exist.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Files, and then click New to import the Excel file from the computer into your 

project.

Results

You have successfully imported the Excel file from the computer into your project.

What to do next

You must establish a connection between Excel and HCL OneTest Data. See Establishing a 

connection between HCL OneTest Data and Excel (on page 58).

Establishing a connection between HCL OneTest Data and Excel
When you want to generate a schema based on an Excel file, you must establish a 

connection between HCL OneTest Data and Excel.

Before you begin

You must have imported an Excel file from your computer into your project. See Importing 

an Excel file (on page 58).

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Connections.
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3. Click New to create a new connection.

The New Connection dialog box is displayed.

4. Select Excel as a connection type, and then click Next.

5. Provide a name for this connection.

6. Click OK.

You can see the name of the connection under the Connections tab.

Results

You have successfully established the connection between HCL OneTest Data and Excel.

What to do next

You must generate a schema in HCL OneTest Data based on the Excel file. See Generating a 

schema based on Excel file (on page 59).

Generating a schema based on an Excel file
After you establish the connection between HCL OneTest Data and Excel, you can generate 

a schema that is based on an Excel file in HCL OneTest Data.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click the Connections tab and select the connection that you created.

3. Click the menu, and then select New Action.

4. Select Target as the Action Type in the New Action dialog box, and then click Next.

5. Enter the following properties of the schema that you want to generate, and then click 

Next:

• Select the Excel file that you imported into your project from the Excel File drop-

down list.
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• Click Fetch to upload all the worksheets of the Excel file in the Worksheet drop-

down list.

• Select the worksheet from the Worksheet drop-down list.

Note:

You can retain the default property settings for all other fields.

6. Select New, and then click Generate.

The schema is generated in HCL OneTest Data. HCL OneTest Data generates the 

schema name as schema_<number>.

Note:  You must select this schema name as the schema for HCL OneTest Data to 

generate the test data.

7. Select the schema type as Sheet.

8. Click Next to provide the identification details of the new action, and then click OK.

The new action is created and listed under the connection that is established between 

HCL OneTest Data and Excel.

Results

You have successfully generated the schema in HCL OneTest Data.

Note:

You can modify the schema name schema_<number> from the Schemas tab.

Tip:  If you want to generate schemas for other Excel files, then you must click New 

Action on the existing Excel connection. You need not create a new connection.

What to do next

You can view the generated schema listed under the Schemas tab. You can generate the 

test data for the generated schema in HCL OneTest Data. See Generating test data by using 

the generated schema (on page 61).
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Generating test data by using the generated schema
After you generate the schema in HCL OneTest Data, you can use this schema to generate 

the test data in HCL OneTest Data.

Before you begin

You must have generated the schema by using the connection that is established between 

HCL OneTest Data and Excel. See Generating a schema based on Excel file (on page 59).

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Select the schema name schema_<number> from the Schemas tab.

The schema is displayed.

3. Select the Sheet group type, and then select Structure from the menu.

You can view a group as Row in the structure of the schema. All item types of a schema 

are listed under the Row group type.

4. Click the menu for the Row group type, and then set the property as Set Required.

5. Click the menu for all the item types that you want to use to generate the test data, and 

then set the property as Set Required.

Note:  If you have a numeric item type, you must set Min size (digits) and Max size 

(digits) properties.

For example, when you select Integer as Presentation, then you can set the Min size 

(digits) as 1 and the Max size (digits) as 9.

6. Click Save.

7. Select the Sheet group type in the Dictionary dialog box, and then click Generate Data

from the menu.

The Generate Data dialog box is displayed.
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8. Provide the number of records that you want to generate in Number of records.

9. Optional:  Provide a seed value that acts as a reference number to generate the same 

set of data in Numeric Seed Value.

10. Select the output file format for the generated test data from the list, and then click OK.

Results

You have successfully generated the test data by using the generated schema.

What to do next

You can click the Jobs tab to view the status of the job. You can then download the 

generated test data of the jobs that are completed successfully.

Schema creation
When you do not have an existing schema or you do not want to generate a schema in any 

database, then you can create a schema by using HCL OneTest Data.

To create a schema, you need to design a schema by defining the types, setting the 

properties for each type of schema, and designing a structural view of schema. You can 

also set restrictions or apply functions to the defined types.

Composing a schema
To generate the test data, you require a schema. You can compose a new schema if you 

do not have an existing schema or you do not want to generate the schema by using any 

external resource.

Before you begin

You must have a project.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click New from the Schemas. Otherwise, select Create a schema from Quick Links.
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The New Schema dialog box is displayed.

3. Provide a schema name.

4. Select the default project folder or enter any project folder name.

5. Enter keywords as tags which can help for quick search.

6. Provide a brief description of the schema and click OK.

The schema opens in the schema designer as Root as the data dictionary. You can view 

the schema name as a tab in the workspace.

Results

The schema is displayed in the schema designer.

What to do next

You must define the types in your schema. For information about defining types, see 

Defining types (on page 69).

Importing data from local file system
If you have data or a sample file, you can import it into your project and can use that data to 

design a schema.

Before you begin

• You must have created a project.

• You must have a data file in your local file system in CSV or Excel files.

About this task

The Files tab on the Data Fabrication page is one of the design components of a project. By 

clicking this tab, you can create a file. This tab helps you to import an existing file from the 

local file system, for which you want to generate test data.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.
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2. Click the Files tab.

3. Click New from the Files to create a file.

The New File dialog box is displayed.

4. Select a file that you want to import from your local file system.

5. Provide a name to a file, folder details, keyword as Tag for quick search, and a brief 

description of the file.

6. Click OK to import and create a file.

Results

You achieved the following results:

• View the list of all the files imported for this project in the Files tab.

• Use the Search field to search any file from the existing files.

• Sort the list of files by name, folder, and recently used files.

What to do next

After you have created a file into your project, you can import a file into schema designer to 

create a schema.

Related information

• Integrating sample files into a schema (on page 78)

Importing files into schema designer
To create a schema by using the data you imported, you must import the data file into 

schema designer.

Before you begin

You must have imported a data file into your project from the local file system.
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About this task

When you want to create a schema, you require data. You can use the data which you have 

imported from your local file system.

Procedure

1. Click Import from the Schemas.

The Import dialog box is displayed.

2. Select the file type as CSV.

3. Select the file that you want to import from the Sample File Path and define the import 

properties of the data.

4. Provide a schema name for this data and click Import.

The schema appears in the schema designer.

5. Save the changes.

Results

You can view the imported file listed under the Schemas tab.

What to do next

You must define the types in the schema. For information about defining types, see Defining 

types (on page 69).

Copying artifacts of a schema to another schema
When a schema in your project includes artifacts, and you want to reuse those artifacts in 

another schema in the same project, then you can copy the artifacts of a schema to another 

schema by using HCL OneTest Data.

Before you begin

You must have a schema in your HCL OneTest Data project.
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About this task

While you copy the artifacts of the schema, you can either create a schema or select an 

existing schema.

Restriction:  You cannot copy an XSD or a JSON schema to another schema.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

3. Select a category, group, or item type from Dictionary, and then click Copy to Schema

from the menu.

The Copy Type dialog box is displayed.

4. Toggle the Create New Schema switch to select the destination schema. You can either 

create a schema or select an existing schema.

• To copy the artifacts of a schema into a new schema, go to step 5.

• To copy the artifacts of a schema into an existing schema, go to step 6.

5. Copy the artifacts to a new schema by performing the following steps:

a. Toggle the Create New Schema switch to the on position to create a schema.

b. Enter a name for the new schema.

c. Toggle the Copy Child Types switch to the on position to copy all the child types of 

the selected type.

d. Toggle the Copy Referenced Types switch to the on position if you want to copy 

the types referenced as the components of the group.

Note:  The referenced types are always copied to the same path as the source 

schema.

6. Copy the artifacts to an existing schema by performing the following steps:
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a. Toggle the Create New Schema switch to the off position to select an existing 

schema.

b. Select a schema from the Schema drop-down list.

c. Toggle the Retain Same Type Paths switch to the on position if you want to copy 

the types to the same path in the destination schema.

Note:  If you toggle the switch to the off position, then you must provide the 

type path in the Type Path field.

d. Toggle the Copy Child Types switch to the on position to copy all the types and the 

child types of the selected type.

e. Toggle the Copy Referenced Types switch to the on position if you want to copy 

the types referenced as components of the group.

f. Toggle the Overwrite Existing Types switch to the on position to overwrite the type 

in the destination schema that already exists.

7. Click Copy.

8. Save the changes.

Results

You have successfully copied the artifacts of a schema into another schema.

Schema management
In a schema you can perform certain tasks such as editing and deleting of a schema. You 

can also split a schema view.

Editing a schema
At any point of time, you can edit the details of a schema of your project.
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Procedure

1. Select a schema that you want to edit from the list of schemas of your project.

The schema appears in the schema designer.

2. Click the edit icon .

The Edit Schema dialog box appears.

3. Edit the schema details and save the changes.

Deleting a schema
If you do not need a schema anymore, you can remove that specific schema from your 

project.

Procedure

1. Select the schema that you want to delete from the list of schemas of your project.

The schema appears in the schema editor.

2. Click the delete icon .

3. Click Yes to confirm and save the changes.

Splitting a schema view
The schema designer displays a single schema. However, you can split the schema 

designer to view two schemas simultaneously. This is useful for copying, editing, or viewing 

different components of very large schemas.

Schema design overview
When you compose a schema by using HCL OneTest Data you must define the types of the 

schema. You can also modify the types of the schema when you import any schema from 

local file system or use the schema generated by using any external resource.

You can find information about the tasks that you must perform to design and create the 

structural view of the schema in your project.
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Defining types
For optimum test data generation, you must define entire data of schema into types. Types 

are the components of schemas. After you design schema in the schema designer, you 

must define entire data as types by using type designer.

Adding types to a schema
The types in the schema are arranged in a hierarchy. A new schema by default has Root 

type. You can add subtypes to the Root type to define a schema.

Before you begin

You have a schema for your project.

About this task

Types are the set of data objects. A new schema has a single Root type. All types are added 

as subtypes of the Root type and then as subtypes of other types.

Procedure

1. Select the type under which you want to add a subtype. For example, select "Root".

2. From the menu of the selected type, click Add.

The subtype is created of the similar type as of the selected type and it appears under 

the selected type.

Note:  You cannot add any type to a JSON or an XSD schema.

3. Save the changes.

Results

You can view the nested structure of types.

What to do next

You must define the properties of the types of the schema. For information about how to 

setup type properties, see related links at the end of this page.
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Copying a type
To create more types with similar properties, you can copy an existing type.

About this task

In addition to using the drag-and-drop method, you can use the menu to copy a type.

Procedure

1. Select the type that you want to copy and click Copy from the menu.

2. Select the target type—the type under which you want to copy the given type.

3. Click Paste from the menu of the target type.

Results

You can view a new type with the properties similar to an existing type.

What to do next

You can modify the name, description, and the properties of the copied type.

Deleting a type
When you want to remove any type from the schema, you can delete it.

Procedure

1. Select the type that you want to delete and click Delete from the menu.

2. Click Yes to confirm and save the changes.

You can select more than one type simultaneously by using Multiselect option.

Note:  You cannot delete any type of a JSON or an XSD schema.

Results

The selected type is deleted.
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Related information

• Objects, types, and classes (on page 251)

Setting type properties
After you add types to your schema, you must set type properties.

Before you begin

You must have a schema with types.

Procedure

1. Select a type and click the menu of the type.

2. Click Properties.

The Properties dialog box appears.

3. Enter the name, class and description details of the type.

4. Choose the class of the type as Category, Group, or Item.

The properties of the selected type appear.

5. Define the required properties for the selected type.

6. Click Advanced properties to provide additional property details of the type.

For information about type properties, see related links at the end of this page.

Note:  In case you import any JSON or XSD format schema, you cannot modify the 

properties of any type of the schema.

7. Save your changes.

Results

The type properties of the schema are defined and saved successfully.
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What to do next

When you finish defining the properties for all the types of your schema, you must prepare 

a structural view of the schema by using drag-and-drop method. See Designing a structural 

view of the schema (on page 85).

Read the following topics to understand how to set certain properties for any item type:

Related information

• Type properties (on page 252)

Value assignation for item types
When you want to use specific item type values to generate the test data, then you can 

assign those values to the item types. To assign the values to any item type, you can either 

import the item type values or add the values manually.

Prerequisites
You must have completed the following tasks:

• Created a project in HCL OneTest Server.

• Created a schema in HCL OneTest Data.

You can assign values to any item type by using any one of the following methods:

• Assigning values for item types from a file (on page 72)

• Inserting values for item types manually (on page 73)

Assigning values for item types from a file
When you have a file with values for an item type on your computer then you can assign 

those values to the item type to generate the test data.

Before you begin

You must have created a file with item type values on your computer.
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Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Files and import the file of item type values from your computer into your project.

3. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

4. Select the item type for which you want to assign the values.

5. Select Restrictions from the Item Properties drop-down list of the Properties dialog 

box.

6. Enable the Values from file toggle button.

7. Provide the name of the file that you imported with an extension in the Values file field.

8. Enter the column number of the file where the item type values are specified in the 

Values column number field.

9. Save the changes.

Results

You have successfully assigned the values for item types from a file.

What to do next

You must prepare the structural view of the schema. See Designing a structural view of the 

schema (on page 85).

Inserting values for item types manually
When you want to assign specific values to an item type that does not exist in any file on 

your computer, then you can assign those values by inserting manually.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

3. Select the item type for which you want to assign the values.

4. Select Restrictions from the Item Properties drop-down list of the Properties dialog 

box.
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5. Click Include.

6. Enter the value for the selected item type in the first row.

7. Optional:  Click Description to provide the details of the values of the item type.

8. Click menu, and then click the Value include restrictions icon  to add another row.

You can repeat step 6 through step 8 to add more values to the item type.

9. Save the changes.

Results

You have successfully inserted the values for item types manually.

What to do next

You must prepare the structural view of the schema. See Designing a structural view of the 

schema (on page 85).

Setting weightage values
You can set weightage values for an item type to determine how often the value of that item 

type can be displayed in the generated test data.

Before you begin

• You must have a project and a schema.

• You must have created a weightage file that can be of CSV or Microsoft Excel Open 

XML format.

Note:  The weightage file consists of one column for values of item types and 

another column for weightage values for each item type value. The weightage values 

must be integers.
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About this task

The property of weightage values is set as a restriction on an item type. The probability 

to get higher accuracy increases in the results of the weightage values in the following 

scenarios:

• When HCL OneTest Data processes a large amount of data.

• When there is a large difference between the weightage values.

Computation of weightage value

The probability of occurrence of any item type value in the generated test data can be 

computed by using the following formula:

Probability of occurrence of any item type value = Weight of each item type 

 value / Total weight of all the item type values

The following table shows an example when you have a weightage file with five item type 

values and its corresponding weightage values:

Item type values Weightage values

Red 50000

Blue 5000

Green 500

Orange 50

Purple 5

The total weightage value of all the item type values = 50000 + 5000 + 500 + 50 + 5 = 

55555.

The probability of occurrence of each item type value in the generated test data can be 

computed as shown in the following table:
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Item type values Probability of occurrence Computed values

Red 50000/55555 0.9

Blue 5000/55555 0.09

Green 500/55555 0.009

Orange 50/55555 0.0009

Purple 5/55555 0.00009

From the computed values, Red has a higher probability value than other colors.

When you use this weightage file to set the weightage value for any specific item type and 

generate the test data, then you can find the generated test data with more occurrences of 

Red as compared to the other colors.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Files and import the weightage file from the local file system into your project.

3. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

4. Select the item type on which you want to apply the weightage value.

5. Select Restrictions from the Item Properties drop-down list of the Properties dialog 

box.

6. Enable the Values from file toggle button.

7. Provide the name of the weightage file in the Values file field.

8. Enter the column number in Values column number and Weights column number.

9. Click Save.

10. Select the group and generate the test data.

Results

You can view more occurrences of the values that are set with higher weightage values as a 

result of the test data generation.
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What to do next

You must prepare the structural view of the schema. See Designing a structural view of the 

schema (on page 85).

Related information

• Value assignation for item types (on page 72)

Setting regular expressions
When you want values of an item type to appear in a certain pattern in the generated test 

data, you must set the Regular Expression property for that item type in a defined schema.

Before you begin

• You must have logged in to HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have created a project and a schema.

About this task

The regular expression is a special text to describe a pattern. For example, you can specify 

regular expressions for email address, phone number, or website. HCL OneTest Data

provides you some sample regular expressions.

To set regular expressions to any item type, you can either insert a value or select from the 

sample list of regular expressions that best suits your testing requirements. HCL OneTest

Data then validates the value you inserted for the Regular Expression field and generates 

the values of the selected item type in a similar pattern.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

3. Select the item type for which you want to set regular expressions.

4. Click Regular Expression from the Properties dialog box.
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The sample list of regular expressions is displayed.

5. Set the regular expression in the Regular Expressions field by using any one of the 

following methods:

• Type the regular expression. HCL OneTest Data then validates the regular 

expression.

For example, [0-9]{18}

Tip:  If you want to reuse the validated regular expression then click Add to 

sample list, to add the expression in the list.

• Select the regular expression from the sample list. The selected regular expression 

is displayed in the Regular Expressions field.

6. Click Save.

Results

You have successfully set the regular expression for the selected item type.

What to do next

You must prepare the structural view of the schema. See Designing a structural view of the 

schema (on page 85).

Related reference

• Regular expressions (on page 286)

Integrating sample files into a schema
When you want to generate the test data, you must define a schema. HCL OneTest Data

provides sample files with item type values so that you can integrate the sample file into a 

schema by mapping it to any item type.

Before you begin

• You must have logged in to HCL OneTest Server.
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• You must have created a project and a schema.

About this task

The Files tab on the Data Fabrication page is one of the design components of a project. 

From the Files tab, you can integrate a file into a schema by using any one of the following 

options:

• Create a file by retrieving the data.

• Upload a file from the local file system.

• Use any sample file.

Sample files contain the values for a specific item type. The sample files are in CSV and 

Excel file formats. You can map these sample files to an item type in a schema.

Note:  You can map only one sample file to one item type in a schema.

You can use the Search field to search for any specific sample file from the Sample Files

list. After you select a sample file, you can use the menu to manage the file for the following 

actions:

• Edit: You can modify the file name and the description of the selected sample file.

• Delete: You can delete the selected sample file from the list of files you can view in the 

File tab.

• Download: You can download the selected sample file into your local file system.

Note:  If you want to modify the selected sample file, you must first download the 

file into your local file system, and then edit the file for changes.

Procedure

1. Select the project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Use sample from the Files tab.

The Sample Files dialog box is displayed.
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3. Select one or more sample files that you want to import into your project, and then click 

Select.

4. Click the Files tab, and then download the selected sample file that you imported into 

your project.

Note:  You can open the sample file and check the column number of the file that 

you want to map with the item type.

5. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

6. Select Restrictions from the Item Properties drop-down list of the Properties dialog 

box.

7. Enable the Values from file toggle button.

8. Provide the file name of the selected sample file with an extension in the Values file

field.

9. Enter the column number of the sample file where the item type values are specified in 

the Values column number field.

10. Click Save.

Results

• You can view the list of all the sample files you have selected in the Files tab.

• You have successfully integrated the sample file into a defined schema.

What to do next

You must prepare the structural view of the schema. See Designing a structural view of the 

schema (on page 85).

Adding JavaScript rules
When you have a JavaScript file with defined rules to create values for any item type, then 

you can add the JavaScript rules to create the values for the mapped item type.
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Before you begin

• You must have created a project and a schema.

• You must have created a JavaScript file with defined rules in your local file system.

About this task

If you want to add the JavaScript rules to create the values for the mapped item type, then 

you must use the following command to define the rules in the JavaScript file:

function getData()

You can additionally set any one of the following properties for the mapped item type by 

using the JavaScript rules:

• Regular expression: The JavaScript rule uses the regular expression that you enter in 

the Properties dialog box as an input for the regular expression rule.

• Seed value: The JavaScript rule uses the seed value that you enter in the Generate Data

dialog box as an input for the seed value rule.

To set either regular expression or seed value property, you must define the rules in the 

JavaScript file by using the following commands:

Property Command Parameter description

Regular ex

pressions

function getData(param) (param): Represents the reg

ular expression pattern in 

the Regular Expression field.

Seed value function getData(param) (param): Represents the 

seed value in the Numer

ic Seed Value field of the 

Generate Data dialog box.

Note:  If you set the values for both regular expression and seed value properties in 

HCL OneTest Data and define the rule in the JavaScript file by using the command function 
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getData(param), then only the value set for regular expression property is accepted while 

creating the item type values.

After you define rules in the JavaScript files, you can import the JavaScript file from your 

local file system into your project, and then map the file to any item type in a schema.

Procedure

1. Select the project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Files and import the JavaScript file from the local file system into your project.

3. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

4. Select the item type for which you want to create the values by using the JavaScript file.

5. Select Item Properties from the drop-down list of the Properties dialog box.

6. Select Text in the Item Subclass field.

7. Click the Advanced Properties icon .

8. Optional. Provide the pattern in the Regular Expression field, if you want to set the 

regular expression for the mapped item type.

9. Provide the name of the JavaScript file with an extension in the JavaScript Name field.

Important:  You must enter the correct file name of the JavaScript file that you 

imported into your project. For example, address.js.

10. Click Save.

Results

You have successfully added the JavaScript rules for the item type.

What to do next

You must prepare the structural view of the schema. See Designing a structural view of the 

schema (on page 85).
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The pairwise data generation method
When you test any application, you might want to ensure that the test data that you use 

covers all possible combinations of item type values. To achieve this goal of maximum 

coverage of all possible scenarios, you must apply the pairwise data generation method on 

the required item types of a schema.

For testing any application, you must attain the maximum test coverage. You can achieve 

the maximum test coverage and discover more defects with less effort and time by applying 

the pairwise data generation method. The pairwise data generation method in HCL OneTest

Data helps to generate all the possible combinations of the item type values for each pair 

of item types. The use of this method decreases the number of the generated test data but 

covers all the possible combinations of the item type values.

For example, consider that there are three item types in a schema such as a list box 

with five values (zero, one, two, three, four), one radio button with two values (selected 

or unselected), and one check box with two values (selected or cleared). Therefore, the 

combination becomes 5x2x2 as the generated test data, which is equal to 20 values. These 

20 values are required to cover all combinations of the item types of the schema without 

applying the pairwise data generation method. After you apply the pairwise data generation 

method, you can observe that the generated test data comprises all combinations of item 

type values for the three pairs of item types among the three item types. This pairing of item 

types results in 12 combinations of values of the generated test data.

For more information about how to set the pairwise data generation method in HCL OneTest

Data, see Setting the pairwise data property (on page 83).

Setting the pairwise data property
When you want to generate an optimum test data that covers all possible combinations 

of item type values for each pair of item types in a schema, you can set the pairwise data 

property for those item types.

Before you begin

You must have completed the following tasks:
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• Created a schema in HCL OneTest Data.

• Read the details about how to assign the values to an item type. See Value assignation 

for item types (on page 72).

About this task

The pairwise data generation method is a combinational method to find all the possible 

values of the selected pairs of item types. The pairwise data generation method is efficient 

when you have a large number of item types and the item type values in a schema. When 

you apply the pairwise data generation method in such cases, the number of generated 

test data decreases drastically although covering all the combinations. To implement the 

pairwise data generation method, you must have multiple item types in a group type of a 

schema. To assign item type values, you must either import the values of item type from a 

file or insert values for each item type.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Open your schema from the Schemas tab.

3. Select the item type from Dictionary for which you want to set the pairwise data 

property.

4. Select Restrictions from the Item Properties drop-down list of the Properties dialog 

box.

5. Set values for the selected item type by using any one of the following methods:

• Import item type values from the file by using Values from file.

• Include values for the selected item type in the Properties dialog box.

6. Save the changes.

7. Select Item Properties from the drop-down list of the Properties dialog box.

8. Click the Advanced Properties icon .
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9. Select Yes from the Pairwise Data drop-down list.

Note:  The default value of the Pairwise Data drop-down list is No.

10. Save the changes.

Important:  You must select multiple item types to apply the pairwise data 

generation method.

Note:  When you want to apply the pairwise data generation method for each item 

type, you must repeat step 4 through step 10.

Results

You have successfully set the pairwise data property for the selected item type.

What to do next

You must select a group type to generate the test data of a schema. See Generating test 

data (on page 92).

Note:  The group type that you select to generate the test data can comprise both the 

item types set for the pairwise data property and the item types that are not set for this 

property.

Important:  When you generate the test data for a group type with a few or all of the item 

types set for the pairwise data property, then during the test data generation, the value you 

enter for the Number of records field is ignored. Based on the pairwise data property, HCL

OneTest Data auto calculates the number of records.

Related information

• Value assignation for item types (on page 72)

Designing a structural view of a schema
To define how the item and group types are organized and are related to each other, you 

must design the structural view of a schema before generating the test data.
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Before you begin

You must have a group type in your schema.

About this task

When you design the structural view of a massive schema, you can filter the item or group 

types of your schema by using Filter.

Procedure

1. Double-click any group type from Dictionary.

Alternatively, you can click the menu of the selected group, and then select Structure.

The Structure dialog box appears.

2. Drag and drop the types from Dictionary to the Structure dialog box to map Item and 

Group types.

Note:  You can use the Category type to organize the data dictionary entities. You 

cannot map the Category type in the structure view.

3. Save the changes.

What to do next

You can set restrictions and apply functions to define the component rules to any item 

type. You can also generate the test data without applying restrictions and functions. See 

Generating test data (on page 92).

Setting restrictions
When you define any item type for a schema, you can specify valid values to that type. You 

can define validations to the types by setting the restrictions.

Before you begin

• You must have a group type in your schema.

• You must have a structured view of your schema.
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About this task

You can set restrictions only for item types of your schema.

Procedure

1. Open the structure view of your schema.

2. Click the context menu for each item type and set the required restrictions.

You can set the following restriction rules:

• Optional

• Required

• Set Range

• Unlimited

3. Save the changes.

You can modify the properties of the selected item type by using Properties in the 

context menu.

For information about item restrictions, see related links at the end of this page.

What to do next

You can apply functions to define component rules to any item type. You can also generate 

test data without applying functions. See Generating test data (on page 92).

Related information

• Restrictions settings (on page 337)

Applying functions
You can apply functions on the item types of a schema to define the component rules.

Before you begin

You must have a defined schema in a schema designer. See Schema design overview (on 

page 68).
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About this task

You can also apply functions on the types of the imported JSON or XSD schemas.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Schemas, and then select the schema for which you want to generate the test 

data.

3. Select the group type, and then open the structural view of the schema.

4. Select the item type on which you want to apply the function, in the Structure dialog 

box.

5. Click the menu on the right side of the Structure dialog box.

A blank field is displayed next to the item type.

6. Click the blank field.

The Rule Editor pane is displayed on the page.

7. Enter the equal sign (=) in the Rule Editor pane.

8. Provide the function in the Rule Editor pane.

You can enter the function by performing any one of the following methods:

• Enter the function manually.

• Select from the list of functions by using the following steps:

a. Click the Insert mapping functions icon .

b. Select the function that you want to apply as a component rule, and then click 

Insert from the menu of the selected function.

For example, if you want the generated value of an item type in uppercase, then you 

must enter or select the UPPERCASE() function.

=UPPERCASE(RANDDATA())

9. Optional:  Enter a parameter for the selected function.
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You can provide the parameter value either as a constant value or as a reference of the 

item type.

You must use the following syntax to provide the parameter in any function:

<item type name>:Out1

where:

• item type name - Represents the name of the item type.

• :Out1 - Represents a standard output argument.

For example, consider that you have a group type as Flowers with Colors and Pattern

as two item types. If you want to generate the value of Colors item type in uppercase, 

then you can select the item type Pattern in the Structure dialog box. You must open 

the Rule Editor pane, and then select the UPPERCASE() function with reference of 

Colors item type as the parameter.

= Uppercase (Colors:Out1)

10. Press Enter.

The selected function is displayed in the item type field of the Structure dialog box.

11. Save the changes.

Results

You have successfully applied the function on an item type of the schema.

What to do next

You can generate the test data for the designed schema. See Generating test data (on page 

92).

Related information

• Functions and expressions (on page 392)

• Designing a structural view of a schema (on page 85)
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•

Setting a function to concatenate the values of item types (on page 

90)

Setting a function to concatenate the values of item types
You can set a function to concatenate the values of multiple item types so that the values 

are displayed as the value of another item type.

Before you begin

You must have completed the following tasks:

• Defined a schema. See Schema design overview (on page 68).

• Created the structural view of the schema. Designing a structural view of a schema (on 

page 85).

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Schemas, and then select the schema for which you want to generate the test 

data.

3. Open the structural view of the schema.

Important:  You must have all the item types in the same group type for the values 

that you want to concatenate.

The Structure dialog box is displayed.

4. Select the item type for which you want the values of the generated test data in the 

concatenated format.

Note:  You must not place the item type, for which you want the values in the 

concatenated format, in the same group type.
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For example, consider that a schema includes a group type, group_name1 and 

three item types such as item type1, item type2, and item type3. If you want to 

concatenate the values of item type1 and item type2 as the generated value of item 

type3, then you must add item type1 and item type2 item types in the group_name1

group type. You must ensure that item type3 does not exist in the group_name1 group 

type.

5. Click the menu on the right side of the Structure dialog box.

A blank field is displayed next to all the item types.

6. Click the blank field of the item type for which you want to set the function for 

concatenation.

The Rule Editor pane is displayed on the page.

7. Enter the equal sign (=) in the Rule Editor menu.

8. Select the SERIESTOTEXT() function from the Insert mapping functions  icon.

Note:  You can also provide the following rule manually in the Rule Editor pane: 

"item type1" + "item type2".

9. Provide the name of the group type as the parameter for this function.

For example, if you have a group_name1 group type, then you must provide the following 

function:

SERIESTOTEXT(group_name1:OUT1)

10. Press Enter.

The selected function is displayed in the item type field of the Structure dialog box.

11. Save the changes.

Results

You have successfully set the function to concatenate the values of multiple item types.
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What to do next

You can generate the test data for the designed schema. See Generating test data (on page 

92).

Related information

• Functions and expressions (on page 392)

Generating test data
When you have a defined and structured schema for the entire data, you can generate test 

data to perform application testing.

Before you begin

The following prerequisites must be met to generate the test data:

• You must have created a project.

• The schema must have a group type.

• You must have a structured view of your defined schema.

About this task

You can generate the sample test data from the group type of a schema. When you import 

the XSD format schema, then HCL OneTest Data generates only XML test data. If you import 

JSON format as input, the application generates only JSON test data.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and navigate to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Schemas tab and select the schema for which you want to generate the test data.

3. Select the group type that you want to use to generate the test data from the Dictionary

dialog box.

4. Click Generate Data from the menu.
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The Generate Data dialog box is displayed.

5. Enter the number of records that you want to generate in the Number of records field.

Important:  When you select the pairwise data generation property for any item type, 

then the number of records you enter is ignored. Based on the pairwise data generation 

approach, HCL OneTest Data autocalculates the number of records.

6. Enter seed value in the Numeric Seed Value field.

The seed value acts as an instance of random data that can produce the same set of 

data multiple times. By default, the seed value is blank.

Note:  The following table lists the maximum values for numeric seed value and 

number of records:

Description Maximum values

Numeric Seed Value 8 digits (99,999,999)

Number of records 9 digits (999,999,999)

7. Choose the output file format of the test data that you want to generate from the 

Output File Format list. HCL OneTest Data supports the following formats:

• CSV

• Native

• JSON

• XML

• Excel

Notes:

• If you create a schema by using the schema designer, by default, the output file 

format is CSV.

• If you import a schema into your project or have a schema with nested groups, you 

can select only the Plain text file as the output file format.

• You can generate line numbers in the output by creating an auto-increment rule by 

using functions and expressions.
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8. Click OK.

Results

The test data is generated successfully.

Note:  The column headings for the generated test data are available only for the CSV 

and Excel file output formats.

What to do next

You can view and download the generated test data on the Jobs page. See Status of 

generated test data (on page 94).

Status of generated test data
You can view the status of all the test data generated jobs performed in your project, on the 

Jobs page.

You can view the status of test data generated jobs in the Status column on the Jobs page. 

When the test data generation of any schema initiates, the status of that job is shown 

as Started. As the test data generation progresses, the status of that job changes to In 

Progress. After the test data generation completes successfully, the status changes to 

Complete. If the generation of test data fails, you can view the status of that particular job 

as Failed.

Usage of test data generation job
When the job to generate the test data is complete, you can download the test data 

generated job from the Jobs page. You can use the job details to troubleshoot the failed 

jobs and to regenerate the successful jobs.

You can access API history for each of the test data generation job. If you want to reuse any 

schema, you can regenerate the test data.

You can find different methods of using the generated test data jobs.
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Downloading test data
When you want to test any application by using the generated test data or to reuse the data 

of any specific schema definition for some other project, you can download the generated 

test data into your local file system.

Before you begin

• You must have a project.

• You must have generated test data.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Jobs.

You can view the list of test data generated jobs.

3. Select a job for which you want to download the generated test data.

You can select multiple jobs at a time to download the test data.

Note:  You can download the test data only for the jobs that are completed 

successfully.

4. Click the Download job(s) button or  icon.

Results

The generated test data is downloaded in the zip format in your local file system. When you 

download multiple jobs, then the zip format of the jobs are organized by time.

Note:  You can also download the generated test data file from the following location of 

the HCL OneTest Data pod:

/opt/hcl/hip-rest/

output/<accountId>/<userID>/<projectId>/<schemaId>/<genMapPath>.
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Regenerating test data
When you want to generate another set of test data by using an existing schema, then 

instead of defining a schema again, you can regenerate test data.

Before you begin

• You must have a project.

• You must have generated test data.

About this task

On the Jobs page, you can view the list of all test data generated jobs. If you want to use 

the existing data model or schema to generate different values of test data, you must 

regenerate with an empty seed value. However, if the seed value is not empty, then the same 

test data is generated as it was generated earlier for that schema.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Jobs.

You can view the list of data generated jobs.

3. Select a job for which you want to regenerate the test data.

You can select multiple jobs at a time to regenerate the test data.

4. Click Regenerate data from the menu or click the Regenerate data icon .

Results

The test data for the required schema is regenerated and is listed on the Jobs page.

What to do next

You can download the regenerated test data. See, Downloading test data (on page 95).

Accessing API history
To monitor the list of API endpoints used to generate test data, you can access the API 

History page.
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Before you begin

You must have a project.

About this task

HCL OneTest Data utilizes some sets of API endpoints to generate test data in a project. 

When you initiate test data generation, the API endpoints are stored as history. From the 

API History page, you can get information about those API endpoints used during test 

data generation. The API History page also displays the list of API endpoints that are used 

to download the generated test data. The details of API endpoints are helpful when the 

generation of any test data fails.

You can perform a quick search for the API endpoints based on the name of the API 

endpoint or the date range by selecting the From and To dates. If the To field is blank, you 

can view the results till the most recent date.

You can also use Swagger to access the API endpoints. You can use the following URL to 

access API endpoints through Swagger:

https://<OneTest Server Host>/onetest-data/v1/docs/

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click the API History tab.

The API History page appears with a list of all the API endpoints grouped by dates.

You can also explore the API History page after generating the test data.

3. Click the down arrow to find more details about the selected API endpoint.

Results

You have successfully accessed the API History page.

Configuring job settings
HCL OneTest Data periodically deletes all the generated test data and the jobs of test data 

generation with API history to clear the memory. However, if you want to change the default 
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number of days to retain the generated test data jobs in memory, you must configure the job 

settings.

Before you begin

• You must have cluster-admin permissions.

• You must have the IP address of the computer where HCL OneTest Server is installed.

About this task

As a default configuration, HCL OneTest Data retains the jobs with their generated test 

data and API history for five days after the jobs are completed. All the jobs that are 

created before five days are deleted. If you want to retain the jobs with their generated 

data for more number of days in HCL OneTest Data, then you must modify the value of 

the data_rotation_time property to the number of days you want to retain the jobs in the 

configmap file.

Note:  If you modify the value of the data_rotation_time property to zero, then you can 

disable the deletion of generated test data jobs and API history.

Procedure

1. Log in to the SSH console of HCL OneTest Server.

2. Run the following command to edit the configuration file:

kubectl edit configmap -n test-system {my-ots}-data-config -o yaml

3. Search for the data_rotation_time property in the configuration file, and then set the 

value to the number of days you want the jobs to retain in the server.

Note:  The default value of data_rotation_time is 5.

For example, if you want to retain the jobs for 10 days, set the value of 

data_rotation_time property as 10.

4. Save your changes, and then exit from the configuration file.

5. Run the following command to delete and restart the <onetest data> pod:
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kubectl delete pod {my-ots}-data-app-0

Results

You have successfully configured the setting to retain the jobs with generated test data and 

API history in HCL OneTest Data.

Jobs management
When you run a job to generate the test data, you can view the job details on the Jobs page. 

The Jobs page helps you to view and to manage the list of all the jobs that you execute.

You can perform a quick search for the test data generated jobs based on the name of the 

schema or the date range by selecting the From and To dates. If the To field is blank, you 

can view the results till the most recent date. After you perform the search, if you want to 

continue to search for any schema or specific date, you must clear the Search field by using 

the Clear Filter button.

You can delete and cancel the generated test data jobs.

Deleting a test data generated job
When any of the generated test data is of no further usage, you can delete that specific test 

data from your project.

Before you begin

• You must have a project.

• You must have generated test data.

About this task

On the Jobs page, you can view the list of all the projects for which you have generated the 

test data. You can remove the reference of any specific test data.

Procedure

1. Select your project in HCL OneTest Server and go to the Data Fabrication page.

2. Click Jobs.
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You can view the list of data generated jobs.

3. Select a job for which you want to delete the test data.

You can select multiple jobs at a time to delete.

4. Click Delete Job from the menu or click the Delete icon .

Results

The selected test data is deleted from your project.

Canceling a test data generation job
After initiating a test data generation job, if you want to modify the schema or terminate the 

job before the job completes, then you can cancel the running test data generation job.

Before you begin

You must have a test data generation job in the In Progress status.

About this task

You can cancel only one test data generation job at a time. You can view the details of API 

endpoints of the canceled job on the API History page. Later, if you want to reuse the same 

schema to generate the test data, you must select Regenerate Job to regenerate the test 

data. However, you cannot download the test data of the canceled job.

Note:  You can hover the cursor over the job to view the details of the member who 

canceled the job along with the timestamp.

Procedure

1. Go to the Jobs page and select the test data generation job that you want to cancel.

2. Click Cancel Job from the menu of the selected job.

A notification is displayed that the selected job is canceled.
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Results

You successfully canceled the running job. The canceled job appears on the Jobs page with 

the status as Canceled.

What to do next

You can modify the schema by using the schema designer and generate the test data.

Integration with other applications
You can integrate certain applications with HCL OneTest Data to generate the test data.

You can find instructions to integrate other applications with HCL OneTest Data.

Generating the test data by using Jenkins
When you perform a test during the continuous integration and continuous deployment 

process on Jenkins, you might want to generate the test data. You can generate random 

test data to test your application by integrating Jenkins with HCL OneTest Data by using the 

HCL OneTest Data Jenkins Plugin.

Before you begin

You must have completed the following tasks:

• Installed the latest version of Jenkins.

• You must have an account in the Jenkins application.

• Downloaded the latest version of the HCL OneTest Data Jenkins Plugin for the HCL

OneTest Data from HCL License & Delivery portal.

• Installed the HCL OneTest Data Jenkins Plugin in Jenkins.

Note:  You must restart the Jenkins application after installing the HCL OneTest 

Data Jenkins Plugin.

• Logged in to HCL OneTest Server.

• Created a project and a schema in HCL OneTest Data.

• Established a connection between HCL OneTest Data and a supported database. See

◦ Establishing a JDBC connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 37)

◦ Establishing a MongoDB connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 52)

https://hclsoftware.flexnetoperations.com/flexnet/operations/logon.do
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About this task

You can write the test data generated by integrating Jenkins with HCL OneTest Data into a 

file or any supported database. After integration with Jenkins, HCL OneTest Data Jenkins 

Plugin supports the insertion of the generated test data in both JDBC supported database 

and MongoDB. To write the generated test data in the database, you must establish a 

connection between HCL OneTest Data and the supported database.

Procedure

1. Log in to the Jenkins application.

2. Create a Jenkins free-style software project.

For more details about how to create a project in Jenkins, refer to the related link.

The project dashboard is displayed.

3. From the project dashboard, perform the following steps:

a. Click the Add build step list under Build and select Run an HCL OneTest Data 

Generation.

b. Set the properties for the HCL OneTest Data Jenkins Plugin for HCL OneTest Data 

by referring to the following table:

Field Action
Required/Op

tional

Name Enter the name of the build. Required

Server URL Enter the URL of HCL OneTest Server.

The format for the URL is as follows:

https://<fully-qualified-dns-name>/

Required

Offline Token Enter the offline token that is gen

erated in HCL OneTest Server.

Required
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

Project Select the name of the project 

from the list of your projects.

Required

Schema Select the name of the schema 

from the list of schemas associat

ed with the project you selected.

Required

Root Element Specify the root path of the element for 

which you want to generate the test data.

For example, Root:NewType1

Required

Number of 

Records

Enter the number of records 

you want to generate.

This field accepts only numbers.

Required

Numeric

Seed Value

Enter the seed value that acts 

as an instance of random data

when you generate the test data.

This field accepts both pos

itive and negative numbers.

Optional

Output Da

ta Storage

Select the data storage type. The da

ta storage is a location where you want 

the generated test data to be written.

You can select FILE, JDBC, or 

MONGODB as a data storage type.

FILE: The generated test data is writ

ten into a file and you can down

load it in your local file system.

JDBC: The generated test data is written in 

the selected JDBC supported database.

Required
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

MONGODB: The generated test 

data is written into MongoDB.

Connec

tion Names

Note:  This field is enabled only when 

you select JDBC as the data storage type.

Select the connection name from the 

populated list of connection names.

Required

Output Format Select the output file format of the gen

erated test data from the populated list 

of the output formats. The output file for

mat is based on the schema you selected.

Required

Data File 

Location

Specify the location of the output

file. If the specified location is in

valid, by default, the output file is 

saved in the HCL OneTest Data server.

Notes:

• You can find the output file 

in the HCL OneTest Data pod 

at the following location:

/opt/hcl/hip-rest/

output/<account

Id>/<userID>/<project

Id>/<schemaId>/<genMapPath>

• This field is not applicable if you se

lect the data storage type as JDBC.

Optional

c. Click Save.

4. From the Jenkins dashboard, select the project and click Build Now.
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Results

You have successfully generated the test data by using the HCL OneTest Data Jenkins 

Plugin.

Note:  If the test data generation request fails, you can view the test data generation 

logs. See Viewing the test data generation logs (on page 105).

What to do next

After the build completes, you can perform the following tasks:

• If you selected FILE as a data storage type, the generated test data is downloaded in 

the local file system at the specified location.

• If you selected JDBC as the data storage type, then you can use the generated test data 

from the database.

• If you selected MONGODB as the data storage type, then you can use the generated test 

data from the database.

Related information

• Building a software project

Viewing the test data generation logs
After the Jenkins build generates the test data, you can view the details of the test data 

generation from the logs.

Procedure

1. Click the build number from Build History.

2. Click Console Output to open the console for the project.

Example

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select FILE as 

the data storage type:

https://wiki.jenkins-ci.org/display/JENKINS/Building+a+software+project
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Started by user 

Running as SYSTEM 

Building in workspace C:\Program Files (x86)\Jenkins\workspace\HelloWorld 

--------------------- START Build Step -------------------------- 

Master/Slave details 

System Information : LP1-AP-51837142/10.115.94.185 

Windows OS 

Data Generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-build.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: testing 

Schema: schema 

Data Location: 

Seed Value: 10 

Root Element: Root:NewType1 

Include Header: true 

No Of Records: 10 

Data Storage: FILE 

Output Format: Excel 

Status: Starting the data generation.. 

Data Generation Response is 

 {"code":200,"project_id":"4400","schema_id":"5ebd2915612cae00fe8e48dd","connectionURL":null,"dbSchemaName":null,"message":"Data 

 generation succeeded.","data_location":"5ebd2906612cae00fe8e48db_e584d146-

db2e-4b5b-

bb15-495b1a53a18a_GLzXjhMqlX_1","timestamp":"2020-05-14T13:14:52.623Z","tableName":null} 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 
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Status: Downloading the Generated Test Data 

Not able to save the file as the location was invalid/blank 

File is available in /opt/hcl/hip-rest/

output/5ebbc065612cae002d82b141/5ebd2906612cae00fe8e48db/4400/5ebd2915612cae00fe8e48dd/

e584d146-db2e-4b5b-bb15-495b1a53a18a/GLzXjhMqlX.xlsx location of OTD Server 

--------------------- END Build Step ---------------------------- 

Finished: SUCCESS

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select JDBC as 

the data storage type:

Started by user1 

Running as SYSTEM 

Building in workspace C:\Program Files (x86)\Jenkins\workspace\HelloWorld6 

--------------------- START Build Step -------------------------- 

Master/Slave details 

System Information : LP1-AP-51837142/10.115.94.185 

Windows OS 

Test data generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-build.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: otdproject 

Schema: anonymous_schema 

Data Location: 

Seed Value: 10 

Root Element: DB:Table:Row 

Include Header: false 

No Of Records: 10 

Data Storage: JDBC 

Connection Name: SampleJDBC 

Output Format: Native 
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Status: Starting the test data generation.. 

Test data generation response: 

 ["code":200,"project_id":"1050","schema_id":"5e830314e4332f0192e3487e","connectionURL":"jdbc:mysql:

\/\/10.134.198.10:8081","dbSchemaName":"sampleSchema","message":"Data 

 generation 

 succeeded.","data_location":null,"timestamp":"2020-03-31T09:06:48.005Z","table 

 name":"tasks"] 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 

Data is written into the database 

Connection URL: jdbc:mysql://10.134.198.10:8081 

Database schema name: sampleSchema 

Table name: tasks 

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select MONGODB

as the data storage type:

Started by user  

Running as SYSTEM 

Building in workspace C:\Program Files (x86)\Jenkins\workspace

\HCLOneTestData Integration 

--------------------- START Build Step -------------------------- 

Master/Slave details 

System Information : LP1-AP-51837142/10.115.94.185 

Windows OS 

Data Generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: testproject 

Schema: EmployeeDetails 
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Data Location: 

Seed Value: 1 

Root Element: Root:Employee 

Include Header: false 

No Of Records: 1 

Data Storage: MONGODB 

Connection Name: TestMongo 

Output Format: Json 

Status: Starting the data generation.. 

Data Generation Response is 

 {"code":200,"databaseName":"oneTestDataDB","project_id":"2850","schema_id":"5efedcb33d358500a1662993","connectionURL":"{my-

ots}-mongodb:27017","dbSchemaName":null,"message":"Data generation 

 succeeded.","data_location":null,"timestamp":"2020-07-03T07:29:06.055Z","tableName":null,"collectionName":"employee"} 

Data is written into Mongo Database 

Connection URL: {my-ots}-mongodb:27017 

Database Name: oneTestDataDB 

DB Collection Name: employee 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 

--------------------- END Build Step ---------------------------- 

Finished: SUCCESS

Generating the test data by using HCL UrbanCode Deploy
When you perform a test while you deploy an application on HCL UrbanCode Deploy, 

you might want to generate test data. You can generate a random test data to test your 

application by integrating HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin with HCL OneTest Data.
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Before you begin
You must have completed the following tasks:

• Installed the latest version of the  UrbanCode Deploy server and agent on the target 

system.

• Configured the agent and verified that the agent is running on the target system. For 

information about how to configure the agent, refer to Configure the agent and target 

system.

• Downloaded the latest version of the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin from the HCL 

License & Delivery portal.

• Installed the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin on the  UrbanCode Deploy server. See 

Installing the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin (on page 114).

• Created an account on the  UrbanCode Deploy server.

• Logged in to HCL OneTest Server.

• Created a project and a schema in HCL OneTest Data.

• Established a connection between HCL OneTest Data and a supported database. See

◦ Establishing a JDBC connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 37)

◦ Establishing a MongoDB connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 52)

About this task

You can write the test data generated by integrating HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin with 

HCL OneTest Data into a file or any supported database. After integration with HCL OneTest

Data UCD Plugin, HCL OneTest Data supports the insertion of the generated test data in 

both JDBC supported database and MongoDB. To write the generated test data in the 

database, you must establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and the supported 

database.

Procedure

1. Log in to the HCL UrbanCode Deploy server.

2. Create a component.

3. Create a component process, and then set the properties for the component by 

referring to the following table:

https://urbancode.hcldoc.com/deploy/7.0.2/#com.udeploy.tutorial.doc/topics/webapp_configure_agent/
https://urbancode.hcldoc.com/deploy/7.0.2/#com.udeploy.tutorial.doc/topics/webapp_configure_agent/
https://hclsoftware.flexnetoperations.com/flexnet/operations/logon.do
https://hclsoftware.flexnetoperations.com/flexnet/operations/logon.do
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

Name Enter a name for the HCL Urban

Code Deploy application process.

Required

Server URL Enter the URL of HCL OneTest Server.

The format for the URL is as follows:

https://<fully-qualified-dns-name>/

Required

Offline Token Enter the offline token that is gen

erated in HCL OneTest Server.

Required

Project Enter the name of your project. Required

Schema Enter the name of the schema asso

ciated with the project you selected.

Required

Root Element Specify the root path of the element for 

which you want to generate the test data.

For example, Root:NewType1

Required

Number of 

Records

Enter the number of records 

you want to generate.

Required

Numeric

Seed Value

Enter the seed value that acts 

as an instance of random data

when you generate the test data.

Optional

Data Storage Select the data storage type. The da

ta storage is a location where you want 

the generated test data to be written.

You can select FILE, JDBC, or 

MONGODB as a data storage type.

Required
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

FILE: The generated test data is writ

ten into a file and you can down

load it in your local file system.

JDBC: The generated test data is written in 

the selected JDBC supported database.

MONGODB: The generated test 

data is written into MongoDB.

Connection Name Note:  This field is applicable

only when you select JDBC or MON

GODB as the data storage type.

Enter the name of the JD

BC or MONGODB connection.

Required

Output Format Specify the file format of 

the generated test data.

Required

Data File Location Specify the location for the output

file. If the specified location is in

valid, by default, the output file is 

saved in the HCL OneTest Data server.

Notes:

• You can find the output file 

in the HCL OneTest Data pod 

at the following location:

/opt/hcl/hip-rest/

output/<account

Id>/<userID>/<project

Id>/<schemaId>/<genMapPath>

Optional
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

• This field is not applicable

if you select the data stor

age type as JDBC or MONGODB.

Note:  You can ignore the following property fields while you set up the integration 

of HCL UrbanCode Deploy with HCL OneTest Data:

• Working Directory

• Post Processing Script

• Precondition

• Use Impersonation

4. Create a resource and select the agent.

5. Add the component that you created to the agent.

6. Create an application.

7. Create an environment from the Applications dashboard.

8. Add the resource and the component that you created to the environment.

9. Create a process for the application by clicking the Processes tab from the 

Applications dashboard.

The page of the application process is displayed.

10. Click the component process that you created in step 3 from the Component Process 

Steps on the left navigation pane and drag it into the design area.

11. Click Save.

12. Go to the Applications dashboard, and then click Request Process for the environment 

of the application process that you want to execute.

The Run Process on environment name dialog box is displayed.

13. Select the application process that you want to execute and click Submit.

The HCL UrbanCode Deploy dashboard shows the progress of the application process 

request to generate the test data.
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Result

You have successfully generated the test data by using the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin

for HCL OneTest Data.

You can view the completed request process with the status displayed as Success or 

Failed.

Note:

If the test data generation request fails, you can view the logs of the process. See Viewing 

the HCL UrbanCode Deploy logs (on page 115)

What to do next
After the successful completion of process, you can perform the following tasks:

• If you selected FILE as a data storage type, the generated test data is downloaded in 

the local file system at the specified location.

• If you selected JDBC as the data storage type, then you can use the generated test data 

from the database.

• If you selected MONGODB as the data storage type, then you can use the generated test 

data from the database.

Installing the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin
When you want to generate the test data by using the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin

for HCL OneTest Data, you must install the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin on the HCL

UrbanCode Deploy server.

Procedure

1. From Settings, click Automation Plugins.

2. Click Load Plugin.

3. Enter the path of the compressed plug-in file, and then click Submit.

Results

The plug-in is listed on the Automation Plugins pane.
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What to do next

After you successfully installed the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin on the server, you must 

configure the HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin and generate the test data. See Generating test 

data by using HCL UrbanCode Deploy (on page 109).

Viewing the HCL UrbanCode Deploy logs
After completion of the generation of test data, you can view the details of the process in 

the HCL UrbanCode Deploy console log.

You can click the Output Log icon from the console log of the UrbanCode Deploy dashboard 

to view the output log.

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select FILE as 

the data storage type:

================================================================================ 

plugin: HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin, id: com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd, 

 version: 1 

plugin command: 'cmd' '/C' '"D:\UCD_Agent\opt

\groovy-1.8.8\bin\groovy.bat -cp "D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\classes;D:

\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\commons-codec-1.10.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\commons-logging-1.2.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\groovy-all-1.8.4.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\groovy-plugin-utils-1.2.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\gson-2.8.6.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib
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\hamcrest-core-1.1.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\httpclient-4.5.6.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\httpcore-4.4.10.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\json-simple-1.1.1.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\jsoup-1.11.3.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\lib

\junit-4.10.jar" D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0\OneTestDataGenerationUCD.groovy 

 D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp\logs-63ec6300-a796-49c2-b3ad-794d0e28b1be

\input.props D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp\logs-63ec6300-a796-49c2-

b3ad-794d0e28b1be\output.props"' 

working directory: D:\UCD_Agent\var\work\UCDComponent 

properties: 

  PLUGIN_INPUT_PROPS=D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp\logs-63ec6300-a796-49c2-

b3ad-794d0e28b1be\input.props 

  PLUGIN_OUTPUT_PROPS=D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp\logs-63ec6300-a796-49c2-

b3ad-794d0e28b1be\output.props 

  connectionName= 

  dataFileLocation=C:\Users\user\Downloads 

  dataStorage=FILE 

  offlineToken=**** 

  outputFormat=CSV 

  project=testing 

  records=10 

  rootElement=Root:NewType1 

  schema=schema 

  seedValue=10 

  serverUrl=https://otd-build.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 
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environment: 

  AGENT_HOME=D:\UCD_Agent 

  AH_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  AH_WEB_URL=https://LP1-AP-51837142.PROD.HCLPNP.COM:8443 

  AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_SYSTEM_ENCODING=Cp1252 

  JAVA_OPTS=-Dfile.encoding=Cp1252 -Dconsole.encoding=Cp1252 

  PLUGIN_HOME=D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_200b8a9ae7959125d32be1cde7aa20472d2b47c4de3754dbd7627bd6778d33d0 

  UD_DIALOGUE_ID=63ec6300-a796-49c2-b3ad-794d0e28b1be 

  WE_ACTIVITY_ID=172134c9-a5ec-22cd-3c8f-4d3d9789c96d 

================================================================================ 

Data Generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-build.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: testing 

schema: schema 

Root Element: Root:NewType1 

Output Format: CSV 

Data Location: C:\Users\user\Downloads 

Seed Value: 10 

Data Storage: FILE 

Connection Name: 

Include Header: true 

No Of Records 10 

Validating: server URL , offlineToken 

Successfully validated server URL and offlineToken 

Status: Test Data Generation Started... 

Data Generation Response is [code:200, project_id:4400, 

 schema_id:5ebd2915612cae00fe8e48dd, connectionURL:null, 

 dbSchemaName:null, message:Data generation succeeded., 

 data_location:5ebd2906612cae00fe8e48db_4876c2b6-1424-442f-
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a1f1-5c3cad77576e_biWSum9yW8_1, timestamp:2020-05-14T13:08:15.840Z, 

 tableName:null] 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 

Status: Downloading the Generated Test Data 

File saved to C:\Users\user\Downloads

\5ebd2906612cae00fe8e48db_4876c2b6-1424-442f-

a1f1-5c3cad77576e_biWSum9yW8_1.csv location 

Status: Completed the download of Generated Test Data 

 

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select MONGODB

as the data storage type:

================================================================================ 

plugin: HCL OneTest Data UCD Plugin, id: com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd, 

 version: 1 

plugin command: 'cmd' '/C' '"D:\UCD_Agent\opt

\groovy-1.8.8\bin\groovy.bat -cp "D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\classes;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\commons-codec-1.10.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\commons-logging-1.2.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\groovy-all-1.8.4.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\groovy-plugin-utils-1.2.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\gson-2.8.6.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\hamcrest-core-1.1.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a
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\lib\httpclient-4.5.6.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\httpcore-4.4.10.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\json-simple-1.1.1.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\jsoup-1.11.3.jar;D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\lib\junit-4.10.jar" D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a

\OneTestDataGenerationUCD.groovy D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp

\logs-48a47aee-3889-4a3b-ba91-298cbc33a99e\input.props D:\UCD_Agent\var

\temp\logs-48a47aee-3889-4a3b-ba91-298cbc33a99e\output.props"' 

working directory: D:\UCD_Agent\var\work\OTDComponent 

properties: 

  PLUGIN_INPUT_PROPS=D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp\logs-48a47aee-3889-4a3b-

ba91-298cbc33a99e\input.props 

  PLUGIN_OUTPUT_PROPS=D:\UCD_Agent\var\temp\logs-48a47aee-3889-4a3b-

ba91-298cbc33a99e\output.props 

  connectionName=TestMongo 

  dataFileLocation= 

  dataStorage=MONGODB 

  offlineToken=**** 

  outputFormat=JSON 

  project=testproject 

  records=1 

  rootElement=Root:Employee 

  schema=EmployeeDetails 

  seedValue=1 

  serverUrl=https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

environment: 

  AGENT_HOME=D:\UCD_Agent 
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  AH_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  AH_WEB_URL=https://LP1-AP-51837142.PROD.HCLPNP.COM:8443 

  AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_SYSTEM_ENCODING=Cp1252 

  JAVA_OPTS=-Dfile.encoding=Cp1252 -Dconsole.encoding=Cp1252 

  PLUGIN_HOME=D:\UCD_Agent\var\plugins

\com.urbancode.air.plugin.otd_1_73a2c474971db8d52bfdb80c0335e047f8f6cc656e1784133370b8d253310f6a 

  UD_DIALOGUE_ID=48a47aee-3889-4a3b-ba91-298cbc33a99e 

  WE_ACTIVITY_ID=1731397b-b82e-1d8a-dc50-153fd3010ce0 

================================================================================ 

Data Generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: testproject 

schema: EmployeeDetails 

Root Element: Root:Employee 

Output Format: JSON 

Data Location: 

Seed Value: 1 

Data Storage: MONGODB 

Connection Name: TestMongo 

Include Header: false 

No Of Records 1 

Validating: server URL , offlineToken 

Successfully validated server URL and offlineToken 

Status: Test Data Generation Started... 

Data Generation Response is [code:200, databaseName:oneTestDataDB, 

 project_id:2850, schema_id:5efedcb33d358500a1662993, connectionURL:{my-

ots}-mongodb:27017, dbSchemaName:null, message:Data generation succeeded., 

 data_location:null, timestamp:2020-07-03T07:33:11.497Z, tableName:null, 

 collectionName:employee] 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 
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Data is written into Mongo database 

Connection URL: {my-ots}-mongodb:27017 

Database Name: oneTestDataDB 

Collection name: employee

Generating the test data by using HCL Launch
When you perform a test while you deploy an application on HCL Launch, you might want 

to generate test data. You can generate a random test data to test your application by 

integrating HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin with HCL OneTest Data.

Before you begin
You must have completed the following tasks:

• Installed the latest version of the HCL Launch server and agent on the target system.

• Configured the agent and verified that the agent is running on the target system. For 

information about how to configure the agent, refer to Configure the agent and target 

system.

• Downloaded the latest version of the HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin from the HCL 

License & Delivery portal.

• Installed the HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin on the HCL Launch server. See Installing 

the HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin (on page 126).

• Created an account on the HCL Launch server.

• Logged in to HCL OneTest Server.

• Created a project and a schema in HCL OneTest Data.

• Established a connection between HCL OneTest Data and a supported database. See

◦ Establishing a JDBC connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 37)

◦ Establishing a MongoDB connection with HCL OneTest Data (on page 52)

About this task

You can write the test data generated by integrating HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin with 

HCL OneTest Data into a file or any supported database. After integration with HCL OneTest 

Data Launch Plugin, HCL OneTest Data supports the insertion of the generated test data 

https://devops.hcldoc.com/launch/7.1.0/#com.udeploy.tutorial.doc/topics/webapp_configure_agent/
https://devops.hcldoc.com/launch/7.1.0/#com.udeploy.tutorial.doc/topics/webapp_configure_agent/
https://hclsoftware.flexnetoperations.com/flexnet/operations/logon.do
https://hclsoftware.flexnetoperations.com/flexnet/operations/logon.do
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in both JDBC supported database and MongoDB. To write the generated test data in the 

database, you must establish a connection between HCL OneTest Data and the supported 

database.

Procedure

1. Log in to the HCL Launch server.

2. Create a component.

3. Create a component process, and then set the properties for the component by 

referring to the following table:

Field Action
Required/Op

tional

Name Enter a name for the HCL 

Launch application process.

Required

Server URL Enter the URL of HCL OneTest Server.

The format for the URL is as follows:

https://<fully-qualified-dns-name>/

Required

Offline Token Enter the offline token that is gen

erated in HCL OneTest Server.

Required

Project Enter the name of your project. Required

Schema Enter the name of the schema asso

ciated with the project you selected.

Required

Root Element Specify the root path of the element for 

which you want to generate the test data.

For example, Root:NewType1

Required

Number of 

Records

Enter the number of records 

you want to generate.

Required
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

Numeric

Seed Value

Enter the seed value that acts 

as an instance of random data

when you generate the test data.

Optional

Data Storage Select the data storage type. The da

ta storage is a location where you want 

the generated test data to be written.

You can select FILE, JDBC, or 

MONGODB as a data storage type.

FILE: The generated test data is writ

ten into a file and you can down

load it in your local file system.

JDBC: The generated test data is written in 

the selected JDBC supported database.

MONGODB: The generated test 

data is written into MongoDB.

Required

Connection Name Note:  This field is applicable

only when you select JDBC or MON

GODB as the data storage type.

Enter the name of the JD

BC or MONGODB connection.

Required

Output Format Specify the file format of 

the generated test data.

Required

Data File Location Specify the location for the output

file. If the specified location is in

valid, by default, the output file is 

saved in the HCL OneTest Data server.

Optional
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Field Action
Required/Op

tional

Notes:

• You can find the output file 

in the HCL OneTest Data pod 

at the following location:

/opt/hcl/hip-rest/

output/<account

Id>/<userID>/<project

Id>/<schemaId>/<genMapPath>

• This field is not applicable

if you select the data stor

age type as JDBC or MongoDB.

Note:  You can ignore the following property fields while you set up the integration 

of HCL Launch with HCL OneTest Data:

• Working Directory

• Post Processing Script

• Precondition

• Use Impersonation

4. Create a resource and select the agent.

5. Add the component that you created to the agent.

6. Create an application.

7. Create an environment from the Applications dashboard.

8. Add the resource and the component that you created to the environment.

9. Create a process for the application by clicking the Processes tab from the 

Applications dashboard.

The page of the application process is displayed.

10. Click the component process that you created in step 3 from the Component Process 

Steps on the left navigation pane and drag it into the design area.

11. Click Save.
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12. Go to the Applications dashboard, and then click Request Process for the environment 

of the application process that you want to execute.

13. Select the name of the application, environment, and process from the drop-down list, 

and then click Next.

14. Verify that the default settings of the component versions are retained, and then click 

Next.

15. Toggle the Run Now switch to the on position to set the Schedule Deployment, and 

then click Next.

16. Check the deployment details, and then click Submit Deployment.

Result

You have successfully generated the test data by using the HCL OneTest Data Launch 

Plugin for HCL OneTest Data.

You can view the completed request process with the status displayed as Success or 

Failed.

Note:

If the test data generation request fails, you can view the logs of the process. See Viewing 

the HCL Launch logs (on page 126).

What to do next
After the successful completion of the process, you can perform the following tasks:

• If you selected FILE as a data storage type, then you can download the generated test 

data in the local file system at the specified location.

• If you selected JDBC as the data storage type, then you can use the generated test data 

from the database.

• If you selected MONGODB as the data storage type, then you can use the generated test 

data from the database.
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Installing the HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin
When you want to generate the test data by using the HCL OneTest Data  for HCL OneTest

Data, you must install the HCL OneTest Data  on the HCL Launch server.

Procedure

1. From Settings, click Automation Plugins.

2. Click Load Plugin.

3. Enter the path of the compressed plug-in file, and then click Submit.

Results

The plug-in is listed on the Automation Plugins pane.

What to do next

After you successfully installed the HCL OneTest Data  on the server, you must configure 

the HCL OneTest Data  and generate the test data. See Generating the test data by using 

HCL Launch (on page 121).

Viewing the HCL Launch logs
After completion of the generation of test data, you can view the details of the process in 

the HCL Launch console log.

You can click the Output Log icon from the console log of the HCL Launch dashboard to 

view the output log.

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select FILE as 

the data storage type:

================================================================================ 

plugin: HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin, id: com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd, 

 version: 2 

plugin command: 'cmd' '/C' '""D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\opt

\groovy-2.4.15\bin\groovy.bat" -cp "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\classes;D:

\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins
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\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\commons-codec-1.10.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\commons-logging-1.2.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\groovy-all-1.8.4.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\groovy-plugin-utils-1.2.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\gson-2.8.6.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\hamcrest-core-1.1.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\httpclient-4.5.6.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\httpcore-4.4.10.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\json-simple-1.1.1.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\jsoup-1.11.3.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\lib

\junit-4.10.jar" "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1\OneTestDataGenerationHCLLaunch.groovy" 

 "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp\logs-89c29385-395a-4c98-

b695-de7eb9dbdee5\input.props" "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp

\logs-89c29385-395a-4c98-b695-de7eb9dbdee5\output.props""' 

working directory: D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\work\OTDComponent1 

properties: 

  PLUGIN_INPUT_PROPS=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp

\logs-89c29385-395a-4c98-b695-de7eb9dbdee5\input.props 

  PLUGIN_OUTPUT_PROPS=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp

\logs-89c29385-395a-4c98-b695-de7eb9dbdee5\output.props 
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  connectionName= 

  dataFileLocation=C:\Users\user1\Downloads 

  dataStorage=FILE 

  offlineToken=**** 

  outputFormat=CSV 

  project=otdproject 

  records=10 

  rootElement=Root:NewType1 

  schema=otdschema 

  seedValue=10 

  serverUrl=https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

environment: 

  AGENT_HOME=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent 

  AH_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  AH_WEB_URL=https://LP1-AP-51837142.PROD.HCLPNP.COM:8443 

  AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_SYSTEM_ENCODING=Cp1252 

  JAVA_OPTS=-Dfile.encoding=Cp1252 -Dconsole.encoding=Cp1252 

  PLUGIN_HOME=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_ebae55c6a5da97650f3890760d077785e4fa877523edeadf3cfda916b293b4a1 

  UD_DIALOGUE_ID=89c29385-395a-4c98-b695-de7eb9dbdee5 

  WE_ACTIVITY_ID=17443a96-551a-d05a-6041-0d9b77073106 

================================================================================ 

Data Generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: otdproject 

schema: otdschema 

Root Element: Root:NewType1 

Output Format: CSV 

Data Location: C:\Users\user1\Downloads 

Seed Value: 10 
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Data Storage: FILE 

Connection Name: 

Include Header: true 

No Of Records 10 

Validating: server URL, offlineToken 

Successfully validated server URL and offlineToken 

Status: Test Data Generation Started... 

Data Generation Response is [code:200, databaseName:null, 

 project_id:3200, schema_id:5f48ad2b1491d2009db126fd, connectionURL:null, 

 dbSchemaName:null, message:Data generation succeeded., 

 data_location:5f48ad1c1491d2009db126fb_077ae85b-5527-4aba-

a64f-5b58d15df899_6dH9eZZfoq_1, timestamp:2020-08-31T08:36:56.526Z, 

 tableName:null, collectionName:null] 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 

Status: Downloading the Generated Test Data 

File saved to C:\Users\user1\Downloads

\5f48ad1c1491d2009db126fb_077ae85b-5527-4aba-

a64f-5b58d15df899_6dH9eZZfoq_1.csv location 

Status: Completed the download of Generated Test Data

The following sample shows the logs of the generated test data when you select MONGODB

as the data storage type:

================================================================================ 

plugin: HCL OneTest Data Launch Plugin, id: com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd, 

 version: 2 

plugin command: 'cmd' '/C' '""D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\opt

\groovy-2.4.15\bin\groovy.bat" -cp "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\classes;D:

\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\commons-codec-1.10.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib
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\commons-logging-1.2.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\groovy-all-1.8.4.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\groovy-plugin-utils-1.2.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\gson-2.8.6.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\hamcrest-core-1.1.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\httpclient-4.5.6.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\httpcore-4.4.10.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\json-simple-1.1.1.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\jsoup-1.11.3.jar;D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\lib

\junit-4.10.jar" "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0\OneTestDataGenerationHCLLaunch.groovy" 

 "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp\logs-49ec0c81-7f25-4494-

accd-4bf9bd384d93\input.props" "D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp

\logs-49ec0c81-7f25-4494-accd-4bf9bd384d93\output.props""' 

working directory: D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\work\OTDComponent1 

properties: 

  PLUGIN_INPUT_PROPS=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp

\logs-49ec0c81-7f25-4494-accd-4bf9bd384d93\input.props 

  PLUGIN_OUTPUT_PROPS=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\temp

\logs-49ec0c81-7f25-4494-accd-4bf9bd384d93\output.props 

  connectionName=MongoConnection 

  dataFileLocation= 

  dataStorage=MONGODB 
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  offlineToken=**** 

  outputFormat=JSON 

  project=otdproject 

  records=1 

  rootElement=Root:NewType1 

  schema=otdschema 

  seedValue= 

  serverUrl=https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

environment: 

  AGENT_HOME=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent 

  AH_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  AH_WEB_URL=https://LP1-AP-51837142.PROD.HCLPNP.COM:8443 

  AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_AUTH_TOKEN=**** 

  DS_SYSTEM_ENCODING=Cp1252 

  JAVA_OPTS=-Dfile.encoding=Cp1252 -Dconsole.encoding=Cp1252 

  PLUGIN_HOME=D:\HCL Launch\LaunchAgent\var\plugins

\com.hcllaunch.air.plugin.otd_2_fcffff6fc25d3aad57596e97b05f621f6a850ad06d6b0495e2954cbf5e1be0e0 

  UD_DIALOGUE_ID=49ec0c81-7f25-4494-accd-4bf9bd384d93 

  WE_ACTIVITY_ID=174d8e29-f157-0a93-07a4-5a90df84fb41 

================================================================================ 

Data Generation information: 

Server URL: https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/ 

Project: otdproject 

schema: otdschema 

Root Element: Root:NewType1 

Output Format: JSON 

Data Location: 

Seed Value: 

Data Storage: MONGODB 

Connection Name: MongoConnection 

Include Header: false 
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No Of Records 1 

Validating: server URL , offlineToken 

Successfully validated server URL and offlineToken 

Status: Test Data Generation Started... 

Data Generation Response is [code:200, databaseName:mdb, project_id:1150, 

 schema_id:5f72c22171ff1a00a009ae50, connectionURL:{my-ots}-mongodb:27017, 

 message:Data generation succeeded., timestamp:2020-09-29T08:02:59.141Z, 

 collectionName:users] 

Status: Test data generation completed successfully 

Data is written into Mongo database 

Connection URL: {my-ots}-mongodb:27017 

Database Name: mdb 

Collection name: users

REST APIs in HCL OneTest Data
HCL OneTest Data uses schemas to generate the test data. You can create and design 

a schema from the Data Fabrication page into your project. If you want to perform the 

operations on schema from any external applications, then HCL OneTest Data provides you 

a list of REpresentational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming Interface (API).

To perform any operations on schema in HCL OneTest Data, you must understand the 

following terminologies:

• Dictionary: The dictionary is a collection of all entities you need to define in a schema.

• Schema: The schema is a collection of definitions of the entities required to generate 

the test data.

The entities of a schema are classified into the following types:

◦ Category: A category is used to organize other entities in a schema in a structural 

format.

◦ Group: A group is a complex data entity that consists of other entities.

◦ Item: An item is a simple data entity that does not consist of other entities.
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• Structure: The structure is a view that defines how the entities of a schema are 

organized and related to each other.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites must be met to perform the operations on schema from any 

external applications:

• You must have access to HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have created a project in HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have a bearer token for authentication. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on 

page 136).

• You must have the project identification details where you want to perform the 

operations on schema. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

Types of the operations on schema

You can perform the following operations on a schema:

Operations Description

Retrieval of a 

refresh token

(on page 134)

Use this operation to retrieve the details of the refresh token.

Retrieve a bearer to

ken (on page 136)

Use this operation to retrieve the details of the bearer token.

Retrieve details

of a project (on 

page 139)

Use this operation to retrieve the details of your 

project such as project id and project name.

Retrieve details

of a schema

(on page 142)

Use this operation to retrieve the details of a schema.
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Operations Description

Retrieve the schema 

identification num

ber (on page 145)

Use this operation to retrieve the 

identification number of a schema.

Retrieve details

of all schemas

(on page 145)

Use this operation to retrieve the details

of all the schemas in the selected project.

Retrieve details of a 

type (on page 149)

Use this operation to retrieve the de

tails of a particular type of a schema.

Retrieve details of all 

types (on page 154)

Use this operation to retrieve the de

tails of all the types of a schema.

Create a schema

(on page 158)

Use this operation to create a new 

schema in the selected project.

Import a schema

(on page 161)

Use this operation to import a schema in the selected project.

Modify a schema

(on page 165)

Use this operation to design and mod

ify a schema in the selected project.

Download a schema

(on page 205)

Use this operation to download a schema on your computer.

Delete a schema

(on page 202)

Use this operation to delete any ex

isting schema from your project.

Retrieval of a refresh token
When you want to retrieve a bearer token to perform any operation on a schema, you must 

have a refresh token. You can retrieve the refresh token from any external application by 

using the POST method.
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Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met to retrieve the refresh token:

• You must have logged in to HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have the JSession identification number or the Cross-Site Request Forgery 

(XSRF) token.

Note:  You can retrieve both the JSession identification number or the XSRF token 

from the cookies of the browser.

REST API request

To retrieve the information about the refresh token, you must use the request with the 

following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method POST

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/tokens

Authorization JSESIONID: XXXXX or 

X-XSRF-TOKEN: XXXX

Request body Null

Response code

You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

"access_token": "xxxxxx", 

"expires_in": 300, 

"id_token": null, 
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HTTP response code Response example

"not-before-policy": 0, 

"refresh_expires_in": 0, 

"refresh_token": "xxxxx", 

"scope": "testserver email 

 offline_access profile", 

"session_state":

 "f0b7a186-0514-4a7f-

abd7-4e635048e8d7", 

"token_type": "bearer" 

} 

401(Invalid Jsession Id/XSRF Token)

{ 

    "code": 401 

}

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the details of a bearer token:

curl -X POST "https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/rest/tokens/" -H "accept: 

 application/json" -H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" -H 

 "JSESSIONID: XXXX"

Retrieval of a bearer token
When you want to perform any operation on a schema, you must have access to the project 

in which the schema exists. To gain access you require a bearer token. You can retrieve the 

bearer token from any external application by using the POST method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you retrieve the project details:
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• A refresh token. See Retrieval of a refresh token (on page 134).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

REST API request

To retrieve the information about the bearer token, you must use the request with the 

following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method POST

Endpoint https://{OneTest_

Server}/onetest-da

ta/rest/v1/otd/login

Authorization refresh_token: XXXXX

project_id: 1150

Request body Null

Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

  "_

id":"5f2aa6689021c4009d6c8d7a", 

  "href":"http://{my-

ots}-hip-server:8080/tx-

server/rest/v1/tx/session

s/5f2aa6689021c4009d6c8d7a", 

  "tags":[], 

  "token":"XXXXX", 
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HTTP response code Response example

  "user_

id":"5f2aa31a9021c4009d6c8d72", 

  "user_name":"otduser", 

  "user_email":"ot

duser@gmail.com", 

  "account_

id":"5f2a96cf9021c4006ab0e6d6", 

  "account_name":"Default", 

  "created_on":"2020-08-05

 12:30:32", 

  "expires_on":"2020-08-12

 12:30:32", 

  "roles": 

    { 

    "account_roles":["ad

ministrator", "designer"] 

    } 

} 

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

401(Invalid Refresh to

ken/Invalid Project Id) { 

    "timestamp":

 "2020-08-21T05:25:02.867Z", 

    "code": 401, 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

    "messages": ["IO Excep

tion occurred while retriev

ing user from OTS Server."] 

} 

404(Null Project Id)

{ 

   "timestamp":

 "2020-09-04T06:52:08.213Z", 

    "code": 404, 

    "messages": ["Project 

 Id cannot be null."] 

} 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the details of a bearer token:

curl#-X#POST#'https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

login'#\ 

--header#'refresh_token:#XXXX'#\ 

--header#'projectid:#3400' 

Retrieval of the project details
When you want to perform any operation on a schema, you must have the details of all the 

projects. You can retrieve the project details by using the GET method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you retrieve the project details:

• An access to HCL OneTest Server.

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).
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You must have

REST API request

To retrieve the information about all your projects in HCL OneTest Server, you must use the 

request with the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method GET

Endpoint https://{OneTest_

Server}/onetest-da

ta/rest/v1/otd/projects/

Authorization Yes

Request body Null

Response code

You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

  "resources": [ 

    { 

      "_id": "1150", 

      "href": "http://{my-

ots}-hip-server:8080/tx-serv

er/rest/v1/tx/projects/1150", 

       "name": "test1", 

       "tags": [] 

    }, 

    { 
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HTTP response code Response example

      "_id": "1350", 

      "href": "http://{my-

ots}-hip-server:8080/tx-serv

er/rest/v1/tx/projects/1350", 

      "name": "otdproject", 

      "tags": [] 

    }, 

    { 

      "_id": "1550", 

      "href": "http://{my-

ots}-hip-server:8080/tx-serv

er/rest/v1/tx/projects/1550", 

      "name": "testProject-01", 

      "tags": [] 

    } 

  ], 

  "count": 3 

} 

 

Error codes
The following table lists the error code that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response example

401(Invalid Bearer Token)

{ 

    "timestamp":

 "2020-09-04T07:02:24.600Z", 

    "code": 401, 

    "messages": [ 
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HTTP error codes Response example

        "Invalid token." 

    ] 

}  

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the project details:

curl#-X#GET#'https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/'#\ 

--header#'Content-Type:#application/json'#\ 

--header#'Authorization:#Bearer#XXXX'  

Retrieval of schema details
When you want to perform any operation on a schema, you must know certain details about 

that schema. You can retrieve the details of a specific schema by using the GET method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you retrieve the schema details:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139)

• Schema details. See Retrieval of the details of all schemas (on page 145).

REST API request

To retrieve the information about a specific schema, you must use the request with the 

following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method GET
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Request attributes Request parameters

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema_id}

Authorization Yes

Request body Null

Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

 "_id":"5e

fc3ce80f11a4009dfdbe8f",

 "project_id":"1150",

 "href":"http://{my-ots}-hip-

server:8080/tx-server/rest/

v1/tx/projects/1150/schemas/5e

fc3ce80f11a4009dfdbe8f",

 "name":"ExampleSchema1",

 "description":"otdschema11",

 "tags":[""], 

 "created_by":"otduser",

 "creation_

date":"2020-07-01T07:36:08.814+0000",

 "version":1,

 "model_version":1,

 "type":"tree", 

 "referenced_xsds":[],    
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HTTP response code Response example

 "current_id":1,

 "candidate_roots":[], 

 "current_types":1,

 "xsi_types":[], 

 "global_elements":[] 

} 

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."]

} 

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Session expired."]

} 

404

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:21:02.713Z",
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "code":404, 

  "messages":["A schema with id 

 5f141c681846b5009d92f9a0 does 

 not exist in project 1150."] 

} 

500

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:21:02.713Z",

  "code":500, 

  "messages":[""] 

} 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the details of a specific schema 

of your HCL OneTest Data project:

curl -X GET "https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/1150/schemas/5f2aa6689021c4009d6c8d7a" -H "accept: application/

json;charset=utf-8" -H "Authorization: Bearer xxxxx"

Retrieval of the details of all schemas
When you want to modify any schema, you might want to know the basic information 

about all the schemas that are available in the HCL OneTest Data project. You can retrieve 

information about all the schemas by using the GET method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you retrieve the details of all the schemas:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).
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• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

REST API request

To retrieve the information about all the schemas, you must use the request with the 

following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method GET

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/{project_id}/schemas

Authorization Yes

Request body Null

Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

   { 

      "resources": 

    [ 

    { 

      "_id":"5f0eaf9aa0d

d6f0179d921ff",

      "project_

id":"5f0eaf6ea0dd6f009d2fb694",

      "href":"http://{my-

ots}-hip-server:8080/tx-

server/rest/v1/tx/

projects/5f0eaf6ea0dd6f009d2f
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HTTP response code Response example

b694/schemas/5f0eaf9aa0d

d6f0179d921ff",

      "name":"swift_

iso15022_2019",

      "tags":[""], 

      "created_by":"admin",

      "creation_

date":"2020-07-15T07:26:18.251+0000",

      "read_only":true,

      "type":"json"

    }, 

    { 

      "_id":"5f0eafafa0d

d6f0179d92200",

      "project_

id":"5f0eaf6ea0dd6f009d2fb694",

      "href":"http://{my-

ots}-hip-server:8080/tx-

server/rest/v1/tx/

projects/5f0eaf6ea0dd6f009d2f

b694/schemas/5f0eafafa0d

d6f0179d92200",

      "name":"swift_

iso7775_2019",

      "tags":[""], 

      "created_by":"admin",

      "creation_

date":"2020-07-15T07:26:39.053+0000",

      "read_only":true,

      "type":"json"

    }, 
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HTTP response code Response example

    { 

      "_id":"5f0eafd

ba0dd6f0179d92201",

      "project_

id":"5f0eaf6ea0dd6f009d2fb694",

      "href":"http://{my-ots}-

hip-server:8080/tx-server/rest/

v1/tx/projects/5f0eaf6ea0d

d6f009d2fb694/schemas/5f0eafd

ba0dd6f0179d92201",

      "name":"swift_

iso7775_2019_MJH",

      "tags":[""], 

      "created_by":"admin",

      "creation_

date":"2020-07-15T07:27:23.644+0000",

      "read_only":true,

      "type":"json"

    } 

  ], 

  "count":3 

} 

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Bearer Token)

{ 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

    "timestamp":

 "2020-09-04T07:02:24.600Z", 

    "code": 401, 

    "messages": ["In

valid token."] 

} 

401 (Invalid Project Id)

{ 

    "timestamp":

 "2020-09-04T07:07:35.561Z", 

    "code": 404, 

    "messages": ["A project with 

 id 4150 does not exist."] 

} 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the details of all the schemas of 

your HCL OneTest Data project:

curl -X GET "https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/

otd/projects/1150/schemas" -H "accept: application/json;charset=utf-8" -H 

 "Authorization: Bearer xxxxx"

Retrieval of the type details
When you want to modify a category, a group, or an item type in a schema, you require the 

type details, such as type id, type name, and type class. You can retrieve this information of 

any type by using the GET method.
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Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you retrieve the type details:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema id of the schema whose type details you want to retrieve. See Retrieval of the 

details of all schemas (on page 145).

• Type path for the selected type. The type path is a path of any type in a schema.

REST API request

To retrieve the information about a specific type of a schema, you must use the request with 

the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method GET

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema_

id}/type_path/{type_path}

For example, if a schema has a Root

category in the dictionary, with Student

group and Name item type, then the Type 

path for Student type is - Root:Student

Type path for Name type is - Root:Name

Authorization Yes

Request body Null

Response code

You can view the following response after you run the request:
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HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

  "type_id":"1", 

  "type_name":"Name", 

  “type_class”:”item” 

} 

Error codes

The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

400

Null Project Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:35:22.456Z", 

    "code":400, 

    "messages":["Project 

 Id cannot be null."] 

} 

Null Schema Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:35:54.198Z", 

    "code":400, 

    "messages":["Schema 

 Id cannot be null."] 

} 

Null TypePath 

{ 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:36:13.046Z", 

    "code":400, 

    "messages":["Type 

 path cannot be null."] 

} 

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."]

} 

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Session expired."]

} 

404

Invalid Project Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:06:14.965Z", 

    "code":404, 

    "messages":["A project with 

 id 115 does not exist."] 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

} 

Invalid Schema Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:05:59.843Z", 

    "code":404, 

    "messages":["A schema with 

 id 5f23ae5de423920008 does 

 not exist in project 1150."] 

} 

Invalid TypePath 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:05:42.794Z", 

    "code":404, 

    "messages":["In

valid Type Path."] 

} 

 

500

{ 

  "_id":null, 

  "name":null, 

  "message":"", 

  "code":500 

} 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the details of a type of a schema:
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curl -X GET "https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/

onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/projects/schemas/getTypeInfo?

project_id=1150&schema_id=5f2aa6689021c4009d6c8d7a&type_path=Root

%3ANewType1" -H "accept: application/json;charset=utf-8" -H "Authorization: 

 Bearer xxxxxxxxx"

Retrieval of the details of all types
When you want to view the list of all the types and know their details, you can retrieve the 

details of all the types by using the GET method.

You must have the following information before you retrieve the type details:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema id of the schema whose type details you want to retrieve. See Retrieval of the 

details of all schemas (on page 145).

REST API request

To retrieve the information about all the types of a schema, you must use the request with 

the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method GET

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/{project_id}/schemas/

{schema_id}/type_path

Authorization Yes

Request body Null
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Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

[{ 

  "type_id":"1",

  "type_name":"Name",

   “type_class”:”item”

}, 

{ 

  "type_id":"2",

  "type_name":"Age",

  “type_class”:”item”

} 

] 

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

400

Null Project Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:35:22.456Z",

    "code":400, 

    "messages":["Project 

 Id cannot be null."] 

} 

Null Schema Id 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:35:54.198Z",

    "code":400, 

    "messages":["Schema 

 Id cannot be null."] 

} 

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."]

} 

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Session expired."]

} 

404

Invalid Project Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:06:14.965Z",

    "code":404, 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

    "messages":["A project 

 with id 115 does not exist."]

} 

Invalid Schema Id 

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-07-31T06:05:59.843Z",

    "code":404, 

    "messages":["A schema with 

 id 5f23ae5de423920008 does 

 not exist in project 1150."] 

} 

500

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:21:02.713Z",

  "code":500, 

  "messages":[""] 

} 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to retrieve the details of all the types of a 

schema:

curl -X GET "https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/

onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/projects/schemas/getAllTypeInfo?

project_id=1150&schema_id=5f2aa6689021c4009d6c8d7a" -H "accept: 

 application/json;charset=utf-8" -H "Authorization: Bearer xxxxx"
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Schema creation
When you want to generate test data by using HCL OneTest Data, you must create a 

schema. You must use the POST method to create a schema from any external application.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you create a schema:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

REST API request
To create a schema, you must use the request with the following attributes:

Note:  The schema you create is only the schema definition without any type definitions. 

The Dictionary and Structure are blank and they get updated only after you add the type 

definitions.

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method POST

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/{project_id}/schemas

Authorization Yes

Request body

{ 

"name":<Schema_Name>, 

"description":<Schema_

Description> 

}
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Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

  "_id":"5ef

b2c6f0f11a4009dfdbe6c", 

  "name":"otdschema11", 

  "message":"Schema cre

ated successfully", 

 “code”:200 

} 

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z", 

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."] 

} 

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z", 

  "code":401, 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "messages":["Ses

sion expired."] 

} 

400

 Duplicate schema Name 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:16:00.450Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[" A schema 

 with the name otd_schema

 and path \"\" already exists

 in project otd_project." ] 

} 

Blank or null val

ue for Schema Name 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:16:00.450Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["Schema Name 

 must be specified."] 

} 

500

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:16:00.450Z", 

  "code":500, 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "messages":["Create

 schema failed with fol

lowing exception."] 

} 

 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to create a schema for your HCL OneTest

Data project:

curl -X POST 'https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/1150/schemas' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json;charset=utf-8' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json;charset=utf-8' \ 

--header 'Authorization: Bearer xxxxx' \ 

--data-raw '{ 

    "name": "ExampleSchema1", 

    "description": "Schema for creating employee details" 

}' 

 

Schema import
When you want to use an existing schema to generate the test data, then by using the POST

method you can import a schema into the HCL OneTest Data project. The schema that you 

want to import must be either in the JSON or XSD format.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you import a schema:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136)

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139)
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• You must have either a JSON or XSD file on your computer.

REST API request

To import a schema, you must use the request with the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method POST

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/import

Authorization Yes

Form data Prop

erty

name

Data type
Descrip

tion

Re

quired

name String Name 

of the 

schema

Yes

de

scrip

tion

String Sample

descrip

tion

No

type String Schema 

type

No

path String Schema 

path

No

tags Array Schema 

tags

No
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Request attributes Request parameters

Prop

erty

name

Data type
Descrip

tion

Re

quired

file File Schema 

file

Yes

Note:  The name and file properties are the mandatory in the request.

Response code

You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

  "code":200, 

  "Message":"Schema im

ported successfully", 

  "id":"83", 

  "href":"http://{my-ots}-

hip-server:8080/tx-serv

er/rest/v1/tx/tasks/83", 

  "percent_complete":0, 

  "SchemaName":"Hippa", 

  "status":"new" 

}  

Error codes

The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:
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HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z", 

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."] 

}  

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z", 

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Ses

sion expired."] 

}  

400

 { 

  "_id":null, 

  "name":null, 

  "message":" A schema name al

ready exists in project 1150.", 

  "code":400 

}  

500

{ 

  "_id":null, 

  "name":null, 

  "message":"", 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "code":500 

} 

 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to import a schema from your computer to 

the HCL OneTest Data project:

curl -X POST 'https://otd-fvt1.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/1150/schemas/import' \ 

--header 'Authorization: Bearer xxxxx' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: multipart/form-data' \ 

--form 'name=Swift Schema' \ 

--form 'file=@swift_iso7775_2019.json' 

 

Schema modification
After you create a schema, you must add a category, a group, or an item type to design 

the schema. You can then use the types of the schema to design the structural view of 

the schema. To perform all these modifications on the schema, you must use the PATCH

method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you modify the schema:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of the details of all schemas (on page 145).

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).
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The PATCH method
The operations of the PATCH method that you require to modify the schema are grouped into 

four phases:

• Phase 1: Adding the types in a schema

• Phase 2: Modifying the types in a schema

• Phase 3: Defining the structural view of a schema

• Phase 4: Managing the components in the structural view of a schema

The following table lists the operations that you require to modify the schema:

Phases Operations Purpose

Phase 1: Adding the 

types in a schema

add_types (on page 175) You can add the types un

der Dictionary of a schema.

Phase 2: Modifying

the types in a schema

change_type (on page 177) You can convert types 

from one type to an

other in a schema. The 

types includes cate

gory, group, and item.

change_proper

ty (on page 179)

You can change the 

properties of any type.

delete_type (on page 195) You can delete a type 

listed under Dictio

nary of a schema.

rename_type (on page 196) You can rename a 

type listed under Dic

tionary of a schema.

Phase 3: Defin

ing the structural

view of a schema

add_component

(on page 197)

You can add the compo

nents to define the struc

tural view of a schema.
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Phases Operations Purpose

Phase 4: Managing the 

components in the struc

tural view of a schema

change_compo

nent (on page 198)

You can modify a 

property of a compo

nent in the structur

al view of a schema.

delete_component

(on page 201)

You can delete any com

ponent from the struc

tural view of a schema.

You can modify the schema by using the following attributes:

Attributes Description

schema_id The unique identification string that is 

assigned when you create a schema.

type_id The identification number of 

the type that is assigned when 

you add a type under Dictionary.

This number must be an integer.

component_id The identification number of the com

ponent that is assigned when you add 

a component corresponding to the type 

in the structural view of the schema.

This number must be an integer.

parent_type_id The identification number of the 

type under which you can add 

the current type under Dictionary.

This number must be an integer.

value The expression used to ap

ply the rules on the item.
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Attributes Description

type_class The type of the schema entities

such as item, group, or category.

type_sequence_number The sequence number in which the 

type is added in the schema struc

ture. The sequence starts from zero.

This number must be an integer.

For example, in the schema, if there 

are three types in the structure, then 

type_sequence_number for the cur

rent type is two. Similarly, if you add the 

first type in the structure, then type_se

quence_number for that type is zero.

type_path The type path is a path of 

any type in the schema.

For example, in the schema, if there is a 

Root category, with the Student group 

and the Name item type, then the type_path

for the Student type is - Root:Student.

Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

 "_id":"5e

f9967f0f11a4009dfdbe55", 

 "name":"otdschema2", 
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HTTP response code Response example

 “message”:”Schema up

dated successfully”, 

  code:200 

}  

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z", 

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."] 

}  

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z", 

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Ses

sion expired."] 

} 

404

{ 

  "_id":null, 

  "name":null, 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "message":" A schema with id 

 5efc3b690f11a4009dfdbe8e does 

 not exist in project 1150.", 

  "code":400 

} 

400

Adding a type with duplicate id 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[ 

    " There is a dupli

cate id 1 in the schema's 

 dictionary component." 

  ] 

} 

Type id of the type is out 

 of range (It should be type 

 id of last type added +1) 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[" The id 

 5 is out of range "] 

} 

 

Missing class Name 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[" Class at

tribute must be specified"] 

} 

 

Missing operation 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[" Operation at

tribute must be specified."] 

} 

 

Invalid JSON 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[“Missing proper

ty in path $['item_props']" 

  ] 

} 

Invalid data language 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["In

valid data language."] 

} 

 

Invalid national language 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:03:44.757Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["Invalid

 national language."] 

} 

Adding invalid type 

 class in dictionary 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-21T08:00:33.410Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["Invalid

 value for type class."] 

} 

Adding item, catego

ry under group type  

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-21T08:00:33.410Z", 

  "code":400, 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "messages":["Cannot

 add item or category un

der parent type group." 

  ] 

} 

 

Adding group, catego

ry under item type  

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-21T08:00:33.410Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":[ 

    "Cannot add group or cate

gory under parent type item." 

  ] 

} 

 

Adding type with duplicate name  

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-21T08:00:33.410Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["Age Typename al

ready present in the schema."] 

 

Renaming / Deleting

 non-existing type 

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-30T07:23:35.609Z", 
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["No type 

 was found with id 100."] 

} 

 

Renaming type to duplicate name  

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-30T07:23:12.785Z", 

  "code":400, 

  "messages":["Name \"Name10\" 

 is already present in a sub

type of type \"Root\"."] 

}  

500

{ 

  "_id":null, 

  "name":null, 

  "message":"", 

  "code":500 

} 

 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to modify the schema:

curl -X PATCH 'https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/

otd/projects/9800/schemas/5f0eb76ea0dd6f009d2fb6a8' \ 

--header 'Authorization: Bearer xxxxxxxx' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json;charset=utf-8' \ 
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--header 'Accept: application/json;charset=utf-8' \ 

--data-raw '[ 

    { 

       "operation":"add_type", 

       "parent_type_id":0, 

       "component_id":null, 

       "value":{ 

            "name":"NewType1", 

            "class":"category", 

            "id":1, 

            "subtypes":[] 

       } 

    } 

Addition of a type in a schema
When you create a schema, you must add a category, a group, or an item type to design 

the schema. You can use the add_types operation of the PATCH method to add types to 

the schema from any external application. The types of the schema that you add are listed 

under Dictionary.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you add a type in the schema:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).

REST API request
You can add the types in the schema according to the following rules:

• Only a group type under a parent group type.

• Only an item type under a parent item type.

• An item, a group, or a category under a parent category type.
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To add the types in the schema, you must use the request with the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

[{ 

 "operation":"add_type",

 "parent_type_id":0,

 "component_id":null,

 "value": 

       { 

  "name":"NewType1",

  "class":"category",

  "id":1, 

  "subtypes":[] 

 } 

}, 

{ 

        "operation":"add_type", 

        "parent_type_id":0, 

        "component_id":null, 

        "value": 

        { 

              

 "name": "NewType2", 
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Request attributes Request parameters

              

 "class": "category", 

               "id": 2, 

               "subtypes": [] 

} 

}] 

Notes:

• The id attribute is not mandatory. If 

you do not provide the id, then the re

quest takes the next id automatically.

• The id attribute must be 

the consecutive number.

Conversion from one type of a schema to another
After you add a type under Dictionary, you might want to change that type into any other 

type from the external application. You can use the change_type operation of the PATCH

method to perform this conversion.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you convert one type of a schema to 

another:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).

REST API request
You can perform the following conversions among the types of a schema:

• Category to group
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• Category to item

• Group to item

• Group to category

• Item to group

• Item to category

To perform the conversion among the types of the schema, you must use the request with 

the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

[{ 

 "operation":"change_type",

 "type_id":1,

 "value":{"class": "group"} 

}, 

{ 

        "opera

tion":"change_type", 

        "type_id":2, 

        "value":{"class":"item"} 

}] 
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Modification of the type properties
At any point of time, if you want to modify the property of any type such as a category, a 

group, or an item type in a schema that are listed under Dictionary, then you can do so by 

using the change_property operation of the PATCH method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you modify the properties of any type:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).

REST API request

To modify the following properties of the types of a schema, you must use the request with 

the following attributes:

Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

Change the data type You can change the da

ta type of an item type. [{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_prop

s":{"subclass_

type":"number"}

  } 

}, 

{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_prop

s":{"subclass_

type": "datetime"

  } 

 } 

} 

]

Set the size You can set the minimum

and the maximum size 

of an item type. The item 

type can be of any data

types. For example, text, 

numeric, or byte type.

For numer

ic data type 

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "number_props":{ 

    "size":{ 

     "min": "2", 

     "max": "3" 

    } 

   } 

  } 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

 } 

}] 

For text data type 

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "text_props":{ 

    "size":{ 

     "min_

chars": "2", 

     "max_

chars": "3" 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

} 

]

For byte data type 

[{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "text_props":{ 

    "size":{ 

     "min_

bytes": "2", 

     "max_

bytes": "3" 

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

}]

Change the date formats You can change the 

format of the date 

for any item type.
[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property", 

 "type_id":3, 

 "value":{ 

 "item_props":{ 

 "date_props":{ 

 "format":#"{DD/

MM/CCYY}"} 

} 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

} 

}] 

Add restrictions

by using a file

You can set restric

tions for any item 

type by using the file.

Note:  You must im

port the file that you 

want to use to set restric

tions from your comput

er to HCL OneTest Data.

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":4,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "restric

tion_props":{ 

    "values_from_

file":"true",

    "values_

file":"file

name.ext",

    "values_col_

num":"column_

number_of_file,

    "has_head

ers":"true"

   } 

  } 

 } 

}] 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

Add restrictions by 

including values

You can set restrictions for 

an item type by inserting

the values as a property.
[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":2,

 "value":{ 

  "restrictions":[ 

   { 

    "value":"@@@",

    "Description":""

   }, 

   { 

    "value":"****",

    "Description":""

   } 

  ] 

 } 

}] 

Set the weightage property

by using a weightage file

You can set the weigh

tage values for an item 

type to determine how of

ten the value of that item 

type can be displayed in 

the generated test data.

Notes:

• You must have im

ported the weightage

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":4,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "restric

tion_props":{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

file from your com

puter to your HCL 

OneTest Data project.

• You must have the fol

lowing information:

◦ The weigh

tage file name 

with extension.

◦ The column num

ber of the file that 

lists the values

of the item type.

◦ The column num

ber of the file 

that lists the 

weightage values.

.

    "values_from_

file":"true",

    "values_

file":"USAd

dresses.csv",

    "values_

col_num":"0",

    "weights_

col_num":"1",

    "has_head

ers":"true"

   } 

  } 

 } 

} 

]

Set the regular ex

pression property

You can set an item type to 

appear in a certain pattern

in the generated test data.

To achieve this, you must 

provide the regular expres

sions for an item type.

Note:  The regular

expression that you 

provide must be valid.

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "text_props":{ 

     "regu

lar_expres

sion":"[0-9]{3}\
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

\.[0-9]{3}\\.[0-9]

{3}\\.[0-9]{3}" 

    } 

  } 

 } 

}] 

Add the JavaScript rule You can use a JavaScript 

file with the defined rules 

to create the values for 

any item type. You can use 

change_property opera

tion to add the JavaScript 

rules and map the values

with the item type from 

any external application.

Notes:

• You must have im

ported the JavaScript 

file into your HCL 

OneTest Data project.

• You must have pro

vided the file name 

of the JavaScript file 

with an extension

in the request body.

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "javascrip

t_name": "test

Script.js"

  } 

 } 

}] 

Set string values

with language

You can set the fol

lowing string values:
For initiator:

[{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":2,

 "value":{ 

  "syntax":{ 

   "initiator":{ 

    "delimiter_

type":"literal",

    "value":"<DC1>",

    "ignore_

case":"true",

    "language":{ 

     "national_lan

guage":"Russian",

     "data_lan

guage":"Native"

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

}] 

• Initiator: You can 

prefix the generated

data with a string.

• Terminator: You can 

append the generat

ed data with a string.

• Release charac

ter: You can speci

fy a character as an 

escape character.

• Empty: You can recog

nize the empty data.

For terminator:

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":2,

 "value":{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

  "syntax":{ 

   "terminator":{ 

    "delimiter_

type":"literal",

    "value":"<DC1>",

    "ignore_

case":"true",

    "language":{ 

     "national_lan

guage": "Russian",

     "data_lan

guage":"Native"

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

}] 

Set the national

and data language

You can set the national

language and the data lan

guage for an item type to 

manage the language of 

the generated test data.

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":2,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "language":{ 

    "national_lan

guage":“Western”,
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

    "data_lan

guage":“Native”

   } 

  } 

 } 

}] 

Set the ad

vanced properties

You can set the advanced

properties of an item type 

such as text padding, text 

size, and other attributes.

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property",

 "type_id":3,

 "value":{ 

  "item_props":{ 

   "implied_de

fault":"Harsha",

   "interpret_

as":"character",

   "pairwise_

value":"yes",

   "text_props":{ 

    "none_special_

value":"<DC1><CR>",

    "none_required_

on_input":"true",

    "is_bi

di":"true",

    "is_symmetric_

swapping":"true",
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

    "orienta

tion":"rtl",

    "is_text_

shaped":"true",

    "pad":{ 

     "is_

pad":"true",

     "padded_

to":"fixed_size",

     "fixed_

size_length":"5",

     "sized_

as":"characters",

     "justi

fy":"right"

    }, 

    "size": { 

     "min_

bytes":"2",

     "max_

bytes":"5",

     "min_

chars":"1",

     "max_chars":"4"

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

}]
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

For subclass:

[{ 

  "opera

tion":"change_

property",

  "type_id":1,

  "value":{ 

   "group_props":{ 

    "subclass_

type":"choice",

    "format":{ 

     "component_syn

tax":"whitespace"

   } 

  } 

 } 

}]

Change the 

group properties

You can use the change_

property operation to 

change the following prop

erties of a group type:

• Subclass

• Format

• Delimiter

Note:  The proper

ties that you apply for 

any group type are ap

plied to all the item 

types of that group type.

For format:

[{ 

  "opera

tion":"change_

property",

  "type_id":1,

  "value":{ 

   "group_props":{ 

    "subclass_

type":"sequence",
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

    "format":{ 

     "is_format_

implicit":"true",

     "component_syn

tax":"delimited",

     "delimiter":{ 

      "delimiter_

type":"literal",

      "val

ue":"<CAN>"

    } 

   } 

  } 

 } 

}]

For delimiter:

[{ 

  "opera

tion":"change_

property",

  "type_id":1,

  "value":{ 

   "group_props":{ 

    "subclass_

type":"unordered",

    "format":{ 

     "delimiter":{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

      "delimiter_

type":"literal"

     } 

    } 

   } 

  } 

}]

Enable pairwise data

 generation method 

[{ 

 "opera

tion":"change_

property", 

 "type_id":2, 

 "value":{ 

 "item_props":{ 

 "interpret_

as":"character", 

 "pairwise_

value":"yes" 

  } 

 } 

}] 

Pairwise data gen

eration support

You can enable or dis

able the property to gen

erate the optimum test 

data from the select

ed pairs of item types.

Disable pairwise da

ta generation method 

[{ 
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

 "opera

tion":"change_

property", 

 "type_id":4, 

 "value":{ 

 "item_props":{ 

 "interpret_

as":"character", 

 "pairwise_

value":"no" 

  } 

 } 

}] 

Change the item 

type properties

You must use the change_

property operation to 

change the following

item type properties:

• Doc type

• Order subtype

• Partitioning

[{ 

  "opera

tion":"change_

property",

  "type_id":2,

  "value":"par

titioned=true"

 }, 

 { 

  "opera

tion":"change_

property",

  "type_id":2,

  "value":"order_

subtypes=descending"
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Property Purpose
Examples of the 

request body

 }, 

 { 

  "opera

tion":"change_

property",

  "type_id":2,

  "value":"doc_

type=xml"

}] 

Deletion of a type
When you do not require any type that is listed under Dictionary, then by using the 

delete_type operation, you can delete that type from any external application.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you delete any type of a schema:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).

REST API request

To delete any type, you must use the request with the following attributes:

Note:  If you delete any type from the schema, then you must also delete the appropriate 

component from the structural view of the schema by using the delete_component (on 

page 201) operation. If you do not delete, then the generation of test data results in 

reference error.
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Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

[{ 

 "operation":"delete_type",

 "parent_type_id":0,

 "type_id":"1"

}]

Type rename
When you want to change the name of a type that is already listed under Dictionary, then by 

using the rename_type operation, you can rename the type from any external application.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you rename any type:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of the details of all schemas (on page 145).

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).

REST API request

To rename the type of a schema, you must use the request with the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH
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Request attributes Request parameters

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

[{ 

 "operation":"rename_type",

 "type_id":1,

 "value":"Name"

}] 

Addition of a component in the structural view of a schema
After you design a schema, you must define the structural view of the schema. To define the 

structural view of the schema, you must add components. You can add components from 

any external applications by using the add_component operation of the PATCH method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you add any components in the structural 

view of the schema:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).

REST API request

To add components in the structural view of a schema, you must use the request with the 

following attributes:
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Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

[{ 

 "operation":"add_component",

 "parent_type_id":1,

 "type_sequence_number":0,

 "value":{ 

  "type_id":2,

  "type_class":"item"

 } 

} 

]

Modification of a property of a component
After you define the structural view of a schema, you might want to set or modify a property 

of any component. To set or modify the property of any component, you must use the 

change_component operation of the PATCH method from any external application.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you modify the property of any component:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.

• Type details. See Retrieval of the type details (on page 149).
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REST API request
You can use the change_component operation to modify the following properties:

• Applying functions: You can find a list of functions to convert the data from one form to 

another. You can apply any function to a component.

• Managing occurrences: You can set the number of occurrences for a component by 

using the Required, Optional, Unlimited property, or set range limit for the occurrence of 

the component.

To modify the property of any component of the structural view of the schema, you must 

use the request with the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

To apply functions

[{ 

 "operation":"change_component",

 "type_sequence_number":5,

 "parent_type_id":1,

 "value":"output_

rule==UPPERCASE(\"abc\")" 

}] 
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Request attributes Request parameters

To set the occurrence of 

 a component as required 

[{ 

 "operation":"change_component",

 "type_sequence_number": 0, 

 "parent_type_id":1,

 "value": {"min_range":"1",

 "max_range":"1"}

}] 

 

To set the occurrence of 

 a component as optional

[{ 

 "operation": "change_component",

 "type_sequence_number": 0, 

 "parent_type_id": 1, 

 "value": {"min_

range”:0, “max_range”:1}

} 

]

To set the occurrence of 

 a component as unlimited

[ 

{ 

 " operation":"change_component",

       "type_sequence_number":0,

  "parent_type_id":1,
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Request attributes Request parameters

  "value":{"min_

range”:0,“max_range”:null}

} 

]

To set the maximum and 

 minimum value of oc

currence of a component

[ 

{ 

 "operation":"change_component",

       "type_sequence_number":0,

       "parent_type_id":1,

  "value":{"min_

range”:3,“max_range”:6}

}] 

 

Deletion of a component from the structural view of a schema
When you no longer require any component from the structural view of a schema, you can 

delete the component by using the delete_component operation of the PATCH method from 

any external application.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you delete any component:

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas.
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REST API request

To delete a component from the structural view of a schema, you must use the request with 

the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method PATCH

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema id}

Authorization Yes

Request body

[{ 

  "operation":"delete_component",

  "type_sequence_number":1,

  "parent_type_id":1,

  "value":""

} 

]

Schema deletion
When you no longer want a schema in your project, you can delete the existing schema by 

using the DELETE method.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you delete a schema:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema details. See Retrieval of the details of all schemas (on page 145).
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REST API request

To delete a schema, you must use the request with the following attributes:

Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method DELETE

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/v1/otd/

projects/{project_id}/schemas/

{schema_id}?force=true

Note:  When you set the force

attribute as true, the schema 

is deleted even if it is locked.

Authorization Yes

Request body Null

Response code
You can view the following response after you run the request:

HTTP response code Response example

200

{ 

  "_id":"5ef

b2c6f0f11a4009dfdbe6c",

  "message":" Schema 

 deleted successfully",

  “code”:200 

} 

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:
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HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Invalid token."]

} 

401 (Session Expired)

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-01T05:22:29.233Z",

  "code":401, 

  "messages":["Session expired."]

} 

404

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:21:02.713Z",

  "code":404, 

  "messages":["A schema with id 

 5f141c681846b5009d92f9a0 does 

 not exist in project 1150."] 

} 

  

500

{ 

  "timestam

p":"2020-07-19T13:21:02.713Z",
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HTTP error codes Response examples

  "code":500, 

  "messages":[""] 

} 

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the following cURL command to delete a schema from your HCL OneTest

Data project:

curl -X DELETE 'https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/

otd/projects/10150/schemas/5f0eccada0dd6f009d2fb6b1' \ 

--header 'Accept: application/json;charset=utf-8' \ 

--header 'Content-Type: application/json;charset=utf-8' \ 

--header 'Authorization: Bearer#XXXX' 

 

Schema download
When you generate a schema, you might want to download the file on your computer. You 

must use the GET method to download the schema. The schema that you want to download 

must be either in the JSON or XSD format.

Prerequisites
You must have the following information before you download the file:

• A bearer token. See Retrieval of a bearer token (on page 136).

• Project details. See Retrieval of the project details (on page 139).

• Schema id details. See Retrieval of a list of all schemas

REST API request

To download a file that contains a schema, you must use the request with the following 

attributes:
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Request attributes Request parameters

HTTP method GET

Endpoint https://{OneTest_Serv

er}/onetest-data/rest/

v1/otd/projects/{project_

id}/schemas/{schema_id}/content

Authorization Yes

Request body Null

Response code
The response of the download request is a .zip file. The .zip file contains a schema either in 

the JSON or XSD format.

HTTP response code Response example

200 File with schema either in 

the JSON or XSD format.

Error codes
The following table lists the error codes that can generate on the failure of the request:

HTTP error codes Response examples

400

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-08-17T06:35:46.034Z",

    "code":400, 

    "messages":["A schema with id 

 5f22b2cde42392009d8ecef6 does 

 not exist in project 1450."] 

}
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HTTP error codes Response examples

401 (Invalid Token)

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-08-17T06:33:31.630Z",

    "code":401, 

    "messages":["Invalid token."]

} 

404

{ 

    "timestam

p":"2020-08-17T06:35:18.930Z",

    "code":404, 

    "messages":["A project with 

 id 1150 does not exist."]

}

Example of the cURL command

You can also use the cURL command to download the file that contains the schema.

For example, you can use the following command to download a schema from your project:

curl -X GET "https://otd-fvt2.nonprod.hclpnp.com/onetest-data/rest/v1/

otd/projects/1150/schemas/5efb2c6f0f11a4009dfdbe6c/content" -H "accept: 

 application/octet-stream" -H "Authorization: Bearer xxxxxx"

Troubleshooting
You can troubleshoot some of the common problems that you might encounter when you 

use HCL OneTest Data.
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Schema designing error or warning messages
The HCL OneTest Data analyzer validates the logical and structural consistency of the data 

definition of a schema. In case of any inconsistency in the schema structure, the analyzer 

issues error or warning messages based on the type of the analysis.

• Logical analysis addresses the integrity of the relationships that you define in the 

schema.

• Structural analysis addresses the integrity of the underlying database.

Warnings indicate a successful analysis and are relatively insignificant. Warning messages 

provide information about inconsistencies that occurred, when you changed the schema, 

and are automatically resolved.

Error messages are important. Error messages provide information about errors in the 

type definitions that you must correct. An error might result in unpredictable results in the 

mapping of the data definitions.

Return codes and error messages
You can find information about both error messages and warnings based on structural 

analysis or logical analysis.

Schema analysis logic error messages

logic errorstype tree analysisschema analysislogic errorsThe following table lists the logic error messages that result from a logical analysis of a 

schema:

Return Code

Message

L100

COMPONENT neither inherited nor local: `type name' of TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Look at the super-type's component list. The component is a valid type, 

but the supertype has a component list that restricts you from using this type 

as a component. You may have added subtype components before adding 
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supertype components. Either remove all supertype components or add the 

components in error to the component list of the supertype.

L101

This GROUP must have at least one component - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: If you want to map this group, add components. If you do not want to 

map it, make it a category.

L102

Circular reference found in COMPONENT # (`type name') - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Look at the type of the component in error. It is probably missing an 

initiator or terminator.

L103

Circular reference found in Floating Component type - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Look at the floating component type in error. It is probably missing an 

initiator or terminator.

L104

DELIMITER for TYPE - `type name' must have a value

Hint: All delimited groups need a delimiter. Edit delimited group properties to 

insert the missing delimiter.

L105

DELIMITER type neither inherited nor local - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The delimiter name has been entered incorrectly. It should be the name 

of a local type, or the name of an inherited delimiter, or the name of a type in 

the sub-tree of the inherited delimiter.

L106

Default DELIMITER not specified - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a FIND option for its delimiter. Please add a 

default value to define what to use for building outputs.
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L107

Default DELIMITER not in restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This delimiter was specified as a syntax item. Add the default value to 

the restriction list for that syntax item.

L108

DELIMITER type is not a SYNTAX ITEM - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Delimiters specified as an item must be specified to be interpreted as 

SYNTAX to set the value of the delimiter if it appears as a component in a data 

stream.

L109

DELIMITER type has no restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: All syntax items need a restriction list.

L110

RELEASE CHARACTER neither inherited nor local - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The release character name has been entered incorrectly. It should be 

either the name of a local type, the name of an inherited release character, or 

the name of a type in the sub-tree of the inherited release character.

L111

Default RELEASE CHARACTER not specified - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a syntax item for its release character. 

Please add a default value to define a value for the release character that has 

not been encountered in the data.

L112

Default RELEASE CHARACTER not in restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a syntax item for its release character. 

Please add the default value to the restriction list of that syntax item.

L113
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RELEASE CHARACTER type is not a SYNTAX ITEM - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Release characters specified as an item must be specified to be 

interpreted as SYNTAX to set the value of the release character if it appears as 

a component in a data stream.

L114

RELEASE CHARACTER type has no restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: All syntax items need a restriction list.

L115

Floating Component TYPE neither inherited nor local - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The floating component name has been entered incorrectly. It should be 

either the name of a local type, the name of an inherited floating component, 

or the name of a type in the sub-tree of the inherited floating component.

L116

INITIATOR type neither inherited nor local - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The initiator name has been entered incorrectly. It should be either the 

name of a local type, the name of an inherited initiator, or the name of a type in 

the sub-tree of the inherited initiator.

L117

Default INITIATOR not specified - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a syntax item for its initiator. Add a default 

value to define a value for that initiator has not been encountered in the data.

L118

Default INITIATOR not in restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a syntax item for its initiator. Add the 

default value to the restriction list of that syntax item.

L119

INITIATOR type is not a SYNTAX ITEM - TYPE: `type name'
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Hint: Initiators specified as an item must be specified to be interpreted as 

SYNTAX to set the value of the initiator if it appears as a component in a data 

stream.

L120

INITIATOR type has no restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: All syntax items need a restriction list.

L121

TERMINATOR type neither inherited nor local - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The terminator name has been entered incorrectly. It should be either 

the name of a local type, the name of an inherited terminator, or the name of a 

type in the sub-tree of the inherited terminator.

L122

Default TERMINATOR not specified - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a syntax item for its terminator. Add a 

default value to define a value for that terminator has not been encountered in 

the data.

L123

Default TERMINATOR not in restriction list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This Type was specified with a syntax item for its terminator. Please add 

the default value to the restriction list of that syntax item.

L124

TERMINATOR type is not a SYNTAX ITEM - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Terminators specified as an item must be specified to be interpreted as 

SYNTAX to set the value of the terminator if it appears as a component in a 

data stream.

L125

TERMINATOR type has no restriction list - TYPE: `type name'
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Hint: All syntax items need a restriction list.

L126

COMPONENT range minimum (#) greater than range maximum (#) - 

COMPONENT `type name' - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The minimum range must be less than or equal to the maximum range.

L127

COMPONENT range minimum (#) less than inherited range minimum(#) - 

COMPONENT `type name' - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The component in error has been inherited. Look at the range of the 

component with the same name in the super-type's component list.

L128

COMPONENT range maximum (#) greater than inherited range maximum(#) - 

COMPONENT `type name' - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The component in error has been inherited. Look at the range of the 

component with the same name in the super-type's component list.

L129

COMPONENT RULE references a COMPONENT later in the component list - 

`type name' - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Move the component rule to the component later in the list.

L130

COMPONENT RULE references undefined type - COMPONENT # of TYPE: 

`type name'

Hint: Verify the spelling of the data object name. The rule should reference a 

data object name of the component or a data object name of a component 

earlier in the component list.

L131
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COMPONENT RULE references components of a partitioned group - 

COMPONENT # of TYPE type name

L132

Invalid partitioning: TYPE has no SUBTYPES - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Remove the partitioned option from the class window or add sub-types 

to the Type in error.

L133

Type of COMPONENT exists, but its relative name is not valid: `type name' in 

TYPE: `type name'

Hint: To get the correct relative name, drag the type you want to use as a 

component and drop it in the component list of the Type. (Remember to delete 

the invalid component!)

L134

Reference to `ANY' not allowed: COMPONENT number # of TYPE: `type name'

Hint: In this case, the Type in error is a group and it is not the root of a 

partitioned tree. ANY cannot be used if that component needs to be validated. 

So, if that group is partitioned, you cannot use ANY for a component up to 

and including the identifier (if there is one). If that group is not partitioned, you 

cannot use ANY at all.

L135

COMPONENT number # cannot reference a CATEGORY in TYPE: `type 

name' (because group is not partitioned)

Hint: In this case, the Type in error is a group and it's not the root of a 

partitioned tree. A category cannot be used if the component must be 

validated. So, if that group is partitioned, you cannot use a category for a 

component up to and including the identifier (if there is one). If that group is 

not partitioned, you cannot use a category as a component at all.

L136
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COMPONENT `type name' occurs more than once in list - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Each component in the same component list must have a unique type 

name. Try to make sub-types of the type name in error and replace each non-

unique component with one of the new sub-types.

L137

COMPONENT `type name' and its super-type cannot be in same COMPONENT 

LIST (in TYPE: `type name')

Hint: Try making another sub-type of the super-type and replace the super-type 

reference with the new sub-type.

L138

COMPONENT `type name' is same type as delimiter - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A component and a delimiter cannot have the same name. You may need 

to add sub-types to the type name used in error to resolve this one.

L139

COMPONENT `type name' is sub-type of delimiter - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a delimiter. You can 

add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the delimiter name with 

the new sub-type name.

L140

COMPONENT `type name' is super-type of delimiter - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a delimiter. You can 

add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the component name 

with the new sub-type name.

L141

COMPONENT `type name' is same type as initiator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A component and an initiator cannot have the same name. You can add 

sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the component 

name and the initiator name.
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L142

COMPONENT `type name' is sub-type of initiator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify an initiator. You can 

add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the initiator name with 

the new sub-type name.

L143

COMPONENT `type name' is super-type of initiator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify an initiator. You can 

add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the component name 

with the new sub-type name.

L144

COMPONENT `type name' is same type as terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A component and a terminator cannot have the same name. Try adding 

sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the component 

name and terminator name with one of the new sub-types.

L145

COMPONENT `type name' is sub-type of terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a terminator. You can 

add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the terminator name with 

the new sub-type name.

L146

COMPONENT `type name' is super-type of terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a terminator. You can 

add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the component name 

with the new sub-type name.

L147

COMPONENT `type name' is same type as Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'
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Hint: Make both the floating component name and the component name sub-

types of the floating component.

L148

COMPONENT `type name' is sub-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: Make both the floating component name and the component name sub-

types of the floating component.

L149

COMPONENT `type name' is super-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: Make both the floating component name and the component name sub-

types of the floating component.

L150

COMPONENT `type name' is same type as release character - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a release character. 

You can add sub-types to the syntax item and replace both the component 

name and the release character name with the new sub-type names.

L151

COMPONENT `type name' is sub-type of release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a release character. 

You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the release 

character name with the new sub-type name.

L152

COMPONENT `type name' is super-type of release character - TYPE: `type 

name'
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Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify a release character. 

You can add sub-types to the syntax item and replace the component name 

with the new sub-type name.

L153

DELIMITER `type name' is same type as initiator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A delimiter and an initiator cannot have the same name. You may need 

to add sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the delimiter 

and initiator names to refer to the new sub-types.

L154

DELIMITER `type name' is sub-type of initiator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and 

a delimiter. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the 

initiator name with the new sub-type name.

L155

DELIMITER `type name' is super-type of initiator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and 

a delimiter. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the 

delimiter name with the new sub-type name.

L156

DELIMITER `type name' is same type as terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A delimiter and a terminator cannot have the same name. You may need 

to add sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the delimiter 

and terminator names to refer to the new sub-types.

L157

DELIMITER `type name' is sub-type of terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a delimiter and a 

terminator. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the 

terminator name with the new sub-type name.
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L158

DELIMITER `type name' is super-type of terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a delimiter and a 

terminator. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the 

delimiter name with the new sub-type name.

L159

DELIMITER `type name' is same type as release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A delimiter and a release character cannot have the same name. You 

may need to add sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the 

delimiter and release character names to refer to the new sub-types.

L160

DELIMITER `type name' is sub-type of release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a delimiter and 

a release character. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the release character name with the new sub-type name.

L161

DELIMITER `type name' is super-type of release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a delimiter and 

a release character. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the delimiter name with the new sub-type name.

L162

DELIMITER `type name' is same type as Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: A delimiter and a floating component cannot have the same name. Try 

adding sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the delimiter 

and floating component names to refer to the new sub-types.

L163
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DELIMITER `type name' is sub-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a delimiter and 

a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the floating component name with the new sub-type name.

L164

DELIMITER `type name' is super-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a delimiter and 

a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the delimiter name with the new sub-type name.

L165

INITIATOR `type name' is same type as terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: An initiator and a terminator cannot have the same name. You may need 

to add sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the initiator 

and terminator names to refer to the new sub-types.

L166

INITIATOR `type name' is sub-type of terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and a 

terminator. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the 

terminator name with the new sub-type name.

L167

INITIATOR `type name' is super-type of terminator - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and a 

terminator. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and replace the 

initiator name with the new sub-type name.

L168

INITIATOR `type name' is same type as release character - TYPE: `type name'
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Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and a 

release character. You can add sub-types to the syntax item and replace both 

the initiator name and the release character name with a new sub-type name.

L169

INITIATOR `type name' is sub-type of release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and 

a release character. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the release character name with the new sub-type name.

L170

INITIATOR `type name' is super-type of release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and 

a release character. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the initiator name with the new sub-type name.

L171

INITIATOR `type name' is same type as Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: An initiator and a floating component cannot have the same name. Try 

adding sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the initiator 

and floating component names with the new sub-types.

L172

INITIATOR `type name' is sub-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and 

a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the floating component name with the new sub-type name.

L173

INITIATOR `type name' is super-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'
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Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both an initiator and 

a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the initiator name with the new sub-type name.

L174

TERMINATOR `type name' is same type as release character - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: A terminator and a release character cannot have the same name. You 

may need to add sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the 

terminator and release character names with the new sub-types.

L175

TERMINATOR `type name' is sub-type of release character - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a terminator 

and a release character. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the release character name with the new sub-type name.

L176

TERMINATOR `type name' is super-type of release character - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a terminator 

and a release character. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the terminator name with the new sub-type name.

L177

TERMINATOR `type name' is same type as Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: A terminator and a floating component cannot have the same name. You 

may need to add sub-types to the type name used in error and replace both the 

terminator and floating component names with the new sub-types.

L178
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TERMINATOR `type name' is sub-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a terminator and 

a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the floating component name with the new sub-type name.

L179

TERMINATOR `type name' is super-type of Floating Component - TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a terminator and 

a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the syntax item and 

replace the terminator name with the new sub-type name.

L180

RELEASE CHARACTER `type name' is same type as Floating Component - 

TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A release character and a floating component cannot have the same 

name. You may need to add sub-types to the type name used in error and 

replace both the release character and floating component names to refer to 

the new sub-types.

L181

RELEASE CHARACTER `type name' is sub-type of Floating Component - TYPE: 

`type name'

Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a release 

character and a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the 

syntax item and replace the floating component name with the new sub-type 

name.

L182

RELEASE CHARACTER `type name' is super-type of Floating Component - 

TYPE: `type name'
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Hint: This occurs when a syntax item is used to specify both a release 

character and a floating component. You can add another sub-type to the 

syntax item and replace the release character name with the new sub-type 

name.

L183

COMPONENT NAME ambiguous: `type name' in TYPE: `type name'

Hint: This type has a component whose relative name can be associated with 

more than one type in the schema. Rename the conflicting types.

L184

RESTRICTION longer than max TYPE size - RESTRICTION # of TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: The Type in error is an item. Either change the maximum size of the item 

or remove the restriction.

L185

RESTRICTION used in an earlier partition - RESTRICTION # of TYPE: `type 

name'

Hint: Item Partitions must have mutually exclusive restrictions. Remove the 

restriction from one of the partition restriction lists.

L186

Type of COMPONENT does not exist - `type name' in TYPE: `type name'

Hint: You probably entered an incorrect type name. Try the drag and drop 

approach to get the correct one.

L187

TYPE must be partitioned (since in a partitioned tree and has sub-types) - 

TYPE: `type name'

Hint: All types in a partitioned sub-type must have mutually exclusive data 

objects. Set the partitioned property for the type in error.

L188
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TYPE is FIXED, COMPONENT # must have a maximum range value - TYPE type 

name

L189

TYPE is FIXED, but COMPONENT # is not fixed - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: If the component is not intended to be fixed in size, change the group 

format for the Type to implicit. If the group format is intended to be fixed, 

check the component: if that component is an item, make sure it has a Padded 

To length; if that component is a group, change its type to be of fixed syntax.

L190

BINARY text ITEM used as COMPONENT neither FIXED nor SIZED - 

COMPONENT # of TYPE: `type name'

Hint: The size of a binary text item must either have a Padded To length or it 

must be sized by the previous component.

L191

COMPONENT with SIZED attribute is not an UNSIGNED INTEGER ITEM TYPE - 

COMPONENT # of TYPE: `type name'

Hint: A component used to size the component that follows it must be defined 

as an unsigned integer item type.

L192

The last COMPONENT in the COMPONENT LIST may not have a SIZED 

attribute: TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Specify a component to follow the one with the sized attribute.

L193

Range of COMPONENT # must have a maximum value to indicate how many 

placeholders are needed for its series in TYPE: `type name'.

Hint: Change the range maximum to a specific value (not "s") if you may re-

define the data this way.

L194
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Cannot distinguish delimiter from terminator in TYPE: `type name'.

Hint: Make the range of the last component in the type fixed or make the 

delimiter of the type different from its terminator.

L195

Cannot distinguish delimiter contained in COMPONENT # from terminator of 

TYPE: `type name'.

Hint: Make that component bound or make that contained delimiter different 

from the type terminator.

L196

Cannot distinguish delimiter of COMPONENT # from delimiter of TYPE: type 

name because COMPONENT # has no placeholder.

Hint: Make that component bound or make that component's delimiter 

different from the type delimiter.

L197

Cannot distinguish delimiter of COMPONENT # from delimiter of TYPE: type 

name because COMPONENT # has no range maximum.

Hint: Make that component bound, or make that component's delimiter 

different from the type delimiter, or specify a range maximum that has a 

specific value (not "s") for the last component of COMPONENT #.

L198

Cannot distinguish delimiter contained in COMPONENT # from delimiter of 

TYPE: `type name'.

Hint: Make that contained component bound or make that contained 

component's delimiter different from the type delimiter.

L200

Cannot distinguish delimiter contained in COMPONENT # from delimiter of 

TYPE: `type name'.
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Hint: Either make that contained component bound, make that contained 

component's delimiter different from the type delimiter, or specify a range 

maximum that has a specific value (not "s") for the last component of the 

contained component.

Logic error and warning messages

logic warningsschema analysistype tree analysislogic warningsThe tables in this section list the logic warning messages that result from a logic analysis of 

a schema.

The following table lists the warnings than can result when a map is compiled.

Warnings should be resolved because they may produce unpredictable results at mapping 

time.

Return Code

Message

L199

COMPONENT # is not distinguishable from COMPONENT # that may follow in 

TYPE: `type name'.

Hint: Make the first COMPONENT bound, or look at the tables in 

"Distinguishable objects" (on page 364) to see how you can define the two 

component types as distinguishable.

L201

Different data objects of COMPONENT # are not distinguishable in TYPE: `type 

name'.

Hint: See  "Distinguishable objects" (on page 364) for more information 

about distinguishable objects.

L202

RESTRICTION list deleted: TYPE is not an ITEM - TYPE: `type name'
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Hint: Type class was changed from an item to a group or category, so the 

restriction list was deleted. If this was not your intent, change it back to the 

way it was.

L203

COMPONENT list deleted: TYPE is an ITEM - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Type class was changed from a group to a item or category, so the 

program deleted its component list. If this was not your intent, change it back 

to the way it was.

L204

DELIMITER deleted: TYPE is not a DELIMITED GROUP - TYPE: `type name'

Hint: Group format was changed from delimited to something else, so the 

program deleted its delimiter. If this was not your intent, change it back to the 

way it was.

L205

COMPONENT RULE deleted: TYPE is a CATEGORY - TYPE: `type 

name' (warning)

Hint: Type class was changed from a group to a category, so its component 

rule was deleted. If this was not your intent, change it back to the way it was.

L206

DELIMITER cannot be found (because first component is not required) - TYPE: 

`type name' (warning)

Hint: If the delimiter is missing, a previously set initiator value or the default 

value is used.

L251

COMPONENT NAME could apply to more than one type:'type name' in TYPE: 

`type name' (warning).
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Schema analysis structure error messages

structure errorsschema analysisschema analysisstructure errorsThe following table lists the structure error messages that result from a structural analysis 

of a schema:

Return Code

Message

S100

Invalid TYPE Name: SubTYPE # of TYPE: `type name'

S101

Invalid TYPE chain: SubTYPE # of TYPE: `type name'

S118

Invalid TYPE NAME WhereUsed chain - TYPE NAME: `type name' (error).

S133

Referenced COMPONENT not `InUse' - COMPONENT # of TYPE: `type 

name' (error).

S134

COMPONENT previously referenced - COMPONENT # (COMP #) of TYPE: 

`type name' (error).

S149

Bad Parent COMPONENT Index - COMPONENT `type name' - TYPE: `type 

name' (error)

Schema analysis structure warning messages

structure warningsschema analysisschema analysisstructure warningsThe following table lists the structure warning messages that result from a structural 

analysis of a schema:

Return Code

Message
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S102

Unused DELIMITER deleted: `type name' (at index #)

S103

Invalid DELIMITER pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S104

Invalid default DELIMITER pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S105

Invalid RELEASE Char pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S106

Invalid default RELEASE Char pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S107

Invalid INITIATOR pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S108

Invalid default INITIATOR pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S109

Invalid TERMINATOR pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S110

Invalid default TERMINATOR pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S111

Resetting DELIMITER Use Count (was # now #) - DELIMITER: `type name'

S112

Unused DESCRIPTION deleted: `type name' (at index #)

S113

Invalid DESCRIPTION pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S114
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Resetting DESCRIPTION Use Count (was # now #) - DESCRIPTION: `type 

name'

S115

Invalid Floating Component TYPE pointer deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S116

Invalid TYPE UsedInComp chain repaired - TYPE: `type name'

S117

Unused TYPE NAME deleted - TYPE NAME: `type name' (at index #)

S119

Resetting TYPE NAME use count (was # now #) - TYPE NAME: `type name'

S120

Repaired empty TYPE NAME WhereUsed chain - TYPE NAME: `type name'

S121

Unused RESTRICTION NAME deleted: `type name' (at index #)

S122

Invalid RESTRICTION NAME deleted no DESCRIPTION was available - TYPE: 

`type name' .

S123

Invalid RESTRICTION NAME deleted DESCRIPTION was `type name' - TYPE: 

`type name'

S124

Resetting RESTRICTION NAME Use Count (was # now #) - RESTRICTIONS: 

`type name'

S125

Unused RESTRICTION DESCRIPTION deleted: `type name' (at index #)

S126
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Invalid RESTRICTION DESCRIPTION deleted - TYPE: `type name'

S127

Resetting RESTRICTION DESCRIPTION Use Count (was # now #) - 

RESTRICTIONS: `type name'

S128

Unused RULE deleted: `type name' (at index #)

S129

Invalid RULE pointer deleted - COMPONENT # of TYPE: `type name'

S130

Resetting RULE Use Count (was # now #) - RULE: `type name'

S131

Invalid COMPONENT TYPE Description pointer - COMPONENT #

S132

COMPONENT marked `InUse' found in Free Chain- COMPONENT #

S135

COMPONENT in Free Chain referenced by a TYPE - COMPONENT #

S136

COMPONENT recovered and added to Free Chain - COMPONENT #

S137

TYPE in Free Chain referenced by another TYPE - TYPE #

S138

TYPE recovered and added to Free Chain - TYPE X'%04X'

S139

TYPE marked `InUse' but not referenced - TYPE #

S140
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Referenced TYPE not marked `InUse' - TYPE #

S141

TYPE Free Chain not in order: sorting

S142

COMPONENT Free Chain not in order: sorting

S143

Overlap found in LIST Free Chain

S144

Free Chain extends into unallocated region

S145

Overlap found in COMPONENT LIST SPACE: list cleared COMPONENTS will be 

deleted

S146

Invalid COMPONENT LIST pointer: all COMPONENTS DELETED - TYPE: `type 

name'

S147

Resetting COUNT in COMPONENT LIST: some COMPONENTS may be lost

S148

RULE truncated (due to internal error): `type name' (at index #)

S150

CATEGORY `type name' was missing GROUP and/or ITEM attributes

S151

GROUP `type name' was missing GROUP attributes

S152

ITEM `type name' was missing ITEM attributes
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Compile-time error messages
When you generate the test data of a schema, you might encounter compile-time error 

messages. The schemas with compilation errors fail to generate the test data. You can view 

the error messages on the schema designer.

You can download the schema definition file (.mmc) to troubleshoot the compile-time errors 

from the following location of the HCL OneTest Data pod:

/opt/hcl/hip-rest/maps/<genMapPath>

The following table lists the compile-time errors that can occur when you generate the test 

data:

Note:  In the following messages, the characters x and y are used as variables:

• x = the map where the error occurred

• y = the output that displays the rule with error

Compile-time Error Message Description

Map:x 

Output:y

Output argument of 

 rule does not match 

 output item sub-class

This error appears when you enter an in

valid regular expression for an item type in 

Item Properties of the Properties dialog box.

For example, If you select Number as Item sub

class in Item Properties of the Properties dia

log box and enter text as the value of the Regu

lar Expression field, then you encounter this error.

To resolve this error, enter the valid 

values for the regular expression.

No such file or directory

This error appears when you enter an in

correct filename for the Values file field 

while you set up the restrictions for an 

item type in the Properties dialog box.
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Compile-time Error Message Description

To resolve this error, enter the correct file

name that you want HCL OneTest Data to 

use to import the values of the item type.

Map:x 

Output:y

Rule references unknown

This error appears when you apply

an invalid function for any item type.

To resolve this error, apply the correct function.

Group <component_name>

 Root does not have 

 any components (or 

 subtypes if it is a 

 partitioned group).

This error appears when you 

define an invalid schema.

To resolve this error, ensure that you 

correctly define the type definitions

of the schema and its properties.

There is a missing

 component in group 

 <component_name> Root 

This error appears when the reference of 

any type definitions exists in the Structure

dialog box and the definition of that type is 

missing in the Dictionary of the schema.

For example, if in the Structure dialog box, 

you have a reference of an item type Age, and 

the definition of this item type is missing in 

the Dictionary, then you encounter this error.

To resolve this error, you must delete the ref

erence of the type from the Structure dia

log box that does not exist in the dictionary.
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Configuring log files
When you run into issues to trace the log files or the log files end abruptly without the 

complete information about the action, you must configure settings for the log file in the 

configMap file.

Before you begin

• You must have installed HCL OneTest Server.

• You must have access to the Secure Shell (SSH) console.

About this task

To troubleshoot the issue, you can configure the following settings:

• The maximum number of log files.

• The maximum file size of each log file.

Note:  The default value of the maximum number of log files is 5 and the maximum file 

size of each log file is 10 MB.

Procedure

1. Open the HCL OneTest Data configMap file to edit by using the following command: 

kubectl edit configmap -n {namespace} {my-ots}-data-config -o yaml.

Note:  You can use the following command to get the list of the configMap

files:kubectl get configmaps

2. Modify the values of the following parameters that you want to change: log_file_size

and max_no_of_log_files

3. Save the changes.

4. Restart the onetestdata pod by using the following command: kubectl delete pod 

{my-ots}-data-app-0.
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Results

You have configured the settings for the log files. You have modified the maximum number 

of log files and the maximum size of each log file.

Audit log overview
When execution of a map to generate the test data fails, HCL OneTest Data creates an audit 

log. The audit log records the detailed information about the execution of the failed job.

You can download the audit log of the failed job from the Jobs page by clicking the 

Download Log File button.

Audit log contents
The audit log provides an execution summary of the following information:

ExecutionSummary Fields Description

CommandLine Specifies the name and the lo

cation of the compiled map.

Elapsedsec Specifies the total time spent on the 

map execution. The time spent is 

presented in seconds only (round

ed). For example, ElapsedSec="25".

mapreturn Returns a code to specify the 

result of map execution. For 

example, mapreturn="0".

MapStatus Specifies the status of the map executed.

Message Notifies the map execution result.

ObjectsBuilt Specifies the number of objects gen

erated based on the data. Each type 

in a schema represents an object.
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ExecutionSummary Fields Description

ObjectsFound Specifies the number of objects iden

tified based on the data read. Each 

type in a schema represents an object.

SourceReport Provides a detailed report

about the source adapter.

Note:  Some of the execution information is optional, and are not always displayed in the 

ExecutionSummary of the audit log.

Source data report

The source data report provides the following information:

• Value of the source adapter

• Byte count of the source data

• Return code of the source adapter with a message

• Adapter command line or file path

• Time stamp of the data source

Sample of an execution summary in an audit log file

The following sample is the execution summary of the audit log file.

<ExecutionSummary MapStatus="Valid" mapreturn="0" ElapsedSec="0.0373" 

BurstRestartCount="0"> <Message>Map completed successfully</Message> 

<CommandLine>'install_dir\examples\CallsSummary.mmc'</CommandLine> 

<ObjectsFound>18</ObjectsFound> <ObjectsBuilt>12</ObjectsBuilt> <SourceReport 

card="1" adapter="File" bytes="52" adapterreturn="0"> <Message>Data 

read successfully</Message> <Settings>install_dir\examples\stores.txt</

Settings> <TimeStamp>18:10:04 December 26, 2019</TimeStamp> </SourceReport> 

<SourceReport card="2" adapter="File" bytes="69" adapterreturn="0"> 

<Message>Data read successfully</Message> <Settings>install_dir\examples

\CALLS.TXT</Settings> <TimeStamp>18:10:04 December 26, 2019</TimeStamp> 

</SourceReport> <TargetReport card="1" adapter="File" bytes="119" 
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adapterreturn="0"> <Message>Data written successfully</Message> 

<Settings>install_dir\examples\summary.txt</Settings> <TimeStamp>10:14:34 

Dec 27, 2019</TimeStamp> </TargetReport> <WorkArea type="File"> <inputarea 

card="1" Path="install_dir\examples\CallsSummary.I01" TimeStamp="10:14:34 

Dec 27, 2019" bytes="65695"/> <inputarea card="2" Path="install_dir

\examples\CallsSummary.I02" TimeStamp="10:14:34 Dec 27, 2019" bytes="65695"/

> <outputarea card="1" Path="install_dir\examples\CallsSummary.O01" 

TimeStamp="10:14:34 Dec 27, 2019" bytes="65695"/> </WorkArea> </

ExecutionSummary>

Disabling audit logs
As a default configuration, HCL OneTest Data generates audit logs for each failed test 

data generation job. However, you might want to disable the audit logs when you no longer 

require them. In such case, you must change the default configuration.

Before you begin

• You must have cluster-admin permissions.

• You must have the IP address of the computer where HCL OneTest Server is installed.

About this task

You must set the value of the AUDIT_ENABLED property in the configmap file to disable the 

audit log for all the failed test data generation jobs.

Procedure

1. Log in to the SSH console of HCL OneTest Server.

2. Run the following command to edit the configuration file:

kubectl edit configmap -n test-system {my-ots}-data-config -o yaml

3. Search for the AUDIT_ENABLED property in the configuration file, and then set the value 

as false.

Note:  The default value of AUDIT_ENABLED is true.
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4. Save your changes, and then exit from the configuration file.

5. Run the following command to delete and restart the <onetest data> pod:

kubectl delete pod {my-ots}-data-app-0

Results

You have successfully disabled the audit logs for all the failed test data generation jobs.

Commands used in HCL OneTest Data
When you want to view the list of HCL OneTest Data pods and to manage each of these 

pods, you can run kubectl commands on an SSH console.

The following table provides you the list of commands that you can use to manage the 

pods:

Commands Purpose Examples

kubectl get pods Shows the list of all 

pods with the sta

tus of each pod.

-

kubectl get configmaps Shows the list of all 

configuration files.

-

kubectl exec -it 

<podname> bash

Helps to access the pod. kubectl exec -it {my-

ots}-data-app -o bash

kubectl edit configmap

-n <namespace> <con

figmapName> -o yaml

Edits the configuration file. kubectl edit con

figmap -n test-

system {my-ots}-

data-config -o yaml

kubectl delete 

pod <podname>

Deletes and 

restart the pod.

kubectl delete pod 

{my-ots}-data-app-o
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Commands Purpose Examples

kubectl logs <podname> Shows the logs of 

any specific pod.

kubectl logs {my-

ots}-data-app-o

References
Find the understanding about the data design environment components of HCL OneTest

Data.

Files
You add a file to a project to use it as input in the project. You can upload a file from your 

local file system to a project from the Files tab to generate test data. Alternatively, you can 

upload it when you define an action.

You also can download a file from a project to your local file system. From your local file 

system, you can upload the file to a different project.

Connections
A connection defines the properties that are required to connect to an external resource. An 

action uses a connection to provide source data to a project or write data from a source to a 

target. Multiple actions can use the same connection. You can define both connections and 

actions at the project level.

Project-level connections
You can reuse project-level artifacts in multiple projects. You use the Connections tab to 

define a new project-level connection and its actions or to select an existing project-level 

connection and its actions.

For example, you can define a project-level connection to a database that is used as a data 

source or target of multiple projects. A project-level action might be an SQL query and 

schema that multiple maps use to look up the same database data.
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Connection testing
You can test project-level connections. When the Design Server has access to an external 

resource, testing validates the properties of the resource connection. If the Design Server

can not access the external resource, the connection test fails, even if the connection 

properties are correct.

Resource adapters
HCL OneTest Data resource adapters are used to retrieve data. These resource adapters 

provide access to the databases.

The following resource adapters are supported by the HCL OneTest Data

• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) adpater

• Excel adpater

• Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing (SAP) adapter

Related information

•

HCL OneTest Data support to write the generated test data in JDBC 

databases (on page 34)

SAP applications
This topic provides an information about integration of SAP applications with HCL OneTest

Data.

Introduction
The Systems Applications and Products in Data Processing (SAP) applications acts as 

resource adapters. HCL OneTest Data integrates with the SAP application to generate a 

schema, and then generate the test data to perform application testing.

introduction
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SAP applications overview
OverviewSAP Integration PackageaboutThe SAP applications is a unique data transformation technology for interfacing SAP R/3 

software applications with third-party applications and legacy systems. Connectivity to the 

SAP R/3 environment is provided for both inbound and outbound data, and is supported on 

the major SAP platforms.

external systemstransactional Remote Function Calls (tRFCs)tRFCsSee transactional Remote Function Calls (tRFCs)Pack for SAP Applications makes use of SAP's synchronous and asynchronous 

(transactional) Remote Function Calls (RFCs). This approach ensures effective and secure 

communication between external systems and SAP R/3. Detailed knowledge of RFCs is not 

required to create interfaces for SAP R/3 that are reliable, efficient, and easy to maintain. 

Some knowledge of Remote Communication Basis is helpful but not required.

In addition, the pack can be used with several file-based interfaces, such as SAP DXOB/DMI 

and EDI subsystems.

The Pack for SAP Applications is used for:

• Initial data load

• Ongoing real-time or near-real time interfaces

Note:  The Pack for SAP Applications is applicable to the following versions: SAP 

R/3 4.6, 4.7, mySAP 2004 (ECC 5.0) and mySAP 2005 (ECC 6.0).

Overview of SAP R/3 interfaces
R/3 interfacesSAP Integration PackageR/3 interfacesThe Pack for SAP Applications supports the following interfaces and technologies that 

include the automatic generation of metadata-specific schemas:

• Intermediate Documents

◦ Application Link Enabling (ALE)

◦ ALE Message Handler (AMS)

◦ Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)

• DXOB/Data Migration Interface (DMI)

• For the adapter-specific commands, see the Adapter Commands List.
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Intermediate Documents (IDocs)
The IDocs interface consists of the definition of a data structure and the processing logic 

for this data structure. This interface is used to exchange business data between two 

different systems. SAP R/3 support for the IDoc interface includes both Electronic Data 

Interchange (EDI) and Application Link Enabling (ALE) technologies.

SAP R/3 systemsexchanging dataIDocs (Intermediate Documents)definitionIntermediate Documents (IDocs) See IDocs (Intermediate Documents)

Application Link Enabling (ALE)
ALE links multiple SAP R/3 systems in distributed environments, and non-SAP systems to 

SAP R/3 without file-to-file transfers. The SAP R/3 architecture supports the transfer of data 

between applications using messaging as opposed to files. SAP R/3 enables the creation of 

a distributed, fully integrated suite of loosely coupled applications.

ALE (Application Link Enabling) interfacedefinitionApplication Link Enabling (ALE) interface See ALE (Application Link Enabling) interface

SAPR/3 interfacesThe SAP component supports the integration of distributed SAP R/3 systems under ALE 

and the flow of information among multiple SAP R/3 systems to accomplish specific 

business objectives. It also embraces integration among non-SAP R/3 applications, such as 

third-party applications or legacy systems, by providing the conversion technology required 

to accomplish this level of integration among diverse systems.

The ALE adapter (JALE) adds Unicode character set data support inbound to and outbound 

from SAP.

ALE Message Handler (AMS)
The AMS interface provides connectivity between SAP R/3 and one or more disparate 

applications sending and receiving IDocs for one or more SAP R/3 instances. AMS does not 

provide any conversion function and delivers IDocs without changing them. Transactional 

RFC must be the communication method used between the SAP R/3 system and the ALE 

Message Handler.

Message Handler (AMS) interfacedefinitionAMS (Message Handler) interface See Message Handler (AMS) interface
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Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
EDI enables companies with the ability of communicating business transactions and 

documents electronically with their partners, vendors, and clients.

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) interfacedefinitionElectronic Data Interchange (EDI) interfaceSee EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) interface

DXOB/Data Migration Interface (DMI)
DXOBs are SAP R/3 business objects that can be transferred automatically into the SAP R/3 

system. Examples of business objects are organizational units.

master dataSAP Integration PackR/3 interfacesDXOB (Data Transfer Object)definitionThe Pack for SAP Applications support for the DXOB interface includes data transfer object 

structures in both beta and released formats. During data transfer, data is transferred from 

an external system into the SAP R/3 system.

SAP applications support the data transfer of numerous SAP business objects. The data 

transfer program specifies the data format definition that is necessary to import the data 

into the SAP R/3 system. The pack provides the data transformation server to convert the 

external system data format to the format of the DX object.

Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI)
The BAPI adapter (JBAPI) enables full Unicode support when installed with the latest 

version of ITX. The JBAPI adapter provides unified access to both Unicode and non-Unicode 

systems.

SAP R/3 interfacesexternal systemsBAPI (Business Application Programming Interface)definitionBusiness Application Programming Interface (BAPI) See BAPI (Business Application Programming Interface) BAPI provides a business-oriented interface for accessing SAP R/3 business processes 

and data from external systems. BAPIs are part of the SAP business framework, an 

open component-based architecture enabling software components from SAP and other 

providers to be integrated.

The R/3 adapters
The SAP specific components for the SAP R/3 runtime environment are the R/3 adapters 

for Windows™ based and UNIX™ based platforms.
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1SAP Integration PackagecomponentsThis section introduces the R/3 adapters and provides instructions for adapter use, adapter 

settings, and adapter commands, including the following:

Overview of the R/3 adapters
message transaction IDs (TIDs)transaction IDsfor messagesRFCsadaptersR/3 adaptersoverviewBoth client and server functionality is supported within an R/3 adapter. An R/3 adapter 

contains the Remote Function Calls (RFCs) necessary to pass inbound and outbound data 

to and from SAP R/3. The adapter includes transparent integration of the RFCs so that it is 

not necessary to possess detailed knowledge about the RFCs. The adapters also manage 

transactional information such as message transaction IDs (TIDs) as needed. This feature 

ensures seamless integration with SAP R/3 and also provides a robust auditing mechanism.

R/3 adaptersThe R/3 adapters used to interface with the SAP R/3 application are:

• JALE

• JBAPI

Intermediate Documents (IDocs)
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) interfaceoverviewALE (Application Link Enabling) interfaceoverviewIDocs (Intermediate Documents)overviewIDocs are SAP standard data containers or formats that provide the basis for both ALE and 

EDI interfaces to SAP R/3. The topics below discuss using IDocs with SAP R/3 and provides 

the specific information required for ALE and EDI interfaces:

Overview of IDocs
Several hundred IDocs are shipped with each SAP R/3 system. ALE and EDI interfaces use 

functionally equivalent IDocs; however, they differ in the manner in which the IDocs are 

communicated to or from SAP R/3.

• ALE IDocs are communicated through memory buffers, without intermediate files, 

directly to or from an RFC port using transactional remote function calls (RFCs).

• EDI IDocs are passed using an intermediate file.

These interfaces (ALE and EDI) that use the IDoc structure represent SAP's strategic 

approach to interfacing SAP R/3 with legacy and third-party applications where loose 

coupling is appropriate. Therefore, the SAP R/3 IDoc approach should be considered the 
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first choice for developing interfaces where asynchronous, near-real time, or batch links are 

required. This pack supports SAP-supplied IDocs as well as user-defined IDocs.

One or more IDocs are held in a container called a packet. A packet is the largest data 

container in an IDoc schema. The restart attribute is automatically added to reject invalid 

IDocs contained within a packet.

IDoc structural format
IDocs (Intermediate Documents)typesmaster datafor IDocsIDocs (Intermediate Documents)formatsThe IDoc format consists of hierarchically structured segments with multiple levels of 

nesting. IDocs exist for data such as customers and materials, for transactional data such 

as sales orders, and for control data such as company codes. In ALE terms, these are called 

IDoc types, which are described as follows:

Control record

IDocs (Intermediate Documents)control recordscontrol records for IDoc mappingThere is one control record, and its format is identical for all IDoc types. It 

consists of the IDoc ID, Sender ID, Receiver ID, IDoc type, and EDI attribute.

Data records

IDocs (Intermediate Documents)data recordsdata records of IDocsThere can be one or more data records. A data record consists of a fixed 

administration section (IDoc ID, Sequence/Hierarchy) and a data part 

(Segment). A Segment is the formal definition for header data and item data. 

The number and format of the segments can be different for each IDoc type.

Status records

The status records describe the processing stages through which an IDoc can 

pass, and contain the IDoc ID and status information. There will be several 

status records.

IDocs (Intermediate Documents)data segmentsdata segments of IDocsBOR (Business Object Repository)Business Object Repository (BOR)The IDoc types are assigned to release-independent message types, which themselves are 

assigned to object types in the Business Object Repository (BOR). Customer enhancements 

are generally subject to naming conventions. IDoc data segments are a maximum of 1000 

bytes in length and generally only contain CHAR fields. The data segments of an IDoc type 

are described by release-independent segment types and have release-specific segment 

definitions that are stored as internal structures in the Dictionary. This means IDocs can be 
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sent with different data contents to different recipients because the recipient's release is 

defined in the sending system.

Data Transfer Objects (DXOB)
Data Transfer Object (DXOB) See DXOB (Data Transfer Object)DXOB (Data Transfer Object)Data transfer objects (DXOB) are SAP R/3 business objects that can be transferred into 

an SAP R/3 system. To use SAP R/3 to create DXOB interfaces including the creation of 

initial data transfer files (DXOB reports) and using Connections and Actions to generate the 

corresponding schemas read the sections below:

Business Application Programming Interface (BAPI)
The BAPI adapter (JBAPI) enables full Unicode support when installed with the latest 

version of ITX. The JBAPI adapter provides unified access to both Unicode and non-Unicode 

systems.

SAP R/3 interfacesexternal systemsBAPI (Business Application Programming Interface)definitionBusiness Application Programming Interface (BAPI) See BAPI (Business Application Programming Interface) BAPI provides a business-oriented interface for accessing SAP R/3 business processes 

and data from external systems. BAPIs are part of the SAP business framework, an 

open component-based architecture enabling software components from SAP and other 

providers to be integrated.

Overview of the Interface (BAPI)
BAPI (Business Application Programming Interface)overviewbusiness objectsbusiness frameworkSAP Business Objects reside in the Business Framework and provide the interoperability 

of software components. Collectively, Business Objects are contained within the Business 

Object Repository (BOR). They cover a wide range of SAP R/3 business data and processes. 

BAPIs allow external non-SAP R/3 systems, such as HCL OneTest Data, to access the 

methods on a SAP Business Object by using appropriate adapters. SAP Business Objects 

and their BAPIs provide an object-oriented view of SAP R/3 functionality.

version compatibilityBAPIs are accessed in SAP R/3 using the transaction code BAPI.

Vendor is a Business Object in the Financial Accounting area of Business Framework. 

Expanding the Vendor Business Object exposes the available methods.

ChangePassword is a method (BAPI) on the Vendor Business Object. This method provides 

the capability to change a vendor's password, which is selected by the key field VendorNo. 
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The BAPI name of this method is found by clicking the Detail tab. The BAPI name is 

BAPI_VENDOR_CHANGE_PASSWORD, the name you specify in Connections and Actions.

The dialog box also provides documentation on the parameters and attributes of the BAPI. 

All BAPIs are composed of a combination of Importing, Exporting, and/or Table parameters. 

Importing parameters are input, Exporting are output, and Tables are in/out. A BAPI may 

have any combination of these parameter types. Documentation for the parameters, 

structures, and scalars of a BAPI can be found in the BAPI Browser, the SAP Assistant, and 

the Function Module.

Schema design
A schema is a graphical data dictionary that contains metadata definitions of the structure 

of a document to generate test data. Schema provides visual cues for understanding the 

structure and complete definition of an object.

Schema designer helps to:

• Create and manage schema that define properties for data structure

• Create data validation rules

Introduction to schema design
Use the Schemas tab to define, modify, and view schemas. A schema describes the syntax, 

structure, and semantics of your data.

The syntax of data refers to its format including tags, delimiters, terminators, and other 

characters that separate or identify sections of data. The structure of data refers to its 

composition including repeating substructures and nested groupings. The semantics of 

data refer to the meaning of the data including rules for data values, relationships among 

parts of a large data object, and error detection and recovery.

About schemas
A schema defines the contents for generating the test data. A schema is a mechanism 

for defining each element of your data. Similar to a data dictionary, a schema contains a 

collection of type definitions.
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Because data definitions are defined in a schema, you must be familiar with the 

specifications that define your data before attempting to create one.

A data file is a simple example. The data file is made up of records and each record is made 

up of fields. In this case, there are three kinds of data objects: a file, a record, and a field.

In a file of records, think of the data in terms of the three data objects. For example, one 

type defines the entire file; another type defines the entire record contained in that file. Other 

types in the same schema define the data fields of the record.

A schema has three data type classifications: group, category, and item. The root type is the 

base type from which all other types stem, representing the data objects of all types in the 

schema. Root is the default name, however, you can modify any type name.

Types within a schema are listed in alphabetical order by default. To change the order for 

new types, modify the root type properties.

Subtypes
subtypestypessubtypesdataobjectssubtypesSubtypes are created for a number of reasons like identifying distinct data object. Another 

reason is that specific types of an object may have different properties such as different 

date formats.

Think of subtypes as different "flavors". Ice cream flavors can be chocolate, strawberry, or 

vanilla. To create a schema to represent ice cream as data, the different flavors of ice cream 

could be subtypes of the type IceCream.

The type IceCream is generic and describes any kind of ice cream. The type Chocolate, a 

subtype of IceCream, represents a certain kind of ice cream: chocolate.

A file of purchase order data may have two different kinds of records: header and detail. 

The schema representing this data might have a Record type with Detail and Header as 

subtypes of Record.

Schema hierarchy
hierarchyof a schemaschemashierarchysupertypedefinition oftypessupertypesThe types in a schema are arranged in a hierarchy. If a type is subordinate to another type, 

it is called a subtype. The type on the branch stemming above a specific type is called its 

supertype.
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Subtypes have more specific properties. For example, two different kinds of fields, Name

and Date, may be defined as subtypes of Field.

The item type Field describes any field. The item types Date and Name are more specific 

kinds of fields. In a classification hierarchy such as this, the deeper the subtype is in the 

type tree, the more specific the data characteristics.

Example scenario

Imagine that a schema represents your house. There is a type for the entire house 

(House). A type for each room (Bathroom, Bedroom, and so on), and types for the different 

furnishings in these rooms (Bed, Chair, and so on). Each type represents a complete object. 

A house is made up of rooms. Inside these rooms are beds, chairs, couches, and so on. 

You know this, but you cannot see it by looking at the classification hierarchy view of the 

schema. You must open one of the types in the group view to see its components.

Defining data
For optimum test data generation, the entire contents of your data must be defined. Using 

the Type Designer, you can define input data so that each data object of the source data is 

identified. You can define the output data according to your output specifications.

How specifically you define the data is up to you. For example, if there is a large section of 

data that you want to process quickly, define it loosely as a chunk of text.

The purpose of the Type Designer is to define your data.

Objects, types, and classes
Schemas consist of objects, types, and classes.

Objects

A data object is a complete unit that exists in your input or is built on output. A data object 

can be simple (such as a date) or complex (such as a purchase order).
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A data object is some portion of data in a data stream that can be recognized as belonging 

to a specific type. When you create types, identify all of the objects that make up the data: 

input objects and output objects.

Types

typesdefinition ofA type defines a set of data objects that have the same characteristics. For example, the 

type "Date" can be defined as representing data objects in the form MM-DD-YY. The type 

"CustomerRecord" can be defined as representing data objects, each of which consists of a 

Company, Address, and Phone data object.

Classes
typesclasses ofA type is classified according to whether or not it consists of other objects. Each type in a 

schema must be defined in one of three classes: item, group, or category.

• Item type

itemdefinition oftypesitemAn item type represents a simple data object that does not consist of other objects. It is 

a default class of schema.

• Group type

groupdefinition oftypesgroupsA group type represents a complex data object that consists of other objects. For 

example, "FullName" is a group type that contains the components: FirstName, 

MiddleInitial, and LastName. Each group must have at least one item type.

• Category type

categorydefinition oftypescategoryA category type is used for inheritance and for organizing other types in a schema. For 

example, you might have a category named "OrderField" to organize the different kinds 

of order fields in your schema.

Type properties
The properties of a type define the characteristics of the data objects of that type.
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For item types, properties define whether that item is text, a number, a date and time, 

or a syntax value. Properties include such characteristics as size, pad characters, and 

justification.

For group types, the properties are related to the format of that group. The format of a 

group may be explicit or implicit. In addition, type properties include syntax objects that 

appear at the beginning or end of the object, as well as release characters.

Defining type properties

About this task

You can define specific properties for each type. Type properties generally consist of the 

following:

• Definition of a type's Class, Group or Item properties

• Type Initiator, Terminator, and Release character

• A list of where a type is used in the definitions of other types

Basic type properties
The following type properties are common to categories, groups, and items:

• Name (on page 254)

• Class (on page 255)

• Description (on page 255)

• Intent (on page 256)

• Partitioned (on page 256)

• Order Subtypes (on page 256)

• Initiator (on page 257)

• Terminator (on page 257)

• Release Characters (on page 258)

• Empty (on page 260)

• National Language (on page 287)

• Document Type (on page 262)
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• Where Used (on page 262)

Item-specific properties are discussed in more detail in "Item Properties" (on page 265). 

Group-specific properties are discussed in more detail in "Group Properties" (on page 

318).

Name

typesnameThe name of the type should be as descriptive as possible and reflect the information that 

the type represents.

A type name must confirm to the following guidelines:

• A type name cannot be more than 256 characters long.

• A type name cannot be a reserved word or contain a reserved symbol. For a list of 

reserved words, refer to Design Studio Introduction documentation.

• A type name cannot contain only digits and/or periods.

• A type name may contain numbers and special characters.

• A type name cannot contain spaces. Use an underscore instead.

• A type name can contain the following:

◦ Letters

◦ Digits

◦ ASCII characters 128-255

◦ Special characters: #, ~, %, _, ? or \

◦ Double-byte characters (Japan edition only)

• A type name cannot have the same name as another type on the same level in the 

same schema.

A type name can be up to 256 characters in length, but use a short type name if 

possible. The full path name of each type is used in map rules in the map designer.
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Class

classdefinition oftypesclassThe class of a type describes whether the type represents a simple data object (item), a 

complex data object (group), or whether is used to organize types (category). Define the 

class of the selected type by selecting the check box.

Category

Categories organize types that have common properties. Each category has a 

set of item properties and a set of group properties. Subtypes of the category 

inherit these properties.

A category does not define data objects in detail. A category type may be 

a component of a partitioned group, after a component with the identifier 

attribute. A category cannot be a component of a non-partitioned group.

Item

The item type represents a simple data object that does not consist of any 

objects. An item does not have components.

Group

The group type represents a complex data object that consists of 

components.

classchangingTo change a type's class, select the type and choose the desired class in the Properties

window.

subtreeIf you change a type to an item, all the types in its subtree become items. If you change a 

type to a group, all the types in its subtree become groups. This is because the schema has 

a classification hierarchy and all the nested subtypes of an item must be items. Similarly, all 

the nested subtypes of a group must be groups.

Description

typesdescriptiondescriptiontypesUse this property to record a brief description of the type. The description entered is for 

informational purposes only. It is not used for identifying data objects at runtime.

It is good practice to add a meaningful description of the type when you are defining it.
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Intent

Indicates whether the type is a general type or an XML type.

The type can only be an XML type if the type tree was created using the XML DTD Importer 

or the XML Schema Importer.

Refer to “XML Properties in the Type Tree” (on page 331) for more information about type 

properties created from XML.

Partitioned

typespartitionedpartitioningtypesIf the data of this type can be divided into mutually exclusive subtypes, it can be partitioned. 

For information about partitioning, see "Partitioning" (on page 352).

Yes

Partitioning is enabled for this type.

No

Partitioning is not enabled for this type.

Order subtypes

subtypesorderChoose the method in which the subtypes of this type will be added or viewed in the 

schema.

Ascending

Add and view subtypes of this type in alphabetic or numeric order.

Descending

Add and view subtypes of this type in reverse alphabetic or numeric order.

User-defined

Add subtypes of this type to manually reorder the subtypes.
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Initiator

syntaxinitiatorinitiatorAn initiator is a syntax object that appears at the beginning of a data object. Defining an 

initiator for a type specifies that when data of that type appears, the initiator appears at the 

beginning of the data object. The initiator becomes part of the data type definition.

None

There is no initiator.

Literal

The initiator is literal. Expand the Initiator property to enter the literal initiator 

value and data language of the initiator value.

Variable

Allow for possible values. Expand the Initiator property to define the variable 

terminator Default, Item, and Find properties.

If each record begins with an asterisk *, define the * as a literal initiator of the record type.

The following data represents the classes in a college English department. An asterisk * is 

displayed at the beginning of each ClassRecord.

For information about other symbols used in the Value field of the Initiator property, see the 

Type Tree Importer documentation.

Terminator

terminatorsyntaxterminatorA terminator is a syntax object that appears at the end of a data object. The terminator 

becomes part of the data type definition.

None

There are no terminators.

Literal

A constant value. Expand the Terminator property to define the literal 

terminator Value.

Variable
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Allow for possible values. Expand the Terminator property to define the 

variable terminator Default, Item, and Find properties.

For example, a carriage return/linefeed (CR/LF) at the end of a record is the record's 

terminator.

Generally, if the data ends with a given syntax object, you should define a literal terminator. 

For example, it is very common to define a CR/LF as a terminator of a record when you know 

that the record always ends with a CR/LF, regardless of where the record appears.

Release characters

syntaxrelease characterrelease charactersdefinition ofA release character is a one-byte character in your data indicating that the character(s) 

following it should be interpreted as data, not as a syntax object. The release character is 

not treated as data, but the data that follows it is treated as actual data.

Building release characters for output data

If a release character is defined for a type, a release character is inserted for each 

occurrence of a syntax object in the data of any item contained in that type.

Guidelines for using release characters

release charactersguidelinesGuidelines for using release characters include the following:

• Release characters apply to character data only, not binary data.

• Characters defined as pad characters are not released.

• The maximum size of an item does not include the release characters.

Release character example

The group type Record type has a literal delimiter of , and a release character of ?. The 

group type Record has three item components. Data for the record looks like the following:

Miller?, MD,Harkin Hospital,1996

The ? releases the comma after Miller.
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In the first field, the actual data value is Miller, MD. Because the comma appears as part of 

the data, it is necessary to have the release character ?, which indicates that the , following 

it is data, not a delimiter. This data would be interpreted as the following:

Data for component #1: Miller, MD

Data for component #2: Harkin Hospital

Data for component #3: 1996

A release character can apply to a delimiter, a terminator, or even the release character 

itself.

If a release character appears in the data and it is not followed by a syntax item, the release 

character is ignored.

Building release characters for output data

If a release character is defined for a type, a release character is inserted for each 

occurrence of a syntax object in the data of any item contained in that type.

Guidelines for using release characters

release charactersguidelinesGuidelines for using release characters include the following:

• Release characters apply to character data only, not binary data.

• Characters defined as pad characters are not released.

• The maximum size of an item does not include the release characters.

Release character example

The group type Record type has a literal delimiter of , and a release character of ?. The 

group type Record has three item components. Data for the record looks like the following:

Miller?, MD,Harkin Hospital,1996

The ? releases the comma after Miller.
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In the first field, the actual data value is Miller, MD. Because the comma appears as part of 

the data, it is necessary to have the release character ?, which indicates that the , following 

it is data, not a delimiter. This data would be interpreted as the following:

Data for component #1: Miller, MD

Data for component #2: Harkin Hospital

Data for component #3: 1996

A release character can apply to a delimiter, a terminator, or even the release character 

itself.

If a release character appears in the data and it is not followed by a syntax item, the release 

character is ignored.

Empty

Empty type propertyThe Empty property provides alternative type syntax for groups or items when they have no 

data content.

XMLusing Empty propertyWhen the Empty property is specified for a type and there is no data content, the Empty

syntax is displayed. For example, this can be used for XML data that contains either start 

and end tags or an empty tag.

You can use the Empty type property instead of syntax object items to potentially improve 

the schema runtime processing time (during data validation).

The following options are available for the Empty property.

None

Default setting. Select None if you do not have an initiator, terminator, or 

release character.

Literal

A constant value. When Literal is selected, the Value, Ignore Case, Required, 

and National language sub-fields become available. You can use only one 

literal to indicate a zero-length data item.
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Empty type property example

examplesusing Empty type propertyConsider an XML element called Comment. Presuming that this element has a simple content 

of an arbitrary length, it can be represented in a schema as a text item, with the initiator 

value <Comment> and the terminator value </Comment>.

This item can then be used to validate the following data:

<Comment>Some comment...</Comment> 

The resulting value for the item will be:

Some comment... 

As another example, the following data is also successfully validated:

<Comment></Comment> 

The resulting value for the item will be a zero-length string.

The problem occurs with the following data: <Comment/>

From the XML perspective, this data is equivalent to the <Comment></Comment> data shown 

above, as it represents the Empty element Comment. However, from the schema perspective, 

this data is invalid because it does not start with <Comment> and does not end with </

Comment> as required by the initiator and terminator item property values.

This is where the Empty property is useful. By defining the Empty property for the item to 

have a value of <Comment/>, it will be possible to validate the data <Comment/>.

Even if the data does not match the syntax described by the initiator and terminator 

properties, it will be validated because it will match the Empty property value. It will be 

treated as an empty item, that is, the resulting value for the item will be a zero-length string, 

similar to the example shown previously.
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Document Type

XML type property See document typedocument typedocument verificationThe Document Type setting is a component of Document Verification. A requirement of 

using Document Verification is to set the Document Type properties of the associated 

schema object.

To use the Document Verification option for XML documents, you must do the following:

• Set the Document Type property to XML.

• Set the Document Type Metadata value to Schema or DTD.

• Specify the Location of the DTD or Schema file.

Default

This is the default value, which indicates a non-XML document type.

XML

Indicates an XML document type. When this value is set to XML and the 

appropriate DocumentVerification map settings are in place, the XML 

document will be validated by an external program in addition to the 

standard data validation process.

See the map designer documentation for information about using the Document 

Verification option.

Where used

propertieswhere usedwhere usedWhere Used shows how and where the type is used within other types in the tree.

Symmetric swapping

When the input and output objects have different symmetric swapping characteristics, the 

Symmetric Swapping property is considered "on" for the related mapping rule.
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Examples

Original text Resulting text

abcF(E)Dghi

Input Object

No swapping

Output Object

Swapping

abcF(E)Dghi

Original text Resulting text

abcF(E)Dghi

Input Object

Swapping

Output Object

No swapping

abcF(E)Dghi

Original text Resulting text

abcF(E)Dghi

Input Object

No swapping

Output Object

No swapping

abcF)E(Dghi

Original text Resulting text

abcF(E)Dghi

Input Object

abcF)E(Dghi
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Original text Resulting text

Swapping

Output Object

Swapping

Orientation

Orientation is to change characters from one direction to a different direction.

Example

A simple orientation example is to define English characters "abc" as a bidirectional object 

with left-to-right (LTR) orientation. If you moved the object to a right-to-left (RTL) object, the 

output should be "cba". The following example demonstrates a string of characters that 

change in orientation.

Original text Resulting text

ABC DEF Ã Ã¡Ã¢

Input

left-to-right (LTR)

Output

right-to-left (RTL)

Ã¢Ã¡Ã FED CBA

Shaping

Text shaping is the concept of combining or separating characters where possible. The 

Arabic usage is with ligatures (such as the LAM, ALEF, and LAM-ALEF characters). For 

example, in a non-shaped word, both LAM and ALEF characters would appear separately. In 

a shaped word, the two characters would be replaced with a single LAM-ALEF character.
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Numeric shaping is the idea that normal regular numerals (0–9) can be shaped to be Arabic-

Indic

Examples

Ù„ = LAM

ïº = ALEF

Û™ï»» = LAM ALEF

Original text Resulting text

abcï»»def

Input

Shaped

Output

Unshaped

abcÙ„ïºdef

Original text Resulting text

abcÙ„ïºdef

Input

Unshaped

Output

Shaped

abcï»»def

Item properties
item propertiesItem types define data for a selected type. Item types are divided into the following 

subclasses: Number, Text, Date & Time, and Syntax. Each item subclass has a specific set 

of properties.
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Item subclass
item subclassitem propertiesitem subclassThe subclass of an item represents the characteristics of the data. Both category and item 

types have the Item Subclass property.

To define the subclass of an item type:

1. Access the Properties for the selected category or item type.

2. For the Item Subclass property, select a value that defines the data for the type:

Number

Any number excluding active syntax objects. The interpretation can be 

either character or binary. See “Number Item Subclass properties” (on 

page 267) .

Text

Any character excluding active syntax objects. The interpretation can be 

either character or binary. See “Text Item Subclass properties” (on page 

296) .

Date & Time

A valid date and time format based on the data. The interpretation can be 

either character or binary. See Date &“ Time Item Subclass properties” (on 

page 303) .

Syntax

Syntax objects are used as separators between portions of data. A 

restricted set of values used to define a dynamic delimiter, initiator, 

terminator, or release character. The interpretation is character. A syntax 

object cannot be longer than 120 bytes. Syntax objects, used as syntax, 

cannot be mapped. See “Syntax Item Subclass properties” (on page 

314) .

character size constraintsFor text and syntax objects, character size constraints can be in bytes or characters. 

Numbers are considered in digits and date-time formats are sized by the format, such as 

CCYYMMDD.
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Number item subclass properties
item propertiesnumber item subclassnumber item subclass propertyNumber item subclass properties can be of Character or Binary value. When you choose 

Number as the Item Subclass value, you must choose value as: Binary or Character.

interpret asitem propertiesinterpret asThe value defines how the data should be interpreted. Items with a subclass of Number, 

Text, and Date & Time can be interpreted as either character or binary. Items with a 

subclass of Syntax can be interpreted as character only.

Interpret as binary

Binary text items have content size and pad properties. Binary data is required to be sized or 

of a fixed size.

Binary number items interpret the data as a binary number or as a byte stream.

character valuesbinary valuestext item subclass propertiesinterpret asItems with an item subclass of Text can be interpreted as character or binary.

The binary presentation options are Integer, Float, Packed, or BCD.

Binary integer presentation

binary valuesintegerThe Integer value is a whole number.

Byte Length

Can have a length of 1, 2, 4, or 8 bytes

Byte order

See "Byte order" (on page 268) .

Sign

See "Sign" (on page 277) .

Binary float presentation

binary valuesfloatThe Float value is a number with decimals in a location as needed.

Byte Length

Can have a length of 4, 8, or 10 bytes
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Binary packed presentation

binary valuespackedThe Packed value is a number that has size, decimal places, and sign properties.

The binary packed properties include Length, Implied places, and Sign.

Length

Can have a length of 1 - 16 bytes

Implied places

Can be from 0 - 31

Sign

Can be Trailing- or Trailing+

For Packed numbers, the Implied places cannot exceed the Length.

Binary BCD presentation

binary valuesBCDThe BCD value is a binary coded decimal number that has size.

Byte Length

length propertybytesnumber item subclass propertylength (bytes)Use the Byte Length property to select the number of bytes that equals the length of the 

item.

The Byte Length property is an option when the Number item subclass property is 

interpreted with a Binary value.

Byte order

number item subclass propertybyte orderbyte order propertynativebig endianlittle endianUse the Byte order property to define the way that bytes in the data are ordered by selecting 

one of the following values from the Byte order drop-down list.

Value Description

Big En

dian big endian

The most significant byte has the lowest address.

(Usually systems such as IBM, HP, and Solaris.)
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Value Description

Little

Endianlittle endian

The least significant byte has the lowest ad

dress. (Usually systems such as Intel and VAX.)

Native native The order is dictated by the platform.

Byte order is an option when the Number item subclass is interpreted with a Binary value.

Interpret as character

Character number items interpret the data as symbolic data. Symbolic data has the same 

meaning on different computers. For example, a comma is symbolic because it has the 

same meaning, regardless of the computer type.

Character text items can have content size and pad properties.

When you select Character, the Release property is specific to the Character value and 

is not available as an option for a Binary value. For more information, see "Release 

characters" (on page 258).

When interpret is set to Character, integer, decimal, and zoned presentation options are 

available.

Character integer presentation

character valuesintegerThe Integer value is a whole number.

Further information on the Integer value is found in "Integer Separators" (on page 272) .

Character decimal presentation

character valuesdecimalThe Decimal value is a number that contains decimals.

More information about the Decimal value is found in section "Decimal Separators" (on 

page 274) .
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Zoned character presentation

character valueszonedThe Zoned value is a number that has a size, decimal place, pad, and sign properties.

Use the "Size (digits)" property to specify the size of the zoned number. The size of a zoned 

number can also be specified in terms of minimum and maximum. The minimum size must 

be less than or equal to the maximum size.

When the content size of a character-zoned number is used, the last digit and the sign are 

combined into the same digit but the content size does not include the initiator, terminator, 

release characters, or pad characters.

When the content size of a character-zoned number is important (for example, when the 

SIZE function is used on the character zoned number), the content size includes the sign but 

does not include the initiator, terminator, release characters, or pad characters.

sign propertycharacter zoned numberssignUse the "Sign" (on page 277) property to define whether the zoned number will be signed. 

The default value is No.

sizedigitscharacter zoned numberssize (content)The size of a zoned number is specified in terms of the minimum and maximum number of 

digits. If the size is specified with the Min and Max properties, the sign is not included.

Example

Zoned Number Not Signed Signed Zoned Number

1230 123{

1231 123A

(Length = 4 digits) (Length = 4 digits)

Places > implied

character zoned numbersplacesNumbers have implied decimal places. The number of decimal places cannot exceed the 

length specification. The list of available decimal places varies with the length selected. In 

the Value column, enter a total number of decimal places (not to exceed 31).
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Size (digits)

Use the Size (digits) property to specify the minimum and maximum size of a number item.

Min

The minimum number of digits of the data object.

The default value is 0.

Max

The maximum number of digits of the data object.

If there is no maximum size, a Max value is not required.

Excluded from min and max size

For character number items, there are certain objects excluded from the Min or Max count. 

For each Presentation option, the following table lists what is excluded from the minimum 

or maximum Size (content) count.

Presentation: Integer Decimal Zoned

initiators initiators initiators

pad characters pad characters pad characters

release characters release characters release characters

separators separators terminators

signs signs

terminators terminators

Size example

In the following ASCII number there are a total of 12 characters:

+1234567.999
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However, because the initiator (+) and separator (.) are not counted, the number would 

validate for a maximum size of 10 (Max=10).

Separators

separatorsnumber item subclass propertyseparatorsInteger and decimal number items can have a separator for thousands and fractional 

places. If you opt to have a separator, choose Yes and sub-options will appear that enable 

you to choose the format and syntax.

The Zoned value of the Presentation property does not have separators.

Integer separators

separatorsintegerFor integer numbers, the separator is the thousands separator.

Integer character numbers have separator properties of:

• Format

• 1000's Syntax

• Value

These properties specify the placement and value of the thousands separator.

Separator > format

Use the Separators Format property to specify the placement and value of the thousands 

separator.

To define the separator format, select one of the separator formats from the drop-down list 

in the Value column.

#[.]####

The thousands separator is not required on input, but if present, it must be in 

the proper location. The separator is not built on output.

#.####
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The thousands separator is required on input in the proper location. The 

separator is built on output.

1000's syntax > value

Define the thousands separator as either literal or variable. Select one of the following from 

the drop-down list in the Value column:

Literal

The thousands syntax is a constant literal specified in the 1000's Syntax > 

Value column.

Variable

The thousands syntax allows for variable values. Use the 1000's Syntax > 

Default, Item, and Find properties to define the variable fraction separator.

1000's syntax (literal) > value

For the literal thousands separator, define the literal separator by typing the literal separator 

character in the Value column or by clicking the browse button to display the Symbols

dialog box from which you can insert any non-printable value.

A separator can be from one to 120 bytes in length. A separator cannot start or end with a 

digit and cannot be the? character. The ? character is a reserved character that can be used 

as a wildcard to represent any single valid character.

1000's syntax (variable) > default

Use the 1000's Syntax > Default property to define the default variable separator value for 

the thousands place. The default literal separator value for thousands syntax is a comma.

Enter the default variable separator character or click the browse button to display the 

Symbols dialog box in which you can insert any non-printable value.
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1000's syntax (variable) > item

For integer numbers with a variable thousands separator, the Separator property is Yes, 

and the 1000's Syntax is Variable, you can specify an item type for the variable thousands 

separator.

You can select the desired syntax item from the drop-down list. Or, with the focus on the 

Item property (in the Value column), press Alt and drag the default separator type item from 

the schema editor into the Value column.

An item type with a class of Syntax must exist in the schema to be a valid 1000's Syntax 

Item.

1000's syntax (variable) > find

For integer numbers with a variable thousands separator, the Separator property is Yes and 

the 1000's Syntax is Variable The value of the separator can be the current value or the 

value of the separator can be determined each time an occurrence of that type is found.

Yes

Determine the value of the separator each time an occurrence of that type is 

found. After the value of that separator is found, that particular value is used 

until it is reset either by another Find or by the occurrence of that separator as 

a component.

No

The system uses the value to which the separator item is currently set or, if not 

set, it uses the default value.

Decimal separators

separatorsdecimalFor decimal numbers, the separator is the thousands separator and the fractional separator.

Decimal character numbers have separator properties of:

• Format

• 1000's Syntax
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• Fraction syntax

• Value

These properties specify the placement and value of the fractional separator.

The item is assumed to have an implicit number of decimal places. To specify the number 

of implied decimal places, use the Item Subclass Places property to specify the number of 

implied decimal places.

Separators > format

Use the Separators Format property to specify the placement and value of the fraction 

separator.

To define the separator format, select one of the separator formats from the drop-down list 

in the Value column.

####[.##]

The fractional separator is present if there are fractional digits. There is no 

thousands separator.

####.##

The fractional separator is always present, even if there are no fractional 

digits. There is no thousands separator.

#[,]###[.##]

The fractional separator is present if there are fractional digits. There is an 

optional thousands separator.

#[,]###.##

The fractional separator is always present. There is an optional thousands 

separator.

#,###.##

The fractional separator is always present. There is always a thousands 

separator if there are more than three whole number digits.
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Separators > 1000's syntax

Use the Separators 1000's Syntax to define the thousands syntax. Select one of the 

following from the drop-down list in the Value column:

Literal

The thousands syntax is a constant literal specified in the 1000's Syntax > 

Value column.

Variable

The thousands syntax allows for variable values. Use the 1000's Syntax > 

Default, Item, and Find properties to define the variable fraction separator.

See the following topics for additional information:

• “1000's Syntax (Literal) > Value” (on page 273)

• “1000's Syntax (Variable) > Default” (on page 273)

• “1000's Syntax (Variable) > Item” (on page 274)

• “1000's Syntax (Variable) > Find” (on page 274)

Separators > fraction syntax

Use the Fraction syntax property to define the fraction syntax as either a constant literal 

value or a variable value.

You can define the Fraction syntax as literal or variable.

Literal

A constant value.

Use the Fraction syntax > Value property to select a literal fraction separator 

from the Symbols dialog box.

Variable

Allow for variable fraction separator values. The following options are 

available to define the variable fraction separator:
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• Default - Use this property to define the default variable separator value 

for fractions. The default literal separator value for fractions is a period. 

Enter the default variable separator character or click the browse button 

to display the Symbols dialog box in which you can insert any non-

printable value.

• Item - For decimal numbers with a variable fractional separator, the 

Separator property is Yes and the Fraction syntax is Variable, you can 

specify an item type for the variable fraction separator.

Note:  An item type with a class of Syntax must exist in the schema to 

be a valid Fraction syntax Item.

• Find - For decimal numbers with a variable fraction syntax, the Separator

property is Yes and the Fraction Syntax is Variable, the value of the 

separator can be either the current value or the value of the separator can 

be determined each time an occurrence of that type is found. Select an 

option:

◦ Yes - Determines the value of the separator each time an occurrence 

of that type is found. After the value of that separator is found, that 

particular value is used until it is reset by another find or by the 

occurrence of that separator as a component.

◦ No - The system uses either the value that the separator item is set to 

currently, or, if it is not set, uses the default value.

Sign

Use the Item Subclass Sign property to define whether the number is signed for either the 

Integer or Decimal value. A sign is a symbol that identifies a number as being either positive 

or negative. A positive sign is plus (+); a negative sign is negative (-).

Yes

The number is signed. Expands the Sign property to define the sign values. If 

the Sign property is Yes, a minimum of at least one sign value (If number is 
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+, If number is -, or If number is 0) must be specified and at least one value 

must be required as input.

No

The number is not signed. This is the default setting.

When you select Yes, you can further define the sign values. The following sub-options are 

available:

Leading-

The sign precedes the number when it is negative only. For input, a sign is 

required for negative data, but is optional for positive data.

Trailing-

The sign follows the number when it is negative only. For input, a sign is 

required for negative data, but is optional for positive data.

Leading+

The sign always precedes the number. A sign is required for input and output 

data.

Trailing+

The sign always follows the number. A sign is required for input and output 

data.

Custom

Defaults to Leading- but can be changed.

Sign values may be specified for the following:

• If Number is + (positive numbers)

• If Number is - (negative numbers)

• If Number is 0 (value of zero)

For each value (If number is +, If number is -, or If number is 0), specify the following:

Leading sign
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Enter the symbol to be placed before a number.

Trailing sign

Enter the symbol to be placed after a number.

Required on input

If the number has a sign, at least one value (If number is +, If number is -, or If 

number is 0) must be required on input. Select an option from the drop-down 

list:

Yes

The sign is mandatory on input.

No

The sign is optional on input.

Pad

Pad implementation determines how the pad value is sized during validation and how the 

pad value is sized when written as output.

pad propertycommon item propertiespadWhen the data value of the target item is smaller than the minimum length of that item, 

pad characters can be used to pad the data to that minimum length. Output data is built 

according to the pad definitions of the types. Bytes are the default measurement for sizing, 

however, both byte and character sizing options are available.

Yes

Enables the Pad option. Allows the item to contain both content and pad 

characters.

No

All data is assumed to be content on input; no pad characters are built on 

output.
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Pad > value

Use the Pad Value property to define a 1-character pad character. The default pad value is 0.

Type the pad character symbol between angled brackets < > in the Value field or click the 

browse button to display the Symbols dialog box to insert any non-printable value.

For example, to enter a FormFeed value for the pad character, in the Value field enter <FF>

or click the browse button to select the FF (FormFeed) symbol from the Symbols dialog box.

Pad > Padded to

Use the Pad > Padded to property to define whether the data item is padded to a fixed size 

or to the minimum content size defined for the data object.

Fixed size

The data object is padded to a fixed size (in bytes or characters) that you 

specify in the Length field.

For any item padded to a fixed size, the item must have a value specified for 

the Size (content) > Max property and the Padded to > Length value must be 

greater than or equal to the Size (content) > Max value.

Min Content

The data is padded to the value specified as the minimum size (in the Size 

(content) > Min field).

You can further specify whether to count pad characters toward the length 

using the Counts Toward Min Content property.

Padded to > length

To pad to a fixed size, you must specify the length.

Input data can contain both content and pad characters but when an item is built for output, 

the item is padded to the number of bytes or characters specified in this field.

The Padded to > Length value must be greater than or equal to the Size > Max value.
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You can specify the method of measurement (bytes or characters) using the Sized As

property.

Padded to > Sized As

pad propertyUse the Padded to > Sized As property to specify that padding is measured in either bytes 

or characters. The default setting is Bytes.

Trace file and audit log lengths are always reported in bytes.

Table 2. Pad implementation example (bytes compared to characters)

Scenario for empty field: Result:

Data language is UTF-8

Pad > Value = À (hexadecimal

representation = 0xC3 0x80)

Pad > Padded to = Fixed Size

Padded to > Length = 5

Padded to > Sized As = Bytes

Two À pad charac

ters using 4 bytes.

Data language is UTF-8

Pad > Value = À (hexadecimal

representation = 0xC3 0x80)

Pad > Padded to = Fixed Size

Padded to > Length = 5

Padded to > Sized As = Characters

Five À pad characters to

taling 10 UTF-8 bytes.

Padded to > Counts Toward Min Content

When you select Padded to > Min Content, the Counts Toward Min Content field is 

displayed. Use this setting to specify if pad characters should count toward the length of an 

object when determining if it meets its minimum content length.
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Yes

Pad characters are included in the count for the length of an object.

No

Pad characters are not counted toward the length of an object.

You can use the Propagate function here to propagate the present Counts Toward Min 

Content value to the subtypes of the present type, if present.

trace optionabout content lengthIf you are using the trace option, there might be cases where in the trace file the content 

length appears to be different than the input length. A trace file lists the input length (the 

length used to validate an object), which includes the input length of each object plus the 

pad characters. In the case of numbers, signs and separators are also counted in the length.

Counts Toward Min Content > AcceptAllPads
The AcceptAllPads property is applicable to data objects that contain only pad characters. 

Use this property when you need an object that contains only pad characters (no content) 

to either pass or fail validation depending on whether it is a mandatory or an optional type, 

regardless of the minimum size requirement.

Yes

When an object contains only pad characters, the minimum size requirement 

is ignored and the object passes size validation. The object then passes or 

fails type validation depending on whether it is a mandatory or an optional 

type.

No

(Default setting) Pad characters do not count toward the minimum size 

requirement, therefore an object that contains only pad characters and that 

does not meet the minimum size (content) requirement fails size validation.

Example

examplesusing AcceptAllPads type propertyThe results of the following examples are based on these values:

Size (content)
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5

Pad

Yes

Pad > Padded to

Min Content

Padded to > Counts Toward Min Content

No

Default Behavior: When Accept All Pads is set to No, the following results occur:

Input Data (X = pad character)

Valid?

ABCDE

Yes

ABC

No

ABCXX

No

XXXXX

No

When Accept All Pads is set to Yes, the following results occur:

Input Data (X = pad character)

Valid?

ABCDE

Yes

ABC

No
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ABCXX

No

XXXXX

Yes (when type is optional)

No (when type is mandatory)

X

Yes (when type is optional)

No (when type is mandatory)

Padded to > Allow Excess Trailing Pads

When you select Padded to > Min Content, the Allow Excess Trailing Pads property is 

displayed. Use this setting to flag an element as not valid when the following conditions 

apply:

• The element is padded to a minimum size.

• The number of pad characters exceeds the number that is required to achieve the 

minimum size.

Pad > justify

Use the Justify property to specify whether the data is padded to the left or right.

Left

The data will be on the left and will be padded (if necessary) on the right.

Right

The data will be on the right and will be padded (if necessary) on the left.

Use the TRIMLEFT and TRIMRIGHT functions to exclude pad characters from the justified 

side.
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In the following example, xxxxxxxxxx represent 10 spaces: For an input of 

1234567891xxxxxxxxxx with a right justified pad, the rule =SIZE(input) returns 20. For the 

same input, the rule =SIZE(TRIMRIGHT(input)) would return 10 (removing the padding on 

the right).

Pad > Apply Pad

Use the Apply Pad property to specify when to apply the pad character. Choose a value from 

the drop-down list.

Fixed Group

Apply the pad characters only when the item appears in a fixed group.

Any Context

Apply the pad characters when the item appears in any context.

Each item in a fixed group must be padded to a fixed size or have the same value for the 

minimum and maximum content size.

For example, suppose the item Name has a space pad character with this value:

Mary<sp><sp>

If the Apply Pad property is Fixed Group, the two spaces at the end are treated as pad 

characters only when the item appears in a fixed group. If the Apply Pad property is Any 

Context, then the spaces are always treated as pad characters.

Each item in a fixed group must be padded to a fixed size or have the same value for the 

minimum and maximum content size.

Pad > fill

For padded signed numbers, this option determines placement of pad characters. Choose a 

value from the drop-down list.

After Sign

Pad characters are placed after the sign.

Before Sign
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Pad characters are placed before the sign.

Regular expressions

Regular expression is a sequence of characters to define a pattern.

Use the Regular expression property to generate text or numerical data that matches the 

given regular expression.

The maximum length of the regular expression is 2000 characters.

Note:

• Regular expressions do not support certain notations like \\d and \\w. You cannot use 

regular expressions in JSON and XSD schemas.

• When you use @, #, < symbol, you need to escape it with backslash (\).

Restrictions

Restrictions of an item are the valid values of that item. When the Interpret as value is 

defined as Character, the Restrictions property is specific to the Character value and is not 

available as an option for a Binary value.

Depending on other Item Subclass settings, the Restrictions property can be set to Value, 

Character, or Range.

Restrictions > ignore case

By default, restrictions are case-sensitive. To enable or disable the Ignore case property of 

the Restriction, choose from one of the following options:

Yes

Ignore case of restrictions in item type properties.

No

Do not ignore case-sensitive restrictions.
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For example, if Ignore Case = Yes and the restriction Value is Ft, the data values ft, fT, Ft, 

and FT are all valid.

Restrictions > rule

This setting indicates whether you are going to include or exclude the criteria (as "valid" or 

"invalid") specified for the restrictions.

Include

Includes the restriction values as valid data.

Exclude

Excludes the restriction values as invalid data.

National language

propertiesnational languagenational languagelanguage optionsThe National language default value is Western. For initiator, terminator, and release 

character Literal values, you can optionally specify a "Data language" (on page 287).

When the Interpret as value is defined as Character, the National language property is 

specific to the Character value and is not available as an option for a Binary value.

National language > data language

Use the National language > Data language property to define the data language or 

character set of this character text item.

Supported code pages

HCL OneTest Data supports the following code pages:

Arabic

ASCII (deprecated)

Big5

Big5-HKSCS (IBM)
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BOCU-1

CESU-8

CII Kanji (deprecated)

Cyrillic

EBCDIC (deprecated)

ebcdic-ar

ebcdic-cp-ar1

ebcdic-cp-ar2

ebcdic-cp-be/ch

EBCDIC-CP-DK/NO

ebcdic-cp-es

ebcdic-cp-fi/se/sv

ebcdic-cp-fr

ebcdic-cp-gb

ebcdic-cp-he

ebcdic-cp-it

ebcdic-cp-roece/yu

ebcdic-de

ebcdic-he

ebcdic-is

EBCDIC-JP-kana

ebcdic-xml-us

EUC (deprecated)

EUC-CN

EUC-JP

euc-jp-2007

EUC-TW

euc-tw-2014

GB_2312-80

gb18030

GBK

Greek8
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Hebrew

hp-roman8

HZ-GB-2312

IBM Kanji (deprecated)

ibm-037 (ebcdic-cp-us/ca/wt/nl)

ibm-1006

ibm-1025

ibm-1026

ibm-1047

ibm-1047-s390

ibm-1097

ibm-1098

ibm-1112

ibm-1122

ibm-1123

ibm-1124

ibm-1125

ibm-1129

ibm-1130

ibm-1131

ibm-1132

ibm-1133

ibm-1137

ibm-1140 (ebcdic-us-37+euro)

ibm-1140-s390

ibm-1141 (ebcdic-de-273+euro)

ibm-1141-s390

ibm-1142 (ebcdic-dk/no-277+euro)

ibm-1142-s390

ibm-1143 (ebcdic-fi/se-278+euro)

ibm-1143-s390

ibm-1144 (ebcdic-it-280+euro)
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ibm-1144-s390

ibm-1145 (ebcdic-es-284+euro)

ibm-1145-s390

ibm-1146 (ebcdic-gb-285+euro)

ibm-1146-s390

ibm-1147 (ebcdic-fr-297+euro)

ibm-1147-s390

ibm-1148 (ebcdic-international+euro)

ibm-1148-s390

ibm-1149 (ebcdic-is-871+euro)

ibm-1149-s390

ibm-1153

ibm-1153-s390

ibm-1154

ibm-1155

ibm-1156

ibm-1157

ibm-1158

ibm-1160

ibm-1162

ibm-1164

ibm-1250

ibm-1251

ibm-1252

ibm-1253

ibm-1254

ibm-1255

ibm-1256

ibm-1257

ibm-1258

ibm-12712-s390

ibm-1276 (Adobe Standard Encoding)
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ibm-1363 (korean)

ibm-1363_P110-1997

ibm-1364

ibm-1371

ibm-1373_P100-2002

ibm-1386_P100-2001

ibm-1388

ibm-1390

ibm-1399

ibm-16684

ibm-16804-s390

ibm-33722_P120-1999

ibm-37-s390

ibm-437

ibm-4517

ibm-4899

ibm-4909

ibm-4971

ibm-5123

ibm-5346

ibm-5347

ibm-5348

ibm-5349

ibm-5350

ibm-5351

ibm-5352

ibm-5353

ibm-5354

ibm-5471_P100-2006

ibm-720

ibm-737

ibm-775
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ibm-803

ibm-813

ibm-8482

ibm-850

ibm-851

ibm-852

ibm-855

ibm-856

ibm-857

ibm-858

ibm-860

ibm-861

ibm-862

ibm-863

ibm-864

ibm-865

ibm-866

ibm-867

ibm-868

ibm-869

ibm-874

ibm-875

ibm-901

ibm-902

ibm-9067

ibm-916

ibm-921

ibm-922

ibm-930

ibm-933

ibm-935

ibm-937
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ibm-939

ibm-9447

ibm-9448

ibm-9449

ibm-949_P110-1999

ibm-949_P11A-1999

ibm-950_P110-1999

ibm-954_P101-2000

ibm-971_P100-1995

ibm-eucKR

IBM-Thai

IMAP-mailbox-name

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=0

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=1 (JIS)

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=2

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=3 (JIS7)

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=4 (JIS8)

ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=0

ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=1

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=0

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=1

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=2

JIS (deprecated) 

KOI8-R

KOI8-U

Latin-9

Latin1

Latin1 (deprecated)

Latin2

Latin3

Latin4

Latin5
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Latin6

Latin8

LMBCS-1

macintosh

MS_Kanji

Native

SCSU

Shift_JIS

shift_jis78

SJIS (deprecated)

Thai8

UNICODE Big Endian (deprecated)

UNICODE Little Endian (deprecated)

US-ASCII

UTF-16

UTF-16 Big Endian

UTF-16 Little Endian

UTF-16 Opposite Endian

UTF-16 Platform Endian

UTF-16,version=1

UTF-16,version=2

UTF-16BE,version=1

UTF-16LE,version=1

UTF-32

UTF-32 Big Endian

UTF-32 Little Endian

UTF-32 Opposite Endian

UTF-32 Platform Endian

UTF-7

UTF-8

UTF-8 (deprecated)

Windows 874
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Windows 949 (korean)

x-iscii-be

x-iscii-de

x-iscii-gu

x-iscii-ka

x-iscii-ma

x-iscii-or

x-iscii-pa

x-iscii-ta

x-iscii-te

x-mac-ce

x-mac-cyrillic

x-mac-greek

x-mac-turkish

x11-compound-text

NONE and Zero

common item propertiesZeroNONEWhen the Item Subclass has a Number value and the Interpret as property has a Character

value, the NONE and Zero properties are available. Expand the NONE or Zero property to 

specify an override data value to define the Special Value and Required on input properties.

NONE > Special Value and Zero > Special Value
Enter a value in the Special Value property if the item is NONE or Zero.

common item propertiesSpecial Value

For example, if you specify * in the Special Value property for NONE, and a number object 

has the value *, it is interpreted as NONE.

If you enter a value in the Special Value property for NONE or Zero, enter the exact 

characters to be validated in the input data and built in the output data.

The maximum element length that is allowed for the Special Value property is 3000 bytes.
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NONE > Required on input and Zero > Required on input
Select a value from the Required on input property list.

common item propertiesRequired on input

Yes

If the data object is NONE or Zero, the map uses the value in the Special Value

property when it validates the item in the input.

No

Do not use the value in the Special Value property. No special values or input 

requirements are defined when data is NONE or Zero.

When the map builds the item in the output, the item might be either the 

value in the Special Value property or the default value for NONE or Zero. For 

example, if an item contains all pad characters and no actual data, the default 

value for NONE is used when that item is built in the output.

Places

places propertynumber item subclass propertyplacesThe Places property allows you to specify the number of implied decimal places.

For item types defined with an Item Subclass of Number, a Decimal presentation, and a 

Separator, the Places property allows you to specify the minimum and maximum number 

of decimal places and whole number places. The minimum number of places must be less 

than or equal to the maximum number of places.

If the decimal number has no separator, use the Places property to specify the number of 

implied decimal places.

Text item subclass properties
item propertiestext item subclass propertiestext item subclass propertiesYou can interpret Text item subclass properties can be interpreted with a Character or 

Binary value. Depending on the value, character or binary, the following are text item 

subclass properties:
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• “Interpret as Binary” (on page 267) or “Interpret as Character” (on page 269)

• "Size (content)" (on page 297)

• "Pad" (on page 279)

• "Restrictions" (on page 286)

• "National language" (on page 287)

Interpret as binary

Binary text items have content size and pad properties. Binary data is required to be sized or 

of a fixed size.

Binary number items interpret the data as a binary number or as a byte stream.

character valuesbinary valuestext item subclass propertiesinterpret asItems with an item subclass of Text can be interpreted as character or binary.

The binary presentation options are Integer, Float, Packed, or BCD.

Interpret as character

Character number items interpret the data as symbolic data. Symbolic data has the same 

meaning on different computers. For example, a comma is symbolic because it has the 

same meaning, regardless of the computer type.

Character text items can have content size and pad properties.

When you select Character, the Release property is specific to the Character value and 

is not available as an option for a Binary value. For more information, see "Release 

characters" (on page 258).

When interpret is set to Character, integer, decimal, and zoned presentation options are 

available.

Size (content)

sizedatasize ofEach text or syntax object can be defined with the minimum and maximum sizes in bytes 

and/or characters. The product determines size for text or syntax objects according to the 

following rules.
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• When the size of an object is in bytes only, size and validation are calculated according 

to the size limitations set for bytes.

• When the size of an object is in characters only, size and validation are calculated 

according to the size limitations set for characters.

• When an object has size values defined for both bytes and characters, the object size is 

determined by characters (based on any character size limitations). Bytes are used to 

verify that the size of the data did not exceed any byte constraints that were set.

When the content size of a text or syntax item is specified in bytes, initiators, terminators, 

release characters, and pad characters are excluded from the count.

Min

The minimum size of the data object. You can enter values for bytes and/or 

characters.

The default value is 0. The largest value allowed is 65535.

Max

The maximum size of the data object. You can enter values for bytes and/or 

characters.

The default value is 0. The largest value allowed is 65535.

When there is no maximum content size limitation, this value is not required.

Note:  If you delete the value in the Max Characters field, the maximum 

content size is set to zero.

During schema analysis, checks are performed on byte and/or character Min and Max

values according to the following methods:

• When values are present for both Min > Bytes and Min > Characters, the Min > Bytes

value must be greater than or equal to Min Characters.

• When values are present for both Max Bytes and Max Characters, Max Bytes must be 

greater than or equal to Max Characters.

• When no size limitations are present, no verification takes place.
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Remember:

• Some character sets use two or more bytes per character.

• The trace file and audit log lengths are reported in bytes.

Pad

Pad implementation determines how the pad value is sized during validation and how the 

pad value is sized when written as output.

pad propertycommon item propertiespadWhen the data value of the target item is smaller than the minimum length of that item, 

pad characters can be used to pad the data to that minimum length. Output data is built 

according to the pad definitions of the types. Bytes are the default measurement for sizing, 

however, both byte and character sizing options are available.

Yes

Enables the Pad option. Allows the item to contain both content and pad 

characters.

No

All data is assumed to be content on input; no pad characters are built on 

output.

Regular expressions

Regular expression is a sequence of characters to define a pattern.

Use the Regular expression property to generate text or numerical data that matches the 

given regular expression.

The maximum length of the regular expression is 2000 characters.

Note:

• Regular expressions do not support certain notations like \\d and \\w. You cannot use 

regular expressions in JSON and XSD schemas.

• When you use @, #, < symbol, you need to escape it with backslash (\).
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Restrictions

Restrictions of an item are the valid values of that item. When the Interpret as value is 

defined as Character, the Restrictions property is specific to the Character value and is not 

available as an option for a Binary value.

Depending on other Item Subclass settings, the Restrictions property can be set to Value, 

Character, or Range.

National language

propertiesnational languagenational languagelanguage optionsThe National language default value is Western. For initiator, terminator, and release 

character Literal values, you can optionally specify a "Data language" (on page 287).

When the Interpret as value is defined as Character, the National language property is 

specific to the Character value and is not available as an option for a Binary value.

NONE

common item propertiesNONEWhen the Item Subclass has a Text value and the Interpret as property has a Character

or Binary value, the NONE property is available. Expand the NONE property to specify an 

override data value to define the Special Value and Required on Input properties.

NONE > Special Value
Enter a value in the Special Value property if the item is NONE.

common item propertiesSpecial Value

For example, if you specify * in the Special Value property for NONE, and a text object has 

the value *, it is interpreted as NONE.

If you enter a value in the Special Value property for NONE, enter the exact characters to be 

validated in the input data and built in the output data.

The maximum element length that is allowed for the Special Value property is 3000 bytes.
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NONE > Required on Input
Select a value from the Required on Input property list.

common item propertiesRequired on input

Yes

If the data object is NONE, the map uses the value in the Special Value

property when it validates the item in the input.

No

Do not use the value in the Special Value property. No special values or input 

requirements are defined when data is NONE.

When the map builds the item in the output, the item might be either the value 

in the Special Value property, or the default value for NONE. For example, if 

an item contains all pad characters and no actual data, the default value for 

NONE is used when that item is built in the output.

Bidirectional

propertiesitembidirectional type propertyUse the Item subclass > Bidirectional property to define the data as bidirectional.

Certain languages that are read from right-to-left often contain numeric or other phrases 

that are read from left-to-right. This type of data is called "bidirectional" because it changes 

direction in the middle of a line.

The default setting is No.

To enable this setting, select Yes. When you enable this setting, additional options are 

available to further define the bidirectional data.

Text items
The Bidirectional property for text item types provide options for symmetric swapping, 

ordering, orientation, and shaping.

Symmetric Swapping (on page 262)
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Use this property to maintain the orientation of directional pairs of characters 

(such as parentheses, greater than/less than symbols, brackets, braces).

Ordering Scheme (on page 437)

This property pertains to the order of the data as stored in memory.

Logical, the default setting, indicates that the data is stored in memory from 

left-to-right, regardless of the orientation of the text. Using the Visual ordering 

scheme, the data is read and stored with the start character in the right-most 

position both visually and in memory.

Orientation (on page 264)

Orientation pertains to the direction of the text as read visually. The default 

direction is left-to-right (LTR), meaning the text object is read starting from the 

left. The direction can be right-to-left (RTL), meaning the object is read starting 

from the right. When you select RTL, the behavior of some text functions (such 

as LEFT, RIGHT, MID) can change.

Use the Contextual LTR and Contextual RTL settings when the orientation should be taken 

from the context of the data because the data contains "strong" characters that are either 

orientation left or orientation right. When no strong characters are present in the data, the 

orientation will be based on this setting.

For example, when you set the orientation to Contextual LTR and no strong characters 

are encountered (meaning the data is orientation-neutral), the data orientation will be 

considered left-to-right.

Text Shaping (on page 264)

Use this property to produce output in a different glyph (shape or bit pattern). 

The default setting is off, or Unshaped.

To enable text shaping, select Shaped. The output will be shaped according to 

the code page of the target object.
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Character number items
For character number item types, you can additionally define a numeric shaping

characteristic.

Numeric Shaping (on page 264)

Use this property to indicate whether the output of numeric values will have 

the shapes that are used in English (Arabic digits 0123456789) or the national 

numerical shapes.

The default setting is Regular, which means Arabic digits (0123456789).

Otherwise, select Arabic-Indic (# # # # # # # # # #).

The Bidirectional property is not applicable to binary numbers.

Date & Time item subclass properties

The Date & Time properties provide the flexibility to define multiple combinations of date-

time formats.

Date & Time items can be interpreted as either binary or character. (See sections “Interpret 

as Binary” (on page 267) and “Interpret as Character” (on page 269) ).

presentation propertydate & time subclass propertiespresentationFor binary Date & Time items, the Presentation property has two different values: Packed

and BCD.

Packed

The Packed value is a number that has size, decimal places, and sign 

properties.

BCD

The BCD value is a binary coded decimal number that has size.

Other Item Subclass properties for Date & Time are displayed depending on the Interpret as

setting (Binary or Character).
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Date

For binary Date & Time items, use the Date property to define whether the date format is 

enabled.

Yes

Date format is enabled for this type. Expand the Format property to select the 

date format.

No

Date is not defined for this type.

Date > format

Select the date format that the data interpretation will be based on. For binary Date & Time

items, the Date > Format property has four values.

CCYYDDD and YYDDD Julian date formats are supported.

• CCYYMMDD

• YYMMDD

• CCYYDDD

• YYDDD

Time

time propertydate & time subclass propertiestimeFor binary Date & Time items, use the Time property to define whether the time format is 

enabled. Select one of the following options:

Yes

Time format is enabled for this type. Expand the Format property to select the 

time format.

No

Time is not defined for this type.
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Time > format

Select the time format that the data interpretation will be based on. For binary Date & Time

items, the Time > Format property has several values. The following choices are available 

from the drop-down list:

• HH24MMSS

• HH24MM

• HH24:MM:SS

• HH24:MM

• Custom

Format

formatdate & timedate & time subclass propertiesformatYou can define a date-time format from within the type properties, except for native schema 

XML.

The output format for the native schema XML date/time field is always:

{CCYY-MM-DD}T{HH24:MM:SS.3-3+/-ZZ:ZZ}

To specify a different output format, use Xerces XML instead.

To define the Date & Time format:

1. Open the type properties.

2. In the Item Subclass > Format property, click the browse button.

The Date Time dialog box is displayed.

3. Make your format selections and click OK.

You can use alphabetical characters as separators. In the example, 

2001-04-02T10:32:59-0500, T is the separator.

Separators are limited to 60 characters.

Supported date formats:

• CCYYMMDD
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• YYMMDD

• MMDDCCYY

• MMDDYY

• CCYYDDD

• YYDDD

• DDMMCCYY

• DDMMYY

Note:  The DDMMCCYY and DDMMYY formats did not exist prior to version 6.5 

of the Design Studio. If you had defined either one of these formats prior to 6.5 as a 

custom format, it will be recognized in 6.5 as the respective new format, instead of the 

previously defined custom format.

Use of format elements

If you select the same format element more than once for the same item, that item may 

not be validated separately. If you specify MON twice, the day of the month is not validated 

separately for both months. For example, if the date format element MON is used twice for 

a single item, with the following format string:

MON D-MON D

Suppose the data is this:

Feb 28-Mar 31

28 is not validated for the month of February.

Some combinations of reserved words are invalid. A separator must follow reserved words 

representing a variable number of digits (D and M for date) if data follows.

For example:

• D/M/CCYY is valid.

• CCYYM/D is valid.

• DMCCYY is invalid.

See the Design Studio Introduction documentation for a list of reserve words and symbols.
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Custom date format

date formatcustomformatdate & timecustomdate & time subclass propertiescustom date formatAfter choosing Custom from the date format drop-down list, click browse. The Date Format

dialog box is displayed.

You can only use non-alphanumeric characters (excluding the {, } and [, ] non-alphanumeric 

characters) as separators in the custom Date Format dialog box.

The following table provides examples of date formats.

Date Format Description Example

CCYY 4-digit Century + Year 1999

YY 2-digit Year (00-99) 99

MM 2-digit Month (01-12) 12

M 1- or 2-digit Month (1-12) 8

MON 3-character Month (Jan to Dec) JAN

MONTH Full name of Month January

DDD 3-digit Day of year (001-366) 32

DD 2-digit Day of Month (01-31) 31

D 1- or 2-digit Day of Month (1-31) 7

DY 3-character Day of Week (Sun-Sat) Fri

DAY Full Name of Day of 

Week (Sunday-Saturday)

Friday

WW 1- or 2-digit Week of Year 13

Qn Quarter of Year (Q1-Q4) Q2

Custom User defined custom date format

After you define and save a custom format, the custom format string is displayed in the 

Properties window. For example, the custom date format CCYYMMDD, and the custom time 

format HH24MMSS display as:
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{CCYYMMDD}{HH24MMSS}

Custom Time Format

time formatcustomformatdate & timecustomdate & time subclass propertiescustom time formatAfter selecting Custom from the time format list, click browse. The Time Format window is 

displayed.

You can only use non-alphanumeric characters as separators, excluding the {, } and [, ] non-

alphanumeric characters, in the Time Format window.

The following table provides time format examples.

Time Format Description Example

HH24 2-digit hour in 24 hour format (00-23) 23

H24 1- or 2-digit hour in 24 hour format (0-23) 11

HH12 2-digit hour in 12 hour format (00-12) 08

H12 1- or 2-digit hour in 12 hour format (0-12) 8

MM 2-digit minute (00-59) 09

M 1- or 2-digit minute (0-59) 9

SS 2-digit second (00-59) 05

S 1- or 2-digit second (0-59) 5

AM/PM Meridian (AM/PM) AM

ZZZ A time zone abbreviation. See "Time Zones" (on 

page 309) for a list of supported time zones.

EST

+/-ZZZZ Hours and minutes before or after the Green

wich Mean Time (GMT). GMT is now referred

to as Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

+0500

+/-ZZ:ZZ 4-digit time where the format is a 2-digit hour 

and 2-digit minute, separated by a colon.

+05:00
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Time Format Description Example

+/-ZZ[:ZZ] 4-digit time where the format is a 2-digit hour and 

an optional 2-digit minute, separated by colon.

+05:00

+/-ZZ[ZZ] 4-digit time where the format is a 2-dig

it hour and an optional 2-digit minute.

+0500

TZD 4-digit time where the format is a 2-dig

it hour and 2-digit minute, separated by a 

colon. Z on output, if value is +/-00:00.

+05:00

After you define and save a custom format, the custom format string is displayed in the 

Properties window. For example, the custom date format CCYYMMDD, and the custom time 

format HH24MMSS display as:{CCYYMMDD}{HH24MMSS}

Time zones

time zonesThe following table lists the supported time zones.

Time Zone Abbreviation

Hours before

Greenwich

Mean Time

Hours ahead 

of Greenwich

Mean Time

Greenwich Mean 

Time (Zulu)

GMT 0 0

West African Time WAT -1 +23

Azores Time AT -2 +22

No name; Brasilia Time ### -3 +21

Atlantic Standard Time AST -4 +20

Eastern Standard Time EST -5 +19

Central Standard Time CST -6 +18

Mountain Pacific Time MST -7 +17
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Time Zone Abbreviation

Hours before

Greenwich

Mean Time

Hours ahead 

of Greenwich

Mean Time

Pacific Standard Time PST -8 +16

Yukon Standard Time YST -9 +15

Hawaii Standard Time HST -10 +14

Nome Time NT -11 +13

New Zealand Time NZT -12 +12

No name; no location ### -13 +11

Guam Standard Time GST -14 +10

Japan Standard Time JST -15 +9

China Coast Time CCT -16 +8

West Australia Time WAT -17 +7

Zulu + 6 (Russia zone 6) ZP6 -18 +6

Zulu + 5 (Russia zone 5) ZP5 -19 +5

Zulu + 4 (Russia zone 4) ZP4 -20 +4

Baghdad Time BT -21 +3

Eastern European Time EET -22 +2

Central European Time CET -23 +1

Time zone format string for XML

Note:  The output format for the native schema XML date/time field is always:

{CCYY-MM-DD}T{HH24:MM:SS.3-3+/-ZZ:ZZ}

To specify a different output format, use Xerces XML.
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XMLtime zone formatsThe following time zone strings support the specification of a single character Z to indicate 

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), as described by the World Wide Web Consortium 

(www.w3c.org) and the ISO 8601 standard:

• +/-ZZZZ

• +/-ZZ:ZZ

• TZD

When the +/-ZZ:ZZ or +/-ZZZZ format string is specified, the data validation process works 

in the following manner:

• Valid data that corresponds to this format string will contain either a character literal 

Z (representing UTC) or a zone in the appropriate format: +/-ZZ:ZZ or +/-ZZZZ, as 

specified.

• If a character literal Z is present, it shall be interpreted, and treated at mapping time, as 

UTC, which is equivalent to +00:00 or +0000.

When the TZD format string is specified, the data validation and output generation 

processes work in the following manner:

• Valid data that corresponds to this format string will contain either a character literal Z, 

representing UTC, or a zone, in the +/-ZZ:ZZ format.

• If a character literal Z is present, it shall be interpreted, and treated at mapping time, as 

UTC, which is equivalent to +00:00.

• If the value is +/-00:00, it generates Z in the output. Otherwise, it generates the output in 

+/-ZZ:ZZ format.

The following time zone strings support the omission of the minute portion of the difference 

from UTC:

• +/-ZZ[:ZZ]

• +/-ZZ[ZZ]
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Optional time segments of the time format string
This section discusses how you can specify a portion of a time-format string to be optional. 

For example, you can specify that either the time zone portion or the hours, minutes, 

seconds, fractional seconds, Meridian portion is optional.

This flexibility is also applicable to time-format strings used in functions or in schema 

scripts imported by the Type Tree Maker.

Only the time portion or the zone portion can be optional-not both.

To specify a portion of the time-format string as optional:

1. The following procedure assumes that the Item Subclass property of your schema is 

Date & Time.

2. From within the schema properties, navigate to Item Subclass > Format.

3. Click the browse button to open the Date Time dialog.

4. From a Format field that is set to Time, go to the field directly below it and choose 

Custom from the drop-down menu.

5. Next to the Format field with Custom selected, click the browse button. The Time 

Format dialog is displayed.

6. Choose from the following tasks:

• To specify the hours, minutes, seconds, fractional seconds, and Meridian-portion of 

the time format string as optional, enable the check box on the far left side of the 

dialog.

• To specify the time zone portion of the time format string as optional, enable the 

check box.

Only one segment of the time format string can be specified as optional.

Date and time format examples

date & time subclass propertiesexamplesThe following list includes examples of popular standard date and time formats:

Format

Description

X12 EDI
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Fractional seconds format: HH24MM[SS[0-2]].

SWIFT

Time Zone Designator or UTC Designator format: HH24MMSS[TZD].

TimeStamp format: CCYY-MM-DDTHH:MM[SS[.0-6]][TZD], which is a 

combination of date and time.

HL7

Time format: HH24MM[SS[.0-6]][+/-ZZZZ].

TimeStamp format: CCYYMMDDHHMM[SS[.0-6]][+/-ZZZZ], which is a 

combination of date and time.

SAP

Time format: HHMMSS.

ODBC

Time format: HH:MM:SS[.0-9], which is the form most commonly used in 

ODBC mapping. The fractional part is optional and not often used.

NONE and Zero

common item propertiesZeroNONEWhen the Item Subclass has a Date & Time value and the Interpret as property has a 

Character value, the NONE and Zero properties are available. Expand the NONE or Zero

property to specify an override data value to define the Special Value and Required on input

properties.

NONE > Special Value and Zero > Special Value
Enter a value in the Special Value property if the item is NONE or Zero.

common item propertiesSpecial Value

For example, if you specify * in the Special Value property for NONE, and a data and time 

object has the value *, it is interpreted as NONE.
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If you enter a value in the Special Value property for NONE or Zero, enter the exact 

characters to be validated in the input data and built in the output data.

The maximum element length that is allowed for the Special Value property is 3000 bytes.

NONE > Required on input and Zero > Required on input
Select a value from the Required on input property list.

common item propertiesRequired on input

Yes

If the data object is NONE or Zero, the map uses the value in the Special Value

property when it validates the item in the input.

No

Do not use the value in the Special Value property. No special values or input 

requirements are defined when data is NONE or Zero.

When the map builds the item in the output, the item might be either the 

value in the Special Value property or the default value for NONE or Zero. For 

example, if an item contains all pad characters and no actual data, the default 

value for NONE is used when that item is built in the output.

Syntax item subclass properties
item propertiessyntax objectssyntaxobjectsSyntax objects are characters that precede, separate, or follow a particular data object. Item 

types with an Item Subclass of Syntax are defined and used to specify delimiters, initiators, 

terminators, and release characters. Syntax objects with variable values are defined as the 

syntax object's Variable property. Syntax objects appearing as actual data to be mapped as 

output data are defined as components of a type.
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Syntax objects with variable values

About this task

Using a syntax item to specify delimiters, initiators, terminators, and release characters is 

required when the value of syntax objects (delimiters, initiators, terminators, and release 

characters) may vary.

The restrictions of syntax items define the variable literal values.

To define a variable syntax object:

Procedure

1. Create an item type with an Item Subclass of Syntax to represent the syntax object.

2. Define the restrictions for the syntax item type.

3. For the item or group type with the variable syntax object, for the Variable delimiter, 

initiator, terminator, and release character, select the item from the Item drop-down list 

in the Properties view.

4. For the Find property, select Yes.

Only item types defined with an Item Subclass of Syntax appear in the drop-down list.

Example of variable syntax object as an item type

In this example, the group type Header has variable delimiter values of: , * + ~

1. Create an item type with the Item Subclass of Syntax and the name Delimiter. (The 

name can be any valid type name, but naming this item Delimiter is useful).

2. To define the item restrictions, double-click the Delimiter type. The item view is 

displayed.

3. Define the restrictions in the Include column.

4. In the Properties window, select Syntax for the Item Subclass property.

5. Open the properties for the delimited group type Header.

6. For the Syntax property, choose Delimited.
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7. For the Delimiter property, choose Variable.

8. Expand the Delimiter property.

9. Define the Delimiter > Default literal value.

10. For the variable Delimiter Item property, choose the item type Delimiter from the drop-

down list.

11. Indicate that the variable delimiter should be determined for each occurrence of the 

object by selecting Yes for the Delimiter > Find property.

Syntax objects as data

syntaxobjectsdataThe value of a syntax object (delimiters, initiators, terminators, and release characters) may 

appear as actual data that can be mapped. Syntax objects that appear as actual data are 

defined as components of a type.

Example of syntax objects as components of a type

The following is an example of defining a syntax object as a component of a group type. 

The following data represents a message received from multiple departments.

Each message is made up of segments. Each department uses different segment delimiters 

and terminators. The message format specifies that the delimiter and terminator are the 

first two bytes of the message, followed by the actual data.

To define syntax objects for the delimiter and terminator:

1. Define two separate syntax objects with an Item Subclass of Syntax, one for the 

message delimiter and one for the message terminator. Appropriate type names might 

be SegmentDelimiter and SegmentTerminator.

2. Define the possible message delimiter values as restrictions of the SegmentDelimiter

item type. Define the possible message terminator values as restrictions of the 

SegmentTerminator item type.

3. Define these item types as the first two components of the group type Message.

4. Expand the Delimiter property.
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5. For the variable Delimiter > Item property, select SegmentDelimiter from the drop-down 

list.

6. For the variable Terminator > Item property, select SegmentTerminator from the drop-

down list.

During the data validation process, the component SegmentDelimiter appears in the data 

with a value of *. The group type Segment has a variable delimiter specified as the item 

type SegmentDelimiter, with the value *. Therefore, it is understood that the segment has *

as the delimiter.

When the value of a syntax object appears as actual data, it can be mapped as data. 

For example, source data may use different delimiters from several different sources. 

Acknowledgments of this data must be sent back to the source using the delimiter used 

in the original data. This data can be mapped from the input to the output if these syntax 

objects are defined as components within the data.

Delimiter > find

When syntax objects are Variable, the Find property must be defined. The Find property 

determines whether the value of syntax object is set on each occurrence or whether the 

current setting (or default value) is used.

When the Initiator, Terminator, Release, or Delimiter property value is Variable, select one of 

the following from the drop-down list in the Value column:

Yes

Determine the value of the syntax object each time an occurrence of that type 

is found. After the value of that syntax object is found, that particular value is 

used until it is reset by another Find or by the occurrence of that syntax item 

as a component.

INPUT: The value of the object in the input data is determined by the location 

in the data stream and the restrictions of the syntax item.

OUTPUT: The default value is used for building the syntax object in the output 

data.
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No

The variable syntax object is defined as the current value or, if it is not set, as 

the default value.

INPUT: If the syntax object is not encountered in the data stream, the value of 

the syntax object is the default value.

OUTPUT: If the value of the syntax item has not been previously set, the 

default value is used.

Group properties
Group properties include the group's Subclass and Format, which describes how to 

distinguish one component of that group from another component of that group.

Group subclass

group subclassGroup types have a subclass of Sequence, Choice, or Unordered.

Property Description

group subclasssequenceSequence A partially-ordered or sequenced group of data objects.

Each component of a Sequence

group is validated sequentially.

group subclasschoiceChoice Choice group provides the ability to de

fine a selection from a set of components

like a multiple-choice question on a test.

A Choice group is valid when the data matches one of 

the components of the choice group. Validation of a 

Choice group is attempted in the order of the compo

nents until a single component is validated. If the Choice

group has an initiator, the initiator is validated first.

group subclassunorderedUnordered An Unordered group has one or more compo

nents. Unordered group can only have an Im
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Property Description

plicit format property, with the same syntax op

tions as sequence groups: None or Delimited.

Properties of group subclasses
The distinction between Sequence and Choice group subclasses is that the Choice group 

has no Partition or Format properties.

Type syntax properties such as Initiator, Terminator, Release, and Empty can be applied to 

Choice groups. If a release character is defined, by default it applies to the Terminator.

Choice group components
A Choice group can have both items and groups as components. A partitioned Sequence

group can only have group subtypes.

The components of Choice group must be distinguishable from each other. The Choice

group components cannot have a range other than (1:1). Only one component of a Choice

group built in the output data.

A Choice group data type is only one of the group components. For example, the data type 

Record is a group type with a Group Subclass of Choice. The group type Record has three 

components: Order, Invoice, and Sales. The data validation of Record can have only one 

of the components: Order, Invoice, or Sales. For this reason, the components of a Choice

group must have a component range of (1:1).

Unordered group components
An Unordered group has one or more components that can appear in the data stream in any 

order. They allow many SWIFT and FIX message types, for example, to be defined in a more 

natural way.

Unordered groups have no partitioned property. They have Implicit format properties with 

the same syntax options as sequence groups: None and Delimited.
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When a group is defined as Unordered, any component can appear in the data stream. A 

component can be an item or a group.

Unordered group components have a range property. For example, if the unordered group, A, 

has the following component list:

B(1:S) 

C 

D(S) 

then A must have one C, at least one B, and possibly some Ds. They could appear in any 

order. For example, data for A could have the pattern: CDDBDDD or BBBDDCBD.

Component rules of an unordered group cannot reference other components of the same 

group. They can only reference the component to which the rule refers and the objects 

contained in that component.

Sequence group formats
A Sequence group has either an Explicit or Implicit format.

Explicit

The explicit format relies on syntax to separate components. Each component 

can be identified by its position or by a delimiter in the data. Delimiters appear 

for missing components.

Implicit

The implicit format relies on the properties of the component types. The 

format is not fixed. If delimiters separate components, they do not appear for 

missing components.

For example, if each component of a fixed group has a fixed size, the component is 

distinguished from the next component by its position in the data. Or, a group may have 

delimiters that appear for missing components. In these cases, the format is apparent; the 

group has an explicit format.

If a group does not have an explicit format, it has an implicit format. An implicit format 

relies on the properties of the component types. In this example, the components make 
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some pattern in the data and it is possible to distinguish between them, but the format 

is not fixed and if delimiters separate components, they do not appear for missing 

components.

When deciding what format a group has, it may help to ask first whether it is clear where 

one component ends and another begins. Generally, a group has an explicit format if the 

position of each component in the data stream is always the same or if a delimiter always 

marks the place for each component.

Explicit format
groupformatsexplicitexplicit formatformatgroupexplicitTo specify that a group has an explicit format, choose Explicit for the Format property. 

Select a setting for the Track property, and choose the group's syntax: Fixed or Delimited.

Track

track propertyThe Track property indicates whether the system should track only the components that 

have content or all components, including those that do not have content. The settings are 

Content and Places.

For example, if a group StudyGroup has the component Name(s), and Places is specified 

for the Track property, any empty occurrences of Name are tracked.

Suppose Name has an * initiator and a space pad character. This is the data for 

StudyGroup:

*Carolyn * *Stuart *Margaret

Notice that the second Name is missing.

If Places is specified for the Track property, and you want to map the third Name, the empty 

Name would be counted as an occurrence, so the third Name would be Stuart. However, if 

Content is specified for the Track property, the empty Name would not be counted as an 

occurrence because it does not have content and the third Name would be Margaret.
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Fixed syntax

groupformatsexplicitformatgroupexplicitfixed syntaxIf a group data object is always the same size (in bytes), it has a fixed syntax. For example, 

a record that is always 160 bytes has a fixed syntax.

Each component of a fixed group must be fixed. If you break down a fixed group, it 

ultimately consists of items that are fixed. Each is padded to a fixed size or its minimum 

and maximum content size are equal. Do not specify the size of a fixed group. The size is 

automatically calculated based on the size of the group's components.

Guidelines for defining a fixed group

• Each component must be a group with a fixed syntax or a fixed item. The item is 

padded to a fixed size or its minimum and maximum content size are equal.

• Each component must have a specified range maximum. The maximum cannot be s.

• If a component range minimum is not equal to the maximum, content is not required 

for optional component occurrences. For example, if a component is the item 

ShippingAddress (0:1) and ShippingAddress has a minimum content size of two 

characters, data may either contain: 1) all pad characters, or 2) if content is in the 

data stream, there must be a minimum of two characters for a ShippingAddress. If 

a component is a group, no content is required for any of the items contained in an 

optional occurrence of that component.

Explicit delimited syntax
An explicit-format group with a delimited syntax is one whose components are separated 

by a delimiter and the delimiter appears as a placeholder even when a component has no 

content.

About delimiters and explicit-format groups:

• The only time a delimiter can be missing is when all components following the delimiter 

are optional and there is no data for the optional components.

• A delimiter is a character or series of characters that separates data objects.
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• A delimiter cannot be longer than 500 bytes.

• The delimiter of a group appears inside the group, separating its components. When a 

group is delimited, that indicates something about the components of the group. The 

delimiter inside a group is delimiting the components.

Example

The group Employee has an explicit-delimited format because a comma delimiter appears 

between Employee's components, the items that make up the Employee object. In addition, 

the delimiter is displayed when a component is missing and there is data for components 

following it.

The components of Employee are the items ID#, Name, Department, Address, and Age.

Delimiter

Use the Delimiter property to specify the value and location of the delimiter. For specific 

information on specifying the delimiter, see “Specifying a Delimiter” (on page 326) .

In an explicit-delimited group, if the delimiter is whitespace <WSP>, the delimiter is 

interpreted as one byte long; each <WSP> character is interpreted as another delimiter. In 

the output, a <WSP> delimiter is one space.

The limit for <WSP> is 512 bytes.

Implicit format
In a group with an implicit format, the components are distinguishable not by delimiter 

or position, but by their pattern; something in the definition of the component types 

themselves. The group has no syntax property that distinguishes one component from 

another.

For example, the type File consists of Record(s). <CR><LF> appears at the end of each 

Record. It has been defined as the terminator of Record. File, however, has no syntax of its 

own. The Record terminator distinguishes one Record from another.
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To specify that a group has an implicit format, choose Implicit for the Format property. 

Optionally, define a comment type, and choose the group's syntax: Delimited or None.

Floating component
floating componentThe floating component represents an object that may appear after any component of the 

group.

An implicit group can have a floating component; an explicit group cannot. If the group 

is prefix or infix delimited, the floating component is displayed before the delimiter. If the 

group is postfix delimited, the floating component is displayed after the delimiter.

A floating component can be an optional component that may appear after any other 

component. However, it is not included in the component list because it does not appear at 

a specific location.

If a group has a floating component, a component must be distinguishable from a floating 

component. For example, components and floating component could start with different 

initiators.

Note:  When a floating component appears in the input data, it is validated during 

mapping. If there are floating components in your output data, define them as actual 

components of the output.

A floating component can appear after the initiator (when the type has an initiator), after 

each component, or both. For EDI and other existing floating components, trees will be 

converted as “after each component”.

A floating component can be specified for implicit sequence group, choice group, and 

unordered group definitions.

Implicit whitespace syntax

groupformatsimplicitformatgroupimplicitSelect Whitespace for the Component Syntax value when white spaces are not allowed in 

the data. When you select the Whitespace option, define the Build As and Character Set

properties.
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Note:  Helpful for XML data.

Build as

whitespace syntaxbuild asEnter the characters that will replace white spaces.

The Build As property is only available when the Component Syntax property is defined as 

Whitespace.

Character set

whitespace syntaxcharacter setSelect a character set for the component from the drop-down list.

The default value is Native, where the literal values use the native character set of the 

computer.

Supported character sets (code pages) (on page 287)

Implicit delimited syntax
If a delimiter separates the components of a group, but the delimiter does not appear when 

a component is missing, the group has an implicit format with a delimited syntax.

In certain data, the delimiter may not be a placeholder.

Delimiter

Use the Delimiter property to specify the value and location of the delimiter. For specific 

information on specifying the delimiter, see “Specifying a Delimiter” (on page 326) .

In an implicit-delimited group, when the delimiter is whitespace <WSP>, all contiguous 

<WSP> characters are treated as one delimiter. In the output, a <WSP> delimiter is built as 

one space.

The limit for <WSP> is 512 bytes.
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No syntax
syntaxnoneno syntax groupTo specify a group with an implicit format that has no syntax, choose None for the 

Component Syntax value.

Distinguishable components of an implicit group
componentsdistinguishableimplicit groupdistinguishable objectsimplicit groupEach component of an implicit group needs to be recognizable. If either of two different 

components appears at the same place in a data stream, there must be a distinguishable 

difference between one component and the other.

Sometimes components of an implicit group may be distinguished because there is 

something in the data that distinguishes them.

After the first item Line of the Form, the next data object could be another item Line. Or, it 

could be a Trailer Line. When looking at a particular Line, there is something in the data that 

identifies that Line either as a Header Line, an item Line, or a Trailer Line. The type Line has 

been partitioned to distinguish between the different kinds of Lines.

Specifying a delimiter
For the Delimiter property, specify whether the delimiter is a literal or a variable value.

Literal

literaldelimiter valuedelimiterliteral If the delimiter is a constant value, enter the delimiter value in the Value field. To enter a 

non-printable value, click the browse button and select a value from the Symbols dialog box.

National language

propertiesnational languagenational languagelanguage optionsThe National language default value is Western. For initiator, terminator, and release 

character Literal values, you can optionally specify a "Data language" (on page 287).

When the Interpret as value is defined as Character, the National language property is 

specific to the Character value and is not available as an option for a Binary value.
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Data language

Use the National language > Data language property to define the data language or 

character set.

Supported code pages (on page 287)

Variable

variable delimiterdelimitervariableSometimes you do not know what delimiter is used in the data source, especially if you 

receive that data from an outside source. However, you know all of the possible values that 

the delimiter could be. You can create an item to represent this delimiter and specify all 

of the possible values as restrictions of that item. The value of the delimiter in the data is 

found.

To specify an item as a Variable Delimiter:

1. In the Properties view for the delimited group, click in the Delimiter > Item value field.

2. Press Alt and drag the item from the schema editor into the Item field.

Location

location propertydelimiterlocation ofThe Location property specifies the location of the delimiter with respect to the 

components. The options are prefix (the delimiter appears before the component), postfix 

(the delimiter appears after the component), and infix (the delimiter appears between 

components).

The following table explains each option.

Property Description Example

Prefix Before each component.

Before each member of 

a component in a series.

*a*a*b*c

Postfix After each component. a*a*b*c*
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Property Description Example

After each member of a 

component in a series.

Infix Between components.

Between members of a component in a series.

a*a*b*c

Delimiter value appears as data
delimiterDelimiters do not appear as part of the actual data. For example, if the delimiter is specified 

as a comma, the comma in the following text item would be considered a delimiter, rather 

than part of the data itself:

Tom Smith, Jr.

If the data does contain the delimiter value, there are ways to format the data so that both 

the data and the delimiter are distinguishable. For example, text items can be enclosed 

in quotation marks. Or, a release character may be used. For information about release 

characters, see "Release Characters" (on page 258).

Allow Excess Trailing Delimiters
The schema validation process allows data that contains excess trailing delimiters on 

sequence groups.

You can change the default setting for the Allow Excess Trailing Delimiters property to 

No so that the schema validation process, instead, fails data that contains excess trailing 

delimiters.

The schema validation process interprets a delimited sequence group that contains 

optional components at the end of its sequence, as having excess trailing delimiters.

For example, GROUPA contains the following components: COMPA (mandatory) , COMPB

(optional) , COMPC (optional), and COMPD (optional). The group is infix-delimited by a tilde. 

The following data stream examples are valid for GROUPA:

A~B~C~D 
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A~B~C~ 

A~B~~ 

A~~~

For this example, you want the schema validation process to disallow all of the data stream 

examples that contain unnecessary or excess trailing delimiters. To disallow the excess 

trailing delimiters, you can change the setting for the Allow Excess Trailing Delimiters

property to No. The result is that the validation process fails all of the examples except the 

first one.

Defining exclude characters
During the run time, the data validation process uses the Exclude Character List group 

property to define a set of characters that are not allowed to exist in the data stream as data 

content.

The data validation process allows these excluded characters to exist in the data stream as 

syntax, such as delimiters, if they are not being used as data content.

The group exclude characters might be derived from previously parsed values in the data 

stream or might be defined as literal values.

When you define exclude characters at the group level, the data validation process handles 

these specified characters as if they were in-scope data syntax.

For example, you have a schema which defines two groups, GROUPA and GROUPB. The tree 

defines the asterisk (*) character as a group delimiter for GROUPA. It defines the at-sign (@) 

character as a group delimiter for GROUPB. The tree also defines the FILE group, which 

contains both GROUPA records and GROUPB records.

The data stream contains content corresponding to the FILE group, which is composed of 

a series of both GROUPA and GROUPB records.

When the data validation process starts, it parses and validates this data stream. Since the 

asterisk is the delimiter of GROUPA, the data content of GROUPA records is only allowed 

to contain asterisk characters that are escaped. If the data content contains non-escaped 

asterisk characters, those GROUPA records fail data validation. Similarly, since the at-sign is 
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the delimiter of GROUPB, the data content of GROUPB records is not allowed to contain non-

escaped at-sign characters. If it does, those GROUPB records fail data validation.

The schema defines the delimiters, or markup, for the GROUPA and GROUPB records. 

Asterisk characters are considered to be in-scope markup while the data validation process 

handles GROUPA records. At-sign characters are considered to be in-scope markup while the 

data validation process handles GROUPB records.

Conversely, GROUPA data content is allowed to contain at-sign characters, as the GROUPB

at-sign delimiter does not apply to GROUPA records. Therefore, at-sign characters are 

considered out-of-scope markup for GROUPA records. GROUPB data content is allowed to 

contain asterisk characters, as the GROUPA asterisk delimiter does not apply to GROUPB

records. Therefore, asterisk characters are considered out-of-scope markup for GROUPB

records.

You might require the data validation process to exclude asterisk and at-sign characters in 

all of the data content for both GROUPA and GROUPB records, except when those characters 

are used as delimiters.

If so, use the Exclude Character List property to specify the asterisk and at-sign literal 

values at the FILE group level. When the validation process evaluates the data, it throws 

an exception if there is an asterisk (*) or an at-sign (@) character in the data content within 

the FILE group. The asterisk and at-sign characters are still valid if they are used as group 

delimiters; they are invalid if they are used in data content.

Performance tip:  The Exclude Character List property causes the map validation 

process to use more resources as it searches for each of the exclude group characters in 

every data element under the group on which it is defined.

Open the Exclude Character List window by clicking the Value field on the Exclude 

Character List property, and then clicking the button that appears at the end of the field. 

Specify the characters in the list as literal characters or syntax items. You can use the Add 

Literal, Add Syntax Item, Edit, Remove, and Remove All functions to add literal characters 

and syntax items to the list, edit them, and remove them from the list.
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Escaping an excluded character in the data content
Select Release Exclude Characters when you configure the exclude character list to enable 

the release character to escape excluded characters. When enabled, a release character 

that precedes an excluded character in data content escapes the excluded character, and 

the data content passes validation.

Related reference

• Release characters (on page 258)

XML properties in the schema
XMLproperties in the type treeWhen you open a schema in the schema designer after you imported it from a DTD or XML 

Schema, the XML-specific properties are displayed as read-only fields.

For each type in the resulting schema, the Intent property is either General (indicating non-

XML) or XML. All category types that are created during the import process are considered 

non-XML properties. All group and item types that are created during the import process are 

considered XML properties.

Any types that you manually add to the XML type tree are considered non-XML and have 

General intent. In such a case where there are both XML and non-XML types present (such 

as EDI data), the appropriate method of validation is determined automatically.

Support for XML constructs
HCL OneTest Data validation supports the following XML constructs.

Character Data

During validation, character data is mapped by the XML parser to HCL OneTest

Data types. This data includes both parsed character data (PCDATA) and 

unparsed character data (CDATA).

Comments and Processor Instructions
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XML comments and processing instructions (PI) are mapped to floating 

components in schemas.

Namespaces

The XML Schema importer supports the specification of arbitrary prefixes for 

namespaces declared in the input grammar.

XSDL Hints

The xsi:schemaLocation and xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation attributes 

are collectively known as XML Schema Definition Language (XSDL) hints. 

These attributes specify the location of the XML Schema(s) that the XML 

parser uses for validation.

An XML Schema allows either or both of these attributes to display within any 

element tag. But the XML parser respects the location values only when the 

XSDL hint is specified in the root element of the schema.

The Doc group type of schemas that are created with the XML Schema or XML 

DTD importer contains the location of the Xerces DTD or Xerces XML Schema 

that is used for Xerces XML validation. The Intent > Validate As > Location

property can be modified. However, use the Schema > Type > Metadata card 

setting in the map to change the location of the DTD or Schema if needed. XMLmetadata locationLocation setting for metadataXercesxsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocationXerces XML schemaxsi:schemaLocationXerces XML schemaXSDL hintXerces schema

Empty Elements

Only one set of initiators and terminators for the Empty element is required for 

validation.

Nillable Elements

A nillable element can have one of three states: absent, present with content, 

or present with nil content. Both the DTD and XML Schema allow the definition 

of optional elements in the instance document. Additionally, the XML Schema 

allows nillable elements where the content can be empty when it contains an 

xsi:nil attribute with a value of "true", despite the fact the element's content is 

mandatory.
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The XML Schema Importer can create the content of a nillable element within 

a group with a range of (0:1), which makes the element content optional.

Mixed Content

When parsing elements with a mixed content model (containing both 

character data and child elements), the DTD and XML Schema importers 

generate text items within the mixed content (instead of character 

sequences).

Regular Expressions

An XML Schema allows the restriction of the values of simple types that 

are based on regular expressions or pattern facets. During XML validation, 

the parser enforces the pattern facet. The XML Schema Importer fills the 

appropriate type properties with pattern facets encountered in the input 

schema, which are viewable in the schema designer.

XML schema datatypes

XML Schemadatatypes and type tree constructsThis section describes the schema constructs that correspond to XML Schema datatypes.

The following table lists some common XML Schema datatypes with their corresponding 

type property values in the schema designer.

XML Schema Datatype Type Property Value

simpleType Intent > Validate As XML_SIMPLETYPE

complexType Intent > Validate As XML_COMPLEXTYPE

element Intent > Validate As XML_ELEMENT

attribute Intent > Validate As XML_ATTRIBUTE

group Intent > Validate As XML_GROUP
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Simple types

Elements that have assigned simple types have character data content but not child 

elements or attributes.

Simple type elements are represented in the Type Designer type properties with the value 

XML_SIMPLETYPE.

Complex types

Elements that have assigned complex types can have both child elements and attributes. 

The order and structure of the child elements of a complex type are known as its content 

model. Content models are defined using a combination of model groups, element 

declarations or references, and wild cards. There are three kinds of model groups: all, 

choice and sequence.

Complex type elements, including the complex types using compositor elements, are 

represented in the type properties with the value XML_COMPLEXTYPE.

Elements

Element declarations are either local or global. Local elements are represented in the 

schema designer type properties with the value: XML_ELEMENT.

When the schema defines several global elements, the generated schema includes a Global 

choice group that contains all of the global elements. A Global choice group is represented 

in the type properties with the value XML_BODY.

Attributes

Attributes are another building block of XML. The import process uses attribute 

declarations to name attributes and associate them to particular simple types. Attribute 

declarations can be either local or global.

Attributes, including both local and global, are represented in the type properties with the 

value XML_ATTRIBUTE.
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Groups and substitution groups

One way an XML Schema allows the creation of reusable content is by using named model 

groups. These global groups can be referenced throughout a schema.

Substitution groups are a flexible way to designate element declarations as substitutes for 

other element declarations in a content model. New element declarations can easily be 

designated as substitutes from other schema documents or namespaces without changing 

the original content model.

Groups and substitution groups are represented in the type properties with the value 

XML_GROUP.

Identity constraints

XMLidentity constraintsXML Schema ImporterThe XML parser in HCL OneTest Data enforces declared identity constraints. The XML 

Schema Importer sets these properties based on the XML Schema. In general, the identity 

constraint definition serves in one of the roles listed below:

Identity Constraint

Unique

Enforces that a value (or combination of values) is unique within a given 

scope. For example, all product numbers must be unique within a catalogue.

Key

Enforces uniqueness and requires that all values be present. For example, 

every product must have a number and it must be unique within the catalogue.

Key References

Enforces that a value (or combination of values) corresponds to a value 

represented by a key or uniqueness constraint. For example, for every product 

number that is displayed as an item in a purchase order there must be a 

corresponding product number in the product description section.
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Namespaces

namespacesThe XML Schema Importer supports namespace and prefix properties for all elements 

and attributes. The importer assigns the values of these properties based on the input 

grammar. For each namespace in the input grammar, the importer allows you to specify the 

namespace prefix to be used for output documents.

During the import process, a Location value is specified in the schema without a fully 

qualified path. In this case, an execution process would, by default, look for the XML 

Schema at this location. However, if you need to change this path, you can do so.

For example, if you refer to the proper location of the schema in the XML document, then 

you can manually remove the path location from the type properties. When the execution 

process does not find a Location value specified in the schema, the process then looks to 

the "XSDL Hints" (on page 332) specified in the XML document. When XSDL hints are not 

present, validation fails.

The value specified in the schema takes precedence over the XML document.

Element type declarations

element type declarationsCDATAPCDATAThe XML DTD and XML Schema importers can generate a simple schema when 

encountering character content within mixed data. During the import process, when 

character data (CDATA/PCDATA) is encountered, the importer incorporates it into existing 

text items within the schema.

Element and attribute wildcards

wildcardselement and attributeXMLwildcardsXML Schema ImporterXML DTD ImporterDTDs and XML Schemas allow the specification of wildcard elements within a grammar. 

The HCL OneTest Data XML Schema and DTD importers recognize element wildcards, 

build the appropriate types, and set the appropriate properties for those types to represent 

element wildcards in the schema.

During the import process, when a wildcard element resolves to an element that is not 

defined in the imported grammar, it is represented by a text item.
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The value of these text items is the text string from the input buffer that runs from the start 

of the open tag to the end of the close tag for that element.

XML Schemas allow the specification of an attribute wildcard that matches any number 

of undeclared attributes within the element tag. The XML Schema Importer recognizes 

the attribute wildcard and creates a sequence of name and value text item pairs within the 

attribute list of the enclosing element. The XML validation library fills this sequence with the 

names and values of attributes that do not match any declared attributes in the attribute 

list.

Item restrictions
Item restrictions are an optional feature you can use to specify valid or invalid data objects 

for an item type. Item restrictions are grouped into three categories: Value, Character, and 

Range.

Restrictions of an item type are the valid or invalid values for that item. "Include" restrictions 

are all of the valid values for an item. "Exclude" restrictions specify all of the invalid 

values.For example, a unit of measure field in the data must be one of a set of values: 

CN, BX, PK, BR. These values should be defined as "include" restrictions of the item 

UnitOfMeasure.

Defining restrictions for an item restricts the valid data for that item. Partial lists of the valid 

values are not possible. For example, it is not possible to define the values for a certain item 

to be {A, B, C, "some other possible values"}.

While you can define restrictions for any item, most items will not have restrictions. For 

example, you would not want to restrict the valid values of a name field because you would 

probably want to accept any name as valid data for that field. However, you could assign 

restrictions to it if needed.

Restrictions settings
itemrestrictionsrestrictionssettingsUsing the Restrictions property, you can create a "restriction list" to limit an item to a 

particular value or set of values. Depending on the Item Subclass, you can set value, 

character, or range restrictions.
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Range restrictions

Include range restrictions define the minimum and maximum values valid values of a range. 

Exclude range restrictions define the minimum and maximum values of the range that are to 

be excluded or considered invalid.

Note:  unbound restrictionsUnbound restrictions are not supported.

Value not in range

About this task

The minimum value and the maximum values can be specified as not included in the range. 

For example, when a number in an Include Minimum field displayed the Value NOT In Range

icon, it indicates that the number is not included as the minimum value. The range will 

therefore extend from any value that is greater than that number to the maximum value 

specified. Similarly, if the Include Maximum value is designated as “ not in range”, the valid 

range would extend up to any value this is less than the maximum value.

To specify a value as “not in range”:

Procedure

1. Select the field (cell) that contains the value to be designated as “not in range”.

2. Right click on the value and choose the Value NOT In Range menu item.

Inserting symbols

About this task

Symbols are used to indicate non-printable characters. You can insert a symbol by typing it 

or by using the Symbols dialog.

For example, to define a carriage return/line feed as an item restriction, from the item 

restriction view area, right-click and select Insert Symbols from the context menu. From the 

list of symbols, double-click CR and double-click LF and select OK. The carriage return/line 

feed symbols are displayed in angle brackets in the item restriction view area: <CR><LF>
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Ignoring restrictions
There might be instances when you do not require the data for an item to match any of its 

restrictions. Suppose you defined restrictions for your data, but you want to run a test on 

some test data, and you do not want to use the restrictions for this time only. You can ignore 

the restrictions for a given execution of a map.

In another example, you have a list of valid part numbers that can appear in any data 

circulated within your company. Suppose you receive data from some other company in the 

same format as your internal data. The other company may be using different part numbers, 

so you do not want to make their data conform to the restrictions. When you map the other 

company's data, you could ignore the restrictions.

Components
A component represents a data object that is part of another data object.

Components are required for group types
componentstypesgroupsgroupcomponentstype treeshandling large schemasCategories and groups can have components. Components of group and category types 

display in the group and category views. Item types do not have components.

Group types represent actual data objects, so groups must have components. The one 

exception is a partitioned group which is explained in  "Partitioning" (on page 352).

By contrast, a category is used for organizing types and for type property inheritance 

reasons. Categories do not define actual data objects in detail. A category does not need 

components.

Each group must have at least one component, unless it is partitioned.

Components must be in the same schema
A component must be a type in the same schema as the type that contains the component.

You cannot define the components of a type by opening up a different schema and dragging 

components from that tree. You can, however, copy types from one schema to another.
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Importance of component order
componentsorder ofIn the group view, components are listed from top to bottom in the order they appear in 

the data stream. The component in the first cell appears first in the data stream. The 

component in the second cell appears next, and so forth.

Component range
componentsrangeA component range can be specified for any component. A component range defines the 

number of consecutive occurrences of that component. The range (s) represents some or 

any number greater than one.

When a component is selected, the component name is displayed in the rule bar. Click in the 

rule bar after the component name to type the component range.

The range is displayed in parentheses immediately after the component name. The range 

is two numbers separated by a colon. The first number indicates the minimum number of 

consecutive occurrences of that component. The second number indicates the maximum 

number of consecutive occurrences of that component. The syntax of the component name 

and range is:

Component (MIN:MAX)

To enter a range after a component name, type in the rule bar or use the Set Range

command.

The maximum component range is 2147483647.

Whenever a component has a range, each occurrence of that component may be referred to 

as a "member" of a series. The words "occurrence" and "member" are used interchangeably 

in the documentation.

Indefinite number
When there is no maximum number of occurrences of a component (the maximum is 

indefinite) use the letter s to stand for “Some - you do not know how many”. Therefore, 

a file that contains at least one record and has no maximum number of records has this 

component:
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Record(1:s)

If the range minimum is zero, omit the 0 and only enter s. If a file has a minimum of zero 

records and no maximum number of records, it would have this as its component:

Record(s)

Remember that when you see (s), the minimum of zero is implied. Therefore,

Record(0:s) is the same as Record(s)

If you enter any number alone in the parentheses, the range changes to a minimum of 0 and 

a maximum of that number. For example, if you enter (5) for a range and save and close the 

group view, the next time you open it, you see the range displays:

(0:5)

Single occurrence
rangedefaultcomponentsrangeIf there is a minimum and a maximum of one consecutive occurrence of a component, its 

range is (1:1). This is the default. If there is no range after a component name, the range 

(1:1) is implied. When you drag a type to make it a component, it is automatically created 

with the default component range of (1:1).

Defining components

Most groups need at least one component. Categories do not have components, however, 

you can define components for a category for inheritance purposes.

To determine the components of a group, ask the question: This group type consists of 

what?

For example, “The file consists of what?” The answer might be "records". So, Record(s) is a 

component of that group or category type.

Suppose you have a data file containing order records for an office supply store. You need 

to define the components of the type File.
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Guidelines for defining components
componentsguidelinescomponentsdefiningThe guidelines below are numbered to allow references to each other. The numbering does 

not suggest a priority or a sequence to be followed in observing the guidelines.

1. Categories cannot have components.

A category is only used for organizing your schema and for setting common properties.

2. A partitioned group cannot have components.

A partitioned group always represents a choice among the subtypes of that group. You 

never map a partitioned group without its subtree, so it does not need components.

Note:  A subtree is a branch of a schema that includes a type and all of the subtypes 

that stem underneath it.subtree

3. If a group is not partitioned, it must have at least one component.

Nonpartitioned groups are sequences of data objects rather than choices. A sequence 

must contain at least one component.

4. A type and one of its subtypes cannot be in the same component list.

5. If a type has components, a subtype can inherit any of those components or any type in 

the subtree of one of those components.

6. If a type has no components, a subtype can inherit any type that could be in that type's 

component list.

7. A type that has an initiator and a terminator can have itself or one of its ancestors as a 

component.

8. A type cannot have one of its subtypes as a component.

Complete type name
typesnamenametypeThe complete name of a group is displayed in the title bar of its window. A type's complete 

name is similar to a path name, beginning at the type and including all types in the path up 

to the root. Spaces appear between types in a complete type name.

You can have duplicate type names as long as they are not on the same level. Each type 

has a unique complete name, so there is no doubt as to which particular type is being 

referenced.
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Relative type names
A component name is similar to a relative path name. Component names exclude types that 

the defined type and component type have in common in their complete names.

The relative type name excludes the names that appear in the complete names of both the 

type and the component type. For example, because ROOT is included in the complete type 

name of both Row ROOT and Product Column ROOT, it is excluded from the relative type 

name Product Column.

If more than one type in a schema has the same relative type name as another in a group, 

then the full path of the type is exported instead of the relative type name. No two types 

that have different full type names but identical relative type names can be added to a 

component list.

Moving types with the same relative type name
In a schema, there could be two types with the same name that exist in different places 

within the tree. The relative type names could both evaluate to be the same, with respect to 

the component.

For example, the relative type Group Category ROOT might have a type named "Item" in both 

ROOT and Category ROOT. Both evaluate to "Item" with respect to the Group component. 

In this scenario, you can drag only one component named Item into the component list. An 

attempt to add a second component with the same name will be blocked.

Ambiguous type names
A component name can refer to more than one type. In this situation, you must change type 

names so that the component name is no longer ambiguous. The schema designer does 

not allow components with the same relative type name to be added to component lists.

If you delete a type that is used as a component of another type, and then perform an 

"Undo", thus adding the type back, and the component name is ambiguous; the component 

name remains unresolved in the component list. In this scenario, the "Undo" operation does 

not result in a complete reversal of the action.
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Specifying minimum and maximum consecutive occurrences in 
the component list
The following table contains examples of how to specify in the component list the minimum 

and maximum consecutive occurrences for specific data objects:

Data Object Min Max How to Specify

DateField 1 5 DateField (1:5)

DetailRecord 1 100 DetailRecord (1:100)

AddressField 2 3 AddressField (2:3)

Fixed and variable ranges
Sometimes the range of a component is described as fixed or variable. As an example, a 

fixed range has the same minimum and maximum, (5:5). A variable range has a different 

minimum and maximum, (1:10) or (s) for example.

Specifying a component range

About this task

You can specify a component range by using Set Range to enter the minimum and 

maximum number of occurrences.

You can select multiple components and use Set Range to apply the same range to each 

component. A range of (1:s) means that there will always be at least 1 occurrence, but 

could occur an infinite number of times. A range of (0:s) means that an occurrence is 

optional, but could occur an infinite number of times.

Variable component names
A component can refer to more than one type. To refer to all possible types whose names 

could appear at a certain place in the component name, use the word ANY.
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The word ANY is like a wild card. It represents any type whose name could appear in that 

place.

The use of ANY is restricted to Categories and partitioned groups. For more information 

about using ANY in a partitioned group, see "Partitioning" (on page 352). For a list of 

reserved words and symbols, see the Design Studio Introduction documentation.

Required and optional data
optional componentcomponentsoptionalSometimes, a certain data object is optional; it does not have to be present in the data. For 

example, in purchase order data, there might be a billing address and a shipping address. If 

the company wants the items shipped to the billing address, the shipping address would not 

appear in the data. The shipping address would be optional; it might not appear in the data.

Another example is a middle name field. Some people do not have a middle name, so the 

middle name field might be optional.

required componentcomponentsrequiredThe schema designer needs to know what data is optional. This is evident from the 

component range. The range minimum tells how many occurrences of that object must be 

present in the data. These are the required occurrences. Optional occurrences are the ones 

that are not required.

For example, for the following component, the range minimum is zero. No occurrences 

must be present. It is optional data:

DateField (0:1)

Suppose the component looks like this:

DateField (1:5)

The range is between one and five occurrences. This means that one occurrence of 

DateField is required and the remaining four occurrences are optional.

The following table lists examples of components and explanations of their status.

rangeexamples of
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Component Status Reason

LineItem (1:s) 1 occurrence required Range minimum is 1

Note Field (5:5) 5 occurrences required Range minimum is 5

RecordID 1 occurrence required Range minimum is 1

ShipTo (0:1) 0 occurrences required (Optional) Range minimum is 0

OrderRecord (s) 0 occurrences required (Optional) Range minimum is 0

Significance of required data
If you define an occurrence of a component as required, you are saying that, for the data 

containing the component to be valid, this component must exist. If it does not exist, the 

data is invalid.

For example, if you define Record as having the component Field (3:3), you are saying that 

there must be three Fields in the Record. If there are not three Fields, then either it is a 

Record in error or it is not a Record.

There are other factors, besides the existence of all required components that make data 

valid. The existence of required components is necessary, but not sufficient, for data to be 

valid.

Defining component rules
rulescomponentdefiningcomponentsdefining rules forA component rule is an expression about one or more components. It indicates what must 

be true for that component to be valid. For given data, it evaluates to either "true" or "false". 

A component rule is similar to a test. If the data does not pass the test, it is invalid.

Component rules are used for validating data. Some important points about component 

rules are:

• Only components of a group can have component rules. Components of a category 

cannot have component rules.

• A component rule cannot be longer than 32K.
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• If a component is optional and does not appear in the data, the component rule is 

evaluated after determining that the data is missing. In a component rule, you can 

specify relationships that depend on existence or nonexistence of data.

Sometimes components have relationships among each other. For example, an address 

field in purchase order data is preceded by a qualifier field which tells whether the address 

is a bill-to or a ship-to address. If the value of the qualifier field is BT, the address field 

following it is a bill-to address. If the value is ST, the following address is a ship-to address.

The qualifier and address fields are dependent on each other. They only make sense as 

a pair. If one of these fields is optional and is missing, the other field is not meaningful. If 

the qualifier is missing, you do not know whether the address is a bill-to or a ship-to. If the 

address is missing, the qualifier does not qualify anything!

You might want to define this kind of relationship and other relationships among data 

objects. To do this, use a component rule. For example, use a rule on the address field 

component to indicate that the qualifier must be present if the address is present.

rulesenteringcomponentcomponentsentering rules

Examples of component rules
A component rule can limit the acceptable values of a component as shown in the following 

example:

Quantity < 10000 

Interest Rate > .13 & Interest Rate < .20 

WHEN (PurposeCode != "PF", ShipValue = 200|ShipCode < 0)

The following example illustrates how a component rule can make the presence of one 

component mandatory, if another component is present:

WHEN (PRESENT (Address Field), PRESENT (Qualifier Field)) 

WHEN (PRESENT (PhoneNumber), PRESENT (AreaCode), ABSENT (AreaCode))

A component rule can compare a component to the result of an arithmetic operation as 

shown in the following example:
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SUM (((QuantityOrdered:Item Record:Detail) = TotalQuantity:Summary 

 Record:Detail 

Account Balance = Credits - Debits 

Extension = Quantity*Price 

#Items Field = COUNT (Item Record IN Invoice)

Component rule syntax

A component rule is a complete expression that evaluates to either "true" or "false". It can 

contain functions (for example, PRESENT, COUNT, and SUM). It can also contain arithmetic 

operators (such as  - + / *).

A component rule is a statement, so it does not start with an equal sign.

For more information about the syntax of expressions, see the Functions and Expressions 

documentation.

Entering object names in component rules

About this task

A component rule can refer to a component within a component. The syntax for a 

component is the component name, followed by a colon (:), followed by the object of 

which the component is a part. Whenever you see the colon (:) in an expression, it can be 

interpreted as "component of" or simply "of".

For example, the following expression means “The item number of the order record of the 

order”:

Item#:OrderRecord:Order

All of the objects that can be used in component rules are shown in the group view. You can 

enter an object name into a component rule by pressing Alt and dragging the object into the 

edit area. The complete object name is automatically entered.

A component rule can refer to:
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• The component it applies to and any nested components.

• Any component above the given component in the component list, and its nested 

components.

You can enter an object name in a component rule by typing it; however, the 

recommended method is to press Alt and drag the component into the edit area.

Shorthand notation
In a component rule, the dollar sign ($) represents the component itself. When you 

enter an object name in a rule by pressing Alt and dragging the object, the dollar sign is 

automatically entered in the rule to represent the given component.

Component rules are context-sensitive
Component rules apply to components, not types. It applies to data in a certain context 

when the data is a component of a given group.

Suppose you have some order data that contains two kinds of records: a regular order 

record and a bulk order record. In the bulk order record, the quantity ordered must be greater 

than 1000. In the regular order record, the quantity can be any number. You could put a rule 

on the quantity ordered component of a bulk order, but not on the quantity ordered of a 

regular order.

Special characters in component rules

About this task

hex valuesTo enter the actual value of a special character in a component rule, you must enter the Hex 

value for one of the characters. For example, to enter the text value <WSP>, enter the Hex 

value for the less than sign <<3C>>, and then the rest:

<<3C>>WSP>

See the Design Studio Introduction documentation for a list of non-printable Hex and 

decimal values.
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Comments in component rules

About this task

You can add comments to component rules. Comments do not affect how component rules 

are evaluated.

A comment begins with the characters /* and ends with the characters */. A comment can 

appear anywhere in a rule as long as it does not separate object names.

For example, the following component rule has a comment:

SIZE (Phone# Field:$) >=7 

/* Phone numbers must include area code */

Component attributes
Attributes can be assigned to a component in a component list.

Identifier attribute
identifier attributeattributesidentifierThe identifier attribute can be used on a component of a group. The identifier indicates the 

components that can be used to identify the type to which a data object belongs. All the 

components, from the first, up to and including the component with the identifier attribute, 

are used for type identification.

When this data is validated, it knows that, when it reaches the identifier, it has found a 

specific group. That group, therefore, is known to exist, even if part of the group following 

the identifier is missing. The map designer documentation discusses how data validation 

occurs.

The identifier attribute is also useful when identifying an object of a partitioned group. 

For information about using an identifier with partitioned data, see "Partitioning" (on page 

352).

In a component list, there can be only one identifier attribute.
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Restart attribute

About this task

restart attributeattributesrestartTo continue processing your input data when a data object of a component is invalid, assign 

the restart attribute to that component.

Do not put the restart attribute on a required component. There must be a sufficient number 

of valid instances to cover all required components. If you have a required component that 

is not valid, the restart attribute does not validate the data.

For additional information about using the Restart attribute , see the map designer

documentation.

Sized attribute
sized attributeguidelinesattributessizedThe sized attribute is used on a component in which the value specifies the size (in bytes) 

of the component immediately following it. The sized attribute can be used on more than 

one component of a group.

For example, you might have a variable length component with a number immediately 

preceding it that indicates the length of the component: 10Washington. The size of the 

component would be 10.

Some important points about using the sized attribute are:

• The component with the sized attribute must be defined as an unsigned integer.

• If a binary byte stream item does not have a fixed size, the component preceding it 

must specify its size and the sized attribute must be used on that component.

The size of a component is the number of bytes from the beginning of that component, 

up to and including the end of the component. If a component has a series range (such as 

[1:3]), the size includes all of the members in the series of that component. If a delimiter 

separates each member of that series, the delimiters must be included in the size. Also, if 

release characters appear in the component, they must be included in the size.

The size does not include delimiters that separate one component type from the next.
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Include self in size
sizecommandinclude selfIf the value of the component with the sized attribute includes the size of the component, 

use the Include Self in Size option. For example, suppose the component with the sized 

attribute has a length of seven bytes. The value of the component with the sized attribute 

would be seven. So, its data would be one byte long, to hold the character seven. If its value 

includes the length of itself, its value would be 7 + 1 = 8.

For example, a sized component is 7 bytes.

+ 1 byte (the length of the character 7)

If Include Self in Size is selected: 8 bytes

Partitioning
By partitioning, you can define your data to distinguish the difference between data objects 

based on values in the data or differences in the syntax.

partitioningPartitioning is a method of subdividing objects into mutually exclusive subtypes. The 

partitioned type maintains the same class.

Determining when to partition
partitioningThere are some cases in which you will need to partition your data and others in which you 

will want to partition your data. You are required to partition for unordered data when a data 

object at a certain place in the data stream can be any number of types and each type has 

different definitions. Choose to partition for convenience, either to simplify rules or to put 

additional logic into your data's definition.

Required partitioning
partitioningrequiredPartitioning is required when components are randomly or partially ordered. The following 

example represents unordered data:

BGI - 13100,REM,931104,19970424...

AXR - 10930,INV,003X114,19970422...

PVY - 19496,ORD,PO-104-1499,19970425...
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BGI - 13100,ORD,PO-182-2587,19970425...

AXR - 10930,INV,003X-114,19970422...

PVY - 19496,REM,931104,19970424...

The file would contain three different types of transactions: Invoice, Order, and Remittance. 

Each transaction has a different definition based on the type of information it represents.

Partitioning for convenience
partitioningconvenienceYou might decide to use partitioning in your schema to build additional logic into the 

definition of your data. You may also use partitioning to simplify the rules.

The following is an example of partitioning to simplify rules. The example compares 

the differences between rules needed with and without partitioning. In the rule without 

partitioning, you would specify a condition for each state abbreviation in each region. 

This could make your rules long, difficult to read, and difficult to maintain. The rule with 

partitioning is more concise, self-documenting, and easier to maintain.

Rule without partitioning:

=IF(ShipToCode Field:.:Input="NY"| 

    ShipToCode Field:.:Input="NJ"| 

    ShipToCode Field:.:Input="PA", 

    F_MapEast (Record:Input), NONE) 

Rule with partitioning:

=F_MapEast (EXTRACT (Record:Input, 

PARTITION (ShipToCode Field:.:Input, East)))

Benefits of partitioning
partitioningbenefits ofUsing the previous example (on page 353), explore the benefits of partitioning.

• The rule with partitioning is shorter than the rule without partitioning. The knowledge of 

which states belong to each region is maintained in the type tree rather than the rule.
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• It is easy to read this rule and understand the mapping function being performed. For 

example, if the state belongs to the list of states in the eastern region, execute the 

MapEast functional map.

• The partitioning method is easier to maintain. If a value for State is added or moves 

from one region to another, it can be easily changed in the schema and automatically 

reflected in any rules that reference the partitioned object.

• Partitioning using a restriction list used with the Ignore Case setting eliminates the 

need for PROPER, LOWERCASE, or UPPERCASE functions to compare each state with a 

literal.

Consideration for HCL OneTest Data

• Do not attempt to generate sample test data for a partitioned group. Sample test data 

should instead be generated for the specific subtype.

Partitioning types
partitioningtypesWhen data objects of different types appear in the same place in the data, the types must be 

distinguishable. This means that the data needs to be distinguishable by their definitions in 

the schema.

When the data object at any given point in the data may belong to any of a number of 

different types, there must be some way to tell the difference between them. To do this, you 

create a type and define a mutually exclusive subtype for each data object that may appear 

in the same place in the data. Once the subtypes are created, the subtypes also need to be 

distinguishable. Subtypes are distinguishable based on a value in the data or in the syntax 

of the different types.

Partitioning items
partitioningitemsUse one of the following three methods to partition items in schemas:

• Initiators

• Restrictions

• Format
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Partitioning an item type using initiators
To partition by initiator, each subtype must have an initiator and the value of the initiator 

must be unique for each subtype.

Partitioning by initiator is the most efficient method of partitioning.

Partitioning an item type using restrictions
partitioningitemsIf an item has restrictions, you can partition that type, create mutually exclusive subtypes, 

and divide the restrictions between subtypes. A restriction cannot appear in more than one 

subtype of that item.

Example of using restrictions
You have new data that needs to be entered into the Type Designer. Each new record 

contains the name of the employee and his or her department.

The Employee List schema illustrates components of Record.

The following is the new data containing the name of the employee and the department.

Steven Barlow,Doc

Heather Proust,Qa

Mary Whiting,Doc

Genie Elks,Sup

Francine Maxwell,Dev

Mark Brown,Sup

Daryl Schwartz,Acc

Harry O'Brian,Sal

Ellen Randolph,Dev

Paula Keller,Qa

Define the values of Department as a character text item.

Define the example data as valid restrictions (enter in the Include column) of Department:
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If the departments are located in different offices, you can divide the data into separate 

files; one file per office. To do this, map the data from the main office to one file, the data 

from the development office to one file, and the data from the support office to another file. 

Then create subtypes of Department: MainOffice, DevelopmentOffice, and SupportOffice

and partition Department. When you partition Department and create subtypes, you are 

saying that a given department data object belongs to only one of the subtypes based on its 

value.

The subtypes of Department inherit the restrictions of Department. Now allocate 

restrictions among subtypes. To do this, delete the restrictions from the subtype that do not 

apply to that particular office. For example, the MainOffice item has only the departments 

in that office, DevelopmentOffice item has only the departments in that office, and the 

SupportOffice item has only the departments in that office.

Partitioning an item type by format
partitioningitemsSubtypes that differ by their format are distinguishable from each other.

Partitioning groups
partitioninggroupsUse one of the following three methods to partition groups in schemas:

• Initiators

• Identifiers

• Component rules

Partitioning a group type using initiators
partitioninggroupsTo partition by initiator, each subtype must have an initiator and the value of the initiator 

must be unique for each subtype.

The method of partitioning by initiators for group types is similar to item types.
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Partitioning a group type using identifiers

About this task

In a component list, only one component can have the identifier attribute.

partitioninggroupssubtreeThe identifier attribute distinguishes the components that can be used to identify the type 

to which a data object belongs. Typically, use this technique to distinguish group partitions 

when components following the identifier are different for each partition, or, if you have 

a multilevel partitioned subtree. In the latter case, using an identifier accelerates data 

validation.

A partition is valid when each component up to and including the identifier is validated. If 

the set of components is valid, the partition exists.

If the identifier set of components is not valid, the partition is determined not to exist. Either 

validation occurs for the next partition at the same level (if there is one) or it is determined 

that the partitioned group does not exist.

If the partition exists, what occurs next depends on the position of the partition type in the 

subtree.

• If the partition is partitioned (that is, it has subtypes), the rest of the components are 

skipped and the process begins to validate subtypes until a subtype is valid, exists and 

is in error, or does not exist.

• subtreeIf the partition has no subtypes, the remaining components are validated. If all 

remaining components are valid, the partition not only exists, but also is valid. If one 

or more components are found to be in error, the partition exists, but its type is in 

error. If the partition exists, but its type is in error, the error is propagated back up the 

partitioned subtree until the group being validated is reached. When a partition is found 

to exist, the system will not continue to search for partitions.

identifier attributespecifying a componentTo specify a component as the identifier:

Procedure

1. From the schema editor, double-click a component.

The Component view opens.
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2. In the Component column, right-click on the component and choose Identifier from the 

context menu.

Results

The identifier symbol appears in the component column next to the component name.

Partitioning a group type using component rules
partitioninggroupscomponent rulesComponent rules are used to partition data when a value or range of values can be used to 

distinguish one partition from another.

Type inheritance
Properties, components, and restrictions of a type can be inherited by the types created 

as subtypes under it. Some properties of a type can also be propagated to already existing 

subtypes.

typesinheritance

When you create a type, it becomes a subtype of whatever type is selected at the time. 

Everything that defines a type gets passed down: properties (with the exception of the 

Partitioned property), components, and restrictions. After a type is created, you can then 

modify any aspect of its definition.

When a group is created within a category, the item properties do not apply, so they are not 

inherited. When an item is created under a category, the group properties are not inherited.

Inheritance of item properties and restrictions
Properties and restrictions of items are inherited when a new item is created.

For example, an item named Department is defined as a character text item that has 

a content size minimum of 2 and maximum of 3. Department has a list of "include" 

restrictions that consists of valid departments: ACC (Accounting), SLS (Sales), and MKT 

(Marketing).

The type MainOffice is created as a subtype of Department. MainOffice inherits the 

properties and restrictions of Department.
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You can delete any restrictions that are not applicable to MainOffice.

Inheritance of category properties and components
categoryinheritancecomponentsinheritanceinheritancecomponentsCategories can be used for organizing types and for inheritance reasons. Generally, you 

would use categories when you want to put items, groups, and possibly other categories 

under it as subtypes.

Organizing types under a category
If you have two tables defined in one schema, you could divide the types of the two tables 

into different categories. A benefit of using a category type is that you can have any class of 

subtype: groups, items, and other categories.

Using categories for inheritance
inheritancecategorycategoryinheritanceThe properties of a category include group and item properties. Assign properties to a 

category that you want types beneath the category to inherit.

Any group created under a category inherits the property of the category. Any item created 

under a category inherits the category's item properties. A category created under a 

category inherits both the group and item properties. Each type created under a category 

inherits the other properties of the category, such as initiator and terminator.

As an example, if most groups in your LabInfo data are infix delimited with ~ and most 

items in your LabInfo data are unsigned integers, you can define these as the properties of 

the category LabInfo. Any types you create under LabInfo inherit its properties.

You can change the properties of the root type, which is a category. Categories can have 

components, so you can also use them for inheriting components.

When not to use categories
categorywhen not to use

It is best not to use a category type when the subtypes will specifically be item types or 

specifically be group types.
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For example, you have a type named Field for which the only subtypes will be items. If 

you make Field a category type, each time you create a subtype, the new type will also be 

a category type by default. You will have to change the Class property from Category to 

Item for each subtype that you create. Instead, make Field an item type so that the Class

property for any subtypes you create will automatically be defined as item types.

Propagation of type properties
Creation time is not the only time type properties can be passed from a type to its subtypes. 

You can use propagation to pass along certain type properties.

Propagation passes the setting of a particular type property from the given type to all of 

the types in the subtree as applicable and defined by their context. When you select a type 

property for propagation that does not apply to a given subtype, it is not propagated.

Propagation of type properties common to all types
You can propagate some type properties that are common to all types such as Item 

Subclass, Description and Type Syntax, to each of its subtypes, without the process 

checking additional criteria to determine if the type property can be propagated.

The type properties that fall into this category are the properties in the root of the tree, or 

are children properties that apply to all types to which their parent property is set, and are 

global in that these properties apply to all items.

The propagation process checks that the settings for some type properties such as the Item 

Subclass property, the Interpret as property, and if applicable, the Presentation property in 

a type, match the settings for these same properties in its subtypes, and if they match, the 

selected property is propagated. But, the propagation process does not check the settings 

of other properties to determine if the selected property exists in the item, because the 

selected property in this case, applies to all item types.

Examples of propagating a type property that has no children properties

A given category type that is in the root of the tree has the following type property setting: 

Description > An example. The Description type property has no children properties. 
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When you select the Description type property setting of An example to be propagated, 

the process propagates the Description setting of An example to all types in the tree. The 

Description property is a type property that is common to all types.

A given category type has the following type property settings: Item Subclass > Text and 

for its child property, Interpret as > Character. When you select the child Interpret as type 

property to be propagated, the process propagates the Interpret as setting of Character

to each subtype of that category that also has the same Text type property setting. The 

Interpret as property is a type property that is common to all types except syntax types.

Examples of propagating a type property that has children properties

A given category type has the following type property settings: Item Subclass > Number, 

and for its children properties, Interpret as > Binary, and Presentation > Integer. When you 

select the parent Item Subclass type property to be propagated, the process propagates 

the Item Subclass setting of Number, as well as the settings for its children properties, 

Interpret as setting of Binary, and the Presentation setting of Integer, to each subtype of 

that category. The Item Subclass property is a type property that is common to all types.

A given category type has the following type property settings: Item Subclass > Text and for 

its child property, Interpret as > Character. When you select the parent Item Subclass type 

property to be propagated, the process propagates the Item Subclass setting of Text, as 

well as the setting for its child property, Interpret as setting of Character, to each subtype of 

that category. The Item Subclass property is a type property that is common to all types.

Propagation of type properties for specific types
You can propagate some other type properties such as Separators and Restrictions, to each 

of its subtypes for specific types, with the process checking additional criteria to determine 

if the type property can be propagated.

The type properties that fall into this category are children properties that do not apply to all 

types to which their parent property is set, and are specific to a type, in that these properties 

do not apply to all item types.
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The propagation process checks that the settings for some type properties such as the Item 

Subclass property, the Interpret as property, and if applicable, the Presentation property 

in a type, match the settings for these same properties in its subtypes, and if they match, 

the selected property is propagated. But, depending on the property being propagated and 

the context, the process also checks other property settings. If you are propagating a child 

property, depending on the context, the process also checks the settings of the parent 

property, because the selected property might only apply to specific item types.

Examples of propagating a type property that applies to a specific type

A given category type has the following type property settings: Item Subclass > Number, 

and for its children properties, Interpret as > Character, and Presentation > Decimal. 

When you propagate the Separators child property, the process affects only types in the 

schema that also have those same Number, Character, Decimal type property settings. 

The Separators property is a type property that applies to the specific Presentation types, 

Decimal and Integer. For those types that have the Presentation type property setting of 

Zoned, the Separators property does not apply; it is not an available type property.

A given category type has the following type property settings: Restrictions > Value and 

for its child property, Ignore case > No. The Ignore case type property has no children 

properties. When you select the child Ignore case type property setting of No to be 

propagated, the process propagates the Ignore case setting of No to all types in the 

category whose parent Restrictions property setting is Value. The Ignore case property is 

a type property that applies to a specific Restrictions type, Value. For those types that have 

the Restrictions type property setting of Range, the Ignore case property does not apply; it 

is not an available type property.

Schema analyzer
schema analyzertype treesanalyzingtype definitionspad characterspecifyingUse the schema analyzer to analyze your type definitions.

The schema analyzer analyzes type definitions and ensures internal consistency. For 

example, if you defined a group as fixed, but accidentally defined one of its items with no 

Padded To length, errors occur during analysis.
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The analyzer checks your data definitions for logical consistency. It does not compare your 

definitions to your actual data. The resulting analyzer messages indicate whether your 

schema definitions are acceptable; not whether they match your data.

Note:  The HCL OneTest Data does not support schema analysis of JSON or XSD format 

schema.

Mapping effects
The analyzer helps you define your data by locating objects in your input data and creating 

the objects in your output data. The analysis indicates whether there is something in your 

definition that may prevent a correct mapping of your data.

If you do not analyze a tree before you map the data or you analyze a tree and do not 

resolve the errors, you will be warned that you may receive unpredictable results when you 

map.

Internal consistency
schemasanalyzerThe analyzer checks the logic of your data definitions. For example, suppose you defined 

a group PO as fixed and consists of Line(s). For the PO to be fixed, it cannot have an 

indefinite number of Lines. An analysis error would occur, indicating that you defined PO as 

fixed but it has a variable number of components.

Logical analysis
Logical analysis addresses the integrity of the relationships that you define. Logical analysis 

detects, for example, undefined components, components that are not distinguishable from 

one another, item restrictions that do not match the properties of that item, and circular 

type definitions. The analyzer also checks delimiter relationships to each other and to 

components, undefined inherited relationships, and logic errors contained in component 

rules.
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Structural analysis
Structural analysis addresses the integrity of the underlying database. Generally, you should 

not encounter structural analysis errors. Structural analysis might be able to detect and 

possibly correct defects caused by system environment failures.

Error and warning messages
warning messagesmessageswarningsmessageserrorserrorsmessagesAnalysis results might contain error and warning messages.

Warnings are relatively insignificant. They indicate an inconsistency that occurred when 

you changed something in the tree that was resolved. For example, if you change a group 

to an item, the analyzer removes the components of that type because items do not have 

components. To remind you of this change, the analyzer issues a warning.

Errors are important. An error is a problem in your type definitions that you should correct. 

An error may result in unpredictable results in your mapping.

Occasionally there are errors that prevent the analysis of the rest of your definitions (for 

example, when a component type cannot be found in the tree). Analysis halted before 

completion is displayed. This error might be due to one of the following:

• Undefined COMPONENT found: ending analysis.

• Circular reference found in COMPONENT list: ending analysis.

When this occurs, correct the errors and analyze the tree again.

Distinguishable objects
Differences can be identified for objects in a data stream. This information is helpful 

when a schema analysis produced an error message concerning objects that are not 

distinguishable.

Objects in a data stream
A data stream is a byte-by-byte flow of data. Objects in a data stream include both data 

objects and syntax objects. Syntax objects indicate where a data object begins or ends. 
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They include separators, initiators, terminators, delimiters, release characters, and pad 

characters. Sometimes, data values are used to identify where another data object begins or 

ends.

It might be necessary to distinguish between data objects in a component series, data 

objects of different types, or even syntax objects.

Schema analyzer and distinguishable objects
analyzerschemastype treesanalyzerobjectsdistinguishabledistinguishable objectsThe schema analyzer indicates whether your data definitions are sufficient to distinguish 

the objects in your data stream. The following discussion explains how you can define your 

data so that the objects that need to be distinguishable are distinguishable. Chances are, if 

you analyzed your tree and received a message that involves distinguishable objects, you 

need to define the types differently or more specifically.

Bound types
bound typestypesboundA type is bound if its definition makes it clear where an instance of that type ends. If a type 

is bound, different objects of that type can be distinguished in a data stream. A bound type 

is easier to distinguish between an object of that type and an object of another type. The 

following tables describe how types may be bound.

An object of this type:

Is bound if any of the following is true:

Item

It is padded to a fixed size or its minimum and maximum content size are 

equal.

It has a terminator.

It has an include restriction list.

Partitioned item

Each non-partitioned item in the subtree is bound.

Sequence Group
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It has an explicit fixed format.

It has a terminator.

Its last component is bound.

It is postfix delimited and its last component has a fixed range. For example, 

Comment Field (3:3) has a fixed range of (3:3).

Partitioned Group

Each non-partitioned group in its subtree is bound.

Choice Group

It has a terminator.

The type of each selection component is bound.

Unordered Group

It has a terminator.

Bound components
A component is bound if it is possible to tell if a data object belongs to that component 

without comparing it to a component that follows it.

Component of a fixed group

Condition

Example

A range maximum is specified (it is not "s"), and its type is either a fixed group or an 

item whose length is fixed.

The component InventorySection (0:3) is bound because it is assumed there 

will be spaces in the data stream for 3 InventorySections.

Component of an explicit delimited group

Condition
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Example

A range maximum is specified (it is not "s") if a component of the same group follows.

In the component list, Security Sequence (0:10) Trailer is bound in an explicit 

delimited group. It is assumed there will be a delimiter for all 10 Security

Sequences in the data stream because Trailer is required.

The component is the last one and the explicit group has a terminator.

In the component list, Security Sequence (s) is bound in an explicit delimited 

group with a terminator. The system assumes the terminator will appear to 

indicate that there are no more Security Sequences.

Component of an implicit group

Condition

Example

Its range is fixed and its type is bound.

The component Inventory Record (3:3) is bound, if the type Inventory Record

is bound according to any of the conditions listed under "Bound Types" (on 

page 365) .

It has a component rule that binds it.

The component PO Record (s) is bound, if it has the following component rule 

which binds it:

PO# Field:PO Record = PO# Field:PO Record[LAST]

The schema analysis checks only that the component has a rule that refers 

to the component itself. The analysis does not check that the rule binds the 

component. You must ensure that the rule is one that binds the component.

It is sized (using the Sized attribute) by the component that precedes it.

The component Name Field (0:2) is bound, if the previous component in the 

group has the Sized attribute.
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Component of a choice group

Condition

Example

A component is bound if the type of a component is bound.

The component Customer Record is bound if the type Customer Record is 

bound.

Component of an unordered group

Condition

Example

A component is bound if its range is fixed and its type is bound.

The component Address Field is bound if its range is fixed, for example (3:3), 

and the type Address Field is bound.

Group starting set
Data objects in a data stream need to be distinguishable when they could belong to two 

different groups. Specifically, the difference between the data that can come first in one 

group and the data that can come first in the other group. All of the possible types of data 

that may appear first in a group are referred to as the group's starting set.

The following describes the starting set of a group based on its group format:

Group 

Format
Starting Component Set

Explicit

• Delim

ited

• Fixed

Includes the type of its first component.
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Group 

Format
Starting Component Set

Implicit

• Se

quence

• Un

ordered

• Includes the type of all components up to and including the 

first component that has a minimum range of at least one.

• Includes the type of each component.

Choice Includes the type of each component.

Group unbound set
Based on the nature of a bound group, the end of a bound group is determined without 

analyzing the data that follows it. However, if a group is not bound, the data that belongs to 

that group must be distinguishable from data that belongs to another type that might follow 

it in the data stream.

The unbound set of a choice or unordered group consists of the type of each component. 

The unbound set of a partitioned group consists of the unbound set of each unbound 

partition.

Unbound set of a sequence group
The unbound set does not include a type that could come last, if that type is a required 

occurrence. For example, if the type Comment Record could appear last and the component 

is specified as Comment Record (2:2), it is not in the unbound set, because the two 

occurrences of Comment Record are required. However, if Comment Record could appear 

last and the component is specified as Comment Record (1:2), then Comment Record is in 

the unbound set, since its second occurrence is optional.

To determine the unbound set of a group, start with the last component of the group and 

proceed backward up the component list. If a component is unbound or has a minimum 

range of zero, continue up the list. Stop at the first component that is bound or that is 
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unbound but has a minimum range greater than zero. Essentially, a group's unbound set is 

everything that is not clearly defined at the end of the group.

Initiator-distinguishable types
Initiator-distinguishable types are used during validation to determine existence of a type 

object based on the existence of its initiator.

Determining if a component is initiator-distinguishable from its 
following set
A component is initiator-distinguishable from its following set if:

• The component is not a member of the identifier set and

• The type of the component has an initiator and

• The following set is empty or

• The type of the component is initiator-distinguishable from each type in its following 

set.

Schemas are analyzed to determine if components are initiator-distinguishable. Each 

implicit sequence group, choice group, and unordered group is analyzed to determine 

if their components are initiator-distinguishable. A component is marked as initiator-

distinguishable when that component is initiator-distinguishable from its following set. 

The basis for this determination is found in "Determining If Two Types are Initiator-

Distinguishable" (on page 371) .

Determining if a partition is initiator-distinguishable from its 
following set
In a partitioned type, a partition is initiator-distinguishable from its following set if:

• The type of a partition has an initiator and

• The following set is empty or

• The type of the partition is initiator-distinguishable from each partition in its following 

set and the following set of a partition is the type of each partition that may follow.
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Schemas are analyzed to determine if partitions are initiator-distinguishable. Each 

partitioned type is analyzed to determine if its partitions are initiator-distinguishable.

Determining if two types are initiator-distinguishable
The following table lists ways two types may be initiator-distinguishable. This is helpful if 

data validation errors indicate a type does not exist.

Type1 Type2 How to define them as initiator-distinguishable

item item If Type1 and Type2 have an initia

tor, and the initiators are different.

item sequence group Either:

• Type1 and Type2 both have an ini

tiator and the initiators are different.

or

• Type1 has an initiator, Type2 does 

not, Type2 has no delimiter, and 

Type1 is initiator distinguishable

from type of each component in the 

starting component set of Type2.

item choice group or 

unordered group

Either:

• The Type1 and Type2 both have an ini

tiator and the initiators are different.

or

• Type1 has an initiator, Type2 does 

not, Type2 has no delimiter, and 
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Type1 Type2 How to define them as initiator-distinguishable

Type1 is initiator distinguishable from 

type of each component of Type2.

item partitioned item or 

partitioned group

Type1 has an initiator and is initiator dis

tinguishable from each partition of Type2.

partitioned item item or se

quence group

Type1 has an initiator and each partition

is initiator distinguishable from Type2.

partitioned item partitioned item or 

partitioned group

Type1 has an initiator and each 

partition is initiator distinguish

able from each partition of Type2.

sequence group item Type1 has no identifier, Type1 and Type2 both 

have initiators, and the initiators are different.

sequence group sequence group Type1 has no identifier and

• Type1 and Type2 both have initia

tors and the initiators are different

or

• Type1 has an initiator, Type2 does not 

have an initiator, Type2 has no delimiter,

and Type1 is initiator distinguishable from 

the starting component set of Type2.

sequence group choice group or 

unordered group

Type1 has no identifier and

• Type1 and Type2 both have initia

tors and the initiators are different.

or
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Type1 Type2 How to define them as initiator-distinguishable

• Type1 has an initiator, Type2 does not 

have an initiator, Type2 has no delimiter,

and Type1 is initiator distinguishable from 

the type of each component of the Type2.

sequence group partitioned item Type1 has no identifier and Type1 

must be initiator distinguishable

from each partition of Type2.

sequence group partitioned group Type1 has no identifier and the 

Type1 must be initiator distinguish

able from each partition of Type2.

partitioned

group

partitioned item Type1 has no identifier and each partition Type1 

must be initiator distinguishable from Type2.

partitioned

group

sequence group Type1 has no identifier and each 

partition of the Type1 must be ini

tiator distinguishable from Type2.

partitioned

group

partitioned item Type1 has no identifier and each par

tition of Type1 must be initiator distin

guishable from each partition of Type2.

partitioned

group

partitioned group Type1 has no identifier and each par

tition of Type1 must be initiator distin

guishable from each partition of Type2.

choice 

group or un

ordered group

item Type1 and Type2 both have an ini

tiator and the initiators are different.

choice 

group or un

ordered group

partitioned item Type1 is initiator-distinguish

able from each partition of Type2.
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Type1 Type2 How to define them as initiator-distinguishable

choice 

group or un

ordered group

choice group or 

unordered group

Either:

• Type1 and Type2 both have an ini

tiator and the initiators are different.

or

• Type1 has an initiator and Type2 does 

not, Type2 has no delimiter, and Type1 

is initiator-distinguishable from the 

type of each component of Type2.

choice 

group or un

ordered group

sequence group Either:

• Type1 and Type2 both have an 

initiator and they are different.

or

• Type1 has an initiator and Type2 

has no initiator and no delimiter, and 

Type1 is initiator-distinguishable from 

the type of each component in the 

starting component set of Type2.

choice 

group or un

ordered group

partitioned group Type1 is initiator distinguishable

from each partition of the Type2.

Distinguishable objects of the same component
objectsdistinguishabledistinguishable objectsof same componentcomponentsdistinguishableWhen a component has a series range, for example, (1:10) or (s), one occurrence of that 

component must be distinguishable from the next occurrence of that same component.

Different data objects of a component are distinguishable if any of the following is true:
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• The component type is bound.

• The component type is a non-partitioned group with an unbound set that is content 

distinguishable from the component type as a whole.

• The component type is a partitioned group and the unbound set of each non-partitioned 

group in its subtree is content-distinguishable from the component type as a whole.

Content-distinguishable components
distinguishable objectscomponentscontent distinguishablecomponentsA component is distinguishable from its following set when the component is:

• Initiator-distinguishable from its following set.

or

• Content- distinguishable from its following set.

A component is content-distinguishable from its following set when:

• The following set is empty.

or

• The type of the component is content-distinguishable from each component in its 

following set.

Content-distinguishable types
typesdistinguishabledistinguishable objectstypesThe following table lists the ways in which two types may be content-distinguishable. The 

table is helpful particularly if you analyzed your tree and received an error indicating that two 

types are not distinguishable. Look up the combination of types in the first two columns and 

read the list of ways to define them that would make them distinguishable.

For example, if you get an error indicating that X is not distinguishable from Y, where X is 

an item, and Y is a partitioned group, you would find the row in the table where Type1 is an 

item and Type2 is a partitioned group.
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Remember that the order in which you compare two types matters. When you ask the 

question “Is type A content-distinguishable from type B?”, this is not the same question as 

“Is type B content-distinguishable from type A?”

If you are trying to determine whether two types are distinguishable and you follow the 

guidelines in the following tables, you may encounter a situation in which you are comparing 

a type to itself. A type is never distinguishable from itself.

Another thing to keep in mind is that the context in which a type is used matters. When 

you ask the question, "Is type A, as a component of type C, content-distinguishable from 

type B?" this is not the same question as, "Is type A, as a component of type D, content-

distinguishable from type B?"

The following table shows how to define types as content-distinguishable.

Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

item item The first component or partition is either:

• An item and marked as ini

tiator distinguishable and

Both items are different partitions of the 

same partitioned subtree, or The second

type has an initiator and those initiators are 

mutually exclusive, or Both types have the 

same initiator and the value of the first item 

is distinguishable from the value of the sec

ond item, or The second type has no initia

tor and the initiator of the first type is distin

guishable from the value of the second type.

• An item and not marked as 

initiator distinguishable and
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

Both items are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or The first item has an ini

tiator, second has an initiator and initiator val

ue of first is distinguishable from initiator val

ue of the second. Both types have initiators and 

they are the same, or both types have no initia

tor and the value of the first item is distinguish

able from the value of the second item. The first 

item has an initiator, second does not, and val

ue of initiator distinguishable from the value of 

second item. The first item has no initiator, sec

ond does, and the first item's value is distinguish

able from the value of the second item's initiator.

item sequence group, 

choice group, or 

unordered group

The first component or partition is either:

• An item marked as initia

tor distinguishable and

The second type has an initiator and those 

initiators are mutually exclusive, or The sec

ond type has no initiator and the item is 

initiator-distinguishable from each type in 

the starting component set of the group.

• An item not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable and

The item and group both have an initiator and the 

initiator of the item is distinguishable from the 

initiator of the group, or The item has no initia

tor, the group has an initiator, and the item's val

ue is distinguishable from the value of group's 
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

initiator, or Both types have initiators and they 

are the same or both types have no initiator, and 

the item's value is distinguishable from the type 

of each component in the starting component

set of the group, or The item has an initiator, the 

group has no initiator, and the item is content-dis

tinguishable from the type of each component in 

the starting component set of the group, or The 

item has no initiator, the group has an initiator,

and the item's value is distinguishable from each 

type in the starting component set of the group.

item partitioned item or 

partitioned group

The first component or partition is content-distin

guishable from each partition of the second type.

parti

tioned item

item Each partition of the first type is con

tent-distinguishable from the second type.

parti

tioned item

sequence group Each partition of the first type is con

tent-distinguishable from the second type.

parti

tioned item

choice group Each partition of the first type is con

tent-distinguishable from second type.

parti

tioned item

unordered group Each partition of the first type is con

tent-distinguishable from second type.

parti

tioned item

item Each partition of the first type is con

tent-distinguishable from second type.

parti

tioned item

partitioned group Each partition of the first type is con

tent-distinguishable from second type.

group item Each partition of the partitioned group is 

content-distinguishable from the item.
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

partitioned

group

partitioned item Each partition of the partitioned

group is content-distinguishable

from each partition of the item.

partitioned

group

sequence group Each partition of the partitioned group is con

tent-distinguishable from the second group.

partitioned

group

partitioned group Each partition of the first partitioned group 

is content-distinguishable from each par

tition of the second partitioned group.

partitioned

group

choice group Each partition of the partitioned group is con

tent-distinguishable from the choice group.

partitioned

group

unordered group Each partition of the partitioned group is con

tent-distinguishable from the unordered group.

sequence

group

item The first component is either:

• A group marked as initia

tor distinguishable and

The item has an initiator and the initiator value

of the group is distinguishable from the initiator

value of the item, or The second type has no ini

tiator and the initiator value of the first type is dis

tinguishable from the value of the second type.

• A group not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable and

The group has an initiator, the item has an ini

tiator and the initiator value of the group is dis

tinguishable from initiator value of the item, 

or The group has an initiator, the item does 
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

not, and value of the initiator is distinguishable

from value of the item, or Both types have ini

tiators and they are the same, or both types 

have no initiator and each type in the starting

component set of the group is content-distin

guishable from the value of the second item.

sequence

group

sequence group The first component is either:

• A group marked as initia

tor distinguishable, and

Both groups are different partitions of the 

same partitioned subtree, or The second type 

has an initiator and those initiators are mu

tually exclusive, or The second type has no 

initiator and the first group is initiator-dis

tinguishable from each type in the start

ing component set of the second group.

• A group not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable, and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or Both groups have an ini

tiator and the initiator value of the first group is 

distinguishable from the initiator value of the 

second group, or The first group has no initiator,

the second group has an initiator and the type of 

each component in the starting component set 

of the first group is content-distinguishable from 

the second group, or The first group has an ini

tiator, the second group has no initiator and the 
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

first group is content-distinguishable from the 

type of each component in the starting compo

nent set of the group. Both types have initiators

and they are the same or both types have no ini

tiator and The first group is content-distinguish

able from the starting component set of the sec

ond group, or The second group is content-dis

tinguishable from the starting component set of 

the first group, or The starting component set of 

the first group is content-distinguishable from 

the starting component set of the second group.

sequence

group

choice group 

or group

The first component is either:

• A group marked as initia

tor distinguishable and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or The second type has an 

initiator and those initiators are mutually exclu

sive, or The second group has no initiator and the 

first group is initiator-distinguishable from the 

type of each component of the second group.

• A group not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or Both groups have an ini

tiator and the initiator of the first group is dis

tinguishable from the initiator of the second

group, or The first group has an initiator, the sec

ond group has no initiator and the first group is 
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

content-distinguishable from the type of each 

component of the second group, or The first 

group has no initiator the second group has 

an initiator, and each component in the start

ing component set of the first group is distin

guishable from the second group, or Both types 

have initiators, either the initiators are the same 

or both types have no initiator, and each com

ponent in the starting component set of the 

first group is content-distinguishable from the 

type of each component of the second group.

sequence

group

partitioned item or 

partitioned group

The first component is either:

• A group marked as initiator-distinguishable

and the group is initiator-distinguishable

from each partition of the second type, or

• A group not marked as initiator-distinguish

able and the group is content-distinguish

able from each partition of the second type.

choice group 

or unordered

group

item The first component is either:

• A group marked as initia

tor distinguishable and

The item has an initiator and the initia

tor value of the group is distinguishable

from the initiator value of the item, or

The second type has no initiator and the ini

tiator value of the first type is distinguish

able from the value of the second type.
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

• A group not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable and

Both types have an initiator and the ini

tiator value of the group is distinguish

able from initiator value of the item, or

The group has an initiator, the item does 

not, and the value of the initiator is dis

tinguishable from value of the item, or

The group has no initiator, the item 

has an initiator and the starting

component set of the group is con

tent-distinguishable from the item, or

Both types have initiators and they 

are the same, both types have no ini

tiator and the type of each compo

nent of the group is distinguishable

from the value of the second item.

choice group 

or group

sequence group The first component is either:

• A group marked as initia

tor distinguishable and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or The second type has an 

initiator and those initiators are mutually exclu

sive, or The second type has no initiator and 

the first group is initiator-distinguishable from 

each type in the starting set of the second group.
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

• A group not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable, and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or Both groups have an ini

tiator and the initiator value of the first group is 

distinguishable from the initiator value of the 

second group, or The first group has an initiator,

the second group has no initiator and the first 

group is content-distinguishable from the type of 

each component in the starting component set 

of the second group. The first group has no ini

tiator, the second group has an initiator and the 

type of each component of the first group is con

tent-distinguishable from the second group, or. 

Both types have initiators and they are the same 

or both types have no initiator, and the type of 

each component of the first group is content-dis

tinguishable from the type of each component in 

the starting component set of the second group.

choice group 

or group

choice group 

or group

The first component is either:

• A group marked as initia

tor distinguishable and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or The second type has an 

initiator and those initiators are mutually exclu

sive, or The second group has no initiator and the 

first group is initiator-distinguishable from the 

type of each component of the second group.
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Type 1 Type 2 How to define them as content-distinguishable

• A group not marked as ini

tiator distinguishable and

Both groups are different partitions of the same 

partitioned subtree, or Both groups have an 

initiator and the initiator of the first group is 

distinguishable from the initiator of the sec

ond group, or The first group has an initiator,

the second group has no initiator and the first 

group is content-distinguishable from the type 

of each component of the second group, or The 

first group has no initiator the second group 

has an initiator, and each component of the 

first group is distinguishable from the second

group, or Both types have initiators and the ini

tiators are the same or both types have no ini

tiator, and the type of each component of the 

first group is content-distinguishable from the 

type of each component of the second group.

choice group 

or group

partitioned item or 

partitioned group

The first component is either:

• A group marked as initiator-distinguishable

and the group is initiator-distinguishable

from each partition of the second type, or

• A group not marked as initiator-distinguish

able and the group is content-distinguish

able from each partition of the second type.

Ending-distinguishable types
Ending-distinguishability is used to determine if the end of a data object is distinguishable 

from the start of any other data object that could be next in the data.
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The following table describes how two types may be ending-distinguishable. This is helpful 

if you are validating data and you receive a message that says a type exists, but it belongs 

to the wrong component.

Type1 Type2
How to define them as 

ending-distinguishable

item item or sequence

group or choice group 

or unordered group

Type1 is bound or the value of Type1 

is content-distinguishable from Type2.

item partitioned item or 

partitioned group

Type1 is bound or the value of 

Type1 is content-distinguish

able from each partition of Type2.

sequence

group

item or sequence

group or choice group 

or unordered group

Either:

• Type1 is bound.

or

For each component in 

the unbound set of Type1

• If the component has a fixed 

range it must be ending-dis

tinguishable from Type2.

• If the component range is vari

able, it must be content-distin

guishable from Type2 and end

ing-distinguishable from Type2.

sequence

group

partitioned item or 

partitioned group

Either:

• Type1 is bound.

or
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Type1 Type2
How to define them as 

ending-distinguishable

For each component in 

the unbound set of Type1

• If the component has a fixed range 

it must be ending-distinguish

able from each partition of Type2.

• If the component range is vari

able, it must be content-distin

guishable from each partition of 

Type2 and ending-distinguish

able from each partition of Type2.

choice 

group or un

ordered group

item or sequence

group or choice group 

or unordered group

Either:

• Type1 is bound.

or

• For each component of Type1,

The type of that component is bound, 

or The type of that component is un

bound, and that type must be end

ing-distinguishable from Type2.

choice 

group or un

ordered group

partitioned item or 

partitioned group

Either:

• Type1 is bound.

or

• For each component of Type1,
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Type1 Type2
How to define them as 

ending-distinguishable

The type of that component is bound, 

or The type of that component is un

bound, and that type must be ending-dis

tinguishable from each partition of Type2.

partitioned

item or parti

tioned group

item, sequence group, 

choice group, or 

unordered group

For each partition of Type1, either:

• The partition is a partitioned

type and ending-distinguish

able from the second type, or

• The partition of the 

first type is bound, or

• The partition of the first type 

is unbound and ending-distin

guishable from the second type.

partitioned

item or parti

tioned group

partitioned item or 

partitioned group

For each partition of the first type, either:

• The partition is a partitioned

type and ending-distinguish

able from the second type, or

• The partition of the 

first type is bound, or

• The partition of the first type 

is unbound and ending-distin

guishable from the second type.

Distinguishable data objects of an implicit group
implicit groupdistinguishable datadistinguishable dataimplicit groupWhen a data object belongs to an implicit sequence, determining the component a 

data object belongs to depends on the format of the sequence, the type definition of a 

component, and the component properties.
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Guidelines for defining an implicit delimited sequence

• If the type of a component has a terminator, that terminator must be different from the 

delimiter of the explicit group. If the delimiter and terminator are both defined as literal 

values, a type analysis confirms both have different values.

• The type of a component cannot be a binary item whose length is not fixed or sized.

• If the type of a component or a contained component is not bound, the type of the 

component cannot have a delimiter that is the same as the delimiter of the implicit 

sequence.

• If the range of a component is not bound, the type of that component must be 

content-distinguishable from the type of each component in the following set of that 

component.

• If the type of a component has both an initiator and terminator, the nested delimiters do 

not have restrictions. If this is not the case, all contained delimiters must be different.

Guidelines for defining an implicit sequence that has no delimiter

• The type of a component cannot be a binary item whose length is not fixed or sized.

• If the range of a component is bound, but the type of the component is unbound, the 

type must be ending-distinguishable from each type in the component's following set.

• If the range of a component is not bound, all the following rules apply:

◦ The type of the component must be content-distinguishable from each type in the 

component's following set.

◦ If the maximum range for that component is greater than one, and the type is 

unbound, the type must be ending-distinguishable from itself.

◦ If the type of the component is unbound, the type must be end-distinguishable 

from each type in the component's following set.

Guidelines for defining an implicit unordered group that is 
delimited

• The type of a component cannot be a binary item whose length is not fixed.
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• The type of a component must be content-distinguishable from the type of each other 

component.

• If the type of a component has both an initiator and terminator, the nested delimiters do 

not have restrictions. If this is not the case, all contained delimiters must be different.

Guidelines for defining an implicit unordered group that has no 
delimiter

• The type of a component cannot be a binary item whose length is not fixed.

• The type of a component must be content-distinguishable from the type of each other 

component.

• If the type of a component is unbound, the type must be ending-distinguishable from 

the type of each other component.

• If the maximum range is greater than one and the type is unbound, the type must be 

ending-distinguishable from itself.

Distinguishable data objects of an explicit group
explicit groupdistinguishable datadistinguishable dataexplicit groupWhen a data object belongs to an unordered group, distinguishing one data object from 

another depends on the format of the unordered group and the type definition of each 

component.

Guidelines for defining an explicit fixed group

• In a fixed group, each component must be either an item of fixed size, an item padded 

to a fixed length, or an explicit fixed group.

• The range maximum for each component must have a specific value; it cannot be s. 

A fixed amount of space is assumed in the data stream for each series member of a 

component in a fixed group.

Guidelines for defining an explicit delimited group
A component of an explicit delimited group can be a group or item, with the following 

restrictions:
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• If the type of a component has a terminator, that terminator must be different from 

the delimiter of the explicit group. If the delimiter and terminator are both defined as a 

literal, analysis confirms if both have different values.

• If a component of an explicit delimited group is a binary item whose length is not fixed, 

that component must be sized by the component that precedes it.

• If the type of a component, or a contained component, does not have a terminator 

and the type of the component has a delimiter that is the same as the delimiter of the 

explicit group, the type of the component must be an explicit sequence. In this case, the 

delimiter appears as a placeholder for every data object if data of the same delimiter 

follows it.

• If an explicit group has a delimiter, the range maximum of any component other than 

the last one must have a specific value; it cannot be s. A delimiter is assumed in 

the data stream for each series member of a component of an explicit group with a 

delimiter.

Objects of a choice group
choice groupobjectsWhen a data object belongs to a choice group, which component the data object belongs to 

is based on the order the components appear in the type definition.

In a choice group, if a component is unbound it must be content-distinguishable from the 

type of each component that follows it in the component list.

Objects of a partitioned type
partitioningtypesWhen data objects of different types appear in the same place in the data, the types must be 

distinguishable. The data must be distinguishable in the type definition. When a partition is 

part of a partitioned object, the process of cycling through the partitioned subtree begins to 

make the determination of which partition the data object belongs to.

In a partitioned type, each partition must be content-distinguishable from the type of each 

partition that follows it.
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Distinguishable syntax objects
The system must be able to distinguish between different syntax objects contained within a 

group. To ensure that the syntax objects are distinguishable, use the following guidelines:

• If a component is unbound, make sure its delimiter and any delimiter contained in it 

is distinguishable from the delimiter of the group. If you get an analysis error, look for 

missing placeholders or components with a range maximum of s.

In a component or a contained component with the same delimiter as the type 

delimiter, the system assumes that the delimiter appears as a placeholder for every 

data object if data with the same delimiter follows it.

• If the delimited group has a terminator, make sure that the delimiter and any contained 

delimiter is distinguishable from the terminator.

The schema analysis verifies if the above requirement is met in a non-partitioned 

group.

Functions and expressions

Expressions and evaluations
You can use functions and expressions to create component rules in the Type Designer.

The Examples directory, located in the product installation directory, contains type trees 

that can help you learn how to accomplish your tasks. These type trees and maps contain 

component rules that show the use of many functions and expressions.

Expressions
expressionsdefinition ofAn expression is a statement about data objects. Expressions are used in component rules 

in the schema designer and in map rules in the map designer.

The following are examples of expressions:

Account Balance = Credits - Debits 

TrunkRoom < 15 
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PRESENT (Store#:StoreInfo)

As you enter an expression, you can add spaces before and after component names and 

operators to make the expression more readable. Additional spaces have no effect on an 

expression.

Expressions are a combination of literals, object names, operators, functions, and map 

names.

Component rule expressions evaluate to true or false
Component rules are expressions that evaluate to "true" or "false". For example, the result of 

each of the following component rules is "true" or "false".

WHEN (PRESENT (Qualifier), PRESENT (Address)) 

COUNT (Exchange) < COUNT (Purchase) 

Invoice#:Item = Invoice#:Item[1]

Map rule expressions evaluate to data
map rulesevaluationevaluationof map rulesMap rules are expressions that evaluate to data.

For example, the result of each of the following map rules is data:

= "Florida" 

= Price:Input 

= COUNT ( Name:Roster ) 

= RecordMap ( FixedRecord ) 

Literals
literalsdefinition ofliteralsin expressionsnumbersas literaltextas a literalA literal is a constant value. A literal may be a number or a text string.

The rules for using numeric literals are:

• A numeric literal is in integer or decimal format and can be signed.

• A comma separator should not be included in a numeric literal.
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• A numeric literal cannot be greater than 254 digits.

The rules for using text literals are:

• A text literal is enclosed in double quotes.

• A double-quote included in a text literal is released by another double quote.

Literals are encoded in UTF-16 (Unicode).

The following are some examples of literals:

"This is a text literal" 

"ABC Company" 

"Some ""quoted data"" to show use of a double double-quote." 

1.23 

-9 

1045 

Carriage return/line feeds cannot be within a quoted string. To use a carriage return/line 

feed the string must be broken into two strings with <CR><LF> between them. For example:

="username=?????" + "<CR><LF>" + "&password=?????" 

will place the output username and password information on separate lines.

<CR><LF> must be within quotation marks.

Data object names
object namesnamesdata objectA data object is referenced in an expression by its name. An object name can be as simple 

as a card name or a local type name. It can also be complex depending on the object you 

want to reference.

Object names in map rules
In a map rule, data object names always refer to the card name that contains the data 

object name. So, in a map rule, a data object name ends with a card name. In the following 
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example image, the object name for the component Contact of the card ContactFile is 

Contact:ContactFile.

namesin a map ruleThe general definition of an object name in a map rule can be divided into three parts 

as described in the following table. If one of these parts is used, it must be sequenced 

according to the order in the table.

Parts of an Object Name

Required

Component name

No

Set of component-paths, each ending with either a colon or the reserved word IN

No

Card name

Yes

INreserved wordWhen IN is used, there must be a space before and after it, such as Dependent IN Claim.

Object names in component rules
In a component rule, data object names always refer to components in the same 

component list. In a component rule, a data object name ends with a component name. For 

example, if LineItem is in a component list, the object name for the Qty Info component of 

LineItem is Qty Info:LineItem.

In the preceding Qty Info:LineItem example, the colon would be interpreted as “is a 

component of”. If the example was Qty Info LineItem, the space between Info and LineItem

would be interpreted as “is a subtype of”.

namesin a component ruleThe general definition of a component rule object name can be divided into the two parts 

described in the following table. If one of these parts is used, it must be sequenced 

according to the order in the table.
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Parts of an Object Name Required

component pathSet of one or more component-paths

, infix separated with either a 

colon or the reserved word, IN

At least one is required

The reserved word, COMPONENT No

reserved words and symbolsCOMPONENTIN and COMPONENT are reserved words. Reserved words are not case sensitive.

Card name
card namein an expressionA map rule can reference the object of an entire card. A card name is a simple type name 

from 1 to 32 bytes in length in UTF-8 encoding. For example, if the input card name is 

Invoice, the name for the card object would be Invoice.

Local type name
local type nametype nameslocalAn object name can be a local type name. A local type name is specified as one or more 

simple type names separated by spaces, such as:

City Field

Local type names are typically used to refer to a component. If used in a component rule, 

for example, the component referenced in a rule is specified as a local type name. In a map 

rule, local type names refer to components contained in a card object.

Local type names can also be used to refer to the partitioned type of a component. When a 

type is partitioned, you can refer to all of its partitions by simply referring to the partitioned 

type.

For this example, the type Record is partitioned into Header, Detail, and Trailer. The object 

name that references Header, Detail, and Trailer Record is: Record

Here is another example: the type Transcript has Header Record, Detail Record, and Trailer 

Record as components contained within it. The object name that references all Header, 

Detail, and Trailer Records within Transcript would be Record IN Transcript.
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Partition list
partitionsin an expressionreserved words and symbols< >< > reserved symbolA partition list is a set of partition names separated by the symbols <>. A partition name 

is the simple name that represents the partitions found under the parent, or partitioned, 

type. For example, the partition Header of the type Record would have this component path: 

Header<>Record

Component path
component pathA component path is specified as an optional partition list, followed by a local type name 

and then followed by an optional index. Here are some examples of component paths:

Grand<>Ball Room[5] 

Ball Room[LAST] 

Really<>Grand<>Ball Room 

Ball Room

Indexed object names
indexingan inputinputindexing[ ] reserved symbolreserved words and symbolsAn object name can refer to a particular occurrence of a data object. The index of the 

occurrence appears in square brackets immediately after its name. For example, the object 

name of the third Note would be:

Note[3] 

LAST reserved wordreserved words and symbolsLASTThe index between the square brackets can be an integer or the reserved word, "LAST" (a 

special index value that refers to the last data object of a particular series). The index 

cannot be another object name. To use a variable index, use the CHOOSE function.

LAST is interpreted in the context in which it is used.

Using LAST in a map rule to reference an input
In a map rule, when referencing an input, LAST refers to the very last occurrence of that 

input. For example, the last Note of the input Report would have the name:

Note[LAST]:Report 
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In this context, all of the input has been validated before map rules are evaluated.

Using LAST in a component rule
In a component rule, LAST refers to the last occurrence found. For example, in the rule:

PO# Field:Order = PO# Field:Order[LAST]

LAST refers to previous occurrence of Order because when this rule is evaluated, the last 

known Order is the last one found.

Using LAST in a map rule to reference an output
In a map rule, when referencing an output, LAST refers to the last built occurrence of that 

object. For example, using the same expression:

PO# Field:Order = PO# Field:Order[LAST] 

LAST refers to the previous occurrence of Order because, when this rule is evaluated, the 

last known Order is the last one built.

LAST is a reserved word and is not case sensitive.

Component paths separated by a colon
componentin an expression reserved symbolreserved words and symbolscomponentin a component listcolonin a component pathA component in the component list of another object is always referenced by a colon (:). 

The local type name of the nested component precedes the colon. The name of the object 

that contains the component follows the colon. For example, the Line Item component of 

PO would have this name:

Line Item:PO

The Last Name component of Client, which is in turn a component of Account, would have 

this name:

Last Name:Client:Account
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Component paths separated by IN
INin component pathTo reference all occurrences of an object contained in another object, use the keyword IN.

For this example, ShipSchedules appears as a component of different components within 

OrderAck.

The object name for all occurrences of ShipSchedules within ORD_ADR_OUT_WD Record is:

ShipSchedules IN ORD_ADR_OUT_WD Record:OrderAck

When IN is used, the contained object name must refer to the same type. In the example, 

the ShipSchedules component of ORD_ADR_OUT_WD Record and the ShipSchedules

component of OrderLine Structure must be of the same type.

In the map designer, you can refer to all occurrences of an object contained in a card object. 

The object name for all occurrences of ShipSchedules within OrderAck is:

ShipSchedules IN OrderAck

Referring to all occurrences with IN COMPONENT
In the schema designer, you can refer to all occurrences of an object contained in a 

component list. To refer to all components in a component list, up to a given component, 

the word COMPONENT is used.

For example, the rule on the component Conclusion Topic needs to count all of the valid 

Topics up to, and including, Conclusion Topic.

The IN COMPONENT expression can be used:

#Topic Field:$ = COUNT (Topic IN COMPONENT) 

The above component rule works only if Topic is partitioned.

Comment object name
comment nameA comment name can be either an in-comment name or an @-comment name.

An in-comment name references all comment objects within a specified object. An in-

comment name is specified as a component-path, a space, the reserved word IN, followed 
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by another space, followed by the component path of the component on which the floating 

component type is defined. For example, given the data structure shown below, to reference 

all INPUT Parameters for a particular Input, regardless of whether they followed Method 

OpenFile or Method GetEntry, the object name would be INPUT Parameters IN Input.

floating component typein an expression@ reserved symbolreserved words and symbols@An @-comment name references all comment objects that follow immediately after a 

specified object. An @-comment name is specified as the component path of the comment, 

followed by the reserved symbol "@", followed by the component path of the component 

that follows the comment. For example, to reference only the INPUT Parameters that follow 

immediately after the Method OpenFile (and before Method GetEntry), the object name 

would be INPUT Parameters @ Method OpenFile:Input.

Shorthand notation
shorthand notationexpressionsshorthand notation inIn a rule, a dollar sign ($) can be used to refer to the object to the left of the rule cell. In the 

schema designer, the $ sign refers to the object you are qualifying. In the map designer, the 

$ refers to the object to which the rule evaluates.

In certain cases, you can also use a period between colons to shorten the reference to a 

data object name. The Use Ellipses command can be used to automatically shorten data 

object names you drag into rule expressions.

Using the dollar sign ($)
reserved words and symbols$$in a component ruleThe dollar sign can be used to refer to the object to the left of a rule cell.

For example, the component rule below applies to the component RunRule.

The RunRule in the rule can be replaced by $. You can remember it this way: a dollar sign 

always means “whatever component appears to the left of the rule”.

Here is an example of a map designer rule that uses the dollar sign:

Order:Invoice = MapMyOrder ( Order:PO , Index ( $ ) )

In this example, each time this rule is evaluated, the index of the Order:Invoice being built is 

the object referred to by the $.
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Using ellipses
shorthand notationin a map rulereserved words and symbolsA single period can be used, like ellipses, in place of object names, as long as that object 

name can be interpreted as a unique object.

For example, if you have the following object name:

City Field:BillTo Customer:Account:File

you can replace it with

City Field:.:File

If file also contains another City Field, such as

City Field:ShipTo Customer:Account:File 

and you use the Use Ellipses option, the system returns

City Field:BillTo Customer:.:File 

Evaluating expressions
expressionsbound objects inexpressionsevaluatingevaluationof expressionsevaluationof component rulesExpressions are evaluated based on the context in which data object names, literals, 

operators, function names and map names appear in the expression, and the data on which 

it operates. A component rule always evaluates once for each occurrence of a component. 

A map rule can evaluate many times.

evaluationof map rulesWhen a map rule evaluates, the map designer selects an evaluation set of values and then 

evaluates the rule. Then it selects another evaluation set of values, if there is one, and 

evaluates the rule again. This continues until all the different evaluation sets have been 

used.

The same number of evaluations is always produced, but output objects can be ordered 

differently, depending on how you define your map.

For a selected evaluation set, a particular instance of a rule is evaluated using parentheses, 

operator precedence rules, and left-to-right precedence rules to get one result.
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Card order can influence the order of evaluation sets
evaluationof map rulesinfluence of card orderWhen an evaluation set is selected, card object names are ordered by their position in the 

map: card 1 before card 2, and so on. The card order for a map can affect the order of 

output results.

For example, suppose you want to evaluate the following map rule.

NumberSet ( s ) = B:Card2 + A:Card1 

In this example, an evaluation set for this rule consists of one value for B and one value for 

A. One evaluation set produces one NumberSet.

As an example, here there are three As and three Bs in the data:

A Values B Values

1 3

2 2

3 1

There are nine evaluation sets. The order of the cards might affect the order of the 

evaluation sets.

If Card 1 is the first card, you get the following results:

Evaluation # A B Result

1 1 3 4

2 2 3 5

3 3 3 6

4 1 2 3

5 2 2 4

6 3 2 5

7 1 1 2
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Evaluation # A B Result

8 2 1 3

9 3 1 4

If Card 2 is the first card, you get the following results:

Evaluation # B A Result

1 3 1 4

2 2 1 3

3 1 1 2

4 3 2 5

5 2 2 4

6 1 2 3

7 3 3 6

8 2 3 5

9 1 3 4

If both A and B are contained in the same card object, evaluation sets are selected based on 

the order A and B appear in the rule. Leftmost objects are selected first. If you change the 

rule to this:

NumberSet ( s ) = B:Card2 + A:Card2

the same results are produced as when card 2 is the first card.

Functions influence the number of evaluation sets
evaluationof map rulesinfluence of functionsFor this example, you have the following rule:

NumberSet ( s ) = A:Card1 + SUM ( B:Card1 )

Using the same values for A and B, there are only three evaluation sets as shown.
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NumberSet[1] = 7

A Values B Values

1 3

2 2

3 1

NumberSet[2] = 8

A Values B Values

1 3

2 2

3 1

NumberSet[3] = 9

A Values B Values

1 3

2 2

3 1

If your rule looks like:

NumberSet ( s ) = SUM ( A:Card1 ) + SUM ( B:Card1 )

there is one evaluation set: NumberSet[1] = 12

A Values B Values

1 3

2 2

3 1

If you have the following rule:
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NumberSet ( s ) = A:Card1 + EXTRACT ( B:Card2 , B:Card2 != 2 )

the order of the operands does not affect the order of evaluation set selected. This 

is because an A is selected, then the EXTRACT is evaluated, then evaluation sets are 

determined for that A and a given EXTRACT result. When all EXTRACT results are used, the 

next A is selected, and so on.

Given the same data, this time you get the following results:

Evaluation # A B Extract Values Result

1 1 3 4

2 1 1 2

3 2 3 5

4 2 1 3

5 3 3 6

6 3 1 4

As another example, the following map rule applies to the output Status(s):

= IF ( Quantity:Order Record:Order > 10 & 

OR ( Store:Order Record:Order = "A" ) , 

      "Accept" , "Reject" )

The first argument of the IF function is an expression. One evaluation set of this expression 

requires:

• the Order

• one Order Record

• one Quantity of the selected Order Record

• all the Stores of the selected Order Record

The IF function evaluates once for each Quantity of each Order Record. Other than the first 

argument of the IF function, nothing else in the map rule affects the number of times the 
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map rule will be evaluated. So, if there are 1000 Quantity data objects contained in Order, 

this map rule will evaluate 1000 times.

Object names influence the number of evaluation sets
evaluationof map rulesinfluence of object namesbound objectsin an expressionIn some expressions, the same data object name might appear more than once. The same 

data object name always refers to the same data object. The same data object name 

influences the combinations of evaluation sets that are selected. For example:

BackOrder(s) = Qty Ordered:Record:Order - Qty Received:Record:Order

When a BackOrder evaluation set is selected, the Record that contains Qty Ordered is 

always the same Record that contains Qty Received. And an Order is always the same one 

for one evaluation set. When the same object name is used more than once in the same 

expression, both references bind to the same object.

If there is always one Qty Ordered per Record and one Qty Received per Record, the 

following would be sample data:

Record # Qty Ordered Qty Received

1 5 4

2 4 4

3 6 2

This would produce three Back Orders, one for each Record.

You can coordinate nested data objects easily by the way an object name is used.

Using object names to coordinate evaluation sets
In the following example, common object names are used to coordinate Qty and UnitPrice

so they do not get mixed up across different Records:

Extension = SUM ( Qty:Detail Record:Order * UnitPrice:Detail Record:Order ) 
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This rule has only one evaluation set because the SUM consumes all the objects referenced 

in the rule.

Using IN to decouple object name coordination
Suppose you have a situation in which you do not want to coordinate common objects. You 

might, for example, want to count different objects contained in the same object, as in:

Summary = COUNTabs ( Header:Order:Message ) + COUNTabs ( Line 

 Item:Order:Message )

If there are multiple Orders in your data, the Summary would not be evaluated correctly. This 

rule would only count the Headers of the first Order and add it to the count of all Line Items 

of the first Order. To count all the Headers and all the Line Items in all the Orders, use IN:

Summary = COUNTabs ( Header IN Message) + COUNTabs ( Line Item IN Message ) 

Using IN to decouple different partitions in the same rule
INreserved wordIf data objects in an expression are different partitions of the same type, the expression 

might evaluate to "none".

For example:

MyMap ( Good<>Design , Best<>Design ) 

Good and Best are partitions of the same type, Design. A given Design could never be 

both a Good<>Design and a Best<>Design; therefore, the second argument of MyMap, 

Best<>Design, evaluates to "none".

To reference both the Good and Best partitions, use IN:

MyMap ( Good IN Design , Best IN Design ) 
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Operators

operatorsin expressionsexpressionsoperators inOperators are used for arithmetic functions and text functions on items. If an operator 

requires two operands, the operator symbol appears between them. For example, in the 

expression a + b, the operator symbol "+" appears between the operands a and b.

Operators are reserved symbols that cannot be used in type names.

Arithmetic operators

operatorsarithmeticarithmetic operators

Operator

Description

+

addition

-

subtraction

*

multiplication

/

division

Text operators

Operator

Description

+

concatenation
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Logical operators

operatorslogicallogical operatorsLogical operators are used in expressions that evaluate to "true" or "false".

Operator

Description

^

exclusive or

&

and

|

or

!

not

=

equals

Comparison operators

operatorscomparisoncomparison operators

Operator

Description

=

equal to

>

greater than

<

less than
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>=

greater than or equal to

<=

less than or equal to

!=

not equal to

NOT=

alternative for not equal to

The results of comparison operators are based on the native collating sequence of the 

machine used to run the map.

Order of operator evaluation

operatorsorder of evaluationUse parentheses to group operations. Expressions within parentheses are evaluated before 

performing other operations. For example:

(UnitPrice - Discount) * Tax 

The expression UnitPrice - Discount is evaluated before the rest of the expression.

Some operators are evaluated before others according to standard rules of precedence. 

Operators are evaluated in the following order:

Precedence Operators Description

first ( ) Operations within parentheses

second + and - unary plus and minus

The sign indicates a positive or 

negative expression, for example:

- quantity*rate

third =, <, >, <=, >=, != comparative operators
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Precedence Operators Description

fourth ^ logical operator "exclusive or"

fifth & logical operator "and"

sixth | logical operator "or"

seventh * and / multiplication and division

eighth + and - addition and subtraction

Operators of equal precedence are evaluated left to right.

Operands

operandsevaluation ofevaluationof operandsOperands are the arguments for an operator. For example, in the expression a + b, the + is 

the operator symbol, and a and b are the operands.

An operand can be any of the following types:

• a literal

• a data object name

• a function

• another operator

Using functions in expressions
evaluationof functionsfunctionsevaluation ofFunctions perform a particular action on its input arguments. A function is written like this:

FUNCTION (argument1, argument2, ... argumentn) 

The arguments of the function appear inside the parentheses, separated by commas. A 

function might require a fixed number of arguments or might allow a varying number of 

arguments. You can use functions anywhere in an expression.
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Function arguments
functionsargumentsargumentsof a functionInput arguments themselves can be expressions. Some functions limit the type of 

expression that can be used as an input argument. The syntax specification tells you the 

number of data objects that can be used for one function evaluation.

There is always one output argument for a function. The specification of the output 

argument tells you: 1) the type of the result produced by a function and 2) the number of 

objects that can be produced when the function evaluates once.

You need to know the type of the output argument because functions can be used as other 

arguments. The result of a function can also be used to directly produce an output data 

object contained in an output destination.

When the map designer analyzes the interfaces of expressions in rules during the build 

process, it ensures that the output argument of a function matches the input argument it 

is used for. The analysis also checks the type of the output argument when that function is 

used to directly produce an output data object.

The output argument of a function specifies the result that the function produces for one 

evaluation. For example, one evaluation of the ABS function produces one positive number. 

One function evaluation might produce multiple outputs. If it does, the expression that 

contains that function might produce multiple evaluation sets.

Input arguments
The input arguments for a function specify the information the function uses to return a 

result. Some functions require an exact number of input arguments. For other functions, 

the number of input arguments can vary. Optional arguments for a function are shown in 

brackets [ ].

To correctly use a function, you must use the correct arguments in the correct order.

Each argument can, itself, be an expression. In general, an input argument might be any of 

the following:

• an object name

• a literal
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• a function-name and its arguments

• an operator and its arguments

• an enumerated series of literals, such as {a, b, c}

• a map name and its arguments

For example, some valid expressions that use the ABS function are:

ABS ( Quantity:LineItem ) 

ABS ( UNIQUE ( Quantity:LineItem ) 

ABS ( Quantity:LineItem - 300 ) 

Each function has its own expression syntax for its input arguments. For example, the ABS

function cannot use a map as an argument. See Syntax of a Function (on page 421) for 

notation used to specify valid expression syntax.

Nested input arguments
When a function, operator, or map is used as an input argument, each of these has 

arguments of its own. Arguments of other arguments are said to be nested. For example, in 

the use of the ABS function, you can use a function as an argument:

ABS ( UNIQUE ( Quantity:LineItem ) ) 

The output of the UNIQUE function becomes the input argument to the ABS function.

Output arguments
The output argument of a function indicates the type of object the function produces and 

the number of objects a function can produce. An output argument is specified as one of 

the following object types or values:

• A single data object of a type

• A series of data objects of the same type

• "True" or "False"

If the output of a function is a series, that function can be used only in a map rule in 

the map designer. It cannot be used in a component rule in the schema designer. For 
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example, you cannot use the CLONE, EXTRACT, REJECT, SORTDOWN, SORTUP or 

UNIQUE functions in the schema designer.

Function arguments and evaluation
When a function is evaluated, the number of argument objects used for one evaluation 

depends on the function. In the specification of the syntax for a function, the number of 

input objects that can be used for each argument for one function evaluation is expressed 

as "single" or "series".

Some functions use a single object as the value of an argument for one evaluation. For 

example, the ABS function uses a single object as the value of its argument for one 

evaluation.

ABS ( Quantity:LineItem )

When a single object is used for one evaluation, the function itself can evaluate many times 

if there is more than one data object that fits the argument definition. For example, if there 

were ten Quantity:LineItem data objects, the ABS function could evaluate ten times.

Some functions use an entire series of objects as the value of an argument for one 

evaluation. For example, the COUNT function uses an entire series of data objects as the 

value of its argument for one evaluation.

COUNT ( LineItem:PO )

When a series of data objects is used for one evaluation, the function evaluates just once 

when there is more than one data object that fits the argument definition. For example, if 

there are ten LineItem:PO data objects, the COUNT function would evaluate only once.

Some functions use an entire series as input and produce a series as output. For example, 

the evaluation set for the EXTRACT function produces a series from an input series. When a 

function produces a series, each output can be selected for different evaluation sets of the 

expression that contains that function.

Consider the following expression:

Line Item(s) = EXTRACT ( Line Item:Order, Qty:Line Item:Order > 1000 ) 
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Each Line Item that fits the specified criteria produces a Line Item of Order. In this example, 

the map rule is evaluated many times, once for each Line Item produced by the EXTRACT 

function.

When functions are part of other expressions, the number of evaluation sets for that 

function depends on the object names used in the entire expression. For example:

Debit ( s ) = ABS ( Debit:Account:Input )

There might be many evaluation sets for the above expression. The ABS function might be 

evaluated many times, once for each Debit of each Account of Input. However, if the ABS 

function is part of a more complex expression, common objects of the expression might 

determine the number of ABS evaluations.

Expressions that evaluate to NONE
NONE reserved wordThe following discussion explains how the map designer evaluates an expression when 

expressions within it evaluate to "none".

When an operand evaluates to NONE
NONE reserved wordwhen an operand evaluates toThe following table explains how an operator expression evaluates when an operand 

evaluates to none.

The symbol A represents one operand of the expression and B represents the other 

operand. The symbol != means “not equal to”.

Operator Expression Condition Evaluates to:

A / B A = NONE B = NONE NONE

A*B A = NONE B = NONE NONE

A / B A != NONE B = NONE 0

A*B A != NONE B = NONE 0

A + B A = NONE B = NONE NONE

A - B A = NONE B = NONE NONE
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Operator Expression Condition Evaluates to:

A + B A = NONE B != NONE B

A - B A = NONE B != NONE -B

A + B A != NONE B = NONE A

A - B A != NONE B = NONE A

A > B A = NONE B = NONE FALSE

A < B A = NONE B = NONE FALSE

A = B A = NONE B = NONE TRUE

A > B A = NONE B != NONE FALSE

A < B A = NONE B != NONE TRUE

A = B A = NONE B != NONE FALSE

A > B A != NONE B = NONE TRUE

A < B A != NONE B = NONE FALSE

A = B A != NONE B = NONE FALSE

For example, in this operator expression:

Total = #Guests + 1 

if #Guests evaluates to "none", the value for Total will be 1.

When an input argument of a function evaluates to NONE
NONE reserved wordwhen an input argument of a function evaluates toIf any input argument of a function evaluates to "none", the function might not evaluate to 

"none". For example, ABS (NONE)=NONE, but COUNT (NONE)=0.

When an input argument of a functional map evaluates to NONE
NONE reserved wordwhen an input argument of a functional map evaluates toIf any argument of a functional map evaluates to "none", the functional map will not be 

evaluated for that evaluation set.
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For example:

MakeForm ( EntryForm:Input , GroupInfo:Input ) 

Where the object GroupInfo is optional; it has a component range of (0:3). If there are no 

occurrences of GroupInfo in the Input data object, the map MakeForm will not be evaluated 

at all.

Here is another example:

OrderMap ( OrderRecord:Order:Input , SummaryRecord:Order:Input ) 

If SummaryRecord has a component range of (0:1) and it is missing in a particular Order. 

The map OrderMap will not be evaluated for that Order.

If you want OrderMap to be evaluated even when SummaryRecord is missing, use the entire 

Order as an input argument, rather than SummaryRecord. This will ensure that OrderMap

will be evaluated, even if SummaryRecord is missing. Then, in the map OrderMap, you can 

still map from SummaryRecord.

The rule you should use is this:

OrderMap ( OrderRecord:Order:Input , Order:Input ) 

When an input of an executable map evaluates to NONE
The evaluation of a map referenced in an expression differs from the evaluation of that map 

when it is executed as a functional map and the evaluation of a function because of how the 

NONE is treated.

The evaluation of a map used as a function is different from the evaluation of that map 

when it is run as an executable map. When a map is run as an executable, if any input 

card data object has no content, the map will still run. This is not true when that map is 

referenced as a function. If any input argument of a functional map evaluates to "none", the 

map will not evaluate.
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Impact of track setting on order of output
This property setting determines whether objects are tracked according to content or 

according to their position within a series. This setting will determine the sequence in which 

those objects are evaluated when referenced.

For example, assume that RunsByInning is a component of BallGame. BallGame is defined 

as an explicit format, delimited (by a colon) group. The data for BallGame is as follows:

2::1:1::1::3

• Track Content. If BallGame has a Track setting of Content, all instances of 

RunsByInning with content will be mapped before any empty instances. So, if BallGame

was mapped to itself, the output would be:

2:1:1:1:3 

• Track Places. If BallGame has a Track setting of Places, instances of RunsByInning

will be mapped in the sequence in which they occur, including those instances that are 

empty. So, if BallGame was mapped to itself, the output would match the input.

2::1:1::1::3 

Track Places will only have an impact on the sequence of the output when both the 

input group object and output group object are defined as Track Places.

However, Track Places will have an impact in situations in which an input defined with Track 

Places is referenced by index. For instance, in the above example,

• If RunsByInning was defined as Track Places, RunsByInning[2]:BallGame would have a 

value of 2 because the value in the second "place" in BallGame is a 2.

• On the other hand, if RunsByInning was defined as Track Content, 

RunsByInning[2]:BallGame would have a value of 1 because the second instance of 

BallGame with content has a value of 1.

Evaluated expressions assigned to output items
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NONE assigned to an output number
NONE reserved wordassigned to an output numberWhen an output item is defined as a number, its value is determined from the result of the 

evaluated expression that is then converted to its output form as follows:

Output is specified as: Evaluated value Output value

Required 0 0

Required NONE 0

Optional 0 0

Optional NONE NONE

Automatic item format conversions
output itemsconversion ofFunctionused to convert output item valueWhen an item is assigned an output value, the map designer will automatically convert 

an item with the same interpretation (either number, text, date, or time) from one 

presentation to another. For example, if you want to map an item that is a number and 

whose presentation is integer to an item that is also a number but whose presentation is 

decimal, the map designer will automatically convert it.

The map designer fills in missing information in date and time conversions in the following 

way:

• Dates with a year, but no century. The century will be determined using the 

CenturyDerivation map setting.

• Missing part of an output date format. If a portion of the format of an output date 

cannot be derived from the input date, the missing part will have pound characters (#) 

in its place. For example, if 09/98 is the date for an input with a format string of MM/

YY and that date was mapped to an output date with a format of MM/DD/YY, the output 

date would be built as 09/##/98.

• Missing part of an output time format. If a portion of the format of an output time 

cannot be derived from the input time, the missing part will have zeroes (0) in its place. 

For example, if 12:14 is the data for an input with a format string of HH12:MM and that 
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time was mapped to an output time with a format of HH:MM:SS, the output date would 

be built as 12:14:00.

To convert a number to text, a date or time, or vice versa, you must use a function 

to perform the conversion. For example, to convert a date to text, use the function 

DATETOTEXT.

Numeric precision
All numbers in the input and numeric literals in map rules are converted to multiple 

precision and converted to the format required at output time.

• If the multiple precision number does not overflow but does not fit into the maximum 

size of a numeric item, that item is filled with the number sign character (#) up to its 

maximum size.

• An arithmetic overflow is recognized when an arithmetic expression includes:

◦ Divide by zero

◦ A multiple precision number greater than 1.0E254

Arithmetic overflow is designated in the output object with up to a maximum of ten number 

sign (#) characters.

Generating line numbers in test data
You can generate index line numbers for the CSV or excel format test data.

• If you want line numbers in the text output, apply =TEXT(COUNTER)

• If you want line numbers in the numeral output, apply, = COUNTER

Using functions
A function is an expression that generates an output by performing a certain operation on 

one or more inputs. Most functions can be used in both component rules and map rules. 

Those that produce a series can only be used in map rules.
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Functions in a component rule
For example, the object TotalQty in your data is the sum of all the Qty objects in your data; in 

a component rule for TotalQty, you can use the SUM function to verify this relationship.

Functions in a map rule
Suppose you want to map your data differently according to the presence of a certain input 

data object. In your map rule, to check the presence of the data object, use the function 

PRESENT. To create the output according to whether the input data was present, use the 

function IF. Examples of the IF function can be found in "Logical Functions" (on page 

563). Examples of the PRESENT function can be found in "Inspection Functions" (on page 

546).

Syntax of a function
The following is an example of a function:

FUNCTION ( argument1, argument2, ... argumentn ) 

When you use a function, substitute the name of a specific function for FUNCTION and 

substitute a specific expression for each input argument. Each input argument is separated 

by a comma and the set of arguments is surrounded by parentheses.

Function argument syntax
Arguments typically have some restrictions on the expression used for that argument. For 

example, the input argument to the INDEX function can only be an object name. Depending 

on the function, one or many data objects can be used for an input argument for one 

function evaluation.

For each function listed in this documentation, the input argument has a syntax definition 

that indicates:

• the number of objects that can be used for each argument for one function evaluation, 

expressed as either single or series
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followed by

• the type of expression that can be used for each argument.

For the output argument, the syntax specification is similar to the input argument syntax, 

except that the output is always used as a specific type of object, not an expression.

For example, single-item-expression means one evaluation operates on a single item 

that can be defined as an item expression. Series-item-expression means one evaluation 

operates on one or more input argument items that can be defined as an item expression.

In this documentation, the terms listed in the following table are used to describe the syntax 

of function arguments.

Term

Explanation

general-expression

Any valid combination of object names, literals, operators, function names, 

and map names.

condition-expression

Any valid combinations of object names, literals, conditional operators, and 

functions whose output arguments are specified as true or false.

item-expression

Any valid combination of object names, literals, operators, and functions 

whose output argument is specified as an item.

If an item must be interpreted as a date, time, or number, the item is 

referenced by its interpretation. For example, if an item-expression must be 

text, it is specified as text-expression.

object-expression

An object name or a series producing function.

If an object expression is further limited to be an item, it is specified as item-

object-expression.
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object-name

The name of a data object, as defined in Data Object Names (on page 394). 

If an object name is further limited, it is specified as a prefix. For example, 

simple-object-name refers to a simple type name.

...

Indicates that the function can take on any number of additional similar 

arguments.

[ ]

Indicates that the argument is optional.

{ literal , literal ...}

An enumerated series of literals.

The syntax specification shows each input argument, using terms as described in the 

previous table, preceded by the word single or series. For example:

Syntax:

ALL ( series-condition-expression )

The arguments are defined using a name that describes its use by the function. A simple 

example is:

Meaning:

DATETONUMBER ( date_to_convert )

Function names are shown in uppercase letters in this documentation. However, function 

names are not case sensitive.

There is also a description of what each function returns.

Returns:

A single integer
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Functions that convert character-set encoding to the native code 
page

Functions that use the EXIT architecture convert data to the native character set of the 

platform as part of the function call. These functions use the EXIT architecture:

• DBLOOKUP

• DBQUERY

• DDEQUERY

• EXIT

• JEXIT

• GET

• PUT

• RUN

• XQUERY

• XSLT

• MATHLIB functions

• XMLLIB functions (except XPATH and XPATHEX)

• RESOURCELIB functions

• Customer-developed functions that use the EXIT architecture

Maps that use these functions must take the data conversion into account. For example, a 

map that uses the EXIT architecture converts non-EBCDIC data to EBCDIC when the map 

runs on a z/OS® platform. To prevent the data conversion, the map must use a function like:

CTEXT(object, "Native")

If the function returns the data from the z/OS platform to another platform, the map must 

specify that the data to return is non-EBCIDIC by using a function like:

CTEXT(object, "data language")

General functions
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ASFUNCTION
When you run a functional map with the ASFUNCTION function, the output of the functional 

map returns to the map rule that invoked the functional map. The invoking rule can work 

with the output from the functional map. The type of the output card must be an item.

Without ASFUNCTION, a functional map writes to the output card before the rest of the 

invoking rule is evaluated.

If ASFUNCTION runs a functional map that calls a second functional map, the output of 

the second map also returns to the map rule, as if the second map had been invoked by 

ASFUNCTION. If the output of each map is a number and the outputs are concatenated, 

ASFUNCTION adds the numbers instead of concatenating them.

Syntax:

ASFUNCTION ( general-expression)

Meaning:

ASFUNCTION (FunctionalMapName ( argument-1 , argument-2 , ... argument-

n ))

Returns:

item

Example 1
Rule:

Output_name = FMAP1 (rule) +  " and " + Fmap2 (rule) + "."

Result:

Output_of_FMap1Output_of_FMap2 and .

Rule:

Output_name = ASFUNCTION(FMAP1 (rule)) +  " and " + Fmap2 (rule) + "."

Result:
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Output_of_FMap1 and Output_of_FMap2.

Example 2
Rule:

Output_name = IF (FMap1 (rule) = "abc", "equal", "not equal")

Result:

• If FMap1 produces abc:

abcnot equal

• If FMap1 produces def:

defnot equal

Rule:

Output_name = ASFUNCTION(IF (FMap1 (rule) = "abc", "equal", "not equal"))

Result:

• If FMap1 produces abc:

equal

• If FMap1 produces def:

not equal

Example 3
Rule:

Output_name = ASFUNCTION(FMAP1(rule1)) + FMAP2(rule2)

Result:

• If FMAP1 produces 1 and FMAP2 produces 2:
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3

• If FMAP1 produces A and FMAP2 produces B:

AB

CLONE
The CLONE function creates a specified number of copies of some object.

CLONE functionThis function can be useful when the number of output objects to be built depends on a 

data value, rather than the number of objects that exist in the data.

Syntax:

CLONE (single-object-name , single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

CLONE (object_to_copy , number_of_copies)

Returns:

A series-object

The CLONE function returns a series of the object specified by object_to_copy. The output 

series consists of as many copies of the object as specified by number_of_copies. The 

value of each member of the resulting output series is the same as object_to_copy.

Examples

• LineItem Segment (s) = LotsOf ( CLONE ( Detail Row , Quantity:Detail Row ) )

In this example, the input contains an object named Detail Row that has a Quantity item 

component. You want to create multiple Line Item Segments for every Detail Row in 

your input based on the value of Quantity. So, if Quantity has the value 5, you want to 

build five Line Item Segments for that Detail Row.

DEFAULT
The DEFAULT function allows a predefined value to be introduced into an expression.
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DEFAULT functionDEFAULT, which is typically used with the EITHER function, returns the value assigned as the 

default value when the type was defined.

Syntax:

DEFAULT(single-type-expression)

Meaning:

DEFAULT(type_whose_defined_default_value_is_desired)

Returns:

A single-object

Examples

• DEFAULT(ZipCode)

In this example, the defined default value for ZipCode is returned. When used with 

EITHER, DEFAULT might appear like this:

EITHER( ZipCode,DEFAULT( ZipCode))

If the first argument evaluates to a value other than "none", that value is used. If the first 

argument evaluates to "none", the default value for ZipCode is used.

ECHOIN
The ECHOIN function returns a command (or property) to be used in a RUN function 

argument.

ECHOIN function

Syntax:

ECHOIN (single-integer-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

ECHOIN (card#, item_or_group_interpreted_as_text)

Returns:

A single object
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Examples

Before ECHOIN was introduced, the RUN function was used in this way:

RUN ("Mymap", "-IE1S"+NUMBERTOTEXT (SIZE(Data))+ " " + TEXT(Data)))

You can use ECHOIN with RUN, similar to the following example:

RUN ("Mymap", ECHOIN(1,(Data)))

Related functions

HANDLEIN

HANDLEIN
The HANDLEIN function returns a command (or property) to be used in a RUN function 

argument.

HANDLEIN functionYou can use the HANDLEIN function when deriving large amounts of data from a parent 

map for use in a RUN map. The HANDLEIN function works by using the same instance of 

the parent map's data set in the RUN map, instead of duplicating it as the ECHOIN function 

does.

The result of the HANDLEIN function is a text object that defines the characteristics of the 

data to be used. This includes an internal handle, offset, and length of the data. The result of 

this can be seen in an execution audit log:

<ExecutionSummary MapStatus="Valid" mapreturn="0" ElapsedSec="0.1803" 

BurstRestartCount="0"> 

   <Message>Map completed successfully</Message> 

   <CommandLine>install_dir\sdq20.mmc -IH1 4:512:1024 -ae</CommandLine> 

   <ObjectsFound>85</ObjectsFound> 

   <ObjectsBuilt>23</ObjectsBuilt> 

<SourceReport   card="1"   adapter="Handle"   bytes="1024"  

 adapterreturn="0"> 

   <Message>Success</Message> 

   <Settings>4:512:1024</Settings> 
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   <TimeStamp>05:06:07 January 27, 2004</TimeStamp> 

</SourceReport> 

You cannot use a GETANDSET function against an input that is passed using HANDLEIN.

Syntax:

HANDLEIN (single-integer-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

HANDLEIN (card_to_override, data_object)

Returns:

A character text item

When the HANDLEIN function returns a character text item, the string is prefixed with: IHx, 

where x is the first parameter.

String format:

-IHx <internal-handle>.<offset>.<length>

Example:

-IH1 4.4096.512

A single-integer-expression is the number item that specifies the card number to override. A 

single-text-expression specifies the data object to use for the override.

In a RUN map rule, you can override a source card with a handle of a current map's card by 

specifying the card to override and the object to override it with.

Examples

In the following rule, the data is object c:b:a for input card 2 of the RUN map:

HANDLEIN(2, c:b:a)

The second parameter can be more complex if needed. For example,

HANDLEIN(2, SUBSTITUE(c:b:a, "a", "A"))

Any data in object c:b:a that contains a lowercase "a" would change it to an uppercase "A" 

for the call to the RUN map. In cases such as this, where the data cannot be expressed 
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contiguously within the original card or cards, a scratch file is used to hold the expression 

and the calling map's handle is that of the scratch file.

There is no correlation between the handle returned in the output of HANDLEIN and the 

actual card number of the second parameter.

Related functions

Generally, the ECHOIN function is used to return a command or property to be used in a RUN

function argument. However, for large amounts of data, using the HANDLEIN function can 

be more efficient.

For best results, use the ECHOIN function for small quantities of data, such as less than 

100K, and the HANDLEIN function for larger quantities of data of more than 100K.

PARSE
The PARSE function analyzes a data object and validates it against the metadata of a 

component type. The resulting data structure is available to the calling map for further 

processing.

The input to the PARSE function is any data that can be processed as a text blob, for 

example, the result of a functional map invocation, a GET function, or a RUN map.

Syntax

PARSE (general_expression)

Meaning

PARSE (data_to_parse)

Returns

A mapped data object in a work file

Examples

The data structure that results from the PARSE function is available to the calling map. 

When you use a RUN map to parse data, the resulting data structure is available to the RUN
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map rather than to the calling map. By using the PARSE function instead of the RUN map 

implementation, you have fewer maps to configure and maintain.

The following examples:

1. Receive an input document from the SPE adapter

2. Extract the data objects from the document envelope

3. Return a response

Example 1: RUN map implementation

In this example, the DEENVELOPE map calls the RUN map named DUMPRESPONSE to 

extract the data from the document.

The DUMPRESPONSE map has two input cards:

• SpeResponse (Response global XSD)

• Test Root (text root)

The output card of the DUMPRESPONSE map has the following rule:

=WriteDocument(Document:sequence:Documents:sequence:SpeResponse, 

TestRoot; 

TEXT(INDEX(Document:sequence:Documents:sequence:SpeResponse))) + "<NL>"

The DEENVELOPE map has two input cards:

• DataIn (text root)

• Test Root (text root)

The DEENVELOPE map has two output cards:

• DOCOUTPUT:

= RUN ("DumpResponse", ECHOIN( 1 , Deenvelope ) + ECHOIN( 2 , 

 TestRoot ) + " -OE1" )

• DEENVELOPE:
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=VALID(GET("SPE", "-DURL jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/spe2 

-DBUSER derbyuser -DBPSWD derbypw 

-DBDRIVER org.apache.derby.jdbc.ClientDriver -DENV", DataIn), 

FAIL ("SPE Deenvelope failed: " + LASTERRORMSG() )) 

/* 

=VALID(GET("SPE", "-DURL jdbc:db2://bobdb9.bcr.ibm.com:50000/spetest  

-DBDRIVER com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver  -DBUSER spetest  -DBPSWD Seer5r12 

  

-DENV  -T ", DataIn), 

FAIL ("SPE Deenvelope failed: " + LASTERRORMSG() )) 

*/ 

/* 

=VALID(GET("SPE", "-DURL jdbc:db2://localhost:60000/SPETEST 

-DBDRIVER  com.ibm.db2.jcc.DB2Driver -DBUSER fred -DBPSWD org13asd  

-DENV -T ", DataIn), 

FAIL ("SPE Deenvelope failed: " + LASTERRORMSG() )) 

*/

Example 2: PARSE function implementation

In this example, a single map uses the PARSE function to perform the processing of the two 

maps in Example 1.

The DEENVELOPE_PARSE map has two input cards:

• DataIn (text root)

• Test Root (text root)

The DEENVELOPE_PARSE map has two output cards:

• RESPONSEINFO:
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= WriteDocument( Document:sequence:Documents:sequence:SpeResponse, 

TestRoot, 

TEXT( INDEX( Document:sequence:Documents:sequence:SpeResponse ) ) ) + 

 "<NL>" 

= "Response - Status: " + Status:sequence:SpeResponse + ", 

Advanced status: " + AdvancedStatus:sequence:SpeResponse + "<NL>"

• SPERESPONSE (Response Global XSD):

=PARSE( VALID(GET("SPE", "-DURL jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/spe2 

-DBUSER derbyuser -DBPSWD derbypw 

-DBDRIVER org.apache.derby.jdbc.ClientDriver -DENV", DataIn), 

FAIL ("SPE Deenvelope failed: " + LASTERRORMSG() )) ) 

REFORMAT
The REFORMAT function returns a type object that results from replacing the syntax of the 

input type with the syntax of the output type.

REFORMAT function

The initiator and terminator of the output type are built. The content result rules are 

determined based on the Input type and the Output type. Groups and Items can be used 

with REFORMAT.

REFORMAT cannot be used as an argument to a function, operator, or functional map.

Syntax:

REFORMAT (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

REFORMAT (type-to-convert)

Returns:

A type object
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REFORMAT returns a type object whose content matches the input type object, but whose 

syntax matches the output type object. The following table details the expected results 

based on the input and output.

Input Type Output Type Result

Group Group The content for each output component results from 

the content of the corresponding input group com

ponent content. For example, output component 1 

is matched with input component 1, output compo

nent 2 is matched with input component 2, and so 

on. The components of the groups must be items, 

not another group. If there is no matching input com

ponent for an output component, the output compo

nent's required occurrences are built as "none"S. If there 

is no matching output component for an input com

ponent, the data of that input component is ignored.

When a component occurrence is built, the delimiter (if 

any) of the contained output group is built and an ob

ject of the component's output type is built from the cor

responding input type using the REFORMAT algorithm.

Group Item The text of a corresponding input group content.

Item Group The input item content is applied as though it 

were the first component of the output group.

Item Item The input item content is ap

plied to the output item content.

Examples

• MyXMLPurchaseOrder = REFORMAT(MyCOBOL_PurchaseOrder)
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This function is useful when the same type structure might come from different 

type trees, such as different versions of the same EDI, or when converting traditional 

formats to XML.

RESOLVETYPE
The RESOLVETYPE function resolves the provided component path to a specific type tree 

reference when the map is being compiled.

RESOLVETYPE functionINRESOLVETYPE functionThis function returns the type of the component for the component path that you provided 

as an argument. It is used only with the IN keyword, to resolve the provided component path 

to a specific type tree reference. Use it when more than one type that has the same name 

occurs within (IN) the containing component or card. Specify this function only in map rules, 

not in component rules.

Syntax:

RESOLVETYPE (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

RESOLVETYPE (component_path_to_resolve)

Returns:

A single type reference

For more information about using the IN keyword to reference all occurrences of an object 

contained in another object, see Component paths separated by IN (on page 398).

Example

NetWorth = SUM (RESOLVETYPE (Price:Cars:East:Regions) IN Inventory)

In the example, you have an inventory of cars and trucks in dealerships in different 

geographic regions: East, West, North, and South. The price of the cars and trucks are 

represented by two different types in the type tree with the same name, Price. You want to 

determine the net worth of the inventory of just cars from all of the dealerships in all of the 

regions.
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The RESOLVETYPE function is used to return the type of the component path. In this 

example, the function is set up to return the type, Price, for Cars, for the component 

path, Price:Cars:East:Regions, specified in the argument of the function. This function 

also returns the same type, Price, for Cars, if the argument of the function specifies 

any of the Regions in the following component paths: Price:Cars:West:Regions, 

Price:Cars:North:Regions, and Price:Cars:South:Regions. Then Price, for Cars, is 

used as the criteria for the selection process in your total Inventory. The mapping process 

calculates the net worth by summing the values of Price for all Cars in all of the Regions in 

the total Inventory.

If you do not specify the RESOLVETYPE function, and instead, specify a rule such as 

NetWorth = SUM (Price IN Inventory), the mapping process uses either one of the 

types, Price for Cars, or Price for Trucks, as the criteria for the selection process in your 

total Inventory. If you do specify the RESOLVETYPE function, the mapping process uses 

the returned type of the component path, specified in the argument of the function, as the 

criteria for the selection process in your total Inventory.

If you want to determine the net worth of just Trucks in the Inventory from all of the 

dealerships in all of the Regions, you can specify the RESOLVETYPE function in the 

following way: NetWorth = SUM (RESOLVETYPE (Price:Trucks:North:Regions) 

IN Inventory). Again, the function also returns the same type, Price, for Trucks, 

if the argument of the function specifies any of the Regions in the following 

component paths: Price:Trucks:West:Regions, Price:Trucks:East:Regions, and 

Price:Trucks:South:Regions.

Bidirectional functions

Bidirectional languages such as Arabic and Hebrew are languages in which the text is 

presented to the user ordered from right to left, but numbers and Latin alphabetic strings 

within the text are presented left to right. In addition, the order in which characters appear 

within program variables can vary. The text is usually stored in logical order, the order in 

which the characters are entered in the input field. These differences in ordering and in 

other associated presentation characteristics require the program to have the ability to 

convert bidirectional text strings from one format to another.
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Use the SETLOGICALORDER, SETVISUALORDER,SETORIENTATIONLTR, 

SETORIENTATIONRTL, SETTEXTSHAPING, and SETTEXTSHAPINGOFF functions for 

specific transformation needs when dealing with bidirectional data.

About the order of text

The order of text generally corresponds with way it is stored in memory or on disk. In 

general, the order of text is displayed, on the window for example, in visual order so that a 

person can read it the way it is subjectively meant to be read. That is, left-to-right characters 

are displayed from left-to-right, and right-to-left characters are displayed with the first 

character of the text block beginning from the right.

Storage in memory or on disk generally occurs in a logical manner so that the left-to-right 

characters are stored left-to-right (that is, one after another), and require no processing to 

display properly. However, when right-to-left characters are stored in a logical manner, they 

are also stored one after another from left-to-right. These text blocks, when in Logical order, 

are usually enclosed by markers that identify the start and end positions of the right-to-left 

text blocks.

Logical to visual reordering

To display these logical sequences on a window would require that any left-to-right text is 

simply read and displayed. When right-to-left text is encountered, it must be turned around 

to the appropriate direction. This is logical-to-visual reordering.

Examples

In the following example, lowercase characters are considered left-to-right (LTR) and 

uppercase characters are considered right-to-left (RTL).

Text= a b c F E D g h i

Visual order 0x61 0x62 0x63 0x46 0x45 0x44 0x67 0x68 0x69

Logical

order

0x61 0x62 0x63 0x44 0x45 0x46 0x67 0x68 0x69
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SETLOGICALORDER

Use this function to convert a bidirectional data object from visually ordered (characters 

ordered as they are presented for reading) to logically ordered (the order in which text is 

typed on a keyboard or phonetic order).

This function is only for use with text objects that have bidirectional properties. The function 

will have no affect on objects that have no bidirectional properties.

Syntax:

SETLOGICALORDER (single-text-expression , single-text-expression)

Meaning:

SETLOGICALORDER (visually_ordered_text_object , 

TRUE_or_FALSE_text_object)

Returns:

A logically ordered text object.

The SETLOGICALORDER function changes the order of the data as held in memory (order 

scheme) of a text object that is being passed as a parameter. The function returns a text 

object that reflects the order scheme change.

The output of the function will be the data from the original bidirectional item, transformed 

to match the specified layout (as it would be if it were assigned to a bidirectional item with 

the specified characteristics). This allows you to use text manipulation functions, such as 

LEFT or MID, on bidirectional data using the proper understanding of the bidirectional data. 

For example, LEFT of the logical ordering of a bidirectional item would actually take the 

rightmost characters of the visual ordering of that item.

Example

The properties of the text objects define the orientation and memory order of data objects 

found in the data stream.

Text objects defined as right-to-left would be considered as starting from the right character 

and progressing to the left, until the end of the data. However, the data can be held in 
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memory with the start character (the right most character) being held in the left most 

position. This memory ordering is defined by the ordering scheme of the object.

SETORIENTATIONLTR

The SETORIENTATIONLTR function converts the orientation of a text object from right-to-left 

(RTL) to left-to-right (LTR).

Syntax:

SETORIENTATIONLTR (single-text-expression, Boolean-expression)

Meaning:

SETORIENTATIONLTR (right_to_left_oriented_text_object, 

true_or_false_text_object)

Returns:

A text object with left-to-right orientation.

The second parameter, a Boolean expression, indicates whether symmetric swapping 

should be applied.

Example

SETORIENTATIONRTL( VLTRData:In1, "FALSE" ) )

SETORIENTATIONRTL

Use the SETORIENTATIONRTL function to convert the orientation of a text object from left-

to-right (LTR) to right-to-left (RTL).

Syntax:

SETORIENTATIONRTL (left_to_right_oriented_text_object, 

true_false_text_object, TRUE_or_FALSE_text_object)

Meaning:

SETORIENTATIONRTL (XML fragment)
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Returns:

A text object with right-to-left orientation.

Example

SETORIENTATIONRTL (VLTRData:In1, "FALSE")

SETTEXTSHAPING

The SETTEXTSHAPING function converts a bidirectional text object from non-shaped to 

shaped.

Syntax:

SETTEXTSHAPING (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

SETTEXTSHAPING (unshaped_text_object)

Returns:

A shaped text object.

SETTEXTSHAPINGOFF

The SETTEXTSHAPINGOFF function removes the shaping from a bidirectional text object.

Syntax:

SETTEXTSHAPINGOFF (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

SETTEXTSHAPINGOFF (shaped_text_object)

Returns:

A text object with no shaping.
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SETVISUALORDER

The SETVISUALORDER function converts a bidirectional data object from logically ordered 

to visually ordered.

This function can only be used with bidirectional data.

Syntax:

SETORDERVISUAL (single-text-expression , single_text_expression)

Meaning:

SETORDERVISUAL  (text_object , text_object)

Returns:

A visually ordered text object.

When HCL OneTest Data processes bidirectional data, this function changes the order 

scheme of the text object that is passed as a parameter.

Example

SETVISUALORDER(SETORIENTATIONRTL(LSRTLData:In1,"FALSE"), "FALSE") 

True or false indicates whether the text object has symmetric swapping enabled. A visual 

ordering scheme would have the data being read and stored with the start character in the 

rightmost position in both memory and visually.

Bit manipulation and testing functions

SETOFF

SETOFF functionThe SETOFF function sets to zero a specified bit in a binary number. You can use this 

function to manipulate (turn off) a bit in a binary number.

Syntax:

SETOFF ( single-binary-number-expression, single-integer-expression )

Meaning:
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SETOFF ( binary_number_to_change, bit_to_turn_off )

Returns:

A single binary number

The SETOFF function uses bit_to_turn_off to specify the bit of binary_number_to_change

to be set to the value 0. The result is a binary number item of the same size as 

binary_number_to_change.

The value of bit_to_turn_off represents the position of the single bit in 

binary_number_to_change to be set off. (Bits are numbered from left to right, with the 

leftmost bit being bit 1.) If bit_to_turn_off is less than one or greater than the number of bits 

of binary_number_to_change, SETOFF returns binary_number_to_change unchanged.

Examples

• SETOFF ( A , 16 )

Assume A is the two-byte binary value of "1" (which is all zeros except for bit 16). The 

binary representation of the value in A is 0001.

The result is the two-byte binary value, "0"

• SETOFF ( A , 38 )

Results in the two-byte binary value "1", the original value of A, because bit 38 does not 

exist in A.

SETON

SETON functionYou can use the SETON function to "turn on" a specific bit in a binary number. SETON sets 

the specified bit in the number to "1".

Syntax:

SETON ( single-binary-number-expression, single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

SETON ( binary_number_to_change, bit_to_turn_on )

Returns:
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A single binary number

SETON uses the value of bit_to_turn_on to specify the bit of binary_number_to_change

that should be set to the value 1. The result is a binary number item of the same size as 

binary_number_to_change.

Bit_to_turn_on represents the position of the single bit in binary_number_to_change

to be set on. (Bits are numbered from left to right, with the leftmost bit being 

bit 1.) If bit_to_turn_on is less than one or greater than the number of bits of 

binary_number_to_change, SETON returns binary_number_to_change, unchanged.

Examples

• SETON ( A , 15 )

In this example, assume A is the two-byte binary value of 1 (which is all zeros except 

for bit 16). The binary representation of the value in A is 0001.

The function returns the two-byte binary value, 0011, which is the decimal value of 3.

• SETON ( A , 40 )

Returns the two-byte binary value of 1-the original value of A- because bit 40 does not 

exist in A.

TESTOFF

TESTOFF functionThe TESTOFF function tests a specified bit in a binary number item to see whether it is off.

Syntax:

TESTOFF ( single-binary-number-expression , single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

TESTOFF ( binary_number_to_test , bit_to_test )

Returns:

"True" or "false"
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The value of bit_to_test specifies which bit of binary_number_to_test should be 

tested for the value 0. If bit_to_test has the value 1, it refers to the leftmost bit of 

binary_number_to_test.

The TESTOFF function returns "true" if the specified bit is off and returns "false" if the 

specified bit is on.

If bit_to_test is less than one or greater than the number of bits of binary_number_to_test, 

TESTOFF returns "false".

Examples

• TESTOFF (A, 16)

Assume A is the two-byte binary value of "1", which is all zeros except for bit 16. The 

binary representation of the value in A is 0001.

This example returns "false".

• TESTOFF (A, 20)

Returns "false" because bit 20 does not exist.

TESTON

TESTON functionThe TESTON function tests a specified bit in a binary number to see if it is on.

Syntax:

TESTON ( single-binary-number-expression, single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

TESTON ( binary_number_to_test ,bit_to_test )

Returns:

"True" or "false"

The value of bit_to_test specifies the bit of binary_number_to_test to test for the value 1. If 

bit_to_test has the value 1, it refers to the leftmost bit of binary_number_to_test.
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The function returns "true" if the specified bit is on; it has the value 1. It returns "false" if the 

specified bit is off; it has the value 0.

If bit_to_test is less than one or greater than the number of bits of binary_number_to_test, 

TESTON returns "false".

Examples

• TESTON ( A , 16 )

Assume A is the two-byte binary value of "1", which is all zeros except for bit 16. The 

binary representation of the value in A is 0001.

This example returns "true".

• TESTON ( A , 20 )

Returns "false" because bit 20 does not exist in a two-byte value.

Conversion functions

BASE64TOTEXT

Use the BASE64TOTEXT decoding function to convert previously encoded data from 

BASE64 back to the original text. The data is converted to the character set of the output 

object used. For example, if the output object is EBCDIC the output will be EBCDIC.

Syntax:

BASE64TOTEXT (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

BASE64TOTEXT (BASE64_object_to_convert)

Returns:

A single-text-item

This function receives a text object in Base64-encoded format, converts the object to text, 

and returns a single data object that represents the original text object that was encoded. If 

an error occurs during conversion, no data is returned.
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Example

BASE64TOTEXT("U29tZSBFeGFtcGxlIERhdGE=")

Output: Some Example Data

BCDTOHEX

BCDTOHEX functionThe BCDTOHEX function converts an item from binary coded decimal (BCD) format to 

hexadecimal format. The binary value that is returned always has the high-order byte first, 

regardless of the operating system. This is useful for testing a specific bit position for a 

specific value.

.

Syntax:

BCDTOHEX (single-text-expression, single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

BCDTOHEX (BCD_item_to_convert, length_of_output)

Returns:

A single binary bytestream

When using the BCDTOHEX function, the input argument is converted from BCD format to 

its binary value.

Numbers in BCD format have two decimal digits in each byte. Each half-byte, therefore, 

can contain a binary value from 0000 (which represents the digit 0) through 1001 (which 

represents the digit 9). Based on this definition, the following behavior applies:

• If any half-byte of the BCD number contains the binary values 1101 or 1111, that half-

byte is ignored.

• If any half-byte contains the binary values 1010, 1011, 1100, or 1110, the output of the 

function is "none".

The length of the output argument is specified as the value of the second input argument. 

The length must be 1, 2, or 4. If it is any other value, the length is assumed to be 2.
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Examples

• You can use BCDTOHEX to test a specific bit position for a specific value. For example, 

BCDTOHEX is useful when the BCD value represents flag bits. The conversion 

performed by BCDTOHEX results in a predictable location for the flag bits across 

operating systems where the bytes might otherwise be reversed.

• TESTON (BCDTOHEX ( ProcessIndicator, 2) 10)

Tests for the x`0040' bit in a two-byte result.

Note:  This same test, using BCDTOINT on a PC, tests the x`4000' bit.

Related functions

• BCDTOTEXT

• BCDTOINT

• TEXTTOBCD

BCDTOINT

BCDTOINT functionThe BCDTOINT function converts an item from BCD (binary coded decimal) format to 

integer format. The binary value that is returned has a form native to the machine on which 

the map is being run.

Syntax:

BCDTOINT (single-text-expression , single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

BCDTOINT (BCD_item_to_convert , length_of_output)

Returns:

A single-binary-number

BCD_item_to_convert is converted from BCD (binary coded decimal) format to its integer 

value.
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Numbers in BCD format have two decimal digits in each byte. Each half-byte, therefore, 

can contain a binary value from 0000 (which represents the digit 0) through 1001 (which 

represents the digit 9). Based on this definition, the following behavior applies:

• If any half-byte of the BCD number contains the binary values 1101 or 1111, that half-

byte is ignored.

• If any half-byte contains the binary values 1010, 1011, 1100, or 1110, the output of the 

function is "none".

The length of the output binary number is specified by length_of_output. The length must be 

1, 2, or 4. If it is any other value, the length is assumed to be 2.

BCDTOINT returns a binary value of the form native to the machine on which the map is 

being run. The value can therefore be used in arithmetic operations or compared to other 

numeric values. It should not be used for bit manipulations, because the order of the bytes 

in the number is dependent on the operating system on which the map is being run. For 

example, on a personal computer, the low-order byte is first, while on a mainframe, the high-

order byte is first.

Examples

• BCDTOINT ( bcdAmount Field , 2 )

If the bcdAmount Field contains x'37' in BCD format, this example returns the integer 

value of 37.

Related functions

• BCDTOTEXT

• BCDTOHEX

• TEXTTOBCD

BCDTOTEXT

BCDTOTEXT functionThe BCDTOTEXT function converts the digits in a BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) item to a text 

item containing the digits of the BCD-encoded item as a string of characters.
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Syntax:

BCDTOTEXT (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

BCDTOTEXT (BCD_item_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

BCD_item_to_convert is converted from BCD format to a text string containing the digits of 

the BCD-encoded value as a string of characters.

Numbers in BCD format have two decimal digits in each byte. Each half-byte, therefore, 

can contain a binary value from 0000 (which represents the digit 0) through 1001, which 

represents the digit 9). Based on this definition, the following behavior applies:

• If any half-byte of the BCD number contains the binary value 1101 or 1111, that half-

byte is ignored.

• If the BCD item contains the binary value 1010, 1011, 1100, or 1110, the output of the 

function is "none".

Examples

• BCDTOTEXT ( Qty:Item )

If Qty is x`1234', the result is 1234.

• BCDTOTEXT ( DiscountAmt )

If DiscountAmt is x`0123', the result is 0123.

• BCDTOTEXT ( TotalDollars )

If Total is x`F123', the result is 123.

Related functions

• BCDTOHEX

• BCDTOINT

• TEXTTOBCD
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CONVERT

CONVERT functionThe CONVERT function replaces each byte of a byte stream or text expression with a byte 

from another byte stream or text expression. The decimal value of each byte of the first 

argument is used to locate the corresponding byte in the second argument that will replace 

it.

Syntax:

CONVERT ( single-byte-stream-or-text-expression , single-byte-stream-or-text-

expression )

Meaning:

CONVERT (bytes_to_replace , replacement_bytes)

Returns:

A single byte stream or text item

The CONVERT function replaces each byte of bytes_to_replace with a byte from 

replacement_bytes. The byte chosen from replacement_bytes is the one whose index is the 

decimal value of bytes_to_replace. The first byte of replacement_bytes has the index value 

of zero. If there is no corresponding byte in replacement_bytes, CONVERT returns "none".

You can use the CONVERT function to convert ASCII to EBCDIC or EBCDIC to ASCII data. 

See the convert.mms map source file in the examples\general\portdata folder of the 

product installation directory. One of the maps in convert.mms is ASCII_TO_EBCDIC, which 

converts ASCII to EBCDIC. The EBCDIC_TO_ASCII map converts EBCDIC to ASCII.

ASCII to EBCDIC conversion can be performed automatically by defining the appropriate 

data language (ASCII or EBCDIC) for each data item.

Examples

• CONVERT ( SYMBOL ( 0 ) ,"AB" )

Returns A

• CONVERT ( SYMBOL ( 1 ) ,"AB" )

Returns B
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• CONVERT ( SYMBOL ( 2 ) ,"AB" )

Returns "none"

• CONVERT ( ASCII , ATOETable )

Converts ASCII text to EBCDIC based on values in a table named ATOETable

DATETONUMBER

Use DATETONUMBER to perform arithmetic on dates.

DATETONUMBER functionThe DATETONUMBER function returns an integer that results from counting the number of 

days from December 31, 1864, to the specified date.

Syntax:

DATETONUMBER (single-date-expression)

Meaning:

DATETONUMBER (date_to_convert)

Returns:

A single integer

The DATETONUMBER function converts a date to an integer. The resulting integer 

represents the number of days since December 31, 1864, where using DATETONUMBER

with a date of January 1, 1865 returns the integer value 1.

If the input argument is in error, the function returns the value "none".

If the date format specified by the input argument does not include century, the century is 

determined based on the Century map setting using the CCLookup parameter or the current 

century.

Examples

• DaysBetween = DATETONUMBER ( StopDate ) - DATETONUMBER ( StartDate )
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This expression could be used in a map rule to produce a value for DaysBetween. It 

converts the StopDate and the StartDate to integers, then subtracts the resulting two 

integers, and returns the result as DaysBetween.

Related functions

• ADDDAYS

• NUMBERTODATE

DATETOTEXT

DATETOTEXT functionThe DATETOTEXT function converts a date object or expression to a text item.

Syntax:

DATETOTEXT (single-date-expression)

Meaning:

DATETOTEXT (date_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

If date_to_convert is a date object name, this returns the date as a text item formatted 

according to the presentation of the date object.

If date_to_convert is a date expression produced by a function, this returns the date as a 

text item formatted according to the presentation of the output argument of that function.

Examples

• DATETOTEXT ( ShipDate )

In this example, ShipDate is converted from a date to text. If ShipDate has a 

CCYYMMDD presentation, the resulting text item will have that presentation, as well.

• DATETOTEXT ( CURRENTDATETIME ( "{MM/DD/CCYY}" ) )
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In this example, CURRENTDATETIME evaluates and returns a date in MM/DD/CCYY 

format. Then DATETOTEXT evaluates and returns a text string that is that date in MM/

DD/CCYY format.

For example, use DATETOTEXT, to do text concatenation. The FROMDATETIME

function provides greater flexibility in specifying the format of the resulting text item.

Related Functions

• FROMDATETIME

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TEXTTOTIME

• TIMETOTEXT

• TODATETIME

FROMBASETEN

You can use FROMBASETEN when you need to convert numbers to a base other than 10.

FROMBASETEN functionThe FROMBASETEN function converts an integer to a text item that can be interpreted as a 

number, using positional notation of the base specified.

Syntax:

FROMBASETEN (single-integer-expression, single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

FROMBASETEN (positive_integer_to_convert, base_to_convert_to)

Returns:

A single text item
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FROMBASETEN returns a text item that results from converting positive_integer_to_convert

to a text item that can be interpreted as a number using positional notation of the base 

specified by base_to_convert_to.

If base_to_convert_to is less than 2 or greater than 36, FROMBASETEN evaluates to "none".

Resulting text item characters A-Z are interpreted as digits having decimal values from 

10-35, respectively. The characters returned are uppercase.

Example

• FROMBASETEN (18, 2)

Returns the value 10010

• FROMBASETEN (123, 8)

Returns the value 173

Related function

• TOBASETEN

FROMDATETIME

FROMDATETIME functionThe FROMDATETIME function converts a date/time item to a text string of a specified 

format. For example, you can use FROMDATETIME to convert a date-time item into a string 

for parsing or concatenation. You can also use this function to access the individual parts 

of a date or time, such as the month, day, year, and so forth.

Syntax:

FROMDATETIME (single-character-date-time-item

[ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

FROMDATETIME (date_time [ , date_time_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character text item
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FROMDATETIME returns the date/time specified by date_time as a text item with the format 

specified by date_time_format_string. If date_time_format_string is not specified, date_time

will be returned in the same format as the date_time.

The date_time_format_string must conform to the date/time format strings as described in 

the "Format strings" topic.

Examples

• HeaderLine="Today is" + FROMDATETIME (CURRENTDATE (),"{MON DD, CCYY}")

If the current system date is March 3, 1999, this rule evaluates to Today is Mar 03, 

1999.

• FROMDATETIME ( TransactionTimeStamp Column:.:TransHistory )

If the value of TransactionTimeStamp Column is 10:14 A.M. on February 3, 2000 and 

its format is defined as "{CCYYMMDDHH24MM}", this rule evaluates to 200002031014.

• EXTRACT (Expense:Report, FROMDATETIME (Date:Expense:Report, "{MM}" ) = "03")

In this example, the FROMDATETIME function is used in the condition expression of the 

EXTRACT function to identify all expenses in the month of March.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATE

• CURRENTDATETIME

• CURRENTTIME

• DATETOTEXT

• TODATETIME

FROMNUMBER

FROMNUMBER functionThe FROMNUMBER function converts a number to a text string of a specified format.

Use FROMNUMBER when you need to convert a number item into a string for parsing or 

concatenation.

Syntax:
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FROMNUMBER (single-character-number-item 

  [ , single-text-expression] )

Meaning:

FROMNUMBER (number_to_convert [ , number_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character text item

FROMNUMBER returns the number specified by number_to_convert as a text item with 

the format specified by number_format_string. If number_format_string is not specified, 

number_to_convert will be returned in the same format as the number_to_convert.

The number_format_string must conform to the number format strings as described in the 

"Format strings" topic.

Examples

• Greeting = "You are caller number " + FROMNUMBER (SeqNo:.:History, "{#','###}") + "!"

If the value of SeqNo is 2348192, this rule evaluates to "You are caller number 

2,348,192!"

• "$" + FROMNUMBER(CurrentRate Field:.:Schedule, "{#','###'.'2##2}")

If the value of CurrentRate Field is 15.875, "$15.88".

Related functions

• DATETONUMBER

• NUMBERTODATE

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TONUMBER
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HEXTEXTTOSTREAM

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM is the reverse of STREAMTOHEXTEXT. You can use the 

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM function to assign a binary text value to a character text item 

represented by hexadecimal pairs.

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM functionHEXTEXTTOSTREAM returns a binary text stream whose value is the evaluation of input 

character text represented by hexadecimal pairs.

Syntax:

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM (series_of_hex_pairs)

Returns:

A single byte stream item

This function returns a binary text stream item whose value is the evaluation of input 

character text in series_of_hex_pairs, ignoring <WSP> characters between the hexadecimal 

pairs. White space characters include space, horizontal tab, carriage return, and line feed 

characters.

Input formats

The following table shows an example of input in its character text representation as viewed 

through the character editor, and in its ASCII code representation (binary text stream) 

as viewed through the hex editor. Each pair of binary text in the hex view represents one 

character in the character view of the character text.

Input ("41 42 43 44") Editor View Value

Character text (hex pairs) Character "41 42 43 44"

ASCII code representa

tion (binary text stream)

Hex 0x3431203432203433203434
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Examples

• HEXTEXTTOSTREAM ("41 42 43 44")

Returns the evaluated value of the input (ASCII) character text string "41 42 43 44" as 

the output (ASCII) character text string "ABCD" as viewed in the character editor. (The 

hex view of the input is 0x3431203432203433203434. The hex view of the output is 

0x41424344.)

• HEXTEXTTOSTREAM ("0D 0A 00")

Returns the evaluated value of the input (ASCII) character text string "0D 0A 00" as 

the output (ASCII) character text string "<CR><LF><NULL>" as viewed in the character 

editor. (The hex view of the input is 0x3044203041203030. The hex view of the output 

is 0x0D0A00.)

See Design Studio Introduction documentation for a list of special symbols.

Related functions

• SYMBOL

• STREAMTOHEXTEXT

INT

You can use the INT function when you need only the integer portion of a number.

Syntax:

INT (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

INT (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single integer

INT functionINT returns the integer portion of a number. The result is the integer part of 

number_to_convert. Any fractional part after the decimal point is dropped.
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Examples

• INT (1.45)

Returns 1

• INT (3.6)

Returns 3

• INT (Purchase:Amt - Discount:Amt)

Subtracts Discount:Amt from Purchase:Amt and returns the result as a whole number.

Related functions

• MOD

• ROUND

• TRUNCATE

NUMBERTODATE

You can use the NUMBERTODATE function to perform a calculation on a date.

NUMBERTODATE functionNUMBERTODATE converts an integer to a date, where the integer is the number of days 

from December 31, 1864, to the specified date. Only positive, non-zero values can be 

specified as valid parameters.

.

Syntax:

NUMBERTODATE (single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

NUMBERTODATE (integer_to_convert)

Returns:

A single date
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After converting an integer to a date, if the result is being assigned to a date object, the 

resulting date is in the presentation for that output. If the resulting date is not being 

assigned to an object, it has a CCYYMMDD presentation.

When the year exceeds four digits, the output will display hash characters (#) for the CCYY 

values because the field is defined to be only four digits in length.

Examples

• NUMBERTODATE (StartDate)

This example converts the StartDate value from an integer to a date that is in 

CCYYMMDD format.

Related functions

• ADDDAYS

• DATETONUMBER

• FROMDATETIME

• TODATETIME

NUMBERTOTEXT

NUMBERTOTEXT functionThe NUMBERTOTEXT function converts a character number to a text item that looks like the 

original object.

You can use NUMBERTOTEXT when you need an object that is defined as a number 

converted to an object defined as text. This is useful when you need to concatenate text, 

however, the FROMNUMBER function provides greater flexibility in specifying the format of 

the resulting text item.

Syntax:

NUMBERTOTEXT (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

NUMBERTOTEXT (number_to_convert)
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Returns:

A single text item

The resulting text looks like the input argument. The result is truncated, if necessary.

Examples

• NUMBERTOTEXT (ROUND (1000 - 24.75, 3))

This example converts the result of the calculation (rounded to 3 decimal places) to 

text, resulting in 975.250.

• NUMBERTOTEXT (PurchaseNumber)

This example converts PurchaseNumber from a number to text.

Related functions

• FROMNUMBER

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TODATETIME

• TONUMBER

PACK

PACK functionThe PACK function converts an integer to a text item that can be interpreted as a packed 

decimal number.

The sign values for packed data are as follows:

• C for positive (+)

• D for negative (-)

• F for unsigned, which is read as positive

Syntax:

PACK (single-integer-expression)

Meaning:
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PACK (integer_to_conver)

Returns:

A single text item

In a packed decimal number, each half-byte is a digit, except for the last half-byte of the 

rightmost byte, which contains a sign.

Examples

• PACK (314)

Returns "1L" and results in the hex value 31 4C (which, in ASCII, looks like 1L)

• PACK ((Unit Price * Quantity) * 100)

In this example, the packed number has two implied decimal places. Because PACK

does not accept decimal places, including implied ones, the nested arithmetic 

expression, Unit Price * Quantity, is multiplied by 100 before rounding.

Define items as having a packed decimal number presentation. Then, when mapping 

to or from these items, the conversion to and from packed decimal is automatically 

performed as needed.

Related function

• UNPACK

PACKAGE

PACKAGE functionThe PACKAGE function converts a group or item object to a text item, including its initiator, 

terminator, and any delimiters it contains.

Syntax:

PACKAGE (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

PACKAGE (object_to_convert)
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Returns:

A single text item

The PACKAGE function converts object_to_convert, which must be a type reference to a text 

item, including the type reference's initiator, terminator, and all delimiters. PACKAGE differs 

from TEXT in that it includes the initiator and terminator of the specified type reference.

Examples

• PACKAGE (Record:Card)

Returns: #1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@

For this example, the group Record has an initiator of "#", a terminator of "@" and a 

delimiter of ",". The data looks like this: "#1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@".

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• SERIESTOTEXT

• TIMETOTEXT

• TEXT

PACKAGE differs from TEXT because it includes the initiator and terminator of the input 

object.

QUOTEDTOTEXT

The QUOTEDTOTEXT decoding function converts a single (text or binary) data object in 

Quoted-Printable format to a single data object that represents the original text or binary 

object.

Syntax:

QUOTEDTOTEXT (single-object-expression)

Meaning:
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QUOTEDTOTEXT (quoted_printable_object_to_convert)

Returns:

A single-text-item

You can use this function to decode data that was previously encoded to RFC 1767 Quoted-

Printable encoding. Any hexadecimal representations are decoded to the appropriate ASCII 

character and any soft breaks are removed.

If an error occurs during conversion, no data is returned.

Example

QUOTEDTOTEXT("Unencoded data=0CEncoded")

Output: Unencoded data<FF>Encoded

SERIESTOTEXT

You can use the SERIESTOTEXT function to project your input data as a series and to 

interpret it as a text item for output.

SERIESTOTEXT functionSERIESTOTEXT converts a contiguous or non-contiguous series to a text item.

Syntax:

SERIESTOTEXT (series-object-expression)

Meaning:

SERIESTOTEXT (series_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

SERIESTOTEXT returns a text item containing the concatenation of the series of the input 

argument, including nested delimiters but excluding initiators and terminators.

Examples

In this example, you have the following data that represents bowler information for a 

bowling league:
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Andrews, Jessica:980206:JBC:145:138:177:159

Little, Randy:980116:BBK:175:168

Wayne, Richard:980102:JBC:185:204:179:164:212

Each record consists of the bowler's name, the date of their last game played, a team code 

and one or more bowling scores. Record is defined as a group that is infix-delimited by a 

colon.

Using the rule:

= SERIESTOTEXT (Score Field:Bowler:Input)

the following results are produced, which is the concatenation of all of the scores for all of 

the bowlers, even though the scores are not all contiguous within the data:

145138177159175168185204179164212

However, if the rule was changed, for instance, to concatenate the list of scores to the 

bowler's name:

= BowlerName Field:Bowler:Input + " ->" + SERIESTOTEXT (Score Field:Bowler:Input)

the following output would be produced:

Andrews, Jessica -> 145138177159

Little, Randy -> 175168

Wayne, Richard -> 185204179164212

In this example, you have an input number that is of variable size, followed by a name. There 

is no syntax that separates the number from the name. You can define the number as a 

group with Byte(s) as a component and provide a component rule for Byte(s), such as:

ISNUMBER ($)

Related functions

• PACKAGE

• TEXT
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STREAMTOHEXTEXT

Use STREAMTOHEXTEXT to assign a character text value to a binary text stream item.

STREAMTOHEXTEXT functionThe STREAMTOHEXTEXT function returns a character text string represented by hex pairs 

whose value is the evaluation of an input binary text stream.

This function is the reverse of the HEXTEXTTOSTREAM function.

Syntax:

STREAMTOHEXTEXT (single-byte-stream-item)

Meaning:

STREAMTOHEXTEXT (single-byte-stream-item)

Returns:

A series of hex pairs

STREAMTOHEXTEXT returns a string of hex pairs whose value is the evaluation of input 

binary text in series_of_hex_pairs.

Input formats

The following table shows an example of input in its ASCII code representation (binary text 

stream) as viewed through the hex editor, and in its character text representation as viewed 

through the character editor. Each four-character grouping of binary text in the hex view 

represents one character in the character view.

Input (0x41424344) Editor View Value

ASCII code representation (binary text stream) Hex 0x41424344

Character "ABCD"

Examples

• STREAMTOHEXTEXT (0x41424344)

Returns the evaluated value of the input (ASCII) binary text stream 0x41424344 as 

the output (ASCII) binary text stream 0x3431343234333434 as viewed in the hex 
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editor. (The character view of the input is "ABCD". The character view of the output is 

"41424344".)

• STREAMTOHEXTEXT (0x0D0A00)

Returns the evaluated value of the input binary text stream 0x0D0A00 as the output 

0x304430413030 as viewed in the hex editor. (The character view of the input is 

"<CR><LF><NULL>". The character view of the output is "0D0A00".)

Related functions

• HEXTEXTTOSTREAM

• SYMBOL

SYMBOL

You can use SYMBOL to include a symbol in your output.

SYMBOL functionThe SYMBOL function returns a one-byte character that is the ASCII character equivalent of 

a specified decimal value.

Syntax:

SYMBOL ( single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

SYMBOL ( decimal_value )

Returns:

A single one-byte text item

The value of the resulting item is the ASCII character equivalent of decimal_value. Valid 

input values are 0 to 255. Values outside of this range return "none".

A listing of decimal values (0-127) and their ASCII character equivalents is included in the 

Design Studio Introduction documentation.

Examples

• SYMBOL ( 13 )
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Produces a carriage return

• SYMBOL ( 13 ) + SYMBOL ( 10 )

Produces a carriage return/linefeed

You can accomplish the same result using the angle-brackets around the decimal 

value. For example, the second example above would be equivalent to <CR><LF> or 

<<0D>><<0A>>

Related functions

• HEXTEXTTOSTREAM

• STREAMTOHEXTEXT

TEXTTOBASE64

The TEXTTOBASE64 encoding function converts a text item to Base64 format.

Syntax:

TEXTTOBASE64 (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

TEXTTOBASE64 (text_object_to_convert)

Returns:

A single-text-item

The TEXTTOBASE64 function receives a text object and uses the MIME implementation to 

convert the text to Base64 format. The MIME implementation adds the <CR><LF> character 

sequence after every 76 bytes and also at the end of the output string.

TEXTTOBASE64 returns a single data object that represents the Base64 encoding of the 

original text object. If an error occurs during conversion, no data is returned.

Example

TEXTTOBASE64("Some Example Data")

Output: U29tZSBFeGFtcGxlIERhdGE=
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TEXTTOBCD

TEXTTOBCD functionThe TEXTTOBCD function converts a text item from decimal digits to BCD (Binary Coded 

Decimal) format.

Syntax:

TEXTTOBCD ( single-integer-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTOBCD ( text_to_be_converted )

Returns:

A single BCD-formatted text item

TEXTTOBCD converts text_to_be_converted (which consists of decimal digits) to BCD 

format. In this format, each byte contains two decimal digits represented as binary 

numbers. If there is an odd number of decimal digits in the input, the high-order half-byte of 

the leftmost output byte will contain the decimal value 15 (hex "F").

If anything other than a decimal digit is encountered in the input, TEXTTOBCD returns 

"none".

Examples

• TEXTTOBCD ( "1234" )

Returns the hexadecimal value x'1234'

• TEXTTOBCD ( "123A" )

Returns "none"

• TEXTTOBCD ( "123" )

Returns the hexadecimal value x'F123'

In this example, the values shown as input ("123") are meant to represent character 

items in the native character set to the machine on which the map is running. On a 

personal computer, "123" would contain the ASCII characters for the digits that have 

the hexadecimal values "31", "32", and "33". The output, described as "the hexadecimal 

value `F123'", consists of the two binary bytes "F1" and "23".
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On an IBM mainframe the input string would contain EBCDIC characters for the digits 

that have the hexadecimal values "F1", "F2", "F3", Âº, but the output would be the same 

as the personal computer output.

Related functions

• BCDTOHEX

• BCDTOINT

• BCDTOTEXT

TEXTTODATE

TEXTTODATE functionThe TEXTTODATE function converts text item from CCYYMMDD or YYMMDD format to a 

date.

You can use the TEXTTODATE to convert a text item to a date, however, the TODATETIME

function provides greater flexibility for specifying the resulting date-time format .

Syntax:

TEXTTODATE ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTODATE ( text_to_convert_to_date )

Returns:

A single date

The text_to_convert_to_date must be in either CCYYMMDD or YYMMDD format. If the 

text_to_convert_to_date is in error (for example, it is not a valid date), the result is "none".

If text_to_convert_to_date is in YYMMDD format and is being assigned to a date format that 

includes a century, the century is determined based on the century run option setting using 

the CCLookup parameter or the current century.

Examples

• TEXTTODATE ( "990114" ) 
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Returns a single date item with the value of January 14 in the year 99

• TEXTTODATE ( OrderDate ) 

Returns OrderDate as a single date item.

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT • TEXTTOTIME

• NUMBER

TOTEXT

• TIMETOTEXT

• TEXTTON

UMBER

• TO

DATETIME

TEXTTONUMBER

Use TEXTTONUMBER to convert text to a number.

The TONUMBER function provides greater flexibility for specifying the format of the text 

item that is to be converted to a number.

Syntax:

TEXTTONUMBER ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTONUMBER ( text_to_convert_to_number )

Returns:

A single character number

The text_to_convert_to_number must be in integer or ANSI-formatted (floating point) 

presentation. The resulting number looks like the input argument, however, nonsignificant 

zeroes to the right of the decimal separator will be truncated. If the input argument is in 

error (for example, it is not a recognizable as a valid number), the result is "none".

When specified as in ANSI-formatted presentation, the text string must meet the following 

requirements:
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• The decimal point can be a period, a comma, or "none".

• The leading sign can be a plus sign, a minus sign, or "none".

• No thousands separator is allowed.

Examples

• TEXTTONUMBER (OrderQty)

Returns OrderQty as a character number item

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• FROMNUMBER

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTOTIME

• TIMETOTEXT

TEXTTOQUOTED

The TEXTTOQUOTED encoding function converts a text or binary item to Quoted-Printable 

format.

Syntax:

TEXTTOQUOTED (single_object_expression)

Meaning:

TEXTTOQUOTED (object_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text or binary item

You can use this function to encode data that largely consists of octets that correspond to 

printable characters in the US-ASCII character set. It encodes the data in such a way that the 

resulting octets are unlikely to be modified by mail transport.
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Quoted-Printable lines cannot be longer than 76 characters. Data with lines greater than 76 

characters are broken up and indicated with soft breaks of "=<CR><LF>".

If an error occurs during conversion, no data is returned.

Example

This example converts the <FF> (form feed) character, into a hexadecimal representation, 

and indicates the end of data with a soft break.

TEXTTOQUOTED("Unencoded data<FF>Encoded")

Output: Unencoded data=0CEncoded=

The data is converted using the Quoted-Printable encoding as per RFC 1767.

TEXTTOTIME

Use TEXTTOTIME when you want to convert an object defined as text that is in HHMM 

or HHMMSS presentation, to an item defined as time. For greater flexibility, use the 

TODATETIME function for specifying the format of the text item that is to be converted to a 

date/time.

Syntax:

TEXTTOTIME ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTOTIME ( text_to_convert_to_time )

Returns:

A single time

The text_to_convert_to_time must be in HHMM or HHMMSS presentation. HH is a two-digit 

hour in a 24-hour format. If the result is being assigned to a time object, the resulting time 

looks like the output object. Otherwise, the resulting time looks like the input argument. If 

the input argument is in error (for example, it is not a valid time), the result is "none".
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Examples

• TEXTTOTIME ( CallTime )

Returns CallTime as a time item

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT • TEXTTON

UMBER

• FROMDATETIME • TIMETOTEXT

• NUMBER

TOTEXT

• TODATETIME

• TEXTTODATE

TIMETOTEXT

You can use the TIMETOTEXT function to perform text concatenation. For greater flexibility, 

use the FROMDATETIME function for specifying the format of the resulting text item.

TIMETOTEXT functionTIMETOTEX converts a time object or expression to a text item.

Syntax:

TIMETOTEXT ( single-time-expression )

Meaning:

TIMETOTEXT ( time_to_convert_to_text )

Returns:

A single text item

If time_to_convert_to_text is a time object name, this returns the time as a text item 

formatted according to the presentation of the input date object.
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If time_to_convert_to_text is a time expression produced by a function, this returns the 

time as a text item formatted according to the presentation of the output argument of that 

function.

Examples

• TIMETOTEXT ( LeadTime )

In this example, LeadTime is converted from a time to text. If LeadTime has an HH:MM 

presentation, the resulting text item will be of that presentation.

• TIMETOTEXT ( CURRENTDATETIME ( "{HH:MM:SS}" ) )

Here, CURRENTDATETIME evaluates and returns a time in HH:MM:SS format. Then, 

TIMETOTEXT evaluates and returns a text string that is that time in HH:MM:SS format.

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• FROMDATETIME

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TEXTTOTIME

• TODATETIME

TOBASETEN

TOBASETEN functionThe TOBASETEN function converts a text item that can be interpreted as a number, using 

positional notation of the base specified, to a base 10 number.

Syntax:

TOBASETEN ( single-text-expression, single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

TOBASETEN ( text_to_convert, base_to_convert_from )

Returns:
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A single integer

TOBASETEN returns a number that results from converting text_to_convert that 

can be interpreted as a number, using positional notation of the base specified by 

base_to_convert_from, to its base 10 representation. Text item characters A-Z are 

interpreted as digits having decimal values from 10-35, respectively.

If base_to_convert_from is less than 2 or greater than 36, TOBASETEN evaluates to "none". 

If text_to_convert contains a character that is not alphanumeric or is not in the range 

specified by base_to_convert_from, TOBASETEN returns "none".

Examples

• TOBASETEN ( "A", 16 )

Returns the value 10

• TOBASETEN ( "10", 36 )

Returns the value 36

• TOBASETEN ( "A0", 15 )

Returns the value 150

• TOBASETEN ( "A0", 5 )

Returns the value "none"

Related functions

• FROMBASETEN

TODATETIME

TODATETIME functionThe TODATETIME function converts a text string of a specified format to a date-time item.

Syntax:

TODATETIME ( single-character-text-expression

[ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:
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TODATETIME ( text_to_convert [ , date_time_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character date item

TODATETIME returns the date-time that corresponds to the value specified by 

text_to_convert, which is in the format specified by date_time_format_string. If 

date_time_format_string is not specified, it will be assumed that text_to_convert is in 

[CCYYMMDDHH24MMSS] format.

The date_time_format_string must conform to the date-time format strings as described in 

"Format strings".

Examples

• TODATETIME ( "05/14/1999@10:14pm" , "{MM/DD/CCYY}@{HH12:MMAM/PM}" )

In this example, a text string containing a date and time is converted to a date-time 

item.

• RptDate = TODATETIME ( RIGHT ( GETRESOURCENAME() , 8 ) , "CCYYMMDD" )

Assume that you receive a file that contains historical data. The name of the file 

identifies the date of the historical data. For example, a filename of 19960424

indicates that the data was produced on April 24, 1996. To map this date to RptDate, 

the TODATETIME function could be used with the RIGHT and GETRESOURCENAME

functions.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATE

• CURRENTDATETIME

• CURRENTTIME

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTOTIME
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TONUMBER

TONUMBER functionThe TONUMBER function converts a text string of a specified format to a number.

Syntax:

TONUMBER ( single-character-text-expression 

  [ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

TONUMBER ( text_to_convert [ , number_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character number item

TONUMBER returns the number that corresponds to the value specified by text_to_convert, 

which is in the format specified by number_format_string. If number_format_string is not 

specified, it will be assumed that text_to_convert is in ANSI decimal format (for example, 

"{L-####['.'##]}").

The number_format_string must conform to the number format strings as described in the 

"Format strings" topic.

Examples

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{L+'$'#','###}")

L+'$' indicates the leading dollar sign is positive. That leading sign and the comma 

separators are removed when the text is converted to a number.

Input String: $123,000,000

Output: 123000000

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{####T-}")

Four number signs are required for each whole number, regardless of the actual 

number of digits in the number.

Input string: Output: Note:

12345- -12345 The output becomes a negative number.
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Input string: Output: Note:

67890 67890 No change occurs.

345- -345 The output becomes a negative number.

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{####T+'K'-}")

If an invalid character, such as an X, is encountered, nothing is returned.

If a K is encountered, it is treated as a positive indicator.

Input string: Output: Note:

11212- -11212 The output becomes a negative number.

67890X The X is an invalid charac

ter. No number is returned.

54354 54354 No change occurs.

34567K 34567 The K is recognized as a positive

sign. The character is removed and 

the number is returned as a positive.

345- -345 The output becomes a negative number.

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{L-'('#','###T-')'}")

The parentheses indicating a negative number are removed and replaced with a 

negative sign.

Comma separators are removed when the text is converted to a number.

Input string: Output: Note:

(12,345) -12345 The output becomes a negative num

ber. The comma separator is removed.

67,890 67890 The comma separator is removed.

(345) -345 The output becomes a negative number.

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{#[',']###['.'##5]T+'K'-}")
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The optional comma separators are removed, but the decimal points and decimal 

values are retained.

Input string: Output: Note:

54,345.098 54354.098 The comma separator is removed.

67890.0X The X is an invalid charac

ter. No number is returned.

11213- -11213 The output becomes a negative number.

34567K 34567 The K is recognized as a positive

sign. The character is removed and 

the number is returned as a positive.

345.1- -345.1 The output becomes a negative number.

Related functions

• DATETONUMBER

• FROMNUMBER

• NUMBERTODATE

• NUMBERTOTEXT

UNPACK

You can use the UNPACK function to do arithmetic with a packed decimal number or to 

move a packed decimal value into a numeric item.

UNPACK functionUNPACK converts text that can be interpreted as a packed decimal number to a signed 

integer item.

The sign values for packed data are as follows:

• C for positive (+)

• D for negative (-)

• F for unsigned, which is read as positive
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Syntax:

UNPACK ( single-fixed-size-text-expression )

Meaning:

UNPACK ( text_to_unpack )

Returns:

A single signed integer

UNPACK returns a signed integer representing the value text_to_unpack, which is a packed 

decimal number. If the text_to_unpack cannot be interpreted as a valid packed decimal, 

UNPACK evaluates to "none".

In a packed decimal number, each half-byte is a digit, except for the last half-byte of the 

rightmost byte, which contains a sign.

Examples

• UNPACK ( "1L" ) returns 314

The ASCII string "1L" in hex is 31 4C, which, when interpreted as a packed number, 

results in (positive) 314. This example returns the value "+314".

The hexadecimal representation of the value "1L" is x`14C', where C in the rightmost 

half-byte represents a positive sign.

• UNPACK ( UnitPrice ) / 100 * QuantityOrdered

UnitPrice is unpacked and divided by 100 (to convert it from an integer to a number 

with two decimal places) and then multiplied by the QuantityOrdered.

You can define items as having a packed decimal number presentation. Then, when 

mapping to or from these items, the conversion to and from packed decimal is 

automatically performed as needed.

Related functions

• PACK
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UNZONE

You can use the UNZONE function to convert a text item that represents a zoned (signed) 

number to an integer.

UNZONE functionUNZONE converts a text item that can be interpreted as a number with a super-imposed 

sign in the rightmost byte (called zoned or signed data) to a signed integer item.

Syntax:

UNZONE ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

UNZONE ( text_to_unzone )

Returns:

A single integer

UNZONE returns a signed integer representing the value text_to_unzone that is an integer in 

zoned (signed) format. If the text_to_unzone cannot be interpreted as a valid zoned number, 

UNZONE evaluates to "none".

Zoned integers have a series of digits except for the rightmost byte. The rightmost byte is 

a digit with a super-imposed sign. See "Positive zoned values" for a list of rightmost byte 

values.

Examples

• UNZONE ( "123D" )

Returns 1234

• UNZONE ( "1234" )

Returns 1234

• UNZONE ( TaxRate ) / 1000 * Income

TaxRate is converted from zoned format to a signed decimal and divided by 1000 (to 

convert it to a number with three decimal places), and then multiplied by Income.
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You can define items as having a zoned character number presentation. Then, 

when mapping to or from these items, the conversion to and from zoned decimal is 

automatically performed as needed.

Related functions

• ZONE

ZONE

Use ZONE to convert a number to a zoned (signed) number.

ZONE functionThe ZONE function converts a signed integer item to a text item that can be interpreted as a 

number with a superimposed sign in the rightmost byte (called zoned or signed).

You can define items as having a zoned character number presentation. Then, when 

mapping to or from these items, the conversion to and from zoned decimal is performed 

automatically, as needed.

Syntax:

ZONE ( single-integer-expression , single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

ZONE ( integer_to_convert , sign_indicator )

Returns:

A single text item

ZONE returns a text string that represents a zoned (signed) number representing 

integer_to_convert.

Zoned integers have a sequence of digits except for the rightmost byte. The rightmost byte 

is a digit with a super-imposed sign. The sign_indicator specifies whether a super-imposed 

sign is required for positive integers, where 0 specifies no sign is required and any other 

value specifies that a sign is required for positive integers.
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The following tables show positive and negative values of the numbers 1230 to 1239, with 

a sign indicator of 0 (no sign is required for positive values) or a sign of 1 (include a sign for 

both positive and negative values) in the rightmost byte.

Table 3. Positive Zoned Values

Integer Value sign_indicator = 0 sign_indicator = 1

1230 1230 123{

1231 1231 123A

1232 1232 123B

1233 1233 123C

1234 1234 123D

1235 1235 123E

1236 1236 123F

1237 1237 123G

1238 1238 123H

1239 1239 123I

Table 4. Negative Zoned Values

Integer Value sign_indicator = 0 sign_indicator = 1

-1230 123} 123}

-1231 123J 123J

-1232 123K 123K

-1233 123L 123L

-1234 123M 123M

-1235 123N 123N

-1236 123O 123O
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Integer Value sign_indicator = 0 sign_indicator = 1

-1237 123P 123P

-1238 123Q 123Q

-1239 123R 123R

Examples

• ZONE ( 1234 , 0 )

Returns 1234

• ZONE ( 1234 , 1 )

Returns 123D

• ZONE ( -1234 , 1 )

Returns 123M

• ZONE ( INT ( UnitPrice * 100 ) , 1 )

UnitPrice is multiplied by 100 to move the first two decimal places to the left of the 

decimal sign. The result of this calculation is converted to an integer using the INT

function. Finally, the result of the INT is converted to zoned format, using a sign for 

positive values.

Related function

• UNZONE

Date/time functions

ADDDAYS

ADDDAYS functionThe ADDDAYS function adds a specified number of days to a given date.

You cannot use ADDDAYS on a date/time object that does not specify the day of the month 

because an error will occur.
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Syntax:

ADDDAYS (single-date-expression, single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

ADDDAYS (any_date, number_of_days_to_add)

Returns:

A single date

The ADDDAYS function returns the date, which results from adding number_of_days_to_add

to any_date. If any_date has a presentation that does not contain a century, the century is 

determined based on the Century > CCLookup map setting (when the Century > Switch = 

ON), or the current century (when the Century > Switch = OFF).

When the year exceeds four digits, the output will display hash characters (#) for the CCYY 

values because the field is defined to be only four digits in length.

Examples

• You can use the ADDDAYS function to increment a date by a fixed number of days, such 

as to calculate a DueDate that is always 30 days after the InvoiceDate.

To produce a date in the output, such as a ship date, you might need to add a variable 

number of days to a date in the input. For example: ADDDAYS (PODate, LeadTime).

• ADDDAYS (InvoiceDate, 10)

Returns the date, which results from adding 10 days to the value of InvoiceDate.

• ADDDAYS (InvoiceDate, DaysTilDue)

Returns the date that results from adding the value of DaysTilDue to the InvoiceDate

value.

• ADDDAYS (TODATETIME ("000101"), -1)

Returns 991231

• ADDDAYS (TODATETIME ("20000101"), 1)

Returns 20000102

• ADDDAYS (TODATETIME ("10/20/1996", "{MM/DD/CCYY}"), 5)
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Returns 10/25/1996

In the examples containing TODATETIME, the text literal is first converted to a date, and 

then the specified number of days is added to that date.

Related functions

• ADDHOURS

• DATETONUMBER

• NUMBERTODATE

• TEXTTODATE

• TODATETIME

ADDHOURS

ADDHOURS functionThe ADDHOURS function returns a time value that is the result of adding a specified number 

of hours to a given time.

Syntax:

ADDHOURS (single-datetime-item-expression, hours-expressed-as-signed-

integer-expression)

Meaning:

ADDHOURS (any_datetime, number_of_hours_to_add)

Returns:

A single datetime item

The ADDHOURS function returns a single datetime item that is advanced from the original 

value of the single-datetime-item-expression by the specified number of hours-expressed-

as-signed-integer-expression.

Examples

• ADDHOURS(TODATETIME("Dec 31, 1999 23:59:00"), 2) 

Returns: Jan 1, 2000 01:59:00
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• ADDHOURS(TODATETIME("Dec 31, 1999 23:59:00"), -25) 

Returns: Dec 30, 1999 22:59:00

• ADDHOURS(TODATETIME("23:59:00"), 2) 

Returns: 01:59:00

If either argument is invalid, the result is "none". If the second argument is "none", the result 

is the first argument. If the first argument contains only a time portion, date changes are 

ignored. If the first argument contains only a date portion, the time portion 00:00:00 will be 

used in the calculation. If both arguments are "none", the result is "none".

Related functions

• ADDDAYS

• DATETONUMBER

• NUMBERTODATE

• TEXTTODATE

• TODATETIME

ADDMINUTES

ADDMINUTES functionThe ADDMINUTES function returns a time value that is the result of adding a specified 

number of minutes to a given time.

Syntax:

ADDMINUTES (single-datetime-item-expression, minutes-expressed-as-

signed-integer-expression)

Meaning:

ADDMINUTES (any_datetime, number_of_minutes_to_add)

Returns:

A single datetime item
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The ADDMINUTES function returns a single datetime item, advanced from the original value 

of the single-datetime-item-expression by the specified number of minutes-expressed-as-

signed-integer-expression.

Examples

• ADDMINUTES(TODATETIME("Dec 31, 1999 23:59:00"), 2) 

Returns: Jan 1, 2000 00:01:00

• ADDMINUTES(TODATETIME("Dec 31, 1999 23:59:00"), -25) 

Returns: Dec 31, 1999 23:34:00

• ADDMINUTES(TODATETIME("23:59:00"), 2) 

Returns: 00:01:00

If either argument is invalid, the result is "none". If the second argument is "none", the 

result is the first argument. If the first argument contains only a time portion, date 

changes are ignored. If the first argument contains only a date portion, the time portion 

00:00:00 will be used in the calculation. If both arguments are "none", the result is 

"none".

Related Functions

• DATETONUMBER

• NUMBERTODATE

• TEXTTODATE

• TODATETIME

CURRENTDATE

You can use CURRENTDATE when you need the current date as a transaction processing 

date, an order received date, or other date that reflects when the data was mapped.

CURRENTDATE functionWhen you need to parse the system date, use CURRENTDATE with the TEXT or 

FROMDATETIME functions. The function returns the current system date.

Syntax:
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CURRENTDATE ( )

Meaning:

CURRENTDATE ( )

Returns:

A single date

CURRENTDATE has no arguments but it does require parentheses.

If being assigned to a date/time output item, the current date is returned in the format 

specified by that output item. Otherwise, the system date is returned in an MM/DD/YY 

presentation.

Examples

• StartDate = CURRENTDATE ( )

In this example, StartDate is assigned the value of the current date. In this example, 

because CURRENTDATE is assigned to an output, it is automatically converted to the 

presentation of StartDate.

If CURRENTDATE evaluates to 06/24/37 and StartDate has a YYMMDD presentation, 

the result is 370624.

• FROMDATETIME ( CURRENTDATE ( ) , "DD.MON.CCYY" )

In this example, the current date is returned in DD.MON.CCYY format. If today's date is 

January 5, 1999, the date returned would be 05.JAN.1999.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATETIME

• CURRENTTIME

• FROMDATETIME

• DATETOTEXT
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CURRENTDATETIME

CURRENTDATETIME functionCURRENTDATETIME returns the current system date and time. You can use this function 

when you need to map the current system date and time to an item that includes both a 

date and time portion.

.

Syntax:

CURRENTDATETIME ( [ single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

CURRENTDATETIME ( [ date_time_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single date-time

CURRENTDATETIME has no arguments but it does require parentheses.

The CURRENTDATETIME function returns the system date and time in the format 

specified by date_time_format_string or with a CCYYMMDDHHMMSS presentation if no 

date_time_format_string is provided.

The date_time_format_string must conform to the date/time format strings as described in 

"Format strings".

Note:  The output format for the native schema XML date/time field is always:

{CCYY-MM-DD}T{HH24:MM:SS.3-3+/-ZZ:ZZ}

To specify a different output format, use Xerces XML instead.

Examples

• StartDateTime = CURRENTDATETIME ( )

In this example, StartDateTime is assigned the value of the current date and time. 

Because CURRENTDATETIME is assigned to an output, it is automatically converted to 

the presentation of StartDateTime.
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If CURRENTDATETIME evaluates to 3:04pm on 6/24/1999 and StartDateTime has a 

YYMMDDHH12MM presentation, the result is 9906240304.

• CURRENTDATETIME ( "{MM.DD.CCYY HH24:MM}" )

In this example, the current date is returned in MM.DD.CCYY HH24:MM format. If it is 

currently 4:12 pm on January 5, 1999, the date returned would be 01.05.1999 16:12.

Related Functions

• CURRENTDATE

• CURRENTTIME

• FROMDATETIME

• DATETOTEXT

CURRENTTIME

CURRENTTIME functionThe CURRENTTIME function returns the current system time.

You can use CURRENTTIME when you need the system time as a transaction processing 

time, an order-received time, or a time that reflects when the data was mapped.

Syntax:

CURRENTTIME ( )

Meaning:

CURRENTTIME ( )

Returns:

A single time

The CURRENTTIME function returns the system time. If assigned to a date-time output 

item, the current time is returned in the format specified by that output item. Otherwise, the 

system time is returned in HH:MM:SS presentation.

Note:  CURRENTTIME has no arguments but it does require parentheses.
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Examples

• End Time = CURRENTTIME ( )

In this example, End Time is assigned the current time. Because CURRENTTIME is 

assigned to an output, it is automatically converted to the presentation of End Time.

If CURRENTTIME evaluates to 10:15:02 and End Time has an HH12:MM presentation, 

the result is 1015.

• FROMDATETIME ( CURRENTTIME ( ) , "{HH24MMSS}" )

In this example, the current time is returned in HH24MMSS format. If the current time is 

10:15:02 pm, the result is 221502.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATETIME

• FROMDATETIME

• DATETOTEXT

DATETONUMBER

Use DATETONUMBER to perform arithmetic on dates.

DATETONUMBER functionThe DATETONUMBER function returns an integer that results from counting the number of 

days from December 31, 1864, to the specified date.

Syntax:

DATETONUMBER (single-date-expression)

Meaning:

DATETONUMBER (date_to_convert)

Returns:

A single integer
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The DATETONUMBER function converts a date to an integer. The resulting integer 

represents the number of days since December 31, 1864, where using DATETONUMBER

with a date of January 1, 1865 returns the integer value 1.

If the input argument is in error, the function returns the value "none".

If the date format specified by the input argument does not include century, the century is 

determined based on the Century map setting using the CCLookup parameter or the current 

century.

Examples

• DaysBetween = DATETONUMBER ( StopDate ) - DATETONUMBER ( StartDate )

This expression could be used in a map rule to produce a value for DaysBetween. It 

converts the StopDate and the StartDate to integers, then subtracts the resulting two 

integers, and returns the result as DaysBetween.

Related functions

• ADDDAYS

• NUMBERTODATE

DATETOTEXT

DATETOTEXT functionThe DATETOTEXT function converts a date object or expression to a text item.

Syntax:

DATETOTEXT (single-date-expression)

Meaning:

DATETOTEXT (date_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

If date_to_convert is a date object name, this returns the date as a text item formatted 

according to the presentation of the date object.
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If date_to_convert is a date expression produced by a function, this returns the date as a 

text item formatted according to the presentation of the output argument of that function.

Examples

• DATETOTEXT ( ShipDate )

In this example, ShipDate is converted from a date to text. If ShipDate has a 

CCYYMMDD presentation, the resulting text item will have that presentation, as well.

• DATETOTEXT ( CURRENTDATETIME ( "{MM/DD/CCYY}" ) )

In this example, CURRENTDATETIME evaluates and returns a date in MM/DD/CCYY 

format. Then DATETOTEXT evaluates and returns a text string that is that date in MM/

DD/CCYY format.

For example, use DATETOTEXT, to do text concatenation. The FROMDATETIME

function provides greater flexibility in specifying the format of the resulting text item.

Related Functions

• FROMDATETIME

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TEXTTOTIME

• TIMETOTEXT

• TODATETIME

FROMDATETIME

FROMDATETIME functionThe FROMDATETIME function converts a date/time item to a text string of a specified 

format. For example, you can use FROMDATETIME to convert a date-time item into a string 

for parsing or concatenation. You can also use this function to access the individual parts 

of a date or time, such as the month, day, year, and so forth.

Syntax:
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FROMDATETIME (single-character-date-time-item

[ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

FROMDATETIME (date_time [ , date_time_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character text item

FROMDATETIME returns the date/time specified by date_time as a text item with the format 

specified by date_time_format_string. If date_time_format_string is not specified, date_time

will be returned in the same format as the date_time.

The date_time_format_string must conform to the date/time format strings as described in 

the "Format strings" topic.

Examples

• HeaderLine="Today is" + FROMDATETIME (CURRENTDATE (),"{MON DD, CCYY}")

If the current system date is March 3, 1999, this rule evaluates to Today is Mar 03, 

1999.

• FROMDATETIME ( TransactionTimeStamp Column:.:TransHistory )

If the value of TransactionTimeStamp Column is 10:14 A.M. on February 3, 2000 and 

its format is defined as "{CCYYMMDDHH24MM}", this rule evaluates to 200002031014.

• EXTRACT (Expense:Report, FROMDATETIME (Date:Expense:Report, "{MM}" ) = "03")

In this example, the FROMDATETIME function is used in the condition expression of the 

EXTRACT function to identify all expenses in the month of March.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATE

• CURRENTDATETIME

• CURRENTTIME

• DATETOTEXT

• TODATETIME
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MAX

MAX functionThe MAX function returns the maximum value from a series of number, date, time, or text 

values.

Syntax:

MAX (series-item-expression)

Meaning:

MAX (series_of_which_to_find_max)

Returns:

A single number

The result is the maximum value in the input argument series: number, text, or date/time.

Examples

• MAX ( UnitPrice:Input )

If the values for UnitPrice are {20, 10, 100}, MAX returns 100.

• MAX(EXTRACT( DueDate:Book:Library, CheckedOut:Book:Library = "Y"))

Returns the maximum (latest) DueDate for a book that is checked out from the library.

Related functions

• MIN

MIN

Use MIN when you need the minimum value from a series of number, date, time, or text 

values.

MIN functionThe MIN function returns the minimum value from a series.

Syntax:

MIN (series-item-expression)
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Meaning:

MIN (series_of_which_to_find_min)

Returns:

A single number

The result is the minimum value of the input series: number, text, or date/time.

Examples

• MIN (UnitPrice:Input)

If the values for UnitPrice are {20,10,100}, MIN returns 10.

• MIN (StartTime:.:Schedule)

Returns the minimum (earliest) StartTime in Schedule.

Related functions

• MAX

NUMBERTODATE

You can use the NUMBERTODATE function to perform a calculation on a date.

NUMBERTODATE functionNUMBERTODATE converts an integer to a date, where the integer is the number of days 

from December 31, 1864, to the specified date. Only positive, non-zero values can be 

specified as valid parameters.

.

Syntax:

NUMBERTODATE (single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

NUMBERTODATE (integer_to_convert)

Returns:

A single date
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After converting an integer to a date, if the result is being assigned to a date object, the 

resulting date is in the presentation for that output. If the resulting date is not being 

assigned to an object, it has a CCYYMMDD presentation.

When the year exceeds four digits, the output will display hash characters (#) for the CCYY 

values because the field is defined to be only four digits in length.

Examples

• NUMBERTODATE (StartDate)

This example converts the StartDate value from an integer to a date that is in 

CCYYMMDD format.

Related functions

• ADDDAYS

• DATETONUMBER

• FROMDATETIME

• TODATETIME

TEXTTODATE

TEXTTODATE functionThe TEXTTODATE function converts text item from CCYYMMDD or YYMMDD format to a 

date.

You can use the TEXTTODATE to convert a text item to a date, however, the TODATETIME

function provides greater flexibility for specifying the resulting date-time format .

Syntax:

TEXTTODATE ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTODATE ( text_to_convert_to_date )

Returns:

A single date
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The text_to_convert_to_date must be in either CCYYMMDD or YYMMDD format. If the 

text_to_convert_to_date is in error (for example, it is not a valid date), the result is "none".

If text_to_convert_to_date is in YYMMDD format and is being assigned to a date format that 

includes a century, the century is determined based on the century run option setting using 

the CCLookup parameter or the current century.

Examples

• TEXTTODATE ( "990114" ) 

Returns a single date item with the value of January 14 in the year 99

• TEXTTODATE ( OrderDate ) 

Returns OrderDate as a single date item.

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT • TEXTTOTIME

• NUMBER

TOTEXT

• TIMETOTEXT

• TEXTTON

UMBER

• TO

DATETIME

TEXTTOTIME

Use TEXTTOTIME when you want to convert an object defined as text that is in HHMM 

or HHMMSS presentation, to an item defined as time. For greater flexibility, use the 

TODATETIME function for specifying the format of the text item that is to be converted to a 

date/time.

Syntax:

TEXTTOTIME ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTOTIME ( text_to_convert_to_time )
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Returns:

A single time

The text_to_convert_to_time must be in HHMM or HHMMSS presentation. HH is a two-digit 

hour in a 24-hour format. If the result is being assigned to a time object, the resulting time 

looks like the output object. Otherwise, the resulting time looks like the input argument. If 

the input argument is in error (for example, it is not a valid time), the result is "none".

Examples

• TEXTTOTIME ( CallTime )

Returns CallTime as a time item

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT • TEXTTON

UMBER

• FROMDATETIME • TIMETOTEXT

• NUMBER

TOTEXT

• TODATETIME

• TEXTTODATE

TIMETOTEXT

You can use the TIMETOTEXT function to perform text concatenation. For greater flexibility, 

use the FROMDATETIME function for specifying the format of the resulting text item.

TIMETOTEXT functionTIMETOTEX converts a time object or expression to a text item.

Syntax:

TIMETOTEXT ( single-time-expression )

Meaning:

TIMETOTEXT ( time_to_convert_to_text )
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Returns:

A single text item

If time_to_convert_to_text is a time object name, this returns the time as a text item 

formatted according to the presentation of the input date object.

If time_to_convert_to_text is a time expression produced by a function, this returns the 

time as a text item formatted according to the presentation of the output argument of that 

function.

Examples

• TIMETOTEXT ( LeadTime )

In this example, LeadTime is converted from a time to text. If LeadTime has an HH:MM 

presentation, the resulting text item will be of that presentation.

• TIMETOTEXT ( CURRENTDATETIME ( "{HH:MM:SS}" ) )

Here, CURRENTDATETIME evaluates and returns a time in HH:MM:SS format. Then, 

TIMETOTEXT evaluates and returns a text string that is that time in HH:MM:SS format.

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• FROMDATETIME

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TEXTTOTIME

• TODATETIME

TODATETIME

TODATETIME functionThe TODATETIME function converts a text string of a specified format to a date-time item.

Syntax:

TODATETIME ( single-character-text-expression
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[ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

TODATETIME ( text_to_convert [ , date_time_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character date item

TODATETIME returns the date-time that corresponds to the value specified by 

text_to_convert, which is in the format specified by date_time_format_string. If 

date_time_format_string is not specified, it will be assumed that text_to_convert is in 

[CCYYMMDDHH24MMSS] format.

The date_time_format_string must conform to the date-time format strings as described in 

"Format strings".

Examples

• TODATETIME ( "05/14/1999@10:14pm" , "{MM/DD/CCYY}@{HH12:MMAM/PM}" )

In this example, a text string containing a date and time is converted to a date-time 

item.

• RptDate = TODATETIME ( RIGHT ( GETRESOURCENAME() , 8 ) , "CCYYMMDD" )

Assume that you receive a file that contains historical data. The name of the file 

identifies the date of the historical data. For example, a filename of 19960424

indicates that the data was produced on April 24, 1996. To map this date to RptDate, 

the TODATETIME function could be used with the RIGHT and GETRESOURCENAME

functions.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATE

• CURRENTDATETIME

• CURRENTTIME

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTOTIME
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Error handling functions

CONTAINSERRORS

CONTAINSERRORS functionThe CONTAINSERRORS function tests a valid object to see whether it contains any objects 

in error.

Syntax:

CONTAINSERRORS (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

CONTAINSERRORS (object_to_test)

Returns:

True or false

The CONTAINSERRORS function returns "true" if any object contained in object_to_test is in 

error; it returns "false" if the object_to_test is completely valid.

The input object, itself, is a valid input object. This function does not evaluate for invalid 

objects. Therefore, if you have map rule:

CONTAINSERRORS ( Invoice:InputFile )

and Invoice[1] is valid, Invoice[2] is invalid, and Invoice[3] is valid, then CONTAINSERRORS

evaluates only twice-once for each valid instance of Invoice.

Examples

• Msg (s) = IF ( CONTAINSERRORS ( Msg:MailBag ) & Type:Msg:MailBag = "PRIORITY" , 

Msg:MailBag , "none" )

In this example, if Msg:MailBag contains any object in error and Type:Msg:MailBag has 

a value of "PRIORITY", Msg:MailBag is mapped; otherwise, "none" is returned for this 

occurrence of Msg. This map rule returns all valid messages (Msg) that contain errors 

with a Type of "PRIORITY".
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Related functions

• ISERROR

• REFORMAT

FAIL

FAIL functionYou can use the FAIL function to abort a map based on map or application specific logic.

Syntax:

FAIL (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

FAIL (message_to_return)

Returns:

"None"

The FAIL function returns "none" to the output to which the function is assigned, aborts the 

map, and returns message_to_return as the map completion error message included in the 

execution audit. The map return code will be "30", indicating that the map failed through the 

FAIL function.

Examples

• AcctID = EITHER (LOOKUP (CustomerID:.:Xref , MyKey:.:Xref = ID:.:Input ) , FAIL 

( "Unknown Customer (" + ID:.:Input + "). Processing Terminated." ) )

In this example, the FAIL function is being used in conjunction with the EITHER function 

to conditionally fail the map if a record in the customer cross-reference file does not 

exist for a given CustomerID.

For example, the ID in Input is ABC123. If the LOOKUP succeeds, the CustomerID result 

is assigned to AcctID and the map continues.

If the LOOKUP fails, AcctID is assigned a value of "none", the map aborts, and the 

message Unknown Customer (ABC123). Processing Terminated.is written to the 

execution audit log.
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• Message = VALID (RUN ("Map1Msg.mmc", "-AE -OMMSMQ1B `-QN .\aqueue 

-CID 2001'" ), FAIL ("Failure on RUN (" + TEXT (LASTERRORCODE ( ) ) + "):" + 

LASTERRORMSG ( ) ) )

In this example, the FAIL function is being used in conjunction with the VALID, 

LASTERRORCODE, and LASTERRORMSG functions to fail (abort) the map if the map 

executed by the RUN function (Map1Msg.mmc) fails. In this example, the map fails 

and returns the error code and error message reported by the RUN function using the 

LASTERRORCODE and LASTERRORMSG functions.

If Map1Msg fails because one or more of its inputs was invalid, Message is assigned a 

value of "none". The map aborts and the following message is reported in the execution 

audit log:

"Failure on RUN (8): One or more inputs was invalid."

Related functions

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• QUIT

• VALID

GETXMLERRORMSG
Use this function on an output card to return an XML validation error message when a map 

runs against invalid XML input.

Create the input card with either a native XML schema or an XML-based type tree, and 

specify the Restart attribute. On the output card, use the GETXMLERRORMSG function, 

passing the number of the input card as the parameter. When the map runs and the input 

contains invalid XML data, the output card returns a standard XML error message. For 

example:

Error (-1), "XMLParser: Input XML data is invalid." 

SAXParseException, Error [line: 162 column: 36] 
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Datatype error: Type:SchemaDateTimeException, 

Message:Incomplete Date ! '2006-09-'  . 

See the Type Designer documentation or the Map Designer documentation for details about 

the Restart attribute.

Syntax

GETXMLERRORMSG (single-number-expression)

Meaning

GETXMLERRORMSG (input_card_number)

Returns

A text string

Related functions

• VALIDATE

ISERROR

ISERROR functionThe ISERROR function tests an object to see if it is in error

You can use ISERROR to output your data in exactly the same order as it occurs in your 

input, both the valid data and the data in error. You can also use ISERROR to produce error 

messages for bad data in the same file in which you map your good data.

Syntax:

ISERROR (single-object-name)

Meaning:

ISERROR (object_to_test)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

ISERROR returns "true" when object_to_test is in error and returns "false" when 

object_to_test is completely valid.
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Examples

• InfoRec (s) = IF ( ISERROR ( Record:SomeFile ), "Bad --> " + REJECT ( Record:SomeFile ), 

"Ok --> " + TEXT ( Record:SomeFile ) )

In this example, ISERROR is used to produce a report for all Record objects in 

SomeFile. If the record is in error, the InfoRec will have the text Bad --> followed by the 

data from the input Record. If the record is valid, the InfoRec will have the text Ok --> 

followed by the data from the input Record, such as:

Ok  --> SZ-68839,486 Upgrade Microprocessor,186.86,100,W200 

Bad --> MK-19309,,369.43,417,W100 

Ok  --> KL-20349,PCMCIA Network Adaptor,174.82,29,N300 

Ok  --> WP-37679,AC Adaptor,39.48,245,E100 

Bad --> IL-39890,8MB Memory PCMCIA,390.48,0,S100 

Related functions

• CONTAINSERRORS

ONERROR

Use ONERROR in component rules to add user-defined error messages to the data section 

of the audit log.

ONERROR functionThe ONERROR function adds a user-defined error message to the data section of the audit 

log. This function is relevant only in Type Designer Component rules.

.

Syntax:

ONERROR (single-condition-expression , single-text-expression)

Meaning:

ONERROR (condition_to_evaluate , message_to_display)

Returns:
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"True" or "false"

If condition_to_evaluate evaluates to "true", the function returns "true".

If condition_to_evaluate evaluates to "false", the function returns "false".

If data audit is enabled and the object to which the component rule applies will result in 

a failed component rule message (status E09), message_to_display is written to the data 

audit section of the audit log with an entry type of U, representing user-defined.

If the failed component rule message (E09) appears in the data section of the audit log, one 

or more user-defined error messages can also be included in the data section of the audit 

log. If a component rule has one ONERROR function, one user-defined error message or 

none is included in the audit log. If a component rule has two ONERROR functions, two user-

defined error messages at most are included in the audit log, and so on.

Examples

• Here is a component rule without ONERROR:

Claim Date Field > Accident Date Field &

Claim Date Field < ADDDAYS (Accident Date Field, 365)

If the component rule fails, the data section of the audit log shows the following 

information:

<DataLog> 

<input card="1"> 

 <object      ...      status="E07">InsuranceClaim</object> 

 <object      ...      status="E09">Claim Date Field</object> 

                                    <Text>980725</Text> 

 <object      ...      status="E07">InsuranceClaim</object> 

 <object      ...      status="E09">Claim Date Field</object> 

                                    <Text>990526</Text> 

</input> 

</DataLog> 
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Status code E09 for the Claim Date Field indicates that the data for that object failed its 

component rule, but does not provide any further detail.

• Using ONERROR, one or more error messages can be added to the data section of the 

audit log to provide more information as to how or why the component rule failed. For 

example,

ONERROR ( Claim Date Field > Accident Date Field , "Claim date before accident." ) &

ONERROR ( Claim Date Field < ADDDAYS ( Accident Date Field , 365 ) , "Claim is more 

than one year old." )

If the component rule fails and ONERROR is used, the data section of the audit log can 

show the following messages:

<DataLog> 

<input card="1"> 

 <object  ...  status="E07">InsuranceClaim</object> 

 <object  ...  status="E09">Claim Date Field</object> 

                            <Text>980725</Text> 

                            <User>Claim date before accident.</User> 

 <object  ...  status="E07">InsuranceClaim</object> 

 <object  ...  status="E09">Claim Date Field</object> 

                            <Text>990526</Text> 

                            <User>Claim is more than one year old.</

User> 

</input> 

</DataLog> 

REJECT

REJECT functionThe REJECT function returns the content of an object in error as a text item. Use REJECT in 

conjunction with the restart attribute. You can use the REJECT function in map rules only, 

not in component rules.
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See the schema designer and map designer documentation for information about the 

restart attribute.

Syntax:

REJECT (series-object-expression)

Meaning:

REJECT (series_to_look_for_bad_objects)

Returns:

A series text item

REJECT evaluates to a series of text items consisting of all the input series members in 

error.

Examples

• REJECT (Record:File)

This example extracts all Records that are in error.

• IF (COUNT (REJECT (Msg IN Batch))) = 0, "OK", "ERROR")

In this example, the total number of invalid (rejected) Msg objects is counted. If the 

total number of invalid Msg objects is equal to zero, it indicates that there were no 

invalid Msg objects counted and a message of OK results. Otherwise, a message of 

ERROR results.

Related functions

• CONTAINSERRORS

• ISERROR

• VALID

QUIT

QUIT functionYou can use the QUIT function to stop a map at a specific point during map execution. The 

QUIT function logs a successful return code and a custom message in the map audit log.
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Syntax:

QUIT (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

QUIT (message_to_return)

Returns:

"None"

The QUIT function returns "none" to the output, stops the map, and logs map return code 41

and the message QUIT function terminated map successfully: message_to_return in 

the map audit log.

Related functions

• FAIL

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• VALID

VALID

You can use the VALID function to perform conditional processing based on whether an 

external interface function executes successfully.

VALID functionVALID returns the result of the first argument if it is valid; otherwise, returns the second 

argument.

Syntax:

VALID ( single-text-expressions , single-general-expression )

Meaning:

VALID ( function_that_can_fail , return_value_if_function_fails )

Returns:

A single text expression
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VALID returns the result of the evaluation of function_that_can_fail if it is valid. If the 

function fails, VALID returns return_value_if_function_fails.

The following functions can fail:

• DBLOOKUP • GET

• DBQUERY • PUT

• DDEQUERY • RUN

• EXIT

Examples

• SomeObject = VALID ( RUN ( "mymap.mmc" , "-OF1 mydata.txt" ) , FAIL ( "My 

RUN failed!" ) ) 

If the RUN function returns an error return code, the VALID functions returns none, the 

map aborts, and the message My RUN failed! is reported under Execution Summary in 

the execution audit log.

Related functions

• DBLOOKUP

• DBQUERY

• DDEQUERY

External interface functions

DBLOOKUP

DBLOOKUP functionThe DBLOOKUP function executes an SQL statement against a database. The SQL 

statement can be any permitted by your database management system or ODBC driver.

When the DBLOOKUP function is used in a map, the default OnSuccess action is adapter 

specific. The default OnFailure action is to rollback any changes made during map 
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processing. The default Scope will be integral unless the map is defined to run in bursts 

(which is the case when one or more inputs have the FetchAs property set to Burst).

There are two ways to specify arguments for DBLOOKUP.

You can use DBLOOKUP to execute an SQL statement when you want to execute a SELECT

statement to retrieve a specific column value in a large table in a database using the 

value of another input, rather than defining the entire table as an input card and using the 

LOOKUP, SEARCHDOWN, or SEARCHUP functions.

You can use DBLOOKUP to execute an SQL statement when you want to execute a SELECT 

statement to retrieve a specific column value from a table or database that might vary 

based on a parameter file. Using Meaning 2 of the DBLOOKUP function allows these 

parameters to be dynamically specified at run time.

Syntax:

DBLOOKUP ( single-text-expression , single-text-expression , [ single-text-

literal ] )

Meaning:

1. DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name )

2. DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , parameters )

Returns:

A single text item

The DBLOOKUP function returns the results of the query in the same format as a query 

specified for a map input card, except that it does not include the last carriage return/

linefeed. Because this information is removed, it is easier to make use of a single value 

extracted from a database.

Arguments for meaning 1

DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name )

• SQL_statement
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The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement permitted by your database management system and supported by your 

database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can be 

a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• mdq_filename

The second argument is the name of a database query file (.mdq) produced by the 

Database Interface Designer. It contains the definition of the database that the SQL 

statement is to be executed against. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the 

directory of the map, the path must be specified.

Note:  The .mdq file is accessed at map build time and is not needed at run time.

• database_name

The third argument is the name of a database in the database query file (.mdq) as 

defined in the Database Interface Designer.

If used in this way, both the .mdq filename and database name must be literals.

Arguments for meaning 2

DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , parameters )

• SQL_statement

The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement permitted by your database management system and supported by your 

database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can be 

a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• parameters

The second argument is a set of parameters, either:

◦ -MDQ mdqfilename -DBNAME dbname

-or-

◦ -DBTYPE database_type [database specific parameters]
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The keyword -MDQ is followed by the name of the database query file (.mdq) 

produced by the Database Interface Designer. This .mdq file contains the definition 

of the database. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the directory of the 

map, the path must be specified. The .mdq filename is followed by the keyword 

-DBNAME and the database name as specified in the Database Interface Designer.

Using this syntax, the .mdq file is accessed at run time and must be present.

The keyword -DBTYPE is followed by a keyword specifying the database type (for 

example, ODBC or ORACLE) followed, optionally, by database-specific parameters.

This syntax does not use an .mdq file, because the database-specific parameters 

provide the information required to connect to the database. See the Resource 

Adapters documentation for detailed information about the database-specific 

parameters that can be specified.

When used with Meaning 2, DBLOOKUP must conform to these rules:

• All keywords (for example, -DBTYPE) can be upper or lowercase, but not mixed.

• A space is required between the keyword and its value (for example, -DBTYPE ODBC).

• The order of the keywords is not important.

All database-specific parameters are optional.

Examples
Assume that you have a table named "PARTS" that contains the following data:

PART_NUMBER PART_NAME

1 1/4" x 3" Bolt

2 1/4" x 4" Bolt

Assume that this database has been defined using the Database Interface Designer in a 

file named mytest.mdq and that the name of the database, as specified in the .mdq file, is 

PartsDB.
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• DBLOOKUP ( "SELECT PART_NAME from PARTS where PART_NUMBER =1", 

"mytest.mdq", "PartsDB")

Returns: ¼" x 3" Bolt

Using Meaning 2, you can specify the DBLOOKUP this way:

• DBLOOKUP( "SELECT PART_NAME from PARTS where PART_NUMBER =1", "-MDQ 

mytest.mdq -DBNAME PartsDB" )

where both the .mdq file name and database name is specified.

Using Meaning 2, you can also specify the database type and the appropriate database-

specific parameters:

• DBLOOKUP( "SELECT PART_NAME from PARTS where PART_NUMBER =1" , "-DBTYPE 

ORACLE -CONNECT MyDB -USER janes " )

Related functions

• DBQUERY

• EXTRACT

• FAIL

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHDOWN

• SEARCHUP

• VALID

For more examples using the DBLOOKUP function, see the Database Interface Designer

documentation.
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DBQUERY

DBQUERY functionThe DBQUERY function executes an SQL statement against a database. The SQL statement 

can be any permitted by your database management system or ODBC driver.

When the DBQUERY function is used in a map, the default OnSuccess action is adapter 

specific. The default OnFailure action is to rollback any changes made during map 

processing. The default Scope will be integral unless the map is defined to run in bursts 

(which is the case when one or more inputs have the FetchAs property set to Burst).

There are two ways to specify the arguments for DBQUERY. You can use DBQUERY

[Meaning 1] to execute an SQL statement when you want to look up information in a 

database using a parameterized query that is based on another value in your data. If your 

SQL statement is a SELECT statement, the DBQUERY function might be used in conjunction 

with the RUN function to issue dynamic SELECT statements whose results can be used as 

input to another map.

You can also use the DBQUERY function [Meaning 2] to execute an SQL statement when 

the database, table, or other database parameters might vary; perhaps being supplied by a 

parameter file.

Syntax:

DBQUERY (single-text-expression , single-text-expression ,

[ single-text-literal ] )

Meaning:

1. DBQUERY (SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name)

2. DBQUERY ( SQL_statement , parameters )

Returns:

A single text item

If your SQL statement is a SELECT statement, the results of the query in the same format as 

a query specified as a map input card, including row delimiters and terminators, and so on.

If your SQL statement is anything other than a SELECT statement, "none".
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Arguments for meaning 1

DBQUERY (SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name)

• SQL_statement

The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement that is permitted by your database management system and supported by 

your database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can 

be a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• mdq_filename

The second argument is the name of a database query file (.mdq) produced by the 

Database Interface Designer. It contains the definition of the database that the SQL 

statement is to be executed against. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the 

directory of the map, the path must be specified.

Note:  The .mdq file is accessed at map build time and is not needed at run time.

• database_name

The third argument is the name of a database in the database query file (.mdq) as 

defined in the Database Interface Designer.

If used in this way, both the .mdq filename and database name must be literals.

Arguments for meaning 2

DBQUERY ( SQL_statement , parameters )

• The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement that is permitted by your database management system and supported by 

your database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can 

be a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• The second argument is a set of parameters, either:

◦ -MDQ mdqfilename -DBNAME dbname
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-or-

◦ -DBTYPE database_type [database specific parameters]

The keyword -MDQ is followed by the name of the database query file (.mdq) 

produced by the Database Interface Designer. This .mdq file contains the definition 

of the database. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the directory of the 

map, the path must be specified. The .mdq filename is followed by the keyword 

-DBNAME and the database name as specified in the Database Interface Designer.

Note:  Using this syntax, the .mdq file is accessed at run time and must be 

present.

The keyword -DBTYPE is followed by a keyword specifying the database type (for 

example, ODBC or ORACLE) followed, optionally, by database-specific parameters.

Note:  This syntax does not use an .mdq file, because the database-specific 

parameters provide the information required to connect to the database. See 

the appropriate database adapter documentation for detailed information about 

database-specific parameters.

When used with Meaning 2, DBQUERY must conform to these rules:

• All keywords (for example, -DBTYPE) can be upper or lower case, but not mixed.

• A space is required between the keyword and its value (for example, -DBTYPE ODBC).

• The order of the keywords is not important.

All database-specific parameters are optional.

Examples
Assume that you have a table named "PARTS" that contains the following data:

PART_NUMBER PART_NAME

1 1/4" x 3" Bolt

2 1/4" x 4" Bolt
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Also assume that this database has been defined using the Database Interface Designer in 

a file named mytest.mdq and that the name of the database, as specified in the .mdq file, is 

PartsDB.

DBQUERY ( "SELECT * from PARTS" , "mytest.mdq" , "PartsDB" )

Returns 1|¼" x 3" Bolt<cr><lf>2|¼" x 4" Bolt<cr><lf>

where <cr><lf> is a carriage return followed by a line feed.

Using Meaning 2, you can also specify the DBQUERY this way:

DBQUERY ( "SELECT * from PARTS" , "-MDQ mytest.mdq -DBNAME PartsDB" )

where both the .mdq file name and database name are specified.

Or, specify it this way, using Meaning 2 by specifying the database type and the appropriate 

database-specific parameters:

DBQUERY ( "SELECT * from PARTS" , "-DBTYPE ORACLE -CONNECT MyDB -USER janes" )

Assume that you have an input file containing one order record. To map that order to 

another proprietary format, you also have a parts table with pricing information for every 

part for every customer, a very large table. Rather than using the entire parts table as the 

input to your map, you might use the RUN function with a DBQUERY to dynamically select 

only those rows from the parts table corresponding to the customer in the order file, as 

follows:

RUN ( "MapOrder.MMC" , 

  "IE2" + DBQUERY ( "SELECT * FROM Parts WHERE CustID = " 

 + CustomerNo:OrderRecord:OrderFile + " ORDER BY PartNo" , 

"PartsDB.MDQ", "PartsDatabase" ) )

Related functions

• DBLOOKUP

• EXTRACT

• FAIL

• LASTERRORCODE
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• LASTERRORMSG

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHUP

• SEARCHDOWN

• VALID

DDEQUERY

DDEQUERY functionThe DDEQUERY function allows you to interface to other Windows applications such as 

Trading Partner PC, Excel, and so forth, provided that certain criteria are met. For example, 

if you receive an Excel spreadsheet file, you must have the appropriate version of the Excel 

application installed (that is compatible with the file received) and the application must be 

open.

Syntax:

DDEQUERY (single-text-expression , single-text-expression , single-text-

expression)

Meaning:

DDEQUERY (application_name , topic , text)

Returns:

A single text item from an application

Examples

• DDEQUERY ( "excel" , "[MKTPRICE.XLS]Sheet1" , "R8C1:R14C3" )

In this example, DDEQUERY is used to get data from an Excel spreadsheet. The third 

argument, R8C1:R14C3, specifies the location of the data in the spreadsheet. (In Excel, 

the 8th row, 1st column to the 14th row, 3rd column is A8:C14.) The content of this 

spreadsheet range is returned as a single text item.

This example assumes that the application, the map, and the spreadsheet all reside 

in the same directory. If they are not in the same directory you must add the path. For 

example:
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DDEQUERY ( "excel" , "c:\spreadsheet[MKTPRICE.XLS]Sheet1" , "R8C1:R14C3" )

• DDEQYUERY ("tppc","PartnerX","BGyourEDIode")

In this example, DDEQUERY is used as a request to Trading Partner PC.

Related functions

• EXIT

• FAIL

• GET

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• PUT

• RUN

• VALID

EXIT

EXIT functionThe EXIT function allows you to interface with a function in an external library or application.

You can use EXIT when you need information from an existing function in a library or a 

program or when you need to use a general function that is not available.

Depending on the execution operating system, there are two different methods for the EXIT

function: 1) the library method and 2) the program method. The program method is not 

supported on Windows operating systems.

Syntax:

EXIT (single-text-expression, single-text-expression,

single-text-expression)

Meaning:

1. EXIT (library_name, function_name, input_to_the_function)

2. EXIT ( program_name , command_line_arg1 , command_line_arg2 )

Returns:
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A single text item

Meaning 1 - library method

At run time, the function_name function will execute in the library specified by library_name

passing input_to_the_function as a text string. The result of function_name is returned as a 

text item by means of lpep- > lpdataFromApp.

Set lpep- > nReturn equal to 0 if the function is to succeed or set it equal to 1 to fail.

For detailed information about the requirements of the library function that is executed by 

the EXIT, see Implementing a library EXIT function (on page 528).

AIX operating system

On the AIX operating system, the shared library that contains library_function must also 

contain an entry_point function. The entry_point function must be prototyped in the same 

manner as library_function. The server will invoke the entry_point function before invoking 

library_function. The server passes the name of the library_function to the entry_point

function by way of the szFile EXITPARAM structure member. The entry_point function must 

then determine the address of the library_function and pass this address back to the server 

by way of the lpv EXITPARAM structure member. The server will then use the contents of lpv

as an address to invoke the library_function.

The following example depicts a shared library called mcshex.so which contains the 

entry_point function and the library_function.

   #include <stdio.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#include "runmerc.h" 

void AIXEntry(LPEXITPARAM); 

void bin2hex(LPEXITPARAM); 

unsigned int i; 

char *syms[] = { "bin2hex", "AIXEntry" }; 

void *adr[]  = { (void *)bin2hex, (void *)AIXEntry}; 

void AIXEntry(LPEXITPARAM lpInputStruct) 

{ 
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    printf("AIXEntry called\n"); 

    for (i = 0; i < (sizeof(syms)) / (sizeof(char *)); i++) 

       if ( !(strcmp(lpInputStruct->szFile, syms[i])) ) { 

           lpInputStruct->lpv = adr[i]; 

           break; 

       } 

  } 

void bin2hex(LPEXITPARAM lpInputStruct) 

  { 

    printf("bin2hex called\n"); 

printf("argument to library function: %s\n",lpInputStruct->lpszCmdLine); 

lpInputStruct->nReturn = 0; 

} 

To build this shared library, run the following commands:

cc -c share1.c

cc -o mcshex.so share1.o -bE:shrsub.exp -bM:SRE -eAIXEntry

Meaning 2 - program method

The program method of the EXIT function is not supported on Windows operating systems.

At execution time, the program specified by program_name executes and passes the 

concatenation of command_line_arg1 + " " + command_line_arg2 as a text string.

Whatever is returned by program_name to the standard output device is returned as text.

Examples

• EXIT ( program_name , command_line_arg1 , command_line_arg2 )

Returns a text string from the function or application that is executed. If the EXIT 

function is not available for a particular operating system, EXIT returns none.

• EXIT ( "mydll.dll" , "myfunction" , "12" )
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This Windows library example passes the value 12 to myfunction, a function in 

mydll.dll. The value of the item returned depends on what myfunction does with the 12 

passed to it.

• IF (EXIT ("mylib.sl" , "ckCust" , CustID Column:Row:DB) = "OK" , MapKnownCust 

( Row:DB ) , MapUnknownCust ( Row:DB ) )

Similarly, this UNIX library example passes the value of CustID Field to ckCust, a 

function in a UNIX shared library called mylib.sl. If the value returned by ckCust is 

OK, a functional map is called to map Row for a known customer. Otherwise, another 

functional map is executed to map Row for an unknown customer.

• EXIT ( "pwd" , " " , " " )

This UNIX program example executes the UNIX print working directory (pwd) command 

to determine the current directory. The name of the current working directory is then 

returned as a text string. Notice that although the pwd command does not require 

additional command line arguments, command_line_arg1 and command_line_arg2

must be included as a space enclosed in double quotation marks (" ").

• TEXTTONUMBER ( ( EXIT ( "GetIncome" , Applicant:Form , "*Mortgage" ) )

This program example passes the value of Applicant concatenated to the text literal 

*Mortgage to an application called GetIncome. The result is converted to a number.

Related functions

• DDEQUERY

• FAIL

• GET

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• PUT

• RUN

• VALID
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Implementing a library EXIT function
You can develop a function in a library to be executed from an EXIT function.

EXIT function's library interface

Library functions are used within an EXIT function using information contained in the 

EXITPARAM structure. This method provides great flexibility for data passed to and from a 

map. For example, the map can pass binary data containing nulls, and there is no limitation 

on the length of the returned data. The method also allows functions to report additional 

information by providing a return code and error message.

Using the EXITPARAM Structure

Function prototype

The function to be executed must be a function in a library with the following prototype:

void MyFunc(LPEXITPARAM lpep);

Definition of the EXITPARAM structure

The definition of the EXITPARAM structure is as follows:

struct tagExitParamStruct 

{ 

   DWORD         dwSize; 

   DWORD         dwToLen; 

   DWORD         dwFromLen; 

   DWORD         dwMapInstance; 

   void FAR *    lpv; 

   LPSTR         lpszCmdLine; 

   BYTE HUGE *   lpDataToApp; 

   BYTE HUGE *   lpDataFromApp; 

   UINT          uRetryCount; 

   UINT          uRetryInterval; 
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   BOOL          bRollback; 

   BOOL          bCleanup; 

   int           nReturn; 

   char          szErrMsg[100]; 

   char          szFile[260]; 

   void FAR *    lpMapHandle; 

   void FAR *    lpInternal; 

   void FAR *    lpCmdStruct; 

   void FAR *    lpAdaptParms; 

   void FAR *    lpContext; 

   void FAR *    lpWildcard; 

   void FAR *    lpfnMS; 

   void FAR *    lpMS; 

   DWORD         dwWildcardSize; 

   LPSTR         lpszMapDirectory; 

   WORD          wCardNum; 

   WORD          wCleanupAction; 

   WORD          wScope; 

   UINT          uUnitSize; 

   BOOL          bBurst; 

   BOOL          bFromRule; 

   BOOL          bSource; 

   DWORD         dwRecords; 

}; 

typedef struct tagExitParamStruct EXITPARAM; 

typedef struct tagExitParamStruct FAR * LPEXITPARAM; 

The engine environment sets up the EXITPARAM structure and the function should fill in the 

result. The engine will allocate and free the memory associated with lpDataToApp. The 

function must allocate the memory for lpDataFromApp. For all Windows operating systems, 

use the Windows macro GlobalAllocPtr defined in windowsx.h. For all other operating 

systems, use the C-runtime malloc function. The engine will free this memory.
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Table 5. Components of EXITPARAM as used with the EXIT function.

Component Used as Usage

dwSize Input Size (in bytes) of EXITPARAM

to assure correct compatibility

dwToLen Input Length (size in bytes) of lpDataToApp

dwFromLen Output Length (size in bytes) of lpDataFromApp

dwMapInstance Not used

lpv Not used

LpszCmdLine Not used

lpDataToApp Input Data sent to the function. This is the 

third parameter of the EXIT function

lpDataFromApp Output Data sent back to the 

server from the function

uRetryCount Not used

uRetryInterval Not used

bRollback Not Used

bCleanup Not used

nReturn Output Return code based on the 

outcome of the function

szErrMsg Output String message based on nReturn

szFile Not used

lpInternal Not used

lpCmdStruct Not used

lpAdaptParms Not used

lpContext Not used
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Component Used as Usage

lpWildcard Not used

dwWildcardSize Not used

lpszMapDirectory Not used

wCardNum Not used

wCleanupAction Not used

wScope Not used

uUnitSize Not used

bBurst Not used

lpfnMS Not used.

lpMS Not used

dwRecords Not used

There is no interaction with the nReturn or szErrMsg fields. However, this might change in a 

future release.

GET

You can use the GET function to retrieve data using one of the source adapters, such as a 

messaging system, a database, a file, and so forth, within the course of your map.

When the GET function is used in a map, the default OnSuccess action is adapter specific. 

The default OnFailure action is to rollback any changes made during map processing. The 

default Scope will be integral unless the map is defined to run in bursts (which is the case 

when one or more inputs have the FetchAs property set to Burst).

GET can also be used for adapters that support request and reply, such as Socket.

Syntax:

GET (single-text-expression , single-text-expression 

[ , single-text-expression ])
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Meaning:

GET (adapter_alias, adapter_commands 

[ , data_request_to_send_to_adapter ])

Returns:

A single character text item

GET returns the data that is returned by the source adapter. The adapter identified 

by adapter_alias is called using the specified adapter_commands and passing 

data_request_to_send_to_adapter as data to the adapter. See the Resource Adapters 

documentation.

You cannot use the GET function to retrieve a file that was built by an earlier output card 

within the same map. Instead, map the output of the earlier card to the later card.

To identify whether the function was successful, you can generally use the VALID function 

with the GET function. However, for certain adapters such as E-mail and FTP, the success 

state is not known until after map completion and using the VALID function in such cases 

might consistently return "success".

Examples

• Reply (s) = GET ("SOCKET", "-HOST localhost -PORT 8015 -EOF -LSN 10 -T", PACKAGE

(Request Object:.:Input))

In this example, the GET function would connect to the socket-based server on 

localhost using port 8015. The Socket Adapter would submit the "Input" data to the 

server, and then wait up to 10 seconds for a reply to that message.

• Acct# = GET ("DB" , "-dbtype ORACLE -connect shasta -user rjc -pw vm70" + 

"SELECT Acct# FROM CustMaster WHERE CustID = '" + SenderID Field:Identification 

Segment:Msg + "'")

In this example, the GET function could be used instead of a DBLOOKUP or DBQUERY

function to retrieve data from a database from within in a map rule.
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Related functions

• FAIL

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• PUT

• VALID

JEXIT

JEXIT function

The JEXIT function provides a means to interface with a method in an external Java class. 

Using this function, you can manipulate simple primitive types, simple objects, and complex 

objects.

There are two required text parameters for a JEXIT function. The first text parameter is the 

class name or key, depending on which meaning you use. The second text parameter is the 

method name. There are two optional text parameters for the data.

The first use of the JEXIT function creates an object that is based on the specified class 

name. Then, it invokes the named Java method, with any specified parameters, on that 

object. After the Java objects method is invoked, then JEXIT automatically destroys 

the Java object. If multiple invocations on the same Java object are required, then the 

predefined "<init>" function can be used in the second parameter of Meaning 1. The 

returned key from the "<init>" function now references a specific Java object and can then 

be used multiple times as the first parameter in Meaning 2 function calls.

The second use of the JEXIT function invokes the named Java method, with any specified 

parameters, on a specific Java object. The method is invoked by using the specified key. 

This method allows Java objects to be manipulated throughout the map's execution cycle. 

These Java objects are stored in the HCL OneTest Data object pool and are referenced 

during map execution by using the specified key. The specified key can be returned from 

either a JEXIT meaning 1 or meaning 2 invocation, particularly when a non-scalar, complex 

Java object must be returned.
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JEXIT is not supported on CICS, Batch, or MVS.

Prerequisites

To use JEXIT, do the following configuration steps, depending on the HCL OneTest Data

product you are using.

For HCL OneTest Data with Command Server or HCL OneTest Data with Launcher, either 

add the Java classes to your system class path or add the JAR files to the install_dir/

dtx.ini file.

Add the JAR files to the jar statements under the [External Jar Files] section of the 

dtx.ini file. For each JAR file, uncomment a jar statement and add the fully qualified 

path and JAR file name, including the file extension. If a jar statement is already set to a 

value, add the JAR file to the next jar statement in the sequence. As an example, if the jar1

statement is set to a value, and the jar2 statement is not set to a value, add your JAR file to 

the jar2 statement.

For HCL OneTest Data, on Windows operating systems, copy the JAR file to the classes 

folder in the path where version of application is installed. As an example, copy the JAR file 

to %MQSI_WORKPATH%\shared-classes. On UNIX operating systems, copy the JAR file 

to the $MQSI_WORKPATH/shared-classes.

If you are using Meaning 1, a public default constructor must be declared in the external 

Java class. If the default constructor is not available or needed, you can use the "<init>"

method to instantiate the Java object, but only when there is a class constructor that is 

defined with one or two string-type parameters.

Syntax
JEXIT ("single-text-expression" , "single-text-expression" , ["single-text-

expression"] , ["single-text-expression"])

Returns
A single text item.
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Meaning 1
JEXIT (class_name, method_name, [input_to_the_function_or_key], 

[input_to_the_function_or_key])

Using this approach, you provide a Java class and method name, and two optional inputs to 

the function.

When JEXIT is used in a map rule, at run time this function instantiates a Java virtual 

machine (JVM). The JVM reads your .class or .jar file and creates an object that is 

based on the defined Java class. The method, along with any specified parameters, is then 

invoked on the object.

When the returned object is a complex object, a unique identifier (key) is created that can be 

used to reference the object in the object pool.

All JEXIT parameters are text strings. Class name and method name are the two required 

parameters. The two optional parameters are generally input data. At run time, the strings 

are converted to UTF-8 and passed to the Java method, and the output from Java method is 

a UTF-8 text string.

The following simple Java class objects are internally converted to strings and returned to 

the map:

java.lang.Void 

java.lang.Short 

java.lang.Number 

java.lang.Long 

java.lang.Integer 

java.lang.Float 

java.lang.Double 

java.lang.Byte 

java.lang.Boolean 

java.lang.String 

java.lang.Character 
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Meaning 2
JEXIT (key, method_name, [input_to_the_function_or_key], 

[input_to_the_function_or_key])

The second use of JEXIT is similar to Meaning 1. The difference is that it assumes that 

you already have a key that references an object in the object pool. In this scenario, you 

use JEXIT to invoke a method on an object by using the key as the first required parameter 

instead of the class name.

Whenever the JEXIT function returns a key, the associated Java object must be deleted 

before the map completes processing. The object can be deleted by using the predefined 

JEXIT "<destroy>" method. Failure to invoke the "<destroy>" method results in a JVM 

memory leak. To prevent the JVM heap from getting fragmented, exhausted, or both, make 

sure that all object references returned from the JEXIT function are deleted. To delete those 

object references, use the JEXIT function in the following way:

JEXIT("key", "<destroy>")

Troubleshooting
To retrieve error messages for JEXIT, you can use the VALID and FAIL functions in your map 

rule. For example:

=VALID(JEXIT("key", "method_name",  "data" ), FAIL(LASTERRORMSG(  )  )  ) 

JEXIT Examples

The JEXIT examples are based on the following defined Java classes.

class : 

package com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test; 

public class TestJExit { 

 Person person = new Person(); 

 public TestJExit() {  

 } 
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 public String toUpper(String test) { 

  return test.toUpperCase(); 

 } 

 public String Concat(String test1, String test2) { 

  return test1 + test2; 

 } 

 public Integer toNumber(String test1) { 

  return new Integer(test1); 

 } 

 public Double toDouble(String test1) { 

  return new Double(test1); 

 } 

 public void toNothing() { 

 } 

 public int returnint() { 

  return 9; 

 } 

 public byte returnbyte() { 

  return 8; 

 } 

 public Person getPerson() { 

    return person; 

 } 

} 

class : 

package com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test; 

public class Person{ 

 private String ext = new String("DTX"); 

 private String name = new String("Websphere"); 

 public Person() {  

 } 

 public String getName() { 
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  return name; 

 } 

 public String getExt() { 

  return ext; 

 } 

} 

Simple primitive types and simple objects

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit " , "toUpper" , "HCL")

Returns HCL

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit" , "Concat" , "HCL Transformation", " 

Extender")

Returns HCL Transformation Extender

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit" , "toDouble" , "12")

Returns 12.0

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit" , "toNumber" , "12")

Returns 12

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit" , "returnint")

Returns 9

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit" , "returnbyte")

Returns 8

Complex objects
When the function is returning a complex object, the returning object is added to the object 

pool and the key is returned to the map rule.

• JEXIT ("com.ibm.websphere.dtx.test.TestJExit " , "getPerson")

Returns a key (as a string)

• JEXIT ("key" , "getName")

Returns Websphere
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• JEXIT ("key" , "<destroy>")

Deletes the Person object from the JVM memory. The "<destroy>" method must be 

invoked before the map completes processing.

PUT

PUT functionThe PUT function passes data to a target adapter.

Use PUT to route data within your map using one of the target adapters such as to a 

messaging system, a database, a file, and so forth.

When the PUT function is used in a map, the default OnSuccess action is adapter specific. 

The default OnFailure action is to rollback any changes made during map processing. The 

default Scope will be integral unless the map is defined to run in bursts (which is the case 

when one or more inputs have the FetchAs property set to Burst).

Syntax:

PUT (single-text-expression , single-text-expression , single-text-expression)

Meaning:

PUT (adapter_alias , adapter_commands , data_to_send_to_adapter)

Returns:

"None"

The adapter identified by adapter_alias is called using the specified adapter_commands

and passing data_to_send_to_adapter as data to the adapter.

The PUT function is not processed if the third argument is zero-sized data or NONE.

To identify whether the function was successful, you can generally use the VALID function 

with the PUT function. However, for certain adapters such as E-mail and FTP, the success 

state is not known until after map completion and using the VALID function in such cases 

might consistently return "success".
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Examples

This example illustrates a mapping situation in which a set of messages is being produced 

in the output (output card #1). However, the ultimate target for these messages is a 

message queue and the messages need to be placed on the queue one at a time.

To accomplish this, the first output card builds the set of messages and its Target is 

defined as Sink. So, this set of messages is constructed in memory, but is discarded after 

the map completes. A second output card, uses the following PUT function to put each 

output message (from output card# 1), individually, on the output queue.

Message(s) = PUT ("MQS", "-QMN myqueuemgr -QN chips_queue -T", PACKAGE

(PaymentMessage:CHIPS_Payment_Message))

• The first argument, MQS, identifies that the data is to be routed using the IBM 

WebSphere MQ (server) adapter.

• The second argument, "-QMN myqueuemgr -QN chips_queue -T", provides the adapter 

commands needed by the adapter to put the message on the queue.

• The third argument, PACKAGE, passes the data that is to be sent as the body of the 

message.

Related functions

• FAIL

• GET

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• VALID

RUN

RUN functionThe RUN function allows you to execute another compiled map from a component or map 

rule.
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You can use RUN to dynamically name source or destination files, or both, or to dynamically 

pass data to a map. You can also use the RUN function to split the output data into separate 

files based on some value in the input.

Syntax:

RUN (single-text-expression [ , single-text-expression ])

Meaning:

RUN (map_to_run [ , command_option_list ])

Returns:

A single text item

The first argument, map_to_run, is an expression identifying the name of the compiled map 

(.mmc) to be run.

The command_option_list argument is an optional argument that you can use to specify 

execution commands applicable to the map to be run. Command_option_list is a text item 

containing a series of execution commands separated by a space. Any execution command 

can be used as part of the command_option_list argument. For example, you can send data 

to another map by using the echo command option (-IEx).

See the Execution Commands documentation for a list of command options.

The result of the RUN function depends on the command options in command_option_list.

Echo command option

• If you use the Echo command option for an output card, the data from that card will be 

passed back as a text item to the object in the map from which it was run.

• If you use the Echo command option for more than one output card, the data from 

all echoed cards will be concatenated together and passed back as a text-item to the 

object in the map from which it was run.

• If you do not use the Echo command option, the return code indicating the status of the 

map that was run will be passed back to the object in the map from which it was run.
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Examples

• RUN ("MyMap" , "-IE1s502 " + Invoice:File + " -OF1 install_dir\" + CustomerID:Invoice)

This example runs the MyMap map, sending 502-byte fixed-size Invoice data as 

the data source for input card 1, overriding the filename of output card 1 based on 

Customer data and returns the map return code as the result.

• RUN ( "GetDbOpt" , " " )

This example runs the GetDbOpt map (with no command options specified) and 

returns the map return code as the result.

• RUN ( "DoOneSet" , "-A -GR" + ECHOIN( 1 , Set:InFile ) ) + " -OF1 OUT_SET." + 

NUMBERTOTEXT ( INDEX ( $ ) ) + " -OE2" )

This example runs the DoOneSet map. Command options include the following 

choices:

◦ "-A -GR"

The DoOneSet map will produce no Audit Log and restrictions will be ignored.

◦ ECHOIN( 1 , Set:InFile )

The ECHOIN function creates the -IE command option for echoing the data 

represented by Set:InFile to input 1 of the RUN map.

◦ " -OF1 OUT_SET." + NUMBERTOTEXT ( INDEX ( $ ) )

The output file for card 1 of the DoOneSet map will be called "OUT_SET." plus a 

sequence number based on the index of the Set in InFile. For example, the first 

output set will be OUT_SET.1, and so forth.

◦ " -OE2"

Using the output echo command option, the data built for output card 2 of the 

DoOneSet map will be returned as the result of the RUN function.

An alternative to using the ECHOIN function shown above is using the long version. 

For example, replace ECHOIN( 1 , Set:InFile ) with:

" -IE1S" + NUMBERTOTEXT ( SIZE ( Set:InFile ) + " " + TEXT ( Set:InFile )
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Using the Echo input command option (-IE) with the sizing method (Sn) or 

the ECHOIN function, one Set object of InFile is passed to input card 1 for the 

DoOneSet map.

Related functions

• DDEQUERY

RENAMEFILE
The RENAMEFILE function renames the source file to that of the destination file. If the 

operation succeeds, the returned value is 0; if it fails, then an operating system-specific error 

number is returned.

RENAMEFILE functiontext functionsRENAMEFILE

Syntax:

RENAMEFILE (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-

expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

RENAMEFILE (source, destination, number_of_retries (max 100), 

pause_between_retries_in_ms (max 100000))

Returns:

A single number

Related reference

• COPYFILE (on page 545)

HARDLINKFILE
A hard link points or references to a specific space on the hard drive. Multiple files can be 

hard linked to the same space in the hard drive. If some data is changed on one of the hard 
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linked files, all the other files reflect that change. The HARDLINKFILE function returns the 

hard link file's command status. On successful execution of this function: 0 is returned; on 

failure: an operating system-specific error code is returned.

Syntax:

HARDLINKFILE(single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-

expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

HARDLINKFILE [oldpath, newpath, number_of_retries (max 100), 

pause_between_retries_in_ms (max 100000)]

Returns:

A single number

Related reference

• SOFTLINKFILE (on page 544)

SOFTLINKFILE
A soft link points to a specific file, which in turn, references to a particular location on 

the hard drive. The soft link, also known as symbolic link is a second file that exists 

independently of its target. The SOFTLINKFILE function returns the soft (symbolic) link 

file's command status. On successful execution of this function: 0 is returned; on failure: an 

operating system-specific error code is returned.

Syntax:

SOFTLINKFILE(single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-

expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

SOFTLINKFILE [(oldpath, newpath, number_of_retries (max 100), 

pause_between_retries_in_ms (max 100000)]
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Returns:

A single number

Related reference

• HARDLINKFILE (on page 543)

COPYFILE
The COPYFILE function copies the source file to the destination file. It returns the copy 

file command status. On successful execution of this function: 0 is returned; on failure: an 

operating system-specific error code is returned.

Syntax:

COPYFILE(single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-

expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

COPYFILE [source, destination, number_of_retries (max 100), 

pause_between_retries_in_ms (max 100000)]

Returns:

A single number

Related reference

• RENAMEFILE (on page 543)

SLEEP
The SLEEP function suspends the execution of the current map until the time-out interval 

elapses. The time-out or sleep interval is represented in milliseconds. On successful 

execution of this function: 0 is returned; on failure: -1 is returned.
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Syntax:

SLEEP(single-number-expression)

Meaning:

SLEEP (the sleep time is in milliseconds)

Returns:

A single number

Inspection functions

ABSENT

ABSENT functionThe ABSENT function tests for the absence of an object.

Syntax:

ABSENT (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

ABSENT (object_to_test)

Returns:

True or false

ABSENT returns "true" if the object_to_test evaluates to "none". If the object_to_test does 

not evaluate to "none", the function returns "false".

Examples

• You can use this function to map an object only if another object is absent. For 

example, you might want to map BillTo information to the ShipTo fields if the 

ShipToName is absent.

• ABSENT (AreaCode:Phone)

This example evaluates to "true" when AreaCode:Phone evaluates to "none" or 

evaluates to "false" when AreaCode:Phone does not evaluate to "none".
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Related Functions

• PRESENT

CONTAINSERRORS

CONTAINSERRORS functionThe CONTAINSERRORS function tests a valid object to see whether it contains any objects 

in error.

Syntax:

CONTAINSERRORS (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

CONTAINSERRORS (object_to_test)

Returns:

True or false

The CONTAINSERRORS function returns "true" if any object contained in object_to_test is in 

error; it returns "false" if the object_to_test is completely valid.

The input object, itself, is a valid input object. This function does not evaluate for invalid 

objects. Therefore, if you have map rule:

CONTAINSERRORS ( Invoice:InputFile )

and Invoice[1] is valid, Invoice[2] is invalid, and Invoice[3] is valid, then CONTAINSERRORS

evaluates only twice-once for each valid instance of Invoice.

Examples

• Msg (s) = IF ( CONTAINSERRORS ( Msg:MailBag ) & Type:Msg:MailBag = "PRIORITY" , 

Msg:MailBag , "none" )

In this example, if Msg:MailBag contains any object in error and Type:Msg:MailBag has 

a value of "PRIORITY", Msg:MailBag is mapped; otherwise, "none" is returned for this 

occurrence of Msg. This map rule returns all valid messages (Msg) that contain errors 

with a Type of "PRIORITY".
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Related functions

• ISERROR

• REFORMAT

DELETEFILE
The DELETEFILE function returns the status of a file deletion command as a single number. 

DELETEFILE returns 0 for successful file deletion or the appropriate error code if file 

deletion was not successful.

Syntax:

resourcelib->DELETEFILE (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, 

single-text-expression)

Meaning:

DELETEFILE (filename, number_of_retries, pause_between_retries)

Returns:

A single number

number_of_retries

The number of times the DELETEFILE function is to check for the deleted file. 

The maximum is 100 retries.

pause_between_retries

The amount of time, in milliseconds, that the function waits between checking 

for the deleted file. The maximum is 100,000.

Example

(resourcelib->DELETEFILE(GETDIRECTORY () + "myfile1.txt","10","1000")
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ISALPHA

You can use ISALPHA when you need to know whether a text string is all alphabetic 

characters.

Syntax:

ISALPHA (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISALPHA (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

ISALPHA functionThe ISALPHA function tests a text object to see if it is contains all alphabetic characters.

If text_to_test contains only alphabetic characters (for example, A-Z and a-z), ISALPHA

evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than just alphabetic characters, ISALPHA returns "false".

Examples

• IF(ISALPHA ("AnywhereUSA"))

Returns "true"

• IF(ISALPHA ("Anywhere USA"))

Returns "false"

• IF(ISALPHA ("Mr. Brown"))

Returns "false"

Related functions

• ISLOWER • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVENUM
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• ISUPPER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA

ISERROR

ISERROR functionThe ISERROR function tests an object to see if it is in error

You can use ISERROR to output your data in exactly the same order as it occurs in your 

input, both the valid data and the data in error. You can also use ISERROR to produce error 

messages for bad data in the same file in which you map your good data.

Syntax:

ISERROR (single-object-name)

Meaning:

ISERROR (object_to_test)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

ISERROR returns "true" when object_to_test is in error and returns "false" when 

object_to_test is completely valid.

Examples

• InfoRec (s) = IF ( ISERROR ( Record:SomeFile ), "Bad --> " + REJECT ( Record:SomeFile ), 

"Ok --> " + TEXT ( Record:SomeFile ) )

In this example, ISERROR is used to produce a report for all Record objects in 

SomeFile. If the record is in error, the InfoRec will have the text Bad --> followed by the 

data from the input Record. If the record is valid, the InfoRec will have the text Ok --> 

followed by the data from the input Record, such as:

Ok  --> SZ-68839,486 Upgrade Microprocessor,186.86,100,W200 

Bad --> MK-19309,,369.43,417,W100 
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Ok  --> KL-20349,PCMCIA Network Adaptor,174.82,29,N300 

Ok  --> WP-37679,AC Adaptor,39.48,245,E100 

Bad --> IL-39890,8MB Memory PCMCIA,390.48,0,S100 

Related functions

• CONTAINSERRORS

ISLOWER

ISLOWER functionThe ISLOWER function tests a text object to see if it contains all lowercase alphabetic 

characters.

Syntax:

ISLOWER (series-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISLOWER (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

If text_to_test contains only lowercase alphabetic characters (for example, a-z), ISLOWER

evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than lowercase alphabetic characters, ISLOWER returns 

"false".

Examples

• IF(ISLOWER ("company"))

Returns "true"

• IF(ISLOWER ("pots and pans"))

Returns "false"

• IF(ISLOWER ("Andrew"))
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Returns "false"

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVENUM

• ISUPPER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA

ISNUMBER

ISNUMBER functionThe ISNUMBER function tests a text object to determine whether it contains all numeric 

characters.

Syntax:

ISNUMBER (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISNUMBER (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

If text_to_test contains only digits (for example, 0-9), ISNUMBER evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than digits, ISNUMBER evaluates to "false".

Examples

• IF(ISNUMBER("1") 

Returns "true"
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Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISLOWER • LEAVENUM

• ISUPPER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA

ISUPPER

ISUPPER functionThe ISUPPER function tests a text object to determine whether it contains all uppercase 

alphabetic characters.

Syntax:

ISUPPER (series-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISUPPER (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

If text_to_test contains only uppercase alphabetic characters (for example, A-Z), ISUPPER 

evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than uppercase alphabetic characters, ISUPPER returns "false".

Examples

• IF(ISUPPER ( "BOMBAY" ))

Returns "true"

• IF(ISUPPER ( "CD-ROM" ))
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Returns "false"

• IF(ISUPPER ( "Map Designer" ))

Returns "false"

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISLOWER • LEAVENUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA

MEMBER

Use MEMBER when you need to know whether an object occurs within a series.

MEMBER functionThe MEMBER function searches a series, looking for a single specified object in the series. 

If any object in the series matches the specified object, MEMBER returns "true". If there is no 

match, MEMBER returns "false".

Syntax:

MEMBER (single-object-expression , series-object-expression)

MEMBER (single-object-expression , { literal, literal ... })

Meaning:

MEMBER (object_to_look_for , series_of_objects_to_look_at)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

MEMBER returns "true" if object_to_look_for matches one of the values in 

series_of_objects_to_look_at.
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It returns "false" if object_to_look_for does not match at least one of the values in 

series_of_objects_to_look_at.

The two arguments, object_to_look_for and series_of_objects_to_look_at, must be objects 

of the same item interpretation or the same group type. For example, if object_to_look_for is 

a date/time item, series_of_objects_to_look_at must be a series of date/time items.

Examples

• MEMBER (EntityIDCode:Name, {"BT" , "ST"})

This example tests whether EntityIDCode has one of a particular set of literal values.

• MEMBER (Store# , EntityIDCode:Name)

This example tests whether Store# has the same value as any EntityIDCode:Name.

Related functions

• EXTRACT

• LOOKUP

NOT

Use the NOT function to test a condition and have it return the inverse of its "true" or "false" 

result. For example, you want the function to return "true" if the condition results in "false".

Syntax:

NOT (single-condition-expression)

Meaning:

NOT (condition_to_evaluate)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

NOT returns "true" if the condition evaluates to "false" and returns "false" if the condition 

evaluates to "true".
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Examples

• NOT (Qty:.:InputFile = 0)

This example returns "false" if the Qty equals 0 (the condition is true) and returns "true" 

if Qty does not equal 0 (the condition is false).

• IF (NOT (PRESENT (StartDate)), "Unknown", "none")

This example returns "unknown" if StartDate is not present and returns "none" if 

StartDate is present.

Another way to test that an object is not present is to use the ABSENT function.

OFFSET

Use the OFFSET function when you need to know the position of a particular data object 

within its card object.

OFFSET functionOFFSET returns an integer representing the offset of the specified object within the data.

Syntax:

OFFSET (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

OFFSET (object_whose_offset_is_needed)

Returns:

A single integer

OFFSET returns the offset, in bytes, of the specified object within its card object, beginning 

at offset 0. For an object that has an initiator, the offset will apply to the first byte of the 

data. For an object that is right-justified with pad characters, OFFSET will return the offset of 

the first byte of data.

The OFFSET function works the same for output objects as it does for input objects.

Examples

• OFFSET (Application:LoanData)
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In this example, if the first character of the first occurrence of the object Application

occurs 210 bytes from offset 0 within LoanData, the OFFSET function returns 210.

Related function

• SIZE

OR

Use the OR function to test whether one of a series of conditions is true.

OR evaluates a series of conditions and returns "true" if at least one evaluates to "true"; 

otherwise returns "false".

Syntax:

OR (series-condition-expression)

Meaning:

OR (conditions_to_evaluate)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

OR evaluates to "true" if any member of the argument evaluates to "true" and evaluates to 

"false" if all members of the argument evaluate to "false".

Examples

• Order(s)=IF (OR (Store:Table = Store#:Order:Input), Order:Input)

This example produces an Order if the Store# of an Order in Input matches any Store in 

Table.

Related function

• ALL
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PARTITION

PARTITION functionThe PARTITION function checks to see if an occurrence of an object belongs to a certain 

partition. If the object is that partition, "true" is returned. Otherwise, "false" is returned.

Syntax:

PARTITION (single-object-expression, single-simple-object-name)

Meaning:

PARTITION (partitioned_object, simple_name_of_partition_to_check_for)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

PARTITION returns "true" if the data object of partitioned_object belongs to the partition 

represented by simple_name_of_partition_to_check_for. Otherwise, PARTITION returns 

"false".

Examples

• Assume that Transaction has been partitioned into three partitioned subtypes: Invoice, 

Order, and Remittance, as shown.

The following rule could be used to detect whether a given Transaction is an Invoice:

PARTITION (Transaction:.:Batch, Invoice)

If the Transaction is an Invoice, PARTITION returns "true". If the Transaction is not an 

Invoice (for example, it is an Order or a Remittance), PARTITION returns "false" for that 

Transaction.

Related function

• GETPARTITIONNAME

PRESENT

PRESENT functionThe PRESENT function tests for the presence of an object.
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PRESENT is commonly used with the IF function in a map rule to provide conditional logic. 

For example, if the object is present, do this; otherwise, do something else.

Similarly, PRESENT is commonly used with the WHEN function in component rules to 

provide conditional validation logic.

Syntax:

PRESENT (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

PRESENT (object_to_look_for)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

PRESENT returns "true" if the input argument does not evaluate to "none"; the object is 

present. It returns "false" if the input argument evaluates to "none"; the object is not present.

Examples

• PRESENT (Trailer:File)

This example returns "true" if Trailer is present and returns "false" if Trailer is absent.

• IF (PRESENT(MiddleInitial:.:Input), MiddleInitial:.:Input, "***" )

This example in a map rule maps MiddleInitial if it is present. If MiddleInitial is not 

present, three asterisks are mapped.

• WHEN (PRESENT (AreaCode Field), PRESENT (PhoneNo Field))

In this example, PRESENT is being used in conjunction with the WHEN function in a 

component rule to determine whether a particular object is valid.

Related functions

• ABSENT

• IF

• WHEN
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SIZE

SIZE functionThe SIZE function returns an integer representing the size of a specified object, exclusive of 

any pad characters.

Syntax:

SIZE (single-object-expression )

Meaning:

SIZE (object_whose_size_is_needed )

Returns:

A single integer

The SIZE function returns the size, in bytes, of object_whose_size_is_needed. The byte size 

returned does not include any pad characters that might be in the object, but does include 

separators and signs.

The size of a group is the size, beginning with the first character of the first component 

and ending with the last character of the last component, of the group. If the group has 

delimiters, the infix delimiters are included in the size.

Examples

• SIZE ( Transaction )

Returns 8000 if the size of Transaction (without pad characters) is 8000 bytes

Using SIZE with NORMXML

SIZE functionNORMXML functionNORMXML functionSIZE functionIf the SIZE function is used with the NORMXML function to determine the size of the 

specified object after NORMXML has removed the XML formatting from the input XML 

fragment, the SIZE operation calculates the size of the data in Unicode, since the NORMXML

function converts the input data to Unicode before it removes the XML formatting. The 

returned size does not match the size that would have been calculated if the data remained 

in its original character set, unless the original character set was Unicode.
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TESTOFF

TESTOFF functionThe TESTOFF function tests a specified bit in a binary number item to see whether it is off.

Syntax:

TESTOFF ( single-binary-number-expression , single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

TESTOFF ( binary_number_to_test , bit_to_test )

Returns:

"True" or "false"

The value of bit_to_test specifies which bit of binary_number_to_test should be 

tested for the value 0. If bit_to_test has the value 1, it refers to the leftmost bit of 

binary_number_to_test.

The TESTOFF function returns "true" if the specified bit is off and returns "false" if the 

specified bit is on.

If bit_to_test is less than one or greater than the number of bits of binary_number_to_test, 

TESTOFF returns "false".

Examples

• TESTOFF (A, 16)

Assume A is the two-byte binary value of "1", which is all zeros except for bit 16. The 

binary representation of the value in A is 0001.

This example returns "false".

• TESTOFF (A, 20)

Returns "false" because bit 20 does not exist.

TESTON

TESTON functionThe TESTON function tests a specified bit in a binary number to see if it is on.

Syntax:
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TESTON ( single-binary-number-expression, single-integer-expression )

Meaning:

TESTON ( binary_number_to_test ,bit_to_test )

Returns:

"True" or "false"

The value of bit_to_test specifies the bit of binary_number_to_test to test for the value 1. If 

bit_to_test has the value 1, it refers to the leftmost bit of binary_number_to_test.

The function returns "true" if the specified bit is on; it has the value 1. It returns "false" if the 

specified bit is off; it has the value 0.

If bit_to_test is less than one or greater than the number of bits of binary_number_to_test, 

TESTON returns "false".

Examples

• TESTON ( A , 16 )

Assume A is the two-byte binary value of "1", which is all zeros except for bit 16. The 

binary representation of the value in A is 0001.

This example returns "true".

• TESTON ( A , 20 )

Returns "false" because bit 20 does not exist in a two-byte value.

VALID

You can use the VALID function to perform conditional processing based on whether an 

external interface function executes successfully.

VALID functionVALID returns the result of the first argument if it is valid; otherwise, returns the second 

argument.

Syntax:

VALID ( single-text-expressions , single-general-expression )
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Meaning:

VALID ( function_that_can_fail , return_value_if_function_fails )

Returns:

A single text expression

VALID returns the result of the evaluation of function_that_can_fail if it is valid. If the 

function fails, VALID returns return_value_if_function_fails.

The following functions can fail:

• DBLOOKUP • GET

• DBQUERY • PUT

• DDEQUERY • RUN

• EXIT

Examples

• SomeObject = VALID ( RUN ( "mymap.mmc" , "-OF1 mydata.txt" ) , FAIL ( "My 

RUN failed!" ) ) 

If the RUN function returns an error return code, the VALID functions returns none, the 

map aborts, and the message My RUN failed! is reported under Execution Summary in 

the execution audit log.

Related functions

• DBLOOKUP

• DBQUERY

• DDEQUERY

Logical functions
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ALL

ALL functionThe ALL function evaluates a series of conditions and returns "true" if they all evaluate to 

"true"; otherwise returns "false".

Syntax:

ALL (series-condition-expression)

Meaning:

ALL (conditions_to_evaluate)

Returns:

True or false

The ALL function evaluates to "true" if all members of the input argument evaluate to "true".; 

it evaluates to "false" if any member of the input argument is "false".

Examples

• You can use ALL when you want to test whether all conditions of a series are true.

• PO (s)=IF (ALL( PO#:Line:Order = PO#:Line:Order[1]), Order, "none")

If each and every PO# matches the PO# of the first Order, ALL evaluates to "true". 

Otherwise, ALL evaluates to "false".

Related functions

• NOT

• OR

BINDABS

BINDABS functionUse this function in a component rule for the implementation of binding and iterative 

evaluation. The implementation of binding ensures that when there are multiple references 

to a component in a rule, all references are to the same instance of that component. The 

implementation of iterative evaluation ensures that the rule is evaluated using all possible 

combinations of type references.
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Do not use this function unless you have a clear understanding of the behavior.

Syntax:

BINDABS (Boolean_expression)

Meaning:

BINDABS (component rule)

Returns:

A Boolean "true" or "false"

Note:  It is not necessary to use the BINDABS function for iterative behavior with the 

following functions because these functions already iterate: COUNT, COUNTABS, INDEX, 

MEMBER, MAX, MIN, SUM, and SERIESTOTEXT.

How it works

When the evaluation starts and the BINDABS function is encountered at the beginning of the 

component rule, binding is enforced and the rule is iterated across all valid combinations of 

objects specified in the rule.

BINDABS must be positioned first in the component rule and the entire component rule 

must be enclosed. Any other use of this function will have no effect.

When using BINDABS, the evaluation order is the same as mapping. Rules that contain both 

a normal instance and a last instance for the first instance of the type are not evaluated.

Example

BINDABS (Qty:LineItem:Order * Price:LineItem:Order = 

ExtendedPrice:LineItem:Order)

As a result of binding, the Qty, Price, and ExtendedPrice elements in this example are all in 

the same LineItem of the same Order. As a result of iteration, all line items of all orders are 

checked.
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EITHER

EITHER functionThe EITHER function returns the result of the first argument that does not evaluate to 

"none".

Syntax:

EITHER (single-general-expression { , single-general-expression } )

Meaning:

EITHER ( try_this { , if_none_try_this } )

Returns:

A single object

The EITHER return methods work in the following ways:

Returns...

When...

try_this

try_this does not evaluate to "none"

if_none_try_this

try_this evaluates to "none"

the next if_none_try_this

the first if_none_try_this evaluates to "none"

Note:  The Design Studio compiler does not validate the second argument or 

subsequent arguments against the type tree.

Examples

• EITHER ( OrderDate Field , CURRENTDATE ( ) )

If OrderDate Field does not evaluate to "none", it is returned. If OrderDate Field

evaluates to "none", the current system date (using CURRENTDATE) is returned.

• EITHER ( LOOKUP (PriorityCd:Msg , CustID:Msg = "93X" ) , 8 )
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This example returns the result of the LOOKUP if that result does not evaluate to "none"; 

otherwise, it returns the second argument of 8.

• EITHER (IF (SomeCode = "C" , CustomerID:Input) , IF (SomeCode = "S" , 

SupplierID:Input) , IF (SomeCode = "O" , Reference#:Input) , "####" )

If SomeCode is C and CustomerID:Input has a value, EITHER returns the value of 

CustomerID. Otherwise, if SomeCode is S and CustomerID:Input has a value, EITHER 

returns the value of SupplierID. Otherwise, if SomeCode is O and Reference#:Input has 

a value, EITHER returns the value of Reference#. If none of those conditions result in a 

value, EITHER returns "####".

• You can use EITHER when you want a default value when an expression evaluates to 

"none" and the expression might cause common arguments to produce an unintended 

result. For example, use:

EITHER (LOOKUP (PriorityCd:Msg , CustID:Msg = "93X") , 8)

-instead of-

IF (PRESENT (LOOKUP (PriorityCd:Msg , CustID:Msg = "93X" ) ), LOOKUP 

( PriorityCd:Msg , CustID:Msg = "93X" ) , 8 )

IF

You can use the IF function for conditional logic. For example, to return one of two objects 

depending on the evaluation of a condition.

IF functionIF evaluates a conditional expression, returning one value if true, another if false.

Syntax:

IF (single-condition-expression , single-general-expression

[ , single-general-expression ])

Meaning:

IF (test_this , result_if_true [ , result_if_false ])

Returns:

A single item or single group
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If test_this evaluates to "true", the result is result_if_true.

Otherwise, if test_this evaluates to "false", the result is result_if_false. If no result_if_false is 

specified, this evaluates to "none".

The result_if_true and result_if_false arguments must correspond to the same item 

interpretation or the same group type or either can be "none". For example, if result_if_true

evaluates to a number, result_if_false must also evaluate to a number. If result_if_true

evaluates to a LineItem group, result_if_false must also evaluate to a LineItem group.

Examples

• IF (Quantity:LineItem:PO > 500, "PRIORITY", "REGULAR")

This example tests the Quantity value. If that Quantity is > 500, the IF function 

evaluates to the value PRIORITY. If that Quantity is <= 500, the IF function evaluates to 

the value, REGULAR.

• IF (Status:Order = "Special", "SPCL")

This example tests the Status value. If the Status is Special, the IF function evaluates to 

the value, SPCL. Otherwise, it evaluates to "none". Notice that this rule is equivalent to

IF (Status:Order = "Special", "SPCL", "none")

ISALPHA

You can use ISALPHA when you need to know whether a text string is all alphabetic 

characters.

Syntax:

ISALPHA (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISALPHA (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.
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ISALPHA functionThe ISALPHA function tests a text object to see if it is contains all alphabetic characters.

If text_to_test contains only alphabetic characters (for example, A-Z and a-z), ISALPHA

evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than just alphabetic characters, ISALPHA returns "false".

Examples

• IF(ISALPHA ("AnywhereUSA"))

Returns "true"

• IF(ISALPHA ("Anywhere USA"))

Returns "false"

• IF(ISALPHA ("Mr. Brown"))

Returns "false"

Related functions

• ISLOWER • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVENUM

• ISUPPER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA

ISLOWER

ISLOWER functionThe ISLOWER function tests a text object to see if it contains all lowercase alphabetic 

characters.

Syntax:

ISLOWER (series-text-expression)

Meaning:
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ISLOWER (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

If text_to_test contains only lowercase alphabetic characters (for example, a-z), ISLOWER

evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than lowercase alphabetic characters, ISLOWER returns 

"false".

Examples

• IF(ISLOWER ("company"))

Returns "true"

• IF(ISLOWER ("pots and pans"))

Returns "false"

• IF(ISLOWER ("Andrew"))

Returns "false"

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVENUM

• ISUPPER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA
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ISNUMBER

ISNUMBER functionThe ISNUMBER function tests a text object to determine whether it contains all numeric 

characters.

Syntax:

ISNUMBER (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISNUMBER (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

If text_to_test contains only digits (for example, 0-9), ISNUMBER evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than digits, ISNUMBER evaluates to "false".

Examples

• IF(ISNUMBER("1") 

Returns "true"

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISLOWER • LEAVENUM

• ISUPPER • LEAVEPRINT

• LEAVEAL

PHA
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ISUPPER

ISUPPER functionThe ISUPPER function tests a text object to determine whether it contains all uppercase 

alphabetic characters.

Syntax:

ISUPPER (series-text-expression)

Meaning:

ISUPPER (text_to_test)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false" and should only be used 

as a conditional expression within a logical function.

If text_to_test contains only uppercase alphabetic characters (for example, A-Z), ISUPPER 

evaluates to "true".

If text_to_test contains other than uppercase alphabetic characters, ISUPPER returns "false".

Examples

• IF(ISUPPER ( "BOMBAY" ))

Returns "true"

• IF(ISUPPER ( "CD-ROM" ))

Returns "false"

• IF(ISUPPER ( "Map Designer" ))

Returns "false"

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISLOWER • LEAVENUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVEPRINT
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• LEAVEAL

PHA

NOT

Use the NOT function to test a condition and have it return the inverse of its "true" or "false" 

result. For example, you want the function to return "true" if the condition results in "false".

Syntax:

NOT (single-condition-expression)

Meaning:

NOT (condition_to_evaluate)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

NOT returns "true" if the condition evaluates to "false" and returns "false" if the condition 

evaluates to "true".

Examples

• NOT (Qty:.:InputFile = 0)

This example returns "false" if the Qty equals 0 (the condition is true) and returns "true" 

if Qty does not equal 0 (the condition is false).

• IF (NOT (PRESENT (StartDate)), "Unknown", "none")

This example returns "unknown" if StartDate is not present and returns "none" if 

StartDate is present.

Another way to test that an object is not present is to use the ABSENT function.

OR

Use the OR function to test whether one of a series of conditions is true.
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OR evaluates a series of conditions and returns "true" if at least one evaluates to "true"; 

otherwise returns "false".

Syntax:

OR (series-condition-expression)

Meaning:

OR (conditions_to_evaluate)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

OR evaluates to "true" if any member of the argument evaluates to "true" and evaluates to 

"false" if all members of the argument evaluate to "false".

Examples

• Order(s)=IF (OR (Store:Table = Store#:Order:Input), Order:Input)

This example produces an Order if the Store# of an Order in Input matches any Store in 

Table.

Related function

• ALL

WHEN

You can use the WHEN function in a component rule to test for the validity of one object 

based on another object.

WHEN functionWHEN evaluates a condition. Then, based on that evaluation, evaluates another condition 

and returns "true" or "false".

Syntax:

WHEN ( single-condition-expression , single-condition-expression [ , single-

condition-expression ] )
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Meaning:

WHEN ( condition1 , condition2 [ , condition3 ] )

Returns:

"True" or "false"

The following statements summarize how the WHEN function works:

• Returns "true" if condition1 and condition2 both evaluate to "true".

• Returns "true" if condition1 evaluates to "false" and there is no condition3 or if 

condition1 evaluates to "false" and condition3 evaluates to "true".

• Returns "false" if condition1 evaluates to "true" and condition2 evaluates to "false".

• Returns "false" if both condition1 and condition3 evaluate to "false".

Evaluation of the three arguments:

Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 WHEN returns:

True True True

False True

False True True

True False False

False False False

Examples

• WHEN (ABSENT(CatalogueField), ABSENT (QuantityField))

Returns "true" when CatalogueField and QuantityField are both absent

• WHEN (PRESENT(ShipDate), PRESENT(InStock), PRESENT(BackOrderDate ))

Returns "false" when ShipDate and BackOrderDate are both absent

Lookup and reference functions
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CHOOSE

CHOOSE functionThe CHOOSE function returns the object within a series whose position in the series 

corresponds to a specified number.

Syntax:

CHOOSE (series-object-name , single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

CHOOSE (from_these_objects , pick_the_nth_one)

Returns:

A single object whose index within the from_these_objects series matches the 

number specified by pick_the_nth_one. If that member of the series does not 

exist, CHOOSE returns "none".

You can use CHOOSE to use a variable value to specify the index for a particular object from 

a series. The CHOOSE function does not operate on a series object that was returned by 

another function, such as EXTRACT.

Examples

• CHOOSE ( Row:DBSelect , 2 )

Returns the second Row

• CHOOSE ( Set:Claim , INDEX ( Row:Header ) )

Returns the Set within the Claim that corresponds to the index of the Row of Header.

Related function

• LOOKUP

DBLOOKUP

DBLOOKUP functionThe DBLOOKUP function executes an SQL statement against a database. The SQL 

statement can be any permitted by your database management system or ODBC driver.
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When the DBLOOKUP function is used in a map, the default OnSuccess action is adapter 

specific. The default OnFailure action is to rollback any changes made during map 

processing. The default Scope will be integral unless the map is defined to run in bursts 

(which is the case when one or more inputs have the FetchAs property set to Burst).

There are two ways to specify arguments for DBLOOKUP.

You can use DBLOOKUP to execute an SQL statement when you want to execute a SELECT

statement to retrieve a specific column value in a large table in a database using the 

value of another input, rather than defining the entire table as an input card and using the 

LOOKUP, SEARCHDOWN, or SEARCHUP functions.

You can use DBLOOKUP to execute an SQL statement when you want to execute a SELECT 

statement to retrieve a specific column value from a table or database that might vary 

based on a parameter file. Using Meaning 2 of the DBLOOKUP function allows these 

parameters to be dynamically specified at run time.

Syntax:

DBLOOKUP ( single-text-expression , single-text-expression , [ single-text-

literal ] )

Meaning:

1. DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name )

2. DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , parameters )

Returns:

A single text item

The DBLOOKUP function returns the results of the query in the same format as a query 

specified for a map input card, except that it does not include the last carriage return/

linefeed. Because this information is removed, it is easier to make use of a single value 

extracted from a database.

Arguments for meaning 1

DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name )
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• SQL_statement

The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement permitted by your database management system and supported by your 

database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can be 

a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• mdq_filename

The second argument is the name of a database query file (.mdq) produced by the 

Database Interface Designer. It contains the definition of the database that the SQL 

statement is to be executed against. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the 

directory of the map, the path must be specified.

Note:  The .mdq file is accessed at map build time and is not needed at run time.

• database_name

The third argument is the name of a database in the database query file (.mdq) as 

defined in the Database Interface Designer.

If used in this way, both the .mdq filename and database name must be literals.

Arguments for meaning 2

DBLOOKUP ( SQL_statement , parameters )

• SQL_statement

The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement permitted by your database management system and supported by your 

database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can be 

a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• parameters

The second argument is a set of parameters, either:

◦ -MDQ mdqfilename -DBNAME dbname

-or-
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◦ -DBTYPE database_type [database specific parameters]

The keyword -MDQ is followed by the name of the database query file (.mdq) 

produced by the Database Interface Designer. This .mdq file contains the definition 

of the database. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the directory of the 

map, the path must be specified. The .mdq filename is followed by the keyword 

-DBNAME and the database name as specified in the Database Interface Designer.

Using this syntax, the .mdq file is accessed at run time and must be present.

The keyword -DBTYPE is followed by a keyword specifying the database type (for 

example, ODBC or ORACLE) followed, optionally, by database-specific parameters.

This syntax does not use an .mdq file, because the database-specific parameters 

provide the information required to connect to the database. See the Resource 

Adapters documentation for detailed information about the database-specific 

parameters that can be specified.

When used with Meaning 2, DBLOOKUP must conform to these rules:

• All keywords (for example, -DBTYPE) can be upper or lowercase, but not mixed.

• A space is required between the keyword and its value (for example, -DBTYPE ODBC).

• The order of the keywords is not important.

All database-specific parameters are optional.

Examples
Assume that you have a table named "PARTS" that contains the following data:

PART_NUMBER PART_NAME

1 1/4" x 3" Bolt

2 1/4" x 4" Bolt

Assume that this database has been defined using the Database Interface Designer in a 

file named mytest.mdq and that the name of the database, as specified in the .mdq file, is 

PartsDB.
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• DBLOOKUP ( "SELECT PART_NAME from PARTS where PART_NUMBER =1", 

"mytest.mdq", "PartsDB")

Returns: ¼" x 3" Bolt

Using Meaning 2, you can specify the DBLOOKUP this way:

• DBLOOKUP( "SELECT PART_NAME from PARTS where PART_NUMBER =1", "-MDQ 

mytest.mdq -DBNAME PartsDB" )

where both the .mdq file name and database name is specified.

Using Meaning 2, you can also specify the database type and the appropriate database-

specific parameters:

• DBLOOKUP( "SELECT PART_NAME from PARTS where PART_NUMBER =1" , "-DBTYPE 

ORACLE -CONNECT MyDB -USER janes " )

Related functions

• DBQUERY

• EXTRACT

• FAIL

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHDOWN

• SEARCHUP

• VALID

For more examples using the DBLOOKUP function, see the Database Interface Designer

documentation.
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DBQUERY

DBQUERY functionThe DBQUERY function executes an SQL statement against a database. The SQL statement 

can be any permitted by your database management system or ODBC driver.

When the DBQUERY function is used in a map, the default OnSuccess action is adapter 

specific. The default OnFailure action is to rollback any changes made during map 

processing. The default Scope will be integral unless the map is defined to run in bursts 

(which is the case when one or more inputs have the FetchAs property set to Burst).

There are two ways to specify the arguments for DBQUERY. You can use DBQUERY

[Meaning 1] to execute an SQL statement when you want to look up information in a 

database using a parameterized query that is based on another value in your data. If your 

SQL statement is a SELECT statement, the DBQUERY function might be used in conjunction 

with the RUN function to issue dynamic SELECT statements whose results can be used as 

input to another map.

You can also use the DBQUERY function [Meaning 2] to execute an SQL statement when 

the database, table, or other database parameters might vary; perhaps being supplied by a 

parameter file.

Syntax:

DBQUERY (single-text-expression , single-text-expression ,

[ single-text-literal ] )

Meaning:

1. DBQUERY (SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name)

2. DBQUERY ( SQL_statement , parameters )

Returns:

A single text item

If your SQL statement is a SELECT statement, the results of the query in the same format as 

a query specified as a map input card, including row delimiters and terminators, and so on.

If your SQL statement is anything other than a SELECT statement, "none".
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Arguments for meaning 1

DBQUERY (SQL_statement , mdq_filename , database_name)

• SQL_statement

The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement that is permitted by your database management system and supported by 

your database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can 

be a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• mdq_filename

The second argument is the name of a database query file (.mdq) produced by the 

Database Interface Designer. It contains the definition of the database that the SQL 

statement is to be executed against. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the 

directory of the map, the path must be specified.

Note:  The .mdq file is accessed at map build time and is not needed at run time.

• database_name

The third argument is the name of a database in the database query file (.mdq) as 

defined in the Database Interface Designer.

If used in this way, both the .mdq filename and database name must be literals.

Arguments for meaning 2

DBQUERY ( SQL_statement , parameters )

• The first argument is an SQL statement as a text string. This can be any valid SQL 

statement that is permitted by your database management system and supported by 

your database-specific driver. In addition to a fixed SQL statement, this argument can 

be a concatenation of text literals and data objects, enabling the concatenation of data 

values into your SQL statement.

• The second argument is a set of parameters, either:

◦ -MDQ mdqfilename -DBNAME dbname
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-or-

◦ -DBTYPE database_type [database specific parameters]

The keyword -MDQ is followed by the name of the database query file (.mdq) 

produced by the Database Interface Designer. This .mdq file contains the definition 

of the database. If the .mdq file is in a directory other than the directory of the 

map, the path must be specified. The .mdq filename is followed by the keyword 

-DBNAME and the database name as specified in the Database Interface Designer.

Note:  Using this syntax, the .mdq file is accessed at run time and must be 

present.

The keyword -DBTYPE is followed by a keyword specifying the database type (for 

example, ODBC or ORACLE) followed, optionally, by database-specific parameters.

Note:  This syntax does not use an .mdq file, because the database-specific 

parameters provide the information required to connect to the database. See 

the appropriate database adapter documentation for detailed information about 

database-specific parameters.

When used with Meaning 2, DBQUERY must conform to these rules:

• All keywords (for example, -DBTYPE) can be upper or lower case, but not mixed.

• A space is required between the keyword and its value (for example, -DBTYPE ODBC).

• The order of the keywords is not important.

All database-specific parameters are optional.

Examples
Assume that you have a table named "PARTS" that contains the following data:

PART_NUMBER PART_NAME

1 1/4" x 3" Bolt

2 1/4" x 4" Bolt
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Also assume that this database has been defined using the Database Interface Designer in 

a file named mytest.mdq and that the name of the database, as specified in the .mdq file, is 

PartsDB.

DBQUERY ( "SELECT * from PARTS" , "mytest.mdq" , "PartsDB" )

Returns 1|¼" x 3" Bolt<cr><lf>2|¼" x 4" Bolt<cr><lf>

where <cr><lf> is a carriage return followed by a line feed.

Using Meaning 2, you can also specify the DBQUERY this way:

DBQUERY ( "SELECT * from PARTS" , "-MDQ mytest.mdq -DBNAME PartsDB" )

where both the .mdq file name and database name are specified.

Or, specify it this way, using Meaning 2 by specifying the database type and the appropriate 

database-specific parameters:

DBQUERY ( "SELECT * from PARTS" , "-DBTYPE ORACLE -CONNECT MyDB -USER janes" )

Assume that you have an input file containing one order record. To map that order to 

another proprietary format, you also have a parts table with pricing information for every 

part for every customer, a very large table. Rather than using the entire parts table as the 

input to your map, you might use the RUN function with a DBQUERY to dynamically select 

only those rows from the parts table corresponding to the customer in the order file, as 

follows:

RUN ( "MapOrder.MMC" , 

  "IE2" + DBQUERY ( "SELECT * FROM Parts WHERE CustID = " 

 + CustomerNo:OrderRecord:OrderFile + " ORDER BY PartNo" , 

"PartsDB.MDQ", "PartsDatabase" ) )

Related functions

• DBLOOKUP

• EXTRACT

• FAIL

• LASTERRORCODE
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• LASTERRORMSG

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHUP

• SEARCHDOWN

• VALID

DDEQUERY

DDEQUERY functionThe DDEQUERY function allows you to interface to other Windows applications such as 

Trading Partner PC, Excel, and so forth, provided that certain criteria are met. For example, 

if you receive an Excel spreadsheet file, you must have the appropriate version of the Excel 

application installed (that is compatible with the file received) and the application must be 

open.

Syntax:

DDEQUERY (single-text-expression , single-text-expression , single-text-

expression)

Meaning:

DDEQUERY (application_name , topic , text)

Returns:

A single text item from an application

Examples

• DDEQUERY ( "excel" , "[MKTPRICE.XLS]Sheet1" , "R8C1:R14C3" )

In this example, DDEQUERY is used to get data from an Excel spreadsheet. The third 

argument, R8C1:R14C3, specifies the location of the data in the spreadsheet. (In Excel, 

the 8th row, 1st column to the 14th row, 3rd column is A8:C14.) The content of this 

spreadsheet range is returned as a single text item.

This example assumes that the application, the map, and the spreadsheet all reside 

in the same directory. If they are not in the same directory you must add the path. For 

example:
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DDEQUERY ( "excel" , "c:\spreadsheet[MKTPRICE.XLS]Sheet1" , "R8C1:R14C3" )

• DDEQYUERY ("tppc","PartnerX","BGyourEDIode")

In this example, DDEQUERY is used as a request to Trading Partner PC.

Related functions

• EXIT

• FAIL

• GET

• LASTERRORCODE

• LASTERRORMSG

• PUT

• RUN

• VALID

EXTRACT

Use EXTRACT whenever you need only particular members of a series returned-those that 

meet a certain condition. An example might be only POs that contain back-ordered items.

The EXTRACT function can only be used in a map rule. It cannot be used in a component 

rule.

EXTRACT functionThe EXTRACT function returns all members of a series for which a specified condition is 

true.

Syntax:

EXTRACT (series-object-expression, single-condition-expression)

Meaning:

EXTRACT (objects_to_extract, condition_to_evaluate)

Returns:

A series object.
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The result is each member of series_to_search for which the condition specified by 

condition_to_evaluate evaluates to "true". EXTRACT returns "none", if no member of 

series_to_search has a corresponding condition_to_evaluate that evaluates to "true".

Examples

• EXTRACT ( PO:Transaction , Store# = Location:PO:Transaction )

This example returns all POs, individually, whose Location is a particular Store#.

• EXTRACT ( Row:DBSelect , ProcessFlag Column:Row:DBSelect = "Y" )

This example returns all Rows that have a ProcessFlag Column value of "Y".

Related Functions

• CHOOSE

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHDOWN

• SEARCHUP

GETANDSET

You can use GETANDSET when you have an input file that keeps track of control 

information that serves as an input to your map and the control information in the file needs 

to be updated based on processing that occurs in your map.

GETANDSET functionThe GETANDSET function gets a fixed length value from the input data stream, updates that 

value in the input data stream, and returns either the original or updated value.

Syntax:

GETANDSET (single-fixed-size-item-object-name,  single-item-expression,

single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

GETANDSET (original_value ,new_value, 

integer_that_determines_which_value_to_return)
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Returns:

A single-fixed-size-item and replaces the original value in the input data 

stream.

This function does not support decrementing integers past 0 into negative numbers.

GETANDSET updates an input by finding the object represented by original_value

and replacing it with the value represented by the new_value. The function 

returns either the original_value or the new_value, depending on the value of the 

integer_that_determines_which_value_to_return. For example,

• If integer_that_determines_which_value_to_return has the value 1, original_value is 

returned.

• If integer_that_determines_which_value_to_return has the value 2, new_value is 

returned.

• If integer_that_determines_which_value_to_return has any other value, original_value

is returned.

• If one of the input arguments evaluates to "none", GETANDSET returns "none".

The original value specified for new_value must be a fixed size item. During map 

execution, the original value is updated to reflect the evaluation of GETANDSET. When 

the source is a file, that file will be updated after map completion. However, if the 

source is a database, message, or application, the content of the source is in memory 

and the source, itself, is not updated.

Examples

• New Tracking# = GETANDSET (Tracking#:Card, Tracking#:Card + 3, 1)

This rule finds the object Tracking#:Card (assume that it has the value 6), adds 3 

to it, giving 9, and replaces the 6 with the 9 in the data location of Tracking#:Card. 

Subsequent references to Tracking#:Card will find its value to be 9. If Card is an input 

card whose source is a file, the file is rewritten with the new value.

Because the third input argument (integer_that_determines_which_value_to_return) is 1, 

the returned value is the original value of 6.
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GETDIRECTORY

GETDIRECTORY functionThe GETDIRECTORY function returns the full path (directory) for the compiled map file or 

the source or destination associated with a specified card object.

You can use GETDIRECTORY in a map rule or component rule when you need the full path 

(directory) of either the compiled map or of a data source or destination.

Syntax:

GETDIRECTORY ([ single-simple-object-name ] )

Meaning:

GETDIRECTORY ([ card_or_object_for_which_directory_is_needed ] )

Returns:

A single text item

Without an argument, GETDIRECTORY returns the full path associated with the compiled 

map.

With an argument, the following occurs:

• From a map rule, the function returns the full path of the source or destination that is 

associated with the card. In a map rule, the argument must be the name of the card for 

which to get the directory.

• From a component rule, the function returns the full path of the source or destination 

that is associated with the active source or destination.

The GETDIRECTORY command without arguments will return the directory of the 

compiled map, regardless of whether it is used in a map rule or in a component rule.

Examples

• GETDIRECTORY (OrderFile)

If the card OrderFile is associated with the data file, install_dir\order.txt, 

GETDIRECTORY returns \install_dir\.

• GETDIRECTORY ( )
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If the compiled map on the HP-UX is /maps/prod/mymap.mmc, GETDIRECTORY returns 

/maps/prod/.

Suppose you want to run the map, MyMap, from a component rule on Record in your 

input to determine whether input customer names are valid. MyMap has two inputs 

and one output. The first input is the customer name to look up. The second input is a 

lookup file. The output is a text item whose value is "valid" or "error".

The name of the lookup file is constant; it is always XREF_TBL.TXT. However, its 

location might vary; it will always be in the same directory as the data file used as 

the source you are trying to validate. For example, if the name of the data file used 

as the source is C:\SHR\ABC\INPUT.TXT, the lookup file name is C:\SHR\ABC

\XREF_TBL.TXT. If the data file name is /local/data/somefile, the lookup file name is /

local/data/XREF_TBL.TXT, and so forth.

You could use this component rule on Record to determine whether the customer name 

is valid:

RUN ( "MyMap.mmc" , "-IE1S10" + CustomerName:$ + " -IF2 " + GETDIRECTORY ( ) + 

"XREF_TBL.TXT" + " -OE1" ) = "VALID"

Related functions

• GETFILENAME

• GETRESOURCENAME

GETITXUID
The GETITXUID function returns a universally unique identifier (UUID).

Syntax:

resourcelib->GETITXUID ()

Meaning:

GETITXUID ()

Returns:
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A unique string of 36 single-digit hexadecimal numbers

This function has no arguments but requires parentheses ().

GETLOCALE
The GETLOCALE function returns the locale setting of the computer.

GETLOCALE functionresourcelib functionsGETLOCALE

Syntax:

resourcelib->GETLOCALE ()

Meaning:

GETLOCALE ()

Returns:

A single text item

The GETLOCALE function returns the locale setting of the computer where the map runs. 

The locale is returned in the format specified by the operating system. Generally, the 

return format is an ISO Language Code (as defined by ISO-639) in combination with an 

ISO Country Code (as defined by ISO-3166) when applicable. The language codes are two 

lowercase letters and the country codes are two uppercase letters. For example, en_US is 

the code for English (United States).

This function has no arguments but requires parentheses.

Table 6. Examples

System locale Returns

French fr

Korean ko

Brazilian Portuguese pt_BR

Taiwanese Chinese zh-TW
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GETFILENAME

GETFILENAME functionThe GETFILENAME function returns the file name for a file adapter source or target of a 

specified card object. Without an argument, it returns the adapter command associated 

with the active source or destination.

You can use GETFILENAME in a map rule or component rule when you need the data file 

name.

Syntax:

GETFILENAME ( [ single-simple-object-name ] )

Meaning:

GETFILENAME ( [ card_for_which_resource_info_is_needed ] )

Returns:

A single text item

With an argument, GETFILENAME returns the file name for a file source or target of a 

specified card object. Without an argument, the function returns the source or destination 

name associated with the active source or destination.

Examples

• GETFILENAME (OrderFile)

If the card OrderFile is associated with the data file, install_dir\order.txt, GETFILENAME

returns install_dir\order.txt.

Suppose you want to run the map MyMap from a component rule on Record in your 

input to determine if input customer names are valid. MyMap has two inputs and one 

output. The first input is the customer name to be looked up. The second input is a 

lookup file. The output is a text item whose value is "valid" or "error".

The name of the lookup file can vary; it must correspond to the name of the data 

file used as the source you are trying to validate. For example, if the data file name 

is c:\DATA.AAA, the lookup file name is c:\LOOKUP.AAA. If the data file name is c:

\DATA.XYZ, the lookup file name is c:\LOOKUP.XYZ, and so on.
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You could use this component rule on Record to determine whether the customer name 

is valid:

RUN ( "MyMap.mmc" , "-IE1S10" + CustomerName:$ + " -IF2 LOOKUP." + RIGHT ( 

GETFILENAME ( ) , 3 ) + " -OE1" ) = "VALID"

Related functions

• GETDIRECTORY

• GETRESOURCENAME

GETPARTITIONNAME

You can use GETPARTITIONNAME when you need to know the name of the partition to 

which the data for the given object belongs.

Syntax:

GETPARTITIONNAME (single-partitioned-object-expression)

Meaning:

GETPARTITIONNAME (partitioned_object)

Returns:

A single simple object name

GETPARTITIONNAME returns a text item that represents the name of the partition to which 

the data for partitioned_object belongs.

Examples

• GETPARTITIONNAME (Transaction:File)

The type defined by Transaction is a partitioned object that has three partitions: Add, 

Delete, and Modify. In this example, if the input data for Transaction belongs to the 

Delete partition, the GETPARTITIONNAME function returns "delete".
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Related functions

• PARTITION

GETRESOURCEALIAS
The GETRESOURCEALIAS function returns the resource alias value specified in a Resource 

Registry resource name file (.mrn).

GETRESOURCEALIAS functionresourcelib functionsGETRESOURCEALIAS

Syntax:

resourcelib->GETRESOURCEALIAS (sinlge-text-expression, single-text-

expression)

Meaning:

GETRESOURCEALIAS (single-text-expression, single-text-expression)

Returns:

A single text item

The GETRESOURCEALIAS function loads a Resource Registry resource configuration file 

and retrieves the specified alias value. The values are defined as part of the Global object in 

the .mrc file.

In the below example the resource configuration file is defined as:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<ResourceCfg> 

 

 <Global> 

  <ResourceFile ActiveVirtualServer="test">Company.mrn</ResourceFile> 

 </Global> 

</ResourceCfg>

The resource name file is defined as:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<MRN> 

 <VirtualServerSet> 

  <VirtualServer>test</VirtualServer> 

 </VirtualServerSet> 

 <Resource> 

  <Name>company</Name> 

  <Value Server="test" encrypt="OFF">ABC</Value> 

 </Resource> 

</MRN>

..when used as a part of this rule:

=resourcelib->GETRESOURCEALIAS("company.mrc","%company%")

In this scenario, the return value is "ABC".

When an absolute path is not defined in the location, the default location is the map 

directory.

GETRESOURCENAME

GETRESOURCENAME functionThe GETRESOURCENAME function returns the adapter source or target command of a 

specified card object. Without an argument, it returns the adapter command associated 

with the active source or destination.

You can use GETRESOURCENAME in a component or map rule when you need to know the 

name of a source or destination.

Syntax:

GETRESOURCENAME ([ single-simple-object-name ])

Meaning:

GETRESOURCENAME ([ card_for_which_resource_info_is_needed ])

Returns:
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A single text item

With an argument, the source or destination name that is associated with the card. Without 

an argument, returns the source or destination name associated with the active source or 

destination.

Examples

• GETRESOURCENAME (OrderFile)

If the card OrderFile is associated with the data file, install_dir\order.txt, the 

GETRESOURCENAME function returns install_dir\order.txt.

Related functions

• GETDIRECTORY

• GETFILENAME

GETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY
The GETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY function returns the HCL OneTest Data product installation 

directory.

GETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY functionresourcelib functionsGETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY

Syntax:

resourcelib->GETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY ()

Meaning:

GETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY ()

Returns:

A single text item

GETTXINSTALLDIRECTORY returns the product installation directory.

This function has no arguments but requires parentheses.

This function cannot be used in a z/OS environment.
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INDEX

You can use the INDEX function when you need to select or test particular objects based on 

their occurrence, or to add a sequence number to output objects.

INDEX functionINDEX returns an integer that represents the index of an object relative to its nearest 

contained object, counting only valid objects.

INDEX cannot be used in a component rule.

Syntax:

INDEX (single-object-name)

Meaning:

INDEX (object_for_which_to_get_index)

Returns:

A single integer

The object_for_which_to_get_index variable must be a type name. The result is the index of 

object_for_which_to_get_index.

• If object_for_which_to_get_index is an input, this will be the index within all valid 

objects.

• If object_for_which_to_get_index is an output, this will be the index within all objects 

(valid and invalid).

• Returns 0 if the input argument is "none".

The difference between INDEXABS and INDEX is that INDEXABS counts both valid and 

invalid instances, whereas INDEX counts only valid instances.

Examples

• Message (s) = IF (INDEX (Message:Input) > 3, Message:Input, "none")

For example, there are five Messages in Input. The first three evaluations of this rule 

return "none". The fourth evaluation returns Message[4]. The fifth evaluation returns 

Message[5].
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• Invoice (s) = MyMap (Invoice Segment:Input, INDEX ($))

For the first evaluation of MyMap, INDEX($) is 1. For the second evaluation of MyMap, 

INDEX($) is 2.

Related functions

• CHOOSE

• COUNT

• COUNTABS

• INDEXABS

INDEXABS

You can use INDEXABS when you need the absolute occurrence of a particular object 

across all occurrences, rather than across only valid occurrences.

INDEXABS functionThe INDEXABS function returns an integer that represents the index of an object relative to 

its nearest contained object, counting both valid and invalid instances of the object.

Syntax:

INDEXABS (single-object-name)

Meaning:

INDEXABS (object_for_which_to_get_index)

Returns:

A single integer

INDEXABS returns an integer that represents the absolute index of 

object_for_which_to_get_index. The integer indicates the instance this object that is in the 

set of all instances of the object, including both valid and invalid occurrences. Returns 0 if 

the input argument is "none".

• If object_for_which_to_get_index is an input, this will be the index within all members 

of the series, including valid objects, invalid objects, and existing "none"s.
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• If object_for_which_to_get_index is an output, this will be the index within all existing 

members of the series, including existing "none"s.

The difference between INDEXABS and INDEX is that INDEXABS counts both valid 

and invalid instances, as well as existing "none"s, whereas INDEX counts only valid 

instances.

Examples

• INDEXABS (Message Record:Order:PO_File)

For this example, that Order contains the following Messages:

Message Record[1] Valid

Message Record[2 Error

Message Record[3] Valid

In a map rule, INDEXABS (MessageRecord[3]:Order:PO_File) would evaluate to 3.

If the INDEX function was used, INDEX ( Message Record[3]:Order:PO ) would evaluate 

to 2.

Related function

• INDEX

LASTERRORCODE

LASTERRORCODE functionThe LASTERRORCODE function returns a text item whose value is the last error code 

returned by one of a specified set of functions during map execution.

You can use LASTERRORCODE to interrogate or report the error code returned by one of the 

external interface functions.

Syntax:

LASTERRORCODE ( )

Meaning:
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LASTERRORCODE ( )

Returns:

A single text item

LASTERRORCODE has no arguments but it requires parentheses.

LASTERRORCODE returns a text item whose value is the last error code returned by one of a 

specified set of functions during map execution.

The following functions can fail:

• DBLOOKUP

• DBQUERY

• DDEQUERY

• EXIT

• GET

• PUT

• RUN

Examples

• Message = VALID ( RUN ( "Map1Msg.mmc" , "-AE -OMMSMQ1B `-QN .\aqueue 

-CID 2001'" ), FAIL ( "Failure on RUN (" + TEXT (LASTERRORCODE ( ) ) + "):" + 

LASTERRORMSG ( ) ) )

In this example, the LASTERRORCODE and LASTERRORMSG functions are being used 

in conjunction with the FAIL and VALID functions to fail (abort) the map if the map 

executed by the RUN function (Map1Msg.mmc) fails. In this example, the map fails 

and returns the error code and error message reported by the RUN function using the 

LASTERRORCODE and LASTERRORMSG functions.

If Map1Msg fails because one or more of its inputs was invalid, Message is assigned a 

value of "none". The map aborts and the following message is reported in the execution 

audit log:

Failure on RUN (8): One or more inputs was invalid.
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Related functions

• DBLOOKUP

• DBQUERY

• DDEQUERY

LASTERRORMSG

LASTERRORMSG functionThe LASTERRORMSG function returns a text item whose value is the message 

corresponding to the last error code returned by one of a specified set of functions during 

map execution.

Syntax:

LASTERRORMSG ( )

Meaning:

LASTERRORMSG ( )

Returns:

A single text item

Although LASTERRORMSG has no arguments, it does require parentheses.

LASTERRORMSG returns a text item whose value is the message corresponding to the last 

error code returned by one of a specified set of functions during map execution.

The following is the list of functions that can fail:

• DBLOOKUP • GET

• DBQUERY • PUT

• DDEQUERY • RUN

• EXIT
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Examples

• Message = VALID ( RUN ( "Map1Msg.mmc" , "-AE -OMMSMQ1B `-QN .\aqueue -CID 

2001'" ), FAIL ( "Failure on RUN (" + TEXT (LASTERRORCODE ( ) ) + "):" + 

LASTERRORMSG ( ) ) )

In this example, the LASTERRORCODE and LASTERRORMSG functions are being used 

in conjunction with the FAIL and VALID functions to fail (abort) the map if the map 

executed by the RUN function (Map1Msg.mmc) fails. In this example, the map fails 

and returns the error code and error message reported by the RUN function using the 

LASTERRORCODE and LASTERRORMSG functions.

If Map1Msg fails because one or more of its inputs was invalid, Message is assigned a 

value of "none". The map aborts and the following message is reported in the execution 

audit log:

Failure on RUN (8): One or more inputs was invalid.

Related functions

• DBLOOKUP

• DBQUERY

• DDEQUERY

LOOKDOWN

LOOKDOWN functionThe LOOKDOWN function sequentially searches a series beginning at the end of the series, 

returning the last member of the series that meets a specified condition.

Syntax:

LOOKDOWN (series-object-expression , single-condition-expression)

Meaning:

LOOKDOWN (series_to_search , condition_to_evaluate)

Returns:

A single object
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LOOKDOWN returns the last member of series_to_search for which condition_to_evaluate

evaluates to "true"; it returns "none" if no member of series_to_search meets the condition 

specified by condition_to_evaluate.

Examples

• LOOKDOWN (Account#:Customer , Company Name:Customer = "ACME")

This example returns the Account# of Customer whose Company Name is ACME.

• LOOKDOWN (Part#:Row:DBSelect , Model#:Row:DBSelect = ModelCode:Legacy & 

Serial#:Row:DBSelect > "123")

This example returns the Part# of DBSelect where the Model# in that row matches the 

ModelCode of Legacy and the Serial# is greater than 123.

Related functions

• CHOOSE

• EXTRACT

• LOOKUP

Note:  LOOKDOWN differs from LOOKUP in that LOOKDOWN returns the last 

member of series_to_search that meets the condition_to_evaluate, while LOOKUP

returns the first member of series_to_search that meets the condition_to_evaluate.

• SEARCHUP

• SEARCHDOWN

The LOOKDOWN function performs a sequential search on an unsorted series, starting 

from the end of the series. The SEARCHUP and SEARCHDOWN functions perform a 

binary search on a series that is sorted in ascending or descending code-page byte-

order. The SEARCHUP and SEARCHDOWN functions are efficient for performing 

multiple searches on a large series. The LOOKDOWN function can be more efficient for 

performing fewer searches. Note that LOOKDOWN returns a different instance from 

the one returned by SEARCHUP and SEARCHDOWN if multiple instances in the series 

match the condition.
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LOOKUP

LOOKUP functionThe LOOKUP function sequentially searches a series, returning the first member of the 

series that meets a specified condition.

Syntax:

LOOKUP (series-object-expression , single-condition-expression)

Meaning:

LOOKUP (series_to_search , condition_to_evaluate)

Returns:

A single object

LOOKUP returns the first member of series_to_search for which condition_to_evaluate

evaluates to "true"; it returns "none" if no member of series_to_search meets the condition 

specified by condition_to_evaluate.

Examples

• LOOKUP (Account#:Customer , Company Name:Customer = "ACME")

This example returns the Account# of Customer whose Company Name is ACME.

• LOOKUP (Part#:Row:DBSelect , Model#:Row:DBSelect = ModelCode:Legacy & 

Serial#:Row:DBSelect > "123")

This example returns the Part# of DBSelect where the Model# in that row matches the 

ModelCode of Legacy and the Serial# is greater than 123.

Related functions

• CHOOSE

• EXTRACT

Note:  LOOKUP differs from EXTRACT in that LOOKUP returns the first member 

of series_to_search that meets the condition_to_evaluate, while EXTRACT returns all 

members (one at a time) of series_to_search that meet the condition_to_evaluate.

• LOOKDOWN
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Note:  LOOKUP differs from LOOKDOWN in that LOOKUP returns the first member of 

series_to_search that meets the condition_to_evaluate, while LOOKDOWN returns the 

last member of series_to_search that meets the condition_to_evaluate.

• SEARCHUP

• SEARCHDOWN

The LOOKUP function performs a sequential search on an unsorted series, starting 

from the beginning of the series. The SEARCHUP and SEARCHDOWN functions 

perform a binary search on a series that is sorted in ascending or descending code-

page byte-order. The SEARCHUP and SEARCHDOWN functions are efficient for 

performing multiple searches on a large series. The LOOKUP function can be more 

efficient for performing fewer searches.

MEMBER

Use MEMBER when you need to know whether an object occurs within a series.

MEMBER functionThe MEMBER function searches a series, looking for a single specified object in the series. 

If any object in the series matches the specified object, MEMBER returns "true". If there is no 

match, MEMBER returns "false".

Syntax:

MEMBER (single-object-expression , series-object-expression)

MEMBER (single-object-expression , { literal, literal ... })

Meaning:

MEMBER (object_to_look_for , series_of_objects_to_look_at)

Returns:

"True" or "false"

MEMBER returns "true" if object_to_look_for matches one of the values in 

series_of_objects_to_look_at.

It returns "false" if object_to_look_for does not match at least one of the values in 

series_of_objects_to_look_at.
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The two arguments, object_to_look_for and series_of_objects_to_look_at, must be objects 

of the same item interpretation or the same group type. For example, if object_to_look_for is 

a date/time item, series_of_objects_to_look_at must be a series of date/time items.

Examples

• MEMBER (EntityIDCode:Name, {"BT" , "ST"})

This example tests whether EntityIDCode has one of a particular set of literal values.

• MEMBER (Store# , EntityIDCode:Name)

This example tests whether Store# has the same value as any EntityIDCode:Name.

Related functions

• EXTRACT

• LOOKUP

SEARCHDOWN

Use the SEARCHDOWN function to look up data within a series of data that is sorted in 

descending code-page byte-order. SEARCHDOWN functionSEARCHDOWN performs a binary search on the sorted 

series and returns a related object that corresponds to the item found.

The byte-order of characters varies by code page. For example, because the ASCII A

character (0x41) has a higher numeric value than the ASCII 0 character (0x30), the 

SEARCHDOWN function requires the 0 character to be sorted after the ASCII A character 

in the series. The EBCDIC A character (0xC1) has a lower numeric value than the EBCDIC 0

character, so the SEARCHDOWN function requires the EBCDIC A character to be sorted be 

after the EBCDIC 0 character in the series.

The HCL OneTest Data Data Language property values change the collation order of some 

characters. For example, the German National Language property value is arranged in byte 

order, with the exception of certain characters: æ is ordered after a, e is ordered before 

ä, and so forth. There are particular collation rules for other National Language property 

values. However, there is no collation order for "Western" and "Japanese" property values, 

and the deprecated Data Language property values are always in byte order.
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Syntax:

SEARCHDOWN (series-object-expression , series-item-object-expression , 

single-item-expression)

Meaning:

SEARCHDOWN (corresponding_object_to_return , 

descending_items_to_search , item_to_match)

Returns:

A single object

SEARCHDOWN performs a binary search on the item series of 

descending_items_to_search. The descending_items_to_search must be sorted 

in descending code page byte-order. The value to search for is specified as the 

item_to_match. The object returned (corresponding_object_to_return) must be related to 

descending_items_to_search by a common object name.

If no match is found, SEARCHDOWN returns "none".

Examples

• SEARCHDOWN ( Age Column:Row:DBSelect , SSN Column:Row:DBSelect , 

SSN_Value:Message )

If there are ten rows in DBSelect, the search starts by comparing the first SSN Column

of the fifth row with the SSN_Value in Message. If the result matches, SEARCHDOWN

returns the first Age Column of that Row. If the value of SSN Column is less than the 

SSN_Value in Message, the search continues with the third Row. If the value of SSN

Column is greater than the SSN_Value in Message, the search continues with the 

seventh Row in DBSelect. The search continues in this fashion until either a match 

is found or until one Row is selected. If there is more than one SSN Column for the 

selected Row, a similar search is initiated for all SSN Column's for the selected Row in 

DBSelect.

SEARCHDOWN returns the first Age Column for the selected Row of DBSelect.
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Related functions

• EXTRACT

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHUP

SEARCHUP

Use the SEARCHUP function to look up data within a series of data that is sorted in 

ascending code-page byte-order. SEARCHUP functionThe SEARCHUP function performs a binary search on the 

sorted series and returns a related object that corresponds to the item found.

The byte-order of characters varies by code page. For example, because the ASCII A

character (0x41) has a higher numeric value than the ASCII 0 character (0x30), the 

SEARCHUP function requires the 0 character to be sorted before the ASCII A character 

in the series. The EBCDIC A character (0xC1) has a lower numeric value than the EBCDIC 

0 character, so the SEARCHUP function requires the EBCDIC A character to be sorted be 

before the EBCDIC 0 character in the series.

The HCL OneTest Data Data Language property values change the collation order of some 

characters. For example, the German National Language property value is arranged in byte 

order, with the exception of certain characters: æ is ordered after a, e is ordered before 

ä, and so forth. There are particular collation rules for other National Language property 

values. However, there is no collation order for "Western" and "Japanese" property values, 

and the deprecated Data Language property values are always in byte order.

Syntax:

SEARCHUP (series-object-expression, series-item-object-expression, single-

item-expression)

Meaning:

SEARCHUP (corresponding_object_to_return, ascending_items_to_search, 

item_to_match)

Returns:
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A single object

SEARCHUP performs a binary search on the item series of ascending_items_to_search. 

The ascending_items_to_search must be sorted in ascending code page byte-order. The 

value to search for is specified as the item_to_match and must be of the same type as the 

ascending_item_to_search.

The object returned (corresponding_object_to_return) must be related to 

ascending_items_to_search by a common object name. If no match is found, SEARCHUP

returns "none".

Examples

• SEARCHUP (Age Column:Row:DBSelect, SSN Column:Row:DBSelect, 

SSN_Value:Message)

If there are ten rows in DBSelect, the search starts by comparing the first SSN Column

of the fifth Row with the SSN_Value in Message. If the result matches, SEARCHUP

returns the first Age Column of that Row. If the value of SSN Column is greater than 

the SSN_Value in Message, the search continues with the third Row. If the value of SSN 

Column is less than the SSN_Value in Message, the search continues with the seventh 

Row in DBSelect. The search continues in this fashion until either a match is found or 

until one Row is selected. If there is more than one SSN Column for the selected Row, a 

similar search is initiated for all SSN Column's for the selected Row in DBSelect.

SEARCHUP returns the first Age Column for the selected Row of DBSelect.

Related functions

• EXTRACT

• LOOKUP

• SEARCHDOWN

SORTDOWN

SORTDOWN functionUse the SORTDOWN function to sort objects in a series in descending sequence. The 

function returns a series containing the values from the input series in descending order.
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• When the character set of the data is ASCII, the objects are sorted in ASCII descending 

order.

• For all other character sets, the objects are sorted in binary descending order.

Syntax:

SORTDOWN (series-item-expression)

Meaning:

SORTDOWN (item_series_to_sort)

Returns:

A series object

Returns the values in item_series_to_sort in descending order.

Examples

• SORTDOWN ( Abbr:File )

In this example, if Abbr has these ASCII values:

ABC, GHI, DEF

SORTDOWN returns these values as a series as:

GHI, DEF, ABC

• The following table displays the results of using the SORTDOWN and SORTUP functions 

for a typical series of ASCII text items.

Original Input Series Result using SORTDOWN Result using SORTUP

Clams Casino shrimps 1 Shrimp

Grouper raw oysters 22 Shrimp

groupers oysters A

Shrimp lobster tails A 1 A shrimp

shrimps lobster A1A Shrimp
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Original Input Series Result using SORTDOWN Result using SORTUP

lobster groupers AA

lobster tails clams AAAAA

oysters aaaaa Clams Casino

raw oysters aa Grouper

clams a Rock Lobster

SHRIMP Snapper SHRIMP

1 Shrimp Snapper Shark Fin Soup

22 Shrimp Shrimp Shrimp

A 1 A shrimp Shark Fin Soup Snapper

A1A Shrimp SHRIMP Snapper

AAAAA Rock Lobster a

aaaaa Grouper aa

aa Clams Casino aaaaa

AA AAAAA clams

A AA groupers

a A1A Shrimp lobster

Rock Lobster A 1 A shrimp lobster tails

Snapper A oysters

Snapper 22 Shrimp raw oysters

Shark Fin Soup 1 Shrimp shrimps

Related functions

• SEARCHDOWN
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• SEARCHUP

• SORTUP

• UNIQUE

SORTDOWNBY

SORTDOWNBY functionUse SORTDOWNBY to sort the objects of a series based on a component that the objects 

contain. The SORTDOWNBY function returns the input series, sorted in descending order by 

the value of the specified component.

• When the character set of the data is ASCII, the objects are sorted in ASCII descending 

order.

• For all other character sets, the objects are sorted in binary descending order.

The SORTDOWNBY function does not sort the output of the EXTRACT, REJECT, or UNIQUE

functions.

Syntax:

SORTDOWNBY (series-item-expression, single-item-expression)

Meaning:

SORTDOWNBY (group_series_to_sort, group_component_to_sort_by)

Returns:

A series object

SORTDOWNBY returns a series of instances of a group, sorted in descending order by the 

value of an item that the group contains.

Example
In this example, the group Soldier contains the items:

• Name

• Rank

• Serial number
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The following command returns the instances of Soldier, sorted in descending order by 

Rank:

SORTDOWNBY (Soldier:Army, Rank:Soldier:Army) 

Related functions

• SEARCHDOWN

• SEARCHUP

• SORTDOWN

• SORTUP

• SORTUPBY

SORTUP

SORTUP functionUse SORTUP to sort the objects of a series in ascending sequence. The SORTUP function 

returns a series containing the values from an input series in ascending order.

• When the character set of the data is ASCII, the objects are sorted in ASCII ascending 

order.

• For all other character sets, the objects are sorted in binary ascending order.

Syntax:

SORTUP ( series-item-expression )

Meaning:

SORTUP ( item_series_to_sort )

Returns:

A series object

SORTUP returns the values in item_series_to_sort in ascending order.

Examples

• SORTUP ( Abbr:File )
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In this example, if Abbr had the ASCII values ABC, GHI, DEF, the SORTUP function would 

return these values as a series: ABC, DEF, GHI.

Related functions

• SEARCHDOWN

• SEARCHUP

• SORTDOWN

• UNIQUE

SORTUPBY

SORTUPBY functionUse SORTUPBY to sort the objects of a series based on a component that the objects 

contain. The SORTUPBY function returns the input series, sorted in ascending order by the 

value of the specified component.

• When the character set of the data is ASCII, the objects are sorted in ASCII ascending 

order.

• For all other character sets, the objects are sorted in binary ascending order.

The SORTUPBY function does not sort the output of the EXTRACT, REJECT, or UNIQUE

functions.

Syntax:

SORTUPBY (series-item-expression, single-item-expression)

Meaning:

SORTUPBY (group_series_to_sort, group_component_to_sort_by)

Returns:

A series object

SORTUPBY returns a series of instances of a group, sorted in ascending order by the value 

of an item that the group contains.
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Example
In this example, the group Soldier contains the items:

• Name

• Rank

• Serial number

The following command returns the instances of Soldier, sorted in ascending order by Rank:

SORTUPBY (Soldier:Army, Rank:Soldier:Army) 

Related functions

• SEARCHDOWN

• SEARCHUP

• SORTUP

• SORTDOWN

• SORTDOWNBY

UNIQUE

UNIQUE functionThe UNIQUE function returns a series containing all "unique" members of a series.

UNIQUE can only be used in a map rule, not in a component rule.

Syntax:

UNIQUE ( series-object-expression )

Meaning:

UNIQUE ( series_to_evaluate )

Returns:

A series object

UNIQUE evaluates to a series containing all unique members of series_to_evaluate and 

evaluates to "none" if series_to_evaluate evaluates to "none".
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Examples

• UNIQUE ( PartNumber:Inventory:File )

Returns the unique PartNumbers in Inventory:File

• COUNT ( UNIQUE ( Customer:Order:File ) )

Returns the number of unique Customers in Order:File

Related functions

• SORTDOWN

• SORTUP

GETENV
The GETENV function returns the value of the environment variable. If no variable exists, an 

empty string is returned.

Syntax:

GETENV(single-text-expression)

Meaning:

GETENV (the environment variable name)

Returns:

A single-text-item

Related reference

• GETOSNAME (on page 616)

GETOSNAME
The GETOSNAME function returns the name of the operating system.

The returned values can be:
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• Windows for any version of Microsoft Windows operating system

• zLinux for Linux operating system on z/OS hardware

• Linux for Linux operating system on Intel hardware

• AIX for AIX operating system on PowerPC hardware

• OS/390 for native z/OS operating system

Syntax:

GETOSNAME()

Meaning:

GETOSNAME ()

Returns:

A single-text-item

Related reference

• GETENV (on page 616)

• GETFILENAME (on page 592)

Math and statistics functions
Precede all MATHLIB functions with

mathlib->

ABS

ABS functionThe ABS function returns the absolute value of a number.

Syntax:

ABS (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

ABS (number)
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Returns:

A single number; the absolute value of a number

Examples

• ABS (-3)

Returns 3

• ABS (3)

Returns 3

• AvailableCredit has a value of -69.42

ABS (AvailableCredit) returns 69.42

• FlexDollars has a value of 50

ABS ((100 - FlexDollars)/2) returns 25

ACOSINE
Use the ACOSINE function to calculate the arccosine of a value.

ACOSINE functionmathlib functionsACOSINE

Syntax:

mathlib->ACOSINE (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->ACOSINE (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

The result is the arccosine of the converted value.

ASIN
Use the ASIN function to calculate the arcsine of a value.
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ASIN functionmathlib functionsASIN

Syntax:

mathlib->ASIN (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->ASIN (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

The result is the arcsine of the converted value.

ATAN
The ATAN function calculates the arctangent of a value.

ATAN functionmathlib functionsATAN

Syntax:

mathlib->ATAN (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->ATAN (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

ATAN2
The ATAN2 function calculates the arctangent of y,x.

ATAN2 functionmathlib functionsATAN2

Syntax:

mathlib->ATAN2 (single-number-expression, single-number-expression)

Meaning:
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mathlib->ATAN2 (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

COSINE
The COSINE function calculates the cosine of a value.

COSINE functionmathlib functionsCOSINE

Syntax:

mathlib->COSINE (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->COSINE (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

COSINEH
The COSINEH function calculates the hyperbolic cosine of a value.

COSINEH functionmathlib functionsCOSINEH

Syntax:

mathlib->COSINEH (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->COSINEH (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item
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COUNT

COUNT functionYou can use the COUNT function to return an integer representing the number of valid input 

or output objects in a series.

Syntax:

COUNT (series-object-expression)

Meaning:

COUNT (valid_objects_to_count)

Returns:

A single integer

The result is the number of valid_objects_to_count. If the input argument evaluates to 

"none", COUNT returns 0.

COUNT does not count existing "none"s unless its group was defined as an explicit format 

with a Track setting of Places.

Examples

• COUNT ( Claim Record:Patient File )

This example returns the number of valid Claim Record objects in Patient File.

• COUNT ( Class IN Transcript )

This example returns the number of valid Class objects in Transcript.

• COUNT ( UNIQUE ( Class IN Transcript ) )

This example returns the number of valid Unique Class objects in Transcript.

Related functions

• COUNTABS
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COUNTABS

COUNTABS functionYou can use COUNTABS to count the input or output objects in a series, regardless of the 

validity of the object.

Unlike COUNT, COUNTABS includes both valid and invalid objects in a series.

Syntax:

COUNTABS (series-object-expression)

Meaning:

COUNTABS (objects_to_count)

Returns:

A single-integer

The result is the number of objects_to_count. If the input argument evaluates to "none", 

COUNTABS returns 0.

COUNTABS does not count existing "none's" unless its group was defined as an explicit 

format with a Track setting of Places.

Examples

• COUNTABS ( Claim Record:Patient File )

This example returns the number of Claim Record objects in Patient File.

• COUNTABS ( Class IN Transcript )

This example returns the number of Class objects in Transcript.

Related functions

• COUNT

EXP
The EXP function calculates the exponential of a value.

EXP functionmathlib functionsEXP
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Syntax:

mathlib->EXP (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->EXP (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

FACTORIAL
The FACTORIAL function calculates the factorial of a value.

FACTORIAL functionmathlib functionsFACTORIAL

Syntax:

mathlib->FACTORIAL (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->FACTORIAL (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

FROMBASETEN

You can use FROMBASETEN when you need to convert numbers to a base other than 10.

FROMBASETEN functionThe FROMBASETEN function converts an integer to a text item that can be interpreted as a 

number, using positional notation of the base specified.

Syntax:

FROMBASETEN (single-integer-expression, single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

FROMBASETEN (positive_integer_to_convert, base_to_convert_to)

Returns:
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A single text item

FROMBASETEN returns a text item that results from converting positive_integer_to_convert

to a text item that can be interpreted as a number using positional notation of the base 

specified by base_to_convert_to.

If base_to_convert_to is less than 2 or greater than 36, FROMBASETEN evaluates to "none".

Resulting text item characters A-Z are interpreted as digits having decimal values from 

10-35, respectively. The characters returned are uppercase.

Example

• FROMBASETEN (18, 2)

Returns the value 10010

• FROMBASETEN (123, 8)

Returns the value 173

Related function

• TOBASETEN

INT

You can use the INT function when you need only the integer portion of a number.

Syntax:

INT (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

INT (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single integer

INT functionINT returns the integer portion of a number. The result is the integer part of 

number_to_convert. Any fractional part after the decimal point is dropped.
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Examples

• INT (1.45)

Returns 1

• INT (3.6)

Returns 3

• INT (Purchase:Amt - Discount:Amt)

Subtracts Discount:Amt from Purchase:Amt and returns the result as a whole number.

Related functions

• MOD

• ROUND

• TRUNCATE

LOG
The LOG function calculates the logarithms of a value.

LOG functionmathlib functionsLOG

Syntax:

mathlib->LOG (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->LOG (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

LOG10
The LOG10 function calculates the logarithms for base 10 of a value.

LOG10 functionmathlib functionsLOG10
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Syntax:

mathlib->LOG10 (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->LOG10 (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

MAX

MAX functionThe MAX function returns the maximum value from a series of number, date, time, or text 

values.

Syntax:

MAX (series-item-expression)

Meaning:

MAX (series_of_which_to_find_max)

Returns:

A single number

The result is the maximum value in the input argument series: number, text, or date/time.

Examples

• MAX ( UnitPrice:Input )

If the values for UnitPrice are {20, 10, 100}, MAX returns 100.

• MAX(EXTRACT( DueDate:Book:Library, CheckedOut:Book:Library = "Y"))

Returns the maximum (latest) DueDate for a book that is checked out from the library.

Related functions

• MIN
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MIN

Use MIN when you need the minimum value from a series of number, date, time, or text 

values.

MIN functionThe MIN function returns the minimum value from a series.

Syntax:

MIN (series-item-expression)

Meaning:

MIN (series_of_which_to_find_min)

Returns:

A single number

The result is the minimum value of the input series: number, text, or date/time.

Examples

• MIN (UnitPrice:Input)

If the values for UnitPrice are {20,10,100}, MIN returns 10.

• MIN (StartTime:.:Schedule)

Returns the minimum (earliest) StartTime in Schedule.

Related functions

• MAX

MOD

Use MOD when you need the modulus of an integer and a number.

MOD functionThe MOD function returns the modulus that remains after a number is divided by an integer.

Syntax:

MOD (single-number-expression, single-integer-expression)
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Meaning:

MOD (dividend , divisor)

Returns:

A single integer

The result is the remainder (modulus) after dividend is divided by divisor. The result has the 

same sign as divisor.

The dividend is first divided by the integer divisor, resulting in a quotient. The modulus is 

calculated by multiplying the integer portion of the quotient by divisor and then subtracting 

that product from dividend.

If divisor is 0, MOD returns "none".

Examples

• MOD (3, 2) or MOD (-3, 2)

Returns 1

• MOD (3, -2) or MOD (-3, -2)

Returns -1

• MOD (-3, 2) or MOD (-3, -2)

Returns 1

• MOD (-3, -2) or MOD (-3, -2)

Returns -1

POWER
The POWER function calculates x raised to the power of y.

POWER functionmathlib functionsPOWER

Syntax:

mathlib->POWER (single-number-expression, single-number-expression)

Meaning:
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mathlib->POWER (base_number, exponent_number)

Returns:

A single number item

RAND
The RAND function returns a pseudorandom number.

RAND functionmathlib functionsRAND

Syntax:

RAND ()

Meaning:

RAND ()

Returns:

A single number item

RAND takes no parameters. If the SEED function is called prior to RAND, RAND will return 

the same value based on the value to SEED.

Related functions

• RANDDATA

• SEED

ROUND

ROUND functionThe ROUND function rounds a number to a specified number of decimal places. If the 

number of decimal places is not specified, the number is rounded to a whole number. The 

result is in character number format.

Syntax:

ROUND (single-number-expression [ , single-integer-expression ])

Meaning:
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ROUND (number_to_round [ , number_of_decimal_places ])

Returns:

A single number

ROUND converts number_to_round to character format, if necessary, and then 

produces the value of number_to_round rounded to the number of decimal places 

specified by number_of_decimal_places. If number_of_decimal_places is not specified, 

number_to_round is rounded to the nearest whole number.

Examples

• ROUND (1.46, 1)

Returns 1.5

• ROUND (1.46)

Returns 1

Related functions

• TRUNCATE

SEED
The SEED function primes the RAND and RANDDATA functions so they produce repeated 

results.

Syntax:

SEED(single-number-expression)

Meaning:

SEED(number_for_seed)

Returns:

NONE
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Related functions

• RAND

• RANDDATA

SIN
The SIN function calculates the sine of a value.

SIN functionmathlib functionsSIN

Syntax:

mathlib->SIN (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->SIN (number_to_convert)

Returns:

The value of a number

SINH
The SINH function calculates the hyperbolic sine of a value.

SINH functionmathlib functionsSINH

Syntax:

mathlib->SINH (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->SINH (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item
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SQRT

SQRT functionThe SQRT function returns the square root of a number.

Syntax:

SQRT ( single-number-expression )

Meaning:

SQRT ( number )

Returns:

A single number

SQRT returns the square root of number.

Examples

• SQRT ( 4 )

Returns 2

SUM

SUM functionThe SUM function calculates the sum of a series of numbers.

Syntax:

SUM ( series-number-expression )

Meaning:

SUM ( series_to_sum )

Returns:

A single number

SUM returns the sum of all members in series_to_sum.

Examples

• SUM ( Quantity:LineItem )
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This example calculates the sum of all the Quantity objects of LineItem.

TAN
The TAN function calculates the tangent of a value.

Syntax:

mathlib->TAN (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->TAN (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

TANH
The TANH function calculates the hyperbolic tangent of a value.

Syntax:

mathlib->TANH (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

mathlib->TANH (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single number item

TOBASETEN

TOBASETEN functionThe TOBASETEN function converts a text item that can be interpreted as a number, using 

positional notation of the base specified, to a base 10 number.

Syntax:

TOBASETEN ( single-text-expression, single-integer-expression )

Meaning:
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TOBASETEN ( text_to_convert, base_to_convert_from )

Returns:

A single integer

TOBASETEN returns a number that results from converting text_to_convert that 

can be interpreted as a number, using positional notation of the base specified by 

base_to_convert_from, to its base 10 representation. Text item characters A-Z are 

interpreted as digits having decimal values from 10-35, respectively.

If base_to_convert_from is less than 2 or greater than 36, TOBASETEN evaluates to "none". 

If text_to_convert contains a character that is not alphanumeric or is not in the range 

specified by base_to_convert_from, TOBASETEN returns "none".

Examples

• TOBASETEN ( "A", 16 )

Returns the value 10

• TOBASETEN ( "10", 36 )

Returns the value 36

• TOBASETEN ( "A0", 15 )

Returns the value 150

• TOBASETEN ( "A0", 5 )

Returns the value "none"

Related functions

• FROMBASETEN

TRUNCATE

TRUNCATE functionThe TRUNCATE function removes decimal places from a number, leaving a specified 

number of decimal places.
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You can use TRUNCATE with a second argument to truncate a number to a specified 

number of decimal places or without a second argument to reduce a number to an integer 

by removing all decimal places.

Syntax:

TRUNCATE (single-number-expression[ , single-integer-expression ] )

Meaning:

TRUNCATE (number_to_truncate[ , number_of_decimal_places ] )

Returns:

A single number

TRUNCATE first converts number_to_truncate to character format, if necessary. 

It then truncates that number by removing decimal places to the right of 

number_of_decimal_places. If number_of_decimal_places is not used, the number is 

truncated to an integer.

Examples

• TRUNCATE ( 3.9292, 2 )

Returns 3.92

• TRUNCATE ( 3.9292 )

Returns 3

Related functions

• INT

• ROUND

Text functions
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BCDTOTEXT

BCDTOTEXT functionThe BCDTOTEXT function converts the digits in a BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) item to a text 

item containing the digits of the BCD-encoded item as a string of characters.

Syntax:

BCDTOTEXT (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

BCDTOTEXT (BCD_item_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

BCD_item_to_convert is converted from BCD format to a text string containing the digits of 

the BCD-encoded value as a string of characters.

Numbers in BCD format have two decimal digits in each byte. Each half-byte, therefore, 

can contain a binary value from 0000 (which represents the digit 0) through 1001, which 

represents the digit 9). Based on this definition, the following behavior applies:

• If any half-byte of the BCD number contains the binary value 1101 or 1111, that half-

byte is ignored.

• If the BCD item contains the binary value 1010, 1011, 1100, or 1110, the output of the 

function is "none".

Examples

• BCDTOTEXT ( Qty:Item )

If Qty is x`1234', the result is 1234.

• BCDTOTEXT ( DiscountAmt )

If DiscountAmt is x`0123', the result is 0123.

• BCDTOTEXT ( TotalDollars )

If Total is x`F123', the result is 123.
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Related functions

• BCDTOHEX

• BCDTOINT

• TEXTTOBCD

COUNTSTRING

COUNTSTRING functionYou can use the COUNTSTRING function when you need to know the number of times a 

specific text string appears within another text string. The function begins to look for the 

character string from the first position of the first string, and proceeds forward one byte at a 

time.

Syntax:

COUNTSTRING (single-text-expression , single-text-expression)

Meaning:

COUNTSTRING (text_to_search , text_to_find_and_count)

Returns:

A single-integer

COUNTSTRING returns an integer that represents the number of times that a specified 

character string appears in another character string.

The result is a number representing the number of times text_to_find_and_count appears 

within text_to_search. If either text_to_search or text_to_find_and_count evaluates to "none", 

COUNTSTRING returns 0.

Examples

• COUNTSTRING ( "banana" , "a" )

Returns a value of 3

• COUNTSTRING ( "aaaa" , "aa" )

Returns a value of 3.
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Related functions

• FIND

• LEFT

• MID

• RIGHT

CPACKAGE

CPACKAGE specifies the character set of the output of the function. From that point 

onward, the data is treated as if it were in that character set. If the data is not in the 

specified character set, you get the wrong answer.

The character set is required to be specified in this function. If you choose not to specify a 

character set, you should use the original version of the PACKAGE function.

Syntax:

CPACKAGE (single-object-expression , "character-set-of-object-content")

Meaning:

CPACKAGE (object_to_convert, object_character_set)

Returns:

A single text item

The second argument, object_character_set, represents the character set of the resulting 

object. Character set codes are listed in Character set codes (on page 712).

Examples

In this example, the group Record has an initiator of "#", a terminator of "@" and a delimiter 

of "," with the following data:

"#1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@"

• CPACKAGE (Record:Card, "ASCII")

Returns: #1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@
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CSERIESTOTEXT

CSERIESTOTEXT specifies the character set of the output of the function. From that 

point onward, the data is treated as if it were in that character set. If the data is not in the 

specified character set, you get the wrong answer.

The character set is required to be specified in this function. If you choose not to specify a 

character set, you should use the original version of the SERIESTOTEXT function.

Syntax:

CSERIESTOTEXT (series-object-expression , "character-set-of-object-content")

Meaning:

CSERIESTOTEXT (series_to_convert, object_character_set )

Returns:

A single text item

The series_to_convert argument concatenates the series of the input argument, including 

nested delimiters but excluding initiators and terminators.

The second argument, object_character_set, represents the character set of the resulting 

object.

Examples

In this example, you have the following data that represents bowler information for a 

bowling league:

Andrews, Jessica:980206:JBC:145:138:177:159

Little, Randy:980116:BBK:175:168

Wayne, Richard:980102:JBC:185:204:179:164:212

Each record consists of the bowler's name, the date of their last game played, a team code 

and one or more bowling scores. Record is defined as a group that is infix delimited by a 

colon.

Using the following rule produces results of the concatenation of all scores for all of the 

bowlers, even though the scores are not all contiguous within the data.
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• = CSERIESTOTEXT (Score Field:Bowler:Input, "ASCII")

Returns: 145138177159175168185204179164212

You can change the rule to concatenate the list of scores to the bowler's name using the 

following rule:

• = BowlerName Field:Bowler:Input + " ->" + CSERIESTOTEXT (Score Field:Bowler:Input, 

"ASCII")

Returns:

Andrews, Jessica -> 145138177159

Little, Randy -> 175168

Wayne, Richard -> 185204179164212

In this example, you have an input number that is of variable size, followed by a name. There 

is no syntax that separates the number from the name. You can define the number as a 

group with Byte(s) as a component and provide a component rule for Byte(s), such as:

ISNUMBER ($)

CSIZE

CSIZE functionThe CSIZE function returns an integer representing the size of a specified object in 

characters, exclusive of any pad characters.

Syntax:

CSIZE (single object expression)

Meaning:

CSIZE (object whose size is needed)

Returns:

A single integer

SIZE functionExample
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This example shows how the CSIZE function differs from the SIZE function.

The SIZE function returns the number of bytes used to represent those symbolic characters 

in a particular code page.

The CSIZE function returns the number of symbolic characters.

Symbolic text: Mañana

UTF-8 hexadecimal representation : 0x4D 0x61 0xC3 0xA3 0x61 0x6E 0x61

SIZE(Mañana)

Returns 7 bytes

CSIZE(Mañana)

Returns 6 characters

CTEXT

CTEXT specifies the character set of the output of the function. From that point onward, the 

data is treated as if it were in that character set. If the data is not in the specified character 

set, you get the wrong answer.

The character set is required to be specified in this function. If you choose not to specify a 

character set, you should use the original version of the TEXT function.

CTEXT function

Syntax:

CTEXT ( single-object-expression , "character-set-of-object-content")

Meaning:

CTEXT ( object_to_convert , object_character_set )

Returns:

A single text item
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The first argument, object_to_convert, represents the object that is converted to a text item, 

excluding the initiator and terminator of the input object.

The second argument, object_character_set, represents the character set of the resulting 

object.

Example

In this example, the group Record has an initiator of the pound sign (#), a terminator of the 

at sign (@), and a delimiter of a comma (,), and uses the following data:

#1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@

• CTEXT ( Record:card, "ASCII")

Returns: 1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54

The initiator and terminator are not included because only the content of the object is 

converted to text.

DATETOTEXT

DATETOTEXT functionThe DATETOTEXT function converts a date object or expression to a text item.

Syntax:

DATETOTEXT (single-date-expression)

Meaning:

DATETOTEXT (date_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

If date_to_convert is a date object name, this returns the date as a text item formatted 

according to the presentation of the date object.

If date_to_convert is a date expression produced by a function, this returns the date as a 

text item formatted according to the presentation of the output argument of that function.
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Examples

• DATETOTEXT ( ShipDate )

In this example, ShipDate is converted from a date to text. If ShipDate has a 

CCYYMMDD presentation, the resulting text item will have that presentation, as well.

• DATETOTEXT ( CURRENTDATETIME ( "{MM/DD/CCYY}" ) )

In this example, CURRENTDATETIME evaluates and returns a date in MM/DD/CCYY 

format. Then DATETOTEXT evaluates and returns a text string that is that date in MM/

DD/CCYY format.

For example, use DATETOTEXT, to do text concatenation. The FROMDATETIME

function provides greater flexibility in specifying the format of the resulting text item.

Related Functions

• FROMDATETIME

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TEXTTOTIME

• TIMETOTEXT

• TODATETIME

FILLLEFT

FILLLEFT functionThe FILLLEFT function returns a text item of the length specified. In the output, the text item 

is preceded with the specified pad value.

You can use FILLLEFT when you have a value that needs to be of a fixed size with a variable 

number of leading characters with a specified value.

Syntax:

FILLLEFT (single-text-expression , single-text-expression , single-integer-

expression )
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Meaning:

FILLLEFT (text_to_fill , pad_character , pad_to_length)

Returns:

A single text item

The FILLLEFT function returns the text string that results from padding out text_to_fill by 

preceding it with the pad_character up to pad_to_length bytes.

If the pad-length argument is less than the number of bytes in the text to fill, no padding will 

appear.

Examples

• FILLLEFT ( AcctID:Transaction , "0" , 5 )

If AcctID has the value 14, FILLLEFT returns 00014

• FILLLEFT ( NUMBERTOTEXT ( InvoiceAmt ) , "*" , 10 )

If InvoiceAmt has the value 24.75, FILLLEFT returns *****24.75

Related functions

• FILLRIGHT

• LEAVEALPHA

• LEAVEALPHANUM

• LEAVENUM

• LEAVEPRINT

• SQUEEZE

• SUBSTITUTE

• TRIMLEFT

• TRIMRIGHT

FILLRIGHT

FILLRIGHT functionThe FILLRIGHT function returns a text item of the length specified. In the output, the text 

item is appended with the specified pad value.
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You can use FILLRIGHT when you have a value that needs to be of a fixed size with a 

variable number of trailing characters of a specified value.

Syntax:

FILLRIGHT (single-text-expression , single-text-expression , single-integer-

expression)

Meaning:

FILLRIGHT (text_to_fill , pad_character , pad_to_length)

Returns:

A single text item

FILLRIGHT returns the text string that results from padding out text_to_fill by appending the 

pad_character up to pad_to_length bytes.

If the pad-length argument is less than the number of bytes in the text to fill, no padding will 

appear.

Examples

• FILLRIGHT (LastName:Contact, " " , 25)

If LastName has the value Peterson, FILLRIGHT returns Peterson followed by 17 

spaces.

Related functions

• FILLLEFT

• LEAVEALPHA

• LEAVEALPHANUM

• LEAVENUM

• LEAVEPRINT

• SQUEEZE

• SUBSTITUTE

• TRIMLEFT

• TRIMRIGHT
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FIND

FIND functionThe FIND function looks for one text string within another text string and returns to its 

starting position, if found.

Syntax:

FIND (single-text-expression , single-text-expression 

[ , single-number-expression ] )

Meaning:

FIND (text_to_find, where_to_look[ , position_to_start_the_search ] )

Returns:

A single integer

FIND returns the starting position of the text item specified by text_to_find within the text 

item specified by where_to_look. A third argument (position_to_start_the_search) can be 

used to specify the location in where_to_look for the FIND to begin. Bytes in the text are 

numbered from left to right, with the leftmost byte being position 1.

If text_to_find is "none", FIND evaluates to "none".

If a third argument is not used or position_to_start_the_search evaluates to a negative 

number, it is assumed to be 1. If position_to_start_the_search evaluates to a number greater 

than the size of where_to_look, FIND evaluates to "none".

If text_to_find is not found in the where_to_look string, FIND evaluates to 0.

Examples

• FIND ("id", "Florida")

Returns the value 5

• FIND ("id", "Florida", 8)

Returns 0 because the 8 (position_to_start_the_search) is greater than the size of 

where_to_look

• FIND ("\", "mypath",2)

Returns 0 because the string "\" was not found in argument 2
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Related functions

• LEFT

• MID

• RIGHT

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM is the reverse of STREAMTOHEXTEXT. You can use the 

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM function to assign a binary text value to a character text item 

represented by hexadecimal pairs.

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM functionHEXTEXTTOSTREAM returns a binary text stream whose value is the evaluation of input 

character text represented by hexadecimal pairs.

Syntax:

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

HEXTEXTTOSTREAM (series_of_hex_pairs)

Returns:

A single byte stream item

This function returns a binary text stream item whose value is the evaluation of input 

character text in series_of_hex_pairs, ignoring <WSP> characters between the hexadecimal 

pairs. White space characters include space, horizontal tab, carriage return, and line feed 

characters.

Input formats

The following table shows an example of input in its character text representation as viewed 

through the character editor, and in its ASCII code representation (binary text stream) 

as viewed through the hex editor. Each pair of binary text in the hex view represents one 

character in the character view of the character text.
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Input ("41 42 43 44") Editor View Value

Character text (hex pairs) Character "41 42 43 44"

ASCII code representa

tion (binary text stream)

Hex 0x3431203432203433203434

Examples

• HEXTEXTTOSTREAM ("41 42 43 44")

Returns the evaluated value of the input (ASCII) character text string "41 42 43 44" as 

the output (ASCII) character text string "ABCD" as viewed in the character editor. (The 

hex view of the input is 0x3431203432203433203434. The hex view of the output is 

0x41424344.)

• HEXTEXTTOSTREAM ("0D 0A 00")

Returns the evaluated value of the input (ASCII) character text string "0D 0A 00" as 

the output (ASCII) character text string "<CR><LF><NULL>" as viewed in the character 

editor. (The hex view of the input is 0x3044203041203030. The hex view of the output 

is 0x0D0A00.)

See Design Studio Introduction documentation for a list of special symbols.

Related functions

• SYMBOL

• STREAMTOHEXTEXT

LEAVEALPHA

LEAVEALPHA functionThe LEAVEALPHA function removes all non-alphabetic characters from a specified text 

item.

You can use LEAVEALPHA to remove non-alphabetic characters such as symbols or 

numbers from a text item.

Syntax:
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LEAVEALPHA (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

LEAVEALPHA (text_to_change)

Returns:

A single text item

LEAVEALPHA returns a string containing only the alphabetic characters (for example, A-Z 

and a-z) in text_to_change.

Examples

• LEAVEALPHA ("A-b-C-1$3")

Returns: AbC

Related functions

• ISALPHA

• ISLOWER

• ISNUMBER

• ISUPPER

• LEAVEALPHANUM

• LEAVENUM

• LEAVEPRINT

LEAVEALPHANUM

LEAVEALPHANUM functionThe LEAVEALPHANUM function removes all non-alphanumeric characters (such as 

symbols) from a specified text item.

Syntax:

LEAVEALPHANUM (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

LEAVEALPHANUM (text_to_change)
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Returns:

A single text item

LEAVEALPHANUM returns a string containing only the alphanumeric characters (for 

example, A-Z, a-z and 0-9) in text_to_change.

Examples

• LEAVEALPHANUM ("A-b-C-1$3") 

Returns: AbC13

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEAL

PHA

• ISLOWER • LEAVENUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVEPRINT

• ISUPPER

LEAVENUM

LEAVENUM functionThe LEAVENUM function removes all non-numeric characters from a text item. For example, 

you can use LEAVENUM when you want to remove all alphabetic characters and symbols 

from a text string.

Syntax:

LEAVENUM (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

LEAVENUM (text_to_change)

Returns:

A single text item
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LEAVENUM returns a string containing only the numeric characters (for example, 0-9) in 

text_to_change.

Examples

• LEAVENUM ("A-b-C-1$3") 

Returns: 13

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEALPHA

• ISLOWER • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVEPRINT

• ISUPPER

LEAVEPRINT

LEAVEPRINT functionThe LEAVEPRINT function removes all non-printable characters from a text item.

Syntax:

LEAVEPRINT (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

LEAVEPRINT (text_to_change)

Returns:

A single text item

LEAVEPRINT returns a string containing only printable characters in text_to_change.

Examples

• LEAVEPRINT ("A-b<SP>C-1$3<CR><LF>") 
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Returns: A-b C-1$3

Related functions

• ISALPHA • LEAVEALPHA

• ISLOWER • LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• ISNUMBER • LEAVENUM

• ISUPPER

LEFT

LEFT functionThe LEFT function returns a specified number of characters from a text expression 

beginning with the leftmost byte of a text item.

You can use LEFT when you need a specific part of a text item. For example, a customer 

number might have several uses and sometimes only the first 10 characters are needed. 

Therefore, LEFT can be used to return only the leftmost 10 characters.

Syntax:

LEFT (single-text-expression , single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

LEFT (text_to_extract_from , number_of_characters_to_extract)

Returns:

A single text item

LEFT returns the leftmost number_of_characters_to_extract characters from 

text_to_extract_from starting at the first (the leftmost) character in text_to_extract_from.

If number_of_characters_to_extract evaluates to an integer whose value is less than 1, LEFT

evaluates to "none". If number_of_characters_to_extract evaluates to an integer whose 

value is greater than the size of text_to_extract_from, LEFT evaluates to the entire value of 

text_to_extract_from.
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Examples

• LEFT ("Abcd", 2)

Returns Ab

• LEFT ("Abcd", 6)

Returns Abcd

• LEFT (LastName + ", " + FirstName, 25)

Returns the leftmost 25 characters of the text string resulting from the concatenation 

of LastName and FirstName (separated by a comma and a space).

Related functions

• RIGHT

• MID

• FIND

LOWERCASE

LOWERCASE functionThe LOWERCASE function converts an alphabetic text item to all lowercase characters.

Syntax:

LOWERCASE (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

LOWERCASE (text_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

LOWERCASE produces a text item in which each byte from the input has been converted to 

lowercase. Any numeric or symbol characters in the text item remain unchanged.

Examples

• LOWERCASE ("A1b2C!")
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Returns: a1b2c!

Related functions

• ISLOWER

• ISUPPER

• UPPERCASE

MAX

MAX functionThe MAX function returns the maximum value from a series of number, date, time, or text 

values.

Syntax:

MAX (series-item-expression)

Meaning:

MAX (series_of_which_to_find_max)

Returns:

A single number

The result is the maximum value in the input argument series: number, text, or date/time.

Examples

• MAX ( UnitPrice:Input )

If the values for UnitPrice are {20, 10, 100}, MAX returns 100.

• MAX(EXTRACT( DueDate:Book:Library, CheckedOut:Book:Library = "Y"))

Returns the maximum (latest) DueDate for a book that is checked out from the library.

Related functions

• MIN
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MID

MID functionYou can use the MID function when you need specific characters from a text item. MID

returns one or more characters from a text item.

Syntax:

MID (single-text-expression, single-number-expression, 

single-number-expression)

Meaning:

MID (source_text, position_to_start_the_search, number_of_characters)

Returns:

A single text item

MID extracts one or more characters from source_text where position_to_start_the_search

is the position of the first character to extract and number_of_characters specifies the 

number of characters to extract. The first character (leftmost) of source_text has a starting 

position of 1.

If position_to_start_the_search is greater than the length of source_text, MID returns 

"none". If position_to_start_the_search or number_of_characters is less than one, 

MID returns "none". If the rightmost number of characters of source_text, starting at 

position_to_start_the_search, is less than number_of_characters, MID returns the rightmost 

characters starting at the position specified in position_to_start_the_search.

Examples

• MID ("abc123", 5 , 3)

Returns 23

• MID ("abc123", 7 , 1)

Returns "none" because argument2 is larger than the number of characters in 

argument1

• MID ("abc123", -1 , 3)

Returns "none" because argument2 is a negative number
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• MID ("abc123", 2 , -2)

Returns "none" because argument3 is a negative number

Related functions

• FIND

• LEFT

• RIGHT

MIN

Use MIN when you need the minimum value from a series of number, date, time, or text 

values.

MIN functionThe MIN function returns the minimum value from a series.

Syntax:

MIN (series-item-expression)

Meaning:

MIN (series_of_which_to_find_min)

Returns:

A single number

The result is the minimum value of the input series: number, text, or date/time.

Examples

• MIN (UnitPrice:Input)

If the values for UnitPrice are {20,10,100}, MIN returns 10.

• MIN (StartTime:.:Schedule)

Returns the minimum (earliest) StartTime in Schedule.
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Related functions

• MAX

NORMXML

Use this function to remove XML formatting from an input XML fragment. The function 

accepts text items only.

Syntax:

NORMXML (single-text-expression)

Meaning:

NORMXML (XML fragment)

Returns:

A single text item

This function removes any XML whitespaces from between a (parent) start tag and the start 

tag of the first child element; and from between the end tag of the child element and the 

(parent) end tag. XML whitespace pertains to carriage returns, line feeds, tabs, and spaces.

For example, all carriage returns, line feeds, tabs, and spaces in between parent tags <A>

and </A> are removed, excluding any that are inside of child element tags <a> and </a>.

In the following example, there is a carriage return after <A>, </a>, and </b>. There are also 

three spaces before <a> and three spaces before <b>.

<A> 

   <a>This is sample text</a> 

   <b>More   sample text</b> 

</A>

The NORMXML function removes the three carriage returns and the six spaces. As a result, 

there is one line instead of four lines:

<A><a>This is sample text</a><b>More   sample text</b></A>
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Limitation
When a type has mixed content, the function removes any XML whitespaces from the 

character data sections. Here is the previous example, but with mixed content added:

<A>My first example 

   <a>This is sample text</a> 

   <b>More   sample text</b> 

</A>

This is the result of using the NORMXML function:

<A>Myfirstexample<a>This is sample text</a><b>More   sample text</b></A>

The XML whitespaces in My first example are removed because they are not enclosed 

within child element tags.

Using SIZE with NORMXML

NORMXML functionSIZE functionSIZE functionNORMXML functionThe NORMXML function converts the input data to Unicode, and then removes the XML 

formatting from the input XML fragment. The conversion to Unicode is transparent because 

the normal processing automatically converts the data from Unicode to the character set 

that was assigned to the output object.

If the SIZE function is used with the NORMXML function to determine the size of the 

specified object after NORMXML removes the XML formatting from the input XML 

fragment, the SIZE operation calculates the size of the data as it exists at that time, in the 

Unicode character set. The returned size does not match the size that would have been 

calculated if the data remained in its original character set, unless the original character set 

was Unicode.

Using CSIZE with NORMXML

If the CSIZE function is used with the NORMXML function, the CSIZE operation returns the 

size in characters, regardless of the character set.
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NUMBERTOTEXT

NUMBERTOTEXT functionThe NUMBERTOTEXT function converts a character number to a text item that looks like the 

original object.

You can use NUMBERTOTEXT when you need an object that is defined as a number 

converted to an object defined as text. This is useful when you need to concatenate text, 

however, the FROMNUMBER function provides greater flexibility in specifying the format of 

the resulting text item.

Syntax:

NUMBERTOTEXT (single-number-expression)

Meaning:

NUMBERTOTEXT (number_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

The resulting text looks like the input argument. The result is truncated, if necessary.

Examples

• NUMBERTOTEXT (ROUND (1000 - 24.75, 3))

This example converts the result of the calculation (rounded to 3 decimal places) to 

text, resulting in 975.250.

• NUMBERTOTEXT (PurchaseNumber)

This example converts PurchaseNumber from a number to text.

Related functions

• FROMNUMBER

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TODATETIME

• TONUMBER
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PACKAGE

PACKAGE functionThe PACKAGE function converts a group or item object to a text item, including its initiator, 

terminator, and any delimiters it contains.

Syntax:

PACKAGE (single-object-expression)

Meaning:

PACKAGE (object_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

The PACKAGE function converts object_to_convert, which must be a type reference to a text 

item, including the type reference's initiator, terminator, and all delimiters. PACKAGE differs 

from TEXT in that it includes the initiator and terminator of the specified type reference.

Examples

• PACKAGE (Record:Card)

Returns: #1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@

For this example, the group Record has an initiator of "#", a terminator of "@" and a 

delimiter of ",". The data looks like this: "#1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@".

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• SERIESTOTEXT

• TIMETOTEXT

• TEXT

PACKAGE differs from TEXT because it includes the initiator and terminator of the input 

object.
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PROPERCASE

Use PROPERCASE to convert the first alphabetic character in each word to uppercase and 

all remaining characters to lowercase.

Syntax:

PROPERCASE (single-text-item-expression)

Meaning:

PROPERCASE (text_item_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

The PROPERCASE function views the text string as containing a series of "words" where the 

delimiter between words is the space character. For each "word" in text_item_to_convert, 

PROPERCASE converts the first alphabetic character (for example, A-Z and a-z) found to 

uppercase and all other characters are converted to lowercase.

Example

PROPERCASE ("sallY jo BRADLEY")

Returns: Sally Jo Bradley

Related functions

• ISALPHA

• ISLOWER

• ISUPPER

• LOWERCASE

• UPPERCASE

RANDDATA
The RANDDATA function returns random text based on the properties of the output 

type. The RAND function returns a pseudo-random integer between 0 and RAND_MAX 
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(guaranteed to be at least 32,767). The RANDDATA function generates a valid random value 

of the item type that is being built when it is invoked.

RANDDATA functiontext functionsRANDDATA

Syntax:

RANDDATA ()

Meaning:

RANDDATA ()

Returns:

A single object (text, a date/time object, or a number)

RANDDATA takes no parameters. If the SEED function is called prior to RANDDATA, 

RANDDATA will return the same value for the same item properties it is returning to, based 

on the value to SEED.

Related functions

• RAND

• SEED

REVERSEBYTE

REVERSEBYTE functionUse the REVERSEBYTE function when you need the bytes in the opposite sequence. 

REVERSEBYTE reverses the byte order of an item.

Syntax:

REVERSEBYTE (single-item-expression)

Meaning:

REVERSEBYTE (item_to_reverse)

Returns:

A single item

This function reverses the byte order of item_to_reverse.
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Examples

• REVERSEBYTE ("HI MOM!")

Returns "!MOM IH"

• RIGHT (FullName, FIND (" " , REVERSEBYTE (FullName)) - 1)

If FullName is "Alyce N. Wunderland", the above example uses REVERSEBYTE to 

reverse the characters in FullName (resulting in "dnalrednuW .N ecylA"). Then, the FIND

function is evaluated to locate the first space in the resultant string (between the "W" 

and the ".") that would result in a value of 11. Finally, the RIGHT function is evaluated 

to take the rightmost 10 (11-1) characters of FullName; providing the final result of 

"Wunderland".

Note:  The examples are used for illustration only. Do not use this function with string 

literals.

RIGHT

You can use RIGHT when you need a specific part of a text item. For example, a customer 

number might have several uses and sometimes only the last three characters are needed. 

RIGHT can be used to return only the rightmost three characters.

RIGHT functionThe RIGHT function returns a specified number of characters from a text expression 

beginning with the rightmost byte of a text item.

Syntax:

RIGHT (single-text-expression , single-integer-expression)

Meaning:

RIGHT (text_to_extract_from , number_of_characters_to_extract)

Returns:

A single text item

RIGHT returns the rightmost number_of_characters_to_extract characters from 

text_to_extract_from starting at the last (the rightmost) character in text_to_extract_from.
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If number_of_characters_to_extract evaluates to an integer whose value is less than 1, 

RIGHT evaluates to "none". If number_of_characters_to_extract evaluates to an integer 

whose value is greater than the size of text_to_extract_from, RIGHT evaluates to the entire 

value of text_to_extract_from.

Examples

• RIGHT ("Abcd" , 2)

Returns cd

• RIGHT ("Abcd" , 6)

Returns Abcd

• RIGHT ("000000" + NUMBERTOTEXT (TransactionNum), 6)

If TransactionNum contains 123, this example returns 000123. If TransactionNum

contains 123456789, this example returns 456789.

Related functions

• FIND

• LEFT

• MID

SEED
The SEED function primes the RAND and RANDDATA functions so they produce repeated 

results.

Syntax:

SEED(single-number-expression)

Meaning:

SEED(number_for_seed)

Returns:

NONE
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Related functions

• RAND

• RANDDATA

SERIESTOTEXT

You can use the SERIESTOTEXT function to project your input data as a series and to 

interpret it as a text item for output.

SERIESTOTEXT functionSERIESTOTEXT converts a contiguous or non-contiguous series to a text item.

Syntax:

SERIESTOTEXT (series-object-expression)

Meaning:

SERIESTOTEXT (series_to_convert)

Returns:

A single text item

SERIESTOTEXT returns a text item containing the concatenation of the series of the input 

argument, including nested delimiters but excluding initiators and terminators.

Examples

In this example, you have the following data that represents bowler information for a 

bowling league:

Andrews, Jessica:980206:JBC:145:138:177:159

Little, Randy:980116:BBK:175:168

Wayne, Richard:980102:JBC:185:204:179:164:212

Each record consists of the bowler's name, the date of their last game played, a team code 

and one or more bowling scores. Record is defined as a group that is infix-delimited by a 

colon.

Using the rule:
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= SERIESTOTEXT (Score Field:Bowler:Input)

the following results are produced, which is the concatenation of all of the scores for all of 

the bowlers, even though the scores are not all contiguous within the data:

145138177159175168185204179164212

However, if the rule was changed, for instance, to concatenate the list of scores to the 

bowler's name:

= BowlerName Field:Bowler:Input + " ->" + SERIESTOTEXT (Score Field:Bowler:Input)

the following output would be produced:

Andrews, Jessica -> 145138177159

Little, Randy -> 175168

Wayne, Richard -> 185204179164212

In this example, you have an input number that is of variable size, followed by a name. There 

is no syntax that separates the number from the name. You can define the number as a 

group with Byte(s) as a component and provide a component rule for Byte(s), such as:

ISNUMBER ($)

Related functions

• PACKAGE

• TEXT

SQUEEZE

The SQUEEZE function removes consecutive duplicate occurrences of a specified character 

or characters from a text item.

Syntax:

SQUEEZE ( single-text-item , single-text-item )

Meaning:

SQUEEZE ( text_to_squeeze , duplicate_characters_to_remove )
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Returns:

A single text item

SQUEEZE returns a text item with all the consecutive duplicates of 

duplicate_characters_to_remove removed from text_to_squeeze.

Examples

• SQUEEZE ( "AB CDE F", " " )

Returns: AB CDE F

• SQUEEZE ( "Connolly", "n")

Returns: Conolly

Related functions

• LEAVEALPHA

• LEAVEALPHANUM

• LEAVENUM

• LEAVEPRINT

• SUBSTITUTE

SUBSTITUTE

You can use the SUBSTITUTE function to replace or remove a character. You can also use 

this function for multiple pairs.

Syntax:

SUBSTITUTE ( single-text-expression { , single-text-expression , single-text-

expression } )

Meaning:

SUBSTITUTE (item_to_convert, one-or-more-text-substitution-pairs)

Where each one-or-more-text substitution-pair is text_to_change , 

substitute_text
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Returns:

A single text item

SUBSTITUTE returns the text string that results from replacing all instances of the first 

text_to_change with substitute_text in item_to_convert, then replaces all instances of the 

second text_to_change with the substitute_text in the result of the first substitution, and so 

forth.

Examples

• SUBSTITUTE ( "123*456*7" , "*" , "/" )

Finds 123*456*7 and returns 123/456/7

• SUBSTITUTE ( "120-45-6789" , "-" , "" )

Finds 120-45-6789 and returns 120456789

• =SUBSTITUTE ("ABBA" , "B", "A", "A", "B")

This example illustrates multiple searches for the SUBSTITUTE function.

The first search-and-replace finds all "B"s and returns "A"s: AAAA

The next search-and-replace finds all "A"s and returns "B"s: BBBB

The end result is a return of: BBBB

Related functions

• LEAVEALPHA

• LEAVEALPHANUM

• LEAVENUM

• LEAVEPRINT

• SQUEEZE

TEXT

You can use the TEXT function to convert an object to a text item or when echoing entire 

data objects to another map.
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TEXT functionTEXT converts the content of a group or item object to a text item.

Syntax:

TEXT ( single-object-expression )

Meaning:

TEXT ( object_to_convert )

Returns:

A single text item

The TEXT function converts object_to_convert to a text-item, excluding the initiator and 

terminator of the input object.

Examples

• TEXT ( Record:card )

Data: #1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54@

Returns: 1339X10A,491.38,Green,42x54

In this example, the group Record has an initiator of the pound sign (#), a terminator of 

the at-sign (@), and a delimiter of a comma (,).

The initiator and terminator are not included because only the content of the object is 

converted to text.

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• FROMDATETIME

• FROMNUMBER

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• PACKAGE

Note:  TEXT differs from PACKAGE in that it does not include the initiator and 

terminator of the input object.

• SERIESTOTEXT
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• TIMETOTEXT

TEXTTOBCD

TEXTTOBCD functionThe TEXTTOBCD function converts a text item from decimal digits to BCD (Binary Coded 

Decimal) format.

Syntax:

TEXTTOBCD ( single-integer-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTOBCD ( text_to_be_converted )

Returns:

A single BCD-formatted text item

TEXTTOBCD converts text_to_be_converted (which consists of decimal digits) to BCD 

format. In this format, each byte contains two decimal digits represented as binary 

numbers. If there is an odd number of decimal digits in the input, the high-order half-byte of 

the leftmost output byte will contain the decimal value 15 (hex "F").

If anything other than a decimal digit is encountered in the input, TEXTTOBCD returns 

"none".

Examples

• TEXTTOBCD ( "1234" )

Returns the hexadecimal value x'1234'

• TEXTTOBCD ( "123A" )

Returns "none"

• TEXTTOBCD ( "123" )

Returns the hexadecimal value x'F123'

In this example, the values shown as input ("123") are meant to represent character 

items in the native character set to the machine on which the map is running. On a 

personal computer, "123" would contain the ASCII characters for the digits that have 
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the hexadecimal values "31", "32", and "33". The output, described as "the hexadecimal 

value `F123'", consists of the two binary bytes "F1" and "23".

On an IBM mainframe the input string would contain EBCDIC characters for the digits 

that have the hexadecimal values "F1", "F2", "F3", Âº, but the output would be the same 

as the personal computer output.

Related functions

• BCDTOHEX

• BCDTOINT

• BCDTOTEXT

TEXTTONUMBER

Use TEXTTONUMBER to convert text to a number.

The TONUMBER function provides greater flexibility for specifying the format of the text 

item that is to be converted to a number.

Syntax:

TEXTTONUMBER ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTONUMBER ( text_to_convert_to_number )

Returns:

A single character number

The text_to_convert_to_number must be in integer or ANSI-formatted (floating point) 

presentation. The resulting number looks like the input argument, however, nonsignificant 

zeroes to the right of the decimal separator will be truncated. If the input argument is in 

error (for example, it is not a recognizable as a valid number), the result is "none".

When specified as in ANSI-formatted presentation, the text string must meet the following 

requirements:
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• The decimal point can be a period, a comma, or "none".

• The leading sign can be a plus sign, a minus sign, or "none".

• No thousands separator is allowed.

Examples

• TEXTTONUMBER (OrderQty)

Returns OrderQty as a character number item

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• FROMNUMBER

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTOTIME

• TIMETOTEXT

TEXTTOTIME

Use TEXTTOTIME when you want to convert an object defined as text that is in HHMM 

or HHMMSS presentation, to an item defined as time. For greater flexibility, use the 

TODATETIME function for specifying the format of the text item that is to be converted to a 

date/time.

Syntax:

TEXTTOTIME ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

TEXTTOTIME ( text_to_convert_to_time )

Returns:

A single time
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The text_to_convert_to_time must be in HHMM or HHMMSS presentation. HH is a two-digit 

hour in a 24-hour format. If the result is being assigned to a time object, the resulting time 

looks like the output object. Otherwise, the resulting time looks like the input argument. If 

the input argument is in error (for example, it is not a valid time), the result is "none".

Examples

• TEXTTOTIME ( CallTime )

Returns CallTime as a time item

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT • TEXTTON

UMBER

• FROMDATETIME • TIMETOTEXT

• NUMBER

TOTEXT

• TODATETIME

• TEXTTODATE

TIMETOTEXT

You can use the TIMETOTEXT function to perform text concatenation. For greater flexibility, 

use the FROMDATETIME function for specifying the format of the resulting text item.

TIMETOTEXT functionTIMETOTEX converts a time object or expression to a text item.

Syntax:

TIMETOTEXT ( single-time-expression )

Meaning:

TIMETOTEXT ( time_to_convert_to_text )

Returns:

A single text item
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If time_to_convert_to_text is a time object name, this returns the time as a text item 

formatted according to the presentation of the input date object.

If time_to_convert_to_text is a time expression produced by a function, this returns the 

time as a text item formatted according to the presentation of the output argument of that 

function.

Examples

• TIMETOTEXT ( LeadTime )

In this example, LeadTime is converted from a time to text. If LeadTime has an HH:MM 

presentation, the resulting text item will be of that presentation.

• TIMETOTEXT ( CURRENTDATETIME ( "{HH:MM:SS}" ) )

Here, CURRENTDATETIME evaluates and returns a time in HH:MM:SS format. Then, 

TIMETOTEXT evaluates and returns a text string that is that time in HH:MM:SS format.

Related functions

• DATETOTEXT

• FROMDATETIME

• NUMBERTOTEXT

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTONUMBER

• TEXTTOTIME

• TODATETIME

TODATETIME

TODATETIME functionThe TODATETIME function converts a text string of a specified format to a date-time item.

Syntax:

TODATETIME ( single-character-text-expression

[ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:
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TODATETIME ( text_to_convert [ , date_time_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character date item

TODATETIME returns the date-time that corresponds to the value specified by 

text_to_convert, which is in the format specified by date_time_format_string. If 

date_time_format_string is not specified, it will be assumed that text_to_convert is in 

[CCYYMMDDHH24MMSS] format.

The date_time_format_string must conform to the date-time format strings as described in 

"Format strings".

Examples

• TODATETIME ( "05/14/1999@10:14pm" , "{MM/DD/CCYY}@{HH12:MMAM/PM}" )

In this example, a text string containing a date and time is converted to a date-time 

item.

• RptDate = TODATETIME ( RIGHT ( GETRESOURCENAME() , 8 ) , "CCYYMMDD" )

Assume that you receive a file that contains historical data. The name of the file 

identifies the date of the historical data. For example, a filename of 19960424

indicates that the data was produced on April 24, 1996. To map this date to RptDate, 

the TODATETIME function could be used with the RIGHT and GETRESOURCENAME

functions.

Related functions

• CURRENTDATE

• CURRENTDATETIME

• CURRENTTIME

• TEXTTODATE

• TEXTTOTIME
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TONUMBER

TONUMBER functionThe TONUMBER function converts a text string of a specified format to a number.

Syntax:

TONUMBER ( single-character-text-expression 

  [ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

TONUMBER ( text_to_convert [ , number_format_string ] )

Returns:

A single character number item

TONUMBER returns the number that corresponds to the value specified by text_to_convert, 

which is in the format specified by number_format_string. If number_format_string is not 

specified, it will be assumed that text_to_convert is in ANSI decimal format (for example, 

"{L-####['.'##]}").

The number_format_string must conform to the number format strings as described in the 

"Format strings" topic.

Examples

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{L+'$'#','###}")

L+'$' indicates the leading dollar sign is positive. That leading sign and the comma 

separators are removed when the text is converted to a number.

Input String: $123,000,000

Output: 123000000

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{####T-}")

Four number signs are required for each whole number, regardless of the actual 

number of digits in the number.

Input string: Output: Note:

12345- -12345 The output becomes a negative number.
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Input string: Output: Note:

67890 67890 No change occurs.

345- -345 The output becomes a negative number.

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{####T+'K'-}")

If an invalid character, such as an X, is encountered, nothing is returned.

If a K is encountered, it is treated as a positive indicator.

Input string: Output: Note:

11212- -11212 The output becomes a negative number.

67890X The X is an invalid charac

ter. No number is returned.

54354 54354 No change occurs.

34567K 34567 The K is recognized as a positive

sign. The character is removed and 

the number is returned as a positive.

345- -345 The output becomes a negative number.

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{L-'('#','###T-')'}")

The parentheses indicating a negative number are removed and replaced with a 

negative sign.

Comma separators are removed when the text is converted to a number.

Input string: Output: Note:

(12,345) -12345 The output becomes a negative num

ber. The comma separator is removed.

67,890 67890 The comma separator is removed.

(345) -345 The output becomes a negative number.

• TONUMBER(text_to_convert, "{#[',']###['.'##5]T+'K'-}")
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The optional comma separators are removed, but the decimal points and decimal 

values are retained.

Input string: Output: Note:

54,345.098 54354.098 The comma separator is removed.

67890.0X The X is an invalid charac

ter. No number is returned.

11213- -11213 The output becomes a negative number.

34567K 34567 The K is recognized as a positive

sign. The character is removed and 

the number is returned as a positive.

345.1- -345.1 The output becomes a negative number.

Related functions

• DATETONUMBER

• FROMNUMBER

• NUMBERTODATE

• NUMBERTOTEXT

TRIMLEFT

You can use the TRIMLEFT function to remove spaces or a text string at the beginning of 

some text.

TRIMLEFT functionTRIMLEFT removes leading characters from a text item.

Syntax:

TRIMLEFT ( single-text-expression [ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

TRIMLEFT ( item_to_trim [ , text_to_trim ] )
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Returns:

A single text item

TRIMLEFT removes leading characters that match text_to_trim from item_to_trim and 

returns the result as a single text item. If text_to_trim is not specified, leading spaces are 

removed from item_to_trim.

Examples

• TRIMLEFT ( " abc" )

Returns: abc

• TRIMLEFT ( "000345" , "0" )

Returns: 345

• TRIMLEFT ( LastName Column:Row , "<WSP>" )

Returns the content of LastName Column after removing all leading whitespace 

characters (space, horizontal tab, carriage return, or line feed characters).

Related functions

• FILLLEFTP • LEAVEPRINT

• FILLRIGHT • SQUEEZE

• LEAVEALPHA • SUBSTITUTE

• LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• TRIMRIGHT

• LEAVENUM

TRIMRIGHT

You can use the TRIMRIGHT function to remove spaces or a text string at the end of text.

TRIMRIGHT functionTRIMRIGHT removes trailing characters from a text item.

Syntax:
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TRIMRIGHT ( single-text-expression [ , single-text-expression ] )

Meaning:

TRIMRIGHT ( item_to_trim [ , text_to_trim ] )

Returns:

A single text item

TRIMRIGHT removes trailing characters that match text_to_trim from item_to_trim and 

returns the result as a single text item. If text_to_trim is not specified, trailing spaces are 

removed from item_to_trim.

Example

• TRIMRIGHT ( "abc " ) 

Returns: abc

• TRIMRIGHT ( "Cat in the Hat!?!?!?" , "!?" ) 

Returns: Cat in the Hat

• TRIMRIGHT ( LastName Column:Row ) 

Returns the content of LastName Column after removing all trailing spaces.

Related functions

• FILLLEFTP • LEAVEPRINT

• FILLRIGHT • SQUEEZE

• LEAVEALPHA • SUBSTITUTE

• LEAVEAL

PHANUM

• TRIMLEFT

• LEAVENUM

UPPERCASE

UPPERCASE functionThe UPPERCASE function converts text to all uppercase characters.
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Syntax:

UPPERCASE ( single-text-expression )

Meaning:

UPPERCASE ( text_to_convert )

Returns:

A single text item

UPPERCASE produces a text item in which each byte in text_to_convert has been converted 

to uppercase. Any numeric or symbolic characters in text_to_convert remain unchanged.

Examples

• UPPERCASE ( "abC123!" )

Returns ABC123!

Related functions

• ISLOWER

• ISUPPER

• LOWERCASE

WORD

You can use the WORD function to parse a text item that is delimited by some character, 

such as a space or a comma.

WORD functionWORD returns the characters between two user-defined separators within a text item. The 

separators are counted from left to right when the third argument is positive, and from right 

to left when the third argument is negative, enabling the function to search from either end 

of the item.

Syntax:

WORD (single-text-expression , single-text-expression ,

single-integer-expression)
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Meaning:

WORD (text_to_search , word_separator , number_of_word_to_get)

Returns:

A single text item

WORD returns the characters (word) between the nth-1 and nth word_separator, where n

corresponds to number_of_word_to_get.

Define the separator (word_separator) and specify the number of the occurrence of that 

separator. The WORD function returns the characters between the nth-1 and nth separators 

in the delimited text item.

The separator is case sensitive.

Examples

The following examples assume that a file exists named Letter with two text objects named 

Line1 and Line2:

Line1:Congratulations, Mr Brown! You're a winner!;

Line2:You may have already won 1 million dollars!;

• WORD ( Line1:Letter , " " , 3 )

Returns: Brown!

The exclamation point is returned because it is read as a character within the word 

before the separator (a space).

• WORD ( Line1:Letter , " " , 6 )

Returns: winner!

If the nth separator is missing and the nth-1 separator exists, the function returns 

the characters between the last separator and the end of the delimited text item. The 

separator is a space; "winner!" (including the exclamation point) is the sixth word.

• WORD ( Line2:Letter , "!" , 3 )

Returns "none"
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Both nth and nth-1 separators are missing. In this example, there is only one separator, 

located at the end of the text object. As a result, there is no third word because the 

function sees everything before "!" as the first word.

• WORD ( Line1:Letter , " " , 1 )

Returns: Congratulations,

If n-1 = 0, the function returns the characters between the beginning of the delimited 

text item and the first separator.

• WORD ( Line1:Letter , " " , -1 )

Returns: winner!

If n+1 = 0, then the function returns the characters between the end of the text item and 

the last separator.

Related functions

• FIND

• MID

XML functions
XML functionsXPATH functionXPATHEX functionVALIDATEEX functionVALIDATE functionXVALIDATE functionXSLT functionXSLTEX functionThere are several XML functions that you can call from component rules and map rules to 

process input XML data. They fall under two different categories. The XML functions in one 

category are called through the XMLLIB library. They are the XPATH (used with XMLLIB), 

VALIDATEEX, VALIDATE, XPATHEX, XSLT (used with XMLLIB), and XSLTEX functions. The 

XML functions in the other category are called directly, without using the XMLLIB library. 

They are the XPATH, XVALIDATE, and XSLT functions.

VALIDATE
The VALIDATE function validates the XML input by using the XMLLIB library.

VALIDATE functionXMLLIB functionsVALIDATEThis function validates XML input, which is provided as a text stream or URL, against the 

provided XML Schema, returning 0 if the validation succeeded or -1 otherwise.
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Syntax:

VALIDATE (single-text-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

VALIDATE (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, target_namespace XML_schemaname)

Returns:

A single number

Examples

• NUMBERTOTEXT( xmllib->VALIDATE( "ipo.in.xml", "urn:hl7-org:v3 http://

www.example.com/IPO ipo.xsd" ) )

Returns 0 when validation of the ipo.in.xml file succeeds and returns -1 otherwise.

• VALID( NUMBERTOTEXT( xmllib->VALIDATE( PACKAGE(source), "ipo.xsd" ) ), 

LASTERRORMSG() ) 

Returns 0 when validation of the input XML fragment succeeds or returns a validation 

error message otherwise.

VALIDATEEX
The VALIDATEEX function validates the XML input, and logs the function processing in the 

directory where the map runs by using the XMLLIB library.

VALIDATEEX functionXMLLIB functionsVALIDATEEXtrace log file, generatinglog file, generatingThis function validates XML input, which is provided as a text stream or URL, against the 

provided XML Schema. The VALIDATEEX function returns 0 if the validation succeeded or -1

if validation failed, and generates the specified trace log file in the directory.

Syntax:

VALIDATEEX (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, tracelog)

Meaning:

VALIDATEEX (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, target_namespace 

XML_schemaname, trace_file_name.extension)
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Returns:

A single number

Example

• NUMBERTOTEXT( xmllib->VALIDATEEX( "ipo.in.xml", "urn:hl7-org:v3 http://

www.example.com/IPO ipo.xsd", "numtotext.log" ))

Returns 0 when validation of the ipo.in.xml file succeeds or returns -1 when 

validation fails, and generates a trace log of function processing.

XVALIDATE
The XVALIDATE function validates the XML input.

XVALIDATE functionThis function validates XML input, provided as a text stream or URL, against the provided 

XML Schema.

Syntax:

XVALIDATE (single-text-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

XVALIDATE (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, target_namespace XML_schemaname)

Returns:

This function evaluates to a Boolean "true" or "false".

Examples

• IF( XVALIDATE( "ipo.in.xml", "http://www.example.com/IP ipo.xsd" ), 

"VALIDATION SUCCESS", LASTERRORMSG())

Returns the message VALIDATION SUCCESS when the validation of the ipo.in.xml file 

succeeds and returns a message that explains the validation error otherwise.

XPATH functions
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XPATH
The XPATH function queries the XML input.

XPATH functionThis function queries the XML input, which is provided as a text stream or URL, by using the 

specified XPATH expression and context, returning the result of the evaluation.

Syntax:

XPATH (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

XPATH (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, xpath_expression, context_expression)

Returns:

A single text item

Examples

• XPATH( "current://ipo.in.xml", "/ipo:purchaseOrders/order/items/item[1]/

shipDate", "ipo http://www.example.com/IPO" )

Returns the content of the shipDate element from the ipo.in.xml file.

• XPATH( PACKAGE(source), "/ipo:purchaseOrders/order/items/item[1]/

shipDate", "ipo http://www.example.com/IPO" )

Returns the content of the shipDate element from the input XML fragment.

XPATH used with XMLLIB
The XPATH function that is used with XMLLIB queries the XML input.

XPATH functionXMLLIB functionsXPATHThis function queries the XML input, which is provided as a text stream or URL, by using the 

specified XPATH expression and context, returning the result of the evaluation.

Syntax:

XPATH (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-expression)
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Meaning:

XPATH (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, xpath_expression, context_expression)

Returns:

A single text item

Examples

• xmllib->XPATH( "ipo.in.xml", "./order//item[1]/shipDate", "/

ipo:purchaseOrders " )

Returns the content of the shipDate element from the ipo.in.xml file.

• xmllib->XPATH( PACKAGE(source), "/ipo:purchaseOrders/order/items/item[1]/

shipDate", "/" )

Returns the content of the shipDate element from the input XML fragment.

XPATHEX
The XPATHEX function queries the XML input by using the XMLLIB library, and logs function 

processing in the directory where the map runs.

XPATHEX functionXMLLIB functionsXPATHEXThis function queries the XML input, provided as a text stream or URL, by using the specified 

XPath expression and context. The XPATHEX function returns the result of the evaluation 

and generates the specified trace log file in the directory where the map runs.

Syntax:

XPATHEX (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, single-text-

expression, tracelog)

Meaning:

XPATHEX (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, xpath_expression, context_expression, 

trace_file_name.extension)

Returns:

A single text item
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Example

• xmllib->XPATHEX( "ipo.in.xml", "./order//item[1]/shipDate", "/

ipo:purchaseOrders ", "xpathlog.txt")

Returns the content of the shipDate element from the ipo.in.xml file and 

generates a trace log of function processing.

XSLT functions

XSLT
The XSLT function applies an XSLT transformation.

XSLT functionThis function applies an XSLT transformation, expressed as a text stream or URL, to the 

provided XML input, returning the result of the transformation.

Syntax:

XSLT (single-text-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

XSLT (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, xslt_url_or_xslt_fragment)

Returns:

A single text item

Examples

• XSLT( "current://ipo.in.xml", "current://ipo.xsl" )

Applies the XSLT transformation that is defined in the ipo.xsl file to the ipo.in.xml

file.

• XSLT( PACKAGE( source ), "current://ipo.xsl" )

Applies the XSLT transformation that is defined in the ipo.xsl file to the input XML 

fragment.
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XSLT used with XMLLIB
The XSLT function that is used with XMLLIB applies an XSLT transformation.

XSLT functionXMLLIB functionsXSLTThis function applies an XSLT transformation, expressed as a text stream or URL, to the 

provided XML input, returning the result of the transformation.

Syntax:

XSLT (single-text-expression, single-text-expression)

Meaning:

XSLT (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, xslt_url_or_xslt_fragment)

Returns:

A single text item

Examples

• xmllib->XMLLIB XSLT( "ipo.in.xml", "ipo.xsl" )

Applies the XSLT transformation that is defined in the ipo.xsl file to the ipo.in.xml

file.

• xmllib->XMLLIB XSLT( PACKAGE( source ), "ipo.xsl" )

Applies the XSLT transformation that is defined in the ipo.xsl file to the input XML 

fragment.

XSLTEX
The XSLTEX function applies an XSLT transformation to the XML input, and logs the function 

processing in the directory where the map runs by using the XMLLIB library.

XSLTEX functionXMLLIB functionsXSLTEXtrace log file, generatinglog file, generatingThis function applies an XSLT transformation, expressed as a text stream or URL, to the 

provided XML input. The XSLTEX function returns the result of the transformation and 

generates the specified trace log file in the directory.

Syntax:
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XSLTEX (single-text-expression, single-text-expression, tracelog)

Meaning:

XSLTEX (xml_url_or_xml_fragment, xslt_url_or_xslt_fragment, 

trace_file_name.extension)

Returns:

A single text item

Example

• xmllib->XSLTEX( "ipo.in.xml", "ipo.xsl", "transform.log")

Applies the XSLT transformation that is defined in the ipo.xsl file to the ipo.in.xml

file, and generates a trace log of function processing

Custom functions
From the Type Designer or Map Designer, you can create custom functions to call external 

libraries. functionscustomWhile the EXIT function is often used to call external libraries, the EXIT function is 

limited to support only text objects and is operating system dependent. When you create 

a custom function to use in a map rule, the function is operating system independent and 

supports text, number, and date-time objects.

Similar to the regular functions that are shipped with the product, a maximum of four 

parameters are supported per argument.

Creating a custom function
To create your own functions, a C or C++ development tool is required, or the Java Native 

Interface (JNI) if you are working in a Java environment.

Procedure

1. functionscreating customFrom a component rule in the Type Designer or from a map rule in the Map Designer, 

right-click and select the Insert Function option.
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(Additionally in the Map Designer, if you are not in a map rule, you can create a new 

function by selecting Rules > New Function.)

2. From the Insert Function window, select Design.

The Custom Function Modules window is displayed.

3. In the Path field, enter the path of where to create the external library. 

This should always be in the install_dir/function_libs directory.

4. In the Name field, enter a name for the library.

5. Click Add to add a function to the library. 

The Function Specifics window is displayed.

6. In the Name field, enter a name for the function.

7. For Return Type, select the function return type from the drop-down list. 

You can select up to four function parameters from the respective drop-down list. 

Choices include Boolean, date, number, text, time, and byte stream.

8. In the space provided, enter a description for your function.

This information will be displayed in the Insert Function window of both Designers.

9. Click OK to validate the selected parameters and close the Function Specifics window.

10. Click Generate. 

The Designer generates a collection of operating system specific makefiles and 

definition files that provide the framework for the function you are creating.

11. Go to the install_dir/function_libs directory to view the results.

As a result of the generation process, framework files are created for each operating 

system that HCL OneTest Data supports. You can find the operating system-specific 

makefiles and definition files in the install_dir/function_libs/your_new_lib

directory.

12. Now you must modify the framework that was generated by the Designer. 
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The following functions with the parameter information that you selected were 

exported to the .c file:

• GetFunctionCount

• GetFunctionName

• GetInputParameter

• GetReturnType

• GetParameterCount

• GetFunctionDesc

To complete the new function, open the .c file and add your programming code for the 

applicable function or functions provided.

Use the .c file to build your dynamic link library (DLL) and then place the DLL in the 

install_dir/function_libs/your_new_lib directory. (All custom designed 

libraries and functions must be placed in the install_dir/function_libs

directory.)

The new library name is listed under Category in the Insert Function window, and the 

new function that you created is placed in the list of functions and will remain available 

for future use from both the Type Designer and Map Designer applications.

Example

The following example displays how to implement a custom function called SIN.

void ConvertToBytes(double  returnValue, LPEXITPARAM lpep) 

{ 

  double value = 0.0;  

  int decimal = 2,   sign = 0, j = 0, k = 0; 

  char byString[100]; 

  char* lpbyData = _fcvt(returnValue, 7, &decimal, &sign ); 

  memset(byString, 0, sizeof(byString)); 

  if (sign)  

       byString[j++] = '-'; 
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  if (decimal  <= 0)   

  { 

   byString[j++] = '0'; 

   byString[j++] = '.'; 

    while (decimal != 0) 

    { 

     byString[j++] = '0'; decimal++; 

    } 

  } 

  else if (decimal > 0) 

  { 

    while (decimal != 0) 

    { 

     byString[j++] = lpbyData[k++]; decimal--; 

    } 

     byString[j++] = '.'; 

  } 

  while (lpbyData[k])  byString[j++] = lpbyData[k++]; 

  byString[j] = '\0'; 

  if (NULL == (lpep->lpDataFromApp = GlobalAllocPtr 

     (GHND, j + 1)))   

  { 

  lpep->nReturn = -1; 

  lstrcpy(lpep->szErrMsg, "Memory allocation failed in Alternate"); 

  return;  

  } 

  memcpy(lpep->lpDataFromApp, byString, j);   

  lpep->dwFromLen =  j; 

  lpep->lpDataFromApp[j++] = '\0'; 
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} 

void CALLBACK EXPORT SIN(LPEXITPARAM lpep) 

{ 

  double value = 0.0; 

  double returnValue = 0.0;  

  LPEXITPARAMEXTENDED lpExtended = NULL; 

  if (lpep->dwSize != sizeof(EXITPARAM)) 

  { 

   return; 

  } 

  lpExtended = (LPEXITPARAMEXTENDED)lpep->lpv; 

value = atof(lpExtended->lpFirstInputParameter); 

returnValue = sin(value); 

ConvertToBytes(returnValue, lpep); 

  lpep->wCleanupAction = GetReturnType("SIN"); 

lstrcpy(lpep->szErrMsg, "SIN function was successful"); 

return; 

}

What to do next

At run time, all custom designed libraries and functions that your maps use must be in the 

install_dir/function_libs directory. When you deploy a map that uses a custom 

function to a remote host, the library is not transferred. Therefore you must manually copy 

the custom function library to the install_dir/function_libs directory on the remote host.
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Date and time format strings
You can use the listed format strings for numbers, dates and times in functions such as the 

CURRENTDATETIME, FROMNUMBER, TONUMBER, FROMDATETIME, and TODATETIME.

Create custom date and time formats by using the symbols based on the given format 

strings.

Time units

Symbol

Description

HH24

Hour (based on a 24-hour clock) in two digits (00 to 24)

H24

Hour (based on a 24-hour clock) in one or two digits as needed (0 to 24)

HH12

Hour (based on a 12-hour clock) in two digits (1-12)

H12

Hour (based on a 12-hour clock) in one or two digits as needed (1 to 12)

MM

Minute in two digits (00 to 59)

M

Minute in one or two digits as needed (0 to 59)

SS

Seconds in two digits (00 to 59)

S

Second in one or two digits as needed (0 to 59)

AM/PM
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Meridian (AM/PM)

ZZZ

Three character abbreviation for time zone (EST, and so on)

+/-ZZZZ

Hours and minutes before or after Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), also known 

as Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)

+/-ZZ:ZZ

4-digit time where the format is a 2-digit hour and 2-digit minute, separated by 

a colon.

+/-ZZ[:ZZ]

4-digit time where the format is a 2-digit hour and an optional 2-digit minute, 

separated by colon.

+/-ZZ[ZZ]

4-digit time where the format is a 2-digit hour and an optional 2-digit minute.

TZD

4-digit time where the format is a 2-digit hour and 2-digit minute, separated by 

a colon. Z on output, if value is +/-00:00.

Date units

Symbol

Description

CCYY

Full year including century (2001)

YY

Last two digits of the year (00-99)

MM
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Month of the year in two numeric digits (01-12)

M

Month of the year in one or two numeric digits as needed (1 to 12)

MON

First three letters of the month (Jan to Dec)

MONTH

Full name of the month (January to December)

DDD

Day of the year in three numeric digits (001 to 366)

DD

Day of the month in two numeric digits (01 to 31)

D

Day of the month in one or two numeric digits as needed (1 to 31)

DY

First three letters of the weekday (Sun to Sat)

DAY

Full name of the weekday (Sunday to Saturday)

WW

Week of year (1-52)

Qn

Quarter of the year (Q1-Q4)

EEYY

Emperor's year, long form

EY

Emperor's year, short form
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Binary date and time format strings

Sub-String Name

Sub-String Value

Binary DateTime

[ "{" + Date + "}" ] + [ "{" + Time + "}" ]

Date

CCYYMMDD

YYMMDD

CCYYDDD

YYDDD

Time

HH24MMSS

HH24MM

Japanese date and time format strings

Sub-String Name

Sub-String Value

Japanese DateTime

"{" + DateTime + "}"

"{" + DateTime + "}" + Separator(1) + "{" + DateTime + "}"

"{" + DateTime + "}" + "[" + Separator(1) + "{" + DateTime + "}" + "]"

DateTime

Date

Time

Separator
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Separator is optional. If specified, it can be up to 120 bytes, composed of non-

alphabetic characters. Symbol table values, such as <CR>, can be used to 

indicate non-printable characters.

The Separator is required if the second DateTime option is used and the 

format string of the first DateTime ends in a variable sized specification - EY, 

M, or D for Date or H24, H12, M, or S for Time.

Japanese date format strings

Sub-String Name

Sub-String Value

Japanese Date

Year + MonthSet(1)

Year

CCYY

YY

EEYY

EY

MonthSet

Separator(1) + "MM" + DayOfMonth(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "MM" + DayOfMonth(1) + ]

Separator(1) + M + DayOfMonth(1)

[ + Separator(1) + M + DayOfMonth(1) + ]

DayOfMonth

Separator(1) + "DD" + WeekDay(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "DD" + WeekDay(1) + "]"

Separator(1) + "D" + WeekDay(1)
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"[" + Separator(1) + "D" + WeekDay(1) + "]"

WeekDay

Separator(1) + "DY"

"[" + Separator(1) + "DY" + "]"

Separator(1) + "DAY"

"[" + Separator(1) + "DAY" + "]"

Separator

Separator is optional. If specified, it can be up to 120 bytes composed of non-

alphabetic characters. Symbol table values, such as <CR>, can be used to 

indicate non-printable characters.

MonthSet Separator required if Year is EY

DayOfMonth Separator required if MonthSet is M

WeekDay Separator required if DayOfMonth is D

Japanese time format strings

Sub-String Name

Sub-String Value

Japanese Time

Meridian(1) + HMS

Meridian

"AM/PM"

HMS

"HH24" + MinuteSet(1)

"H24" + MinuteSet(1)

"HH12" + MinuteSet(1)

"H12" + MinuteSet(1)
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MinuteSet

Separator(1) + "MM" + SecondSet(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "MM" + SecondSet(1) + "]"

Separator(1) + "M" + SecondSet(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "M" + SecondSet(1) + "]"

SecondSet

Separator(1) + "SS"

"[" + Separator(1) + "SS" + "]"

Separator(1) + "S"

"[" + Separator(1) + "S" + "]"

Separator

Separator is optional. If specified, it can be up to 120 bytes, composed of 

non-alphabetic characters. Symbol table values, such as <CR> can be used to 

indicate non-printable characters.

MinuteSet Separator required if HMS is H24 or H12

SecondSet Separator required if MinuteSet is M

Western date and time format strings

Substring Name

Substring Value

Western DateTime

"{" +DateTime + "}"

"{" +DateTime + "}" + Separator(1) + "{" + DateTime + "}"

"{" +DateTime + "}" + "[" + Separator(1) + "{" + DateTime + "}" + "]"

DateTime

Date
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Time

Separator

Separator is optional. If specified, it can be up to 120 bytes, composed of non-

alphabetic characters. Symbol table values, such as <CR>, can be used to 

indicate non-printable characters.

The Separator is required if the second DateTime option is used and the 

format string of the first DateTime ends in a variable sized specification - M, 

MONTH, D, or DAY for Date or H24, H12, M, or S for Time.

Western date format strings

Sub-String Name

Sub-String Value

Date

DateUnit + DatePart2(1)

DatePart2

Separator(1) + DateUnit + DatePart3(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + DateUnit + DatePart3(1) + "]"

DatePart3

Separator(1) + DateUnit + DatePart4(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + DateUnit + DatePart4(1) + "]"

DatePart4

Separator(1) + DateUnit

"[" + Separator(1) + DateUnit + "]"

Separator

Separator is optional. If specified, it can be up to 120 bytes, composed of non-

alphabetic characters. Symbol table values, such as <CR>, can be used to 

indicate non-printable characters.
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When DateUnit has a variable length (M, MONTH, D, DAY), a Separator must 

follow that DateUnit if data follows.

Western time format strings

Sub-String Name

Sub-String Value

Western Time

Hours + MinutesSet(1) + Meridian(1) + Zone(1)

Hours

HH24

H24

HH12

H12

MinutesSet

Separator(1) + "MM" + SecondSet(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "MM" + SecondSet(1) + "]"

Separator(1) + "M" + SecondSet(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "M" + SecondSet(1) + "]"

SecondSet

Separator(1) + "SS" + FractionSet(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "SS" + FractionSet(1) + "]"

Separator(1) + "S" + FractionSet(1)

"[" + Separator(1) + "S" + FractionSet(1) + "]"

FractionSet

Separator(1) + MinPlaces + "-" + MaxPlaces

"[" + Separator(1) + MinPlaces + "-" + MaxPlaces + "]"
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MinPlaces

An integer from 0 to 9

MaxPlaces

An integer from 0 to 9 (must be less than MinPlaces)

Meridian

"AM/PM"

"[AM/PM]"

Zone

"+/-ZZZZ"

"ZZZ"

"+/-ZZ:ZZ"

"+/-ZZ[:ZZ]"

"+/-ZZ[ZZ]"

"TZD"

"[+/-ZZZZ]"

"[ZZZ]"

"[+/-ZZ:ZZ]"

"[+/-ZZ[:ZZ]]"

"[+/-ZZ[ZZ]]"

"[TZD]"

Separator

Separator is optional. If specified, it can be up to 120 bytes, composed of non-

alphabetic characters. Symbol table values, such as <CR>, can be used to 

indicate non-printable characters.

MinuteSet Separator required if Hours is H24 or H12

SecondSet Separator required if MinuteSet is M
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FractionSet Separator required if SecondSet is S

Number format strings

You can create custom number formats by using the given format strings.

Decimal

"{" + Leading-Sign(1) + Whole# + Fraction + Trailing-Sign(1) + "}"

Integer

"{" + Leading-Sign(1) + Whole# + Trailing-Sign(1) + "}"

Leading sign format strings

Sub-String Name Sub-String Value Positive Negative

Leading-Sign "L" + Positive + Neg

ative + Zero(1)

-or-

Req Req

"L" + "[" + Positive + "]" 

+ Negative + Zero(1)

-or-

Opt Req

"L" + Positive + "[" + Neg

ative + "]" + Zero(1)

-or-

Req Opt

"L" + Positive + Zero(1)

-or-

Req -

"L" + Negative + Zero(1) - Req
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Trailing sign format strings

Sub-String Name Sub-String Value Positive Negative

Trailing-Sign "T" + Positive + Negative + Zero(1) Req Req

"T" + "[" + Positive + "]" 

+ Negative + Zero(1)

Opt Req

"T" + Positive + "[" + Neg

ative + "]" + Zero(1)

Req Opt

"T" + Positive + Zero(1) Req -

"T" + Negative + Zero(1) - Req

Substring format strings

Substring

Name
Substring Value Meaning

Positive "+" + Value(1)

Negative "-" + Value(1)

Value A text-string enclosed in sin

gle quotation marks '. Val

ue has a release character

of / if the text contains any 

single quotation mark ' or 

forward slash / characters.

The sign value of the previous

sign-indicator. If Value is not used, 

the default is + for positive num

bers and - for negative numbers.

Zero "Z" + Value

"[" + "Z" + Value + "]"

Specifies the required leading

sign value if the number is ze

ro. If Zero is not used, there is 

no sign associated with a zero.

Specifies the optional leading

sign value if the number is ze
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Substring

Name
Substring Value Meaning

ro. If Zero is not used, there is 

no sign associated with a zero.

Whole number and fraction format strings

Whole# substring name

Substring value

Meaning

MinDigits(1) + "#" + Value(1) + "###" + MaxDigits(1)

MinDigits(1) + "#" + "[" + Value(1) + "]" + "###" + MaxDigits(1)

Specifies the thousands separator and the range of whole number digits. If 

min-digits is not used, the default is zero. If max-digits is not used, the default 

is "S". If a ThousandsItem is specified, a Value must be present as the default 

for the syntax item.

Fraction substring name

Substring value

Meaning

"V" + ImpliedPlaces

Specifies the decimal to be in an explicit place, and ImpliedPlaces determines 

where the intended decimal separator is to be placed.

Value + MinDigits(1) + "##" + MaxDigits(1)

Specifies the value of the decimal separator to be required and the range of 

fraction digits. If min-digits is not used, default is zero. If max-digits is not 

used, default is "S"

"[" + Value + MinDigits(1) + "##" + MaxDigits(1) + "]"
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Specifies the value of the decimal separator to be optional if there is no 

fractional portion of the number. It also specifies the range of fraction digits. If 

min-digits is not used, default is zero. If max-digits is not used, default is "S"

RUN function return codes

The RUN function return codes and messages might result when using the RUN function. 

Return codes and messages are returned when the particular activity completes. Return 

codes and messages might also be recorded as specified in the audit logs, trace files, 

execution summary files, and so forth.

RUN functionThe following table lists the return codes and messages that can result when using the RUN

function.

Return Code

Message

50

Memory allocation failure

Occurs when memory fails.

51

Card override failure

Occurs when memory fails.

52

I/O initialization failure

Occurs when memory fails.

53

Open audit failure

The audit log file is not accessible.

54

No command line
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There is nothing to process.

55

Recursive command files

More than one command file is included in the command line.

56

Invalid command line option -x

The option is invalid for the command.

57

Invalid `W' command line option

The Work file option is invalid.

58

Invalid `B' command line option

The Batch (close) file option is invalid.

59

Invalid `R' command line option

The Refresh Rate option is invalid.

60

Invalid `A' command line option

The Audit option is invalid.

61

Invalid `P' command line option

The Paging option is invalid

62

Invalid `Y' command line option

The General I/O Retry option is invalid.
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63

Invalid `T' command line option

The Trace option is invalid.

64

Invalid `G' command line option

The Ignore option is invalid

65

Invalid `I' command line option for input x

The Source option is invalid for the identified input.

66

Invalid size in echo command line for input x

The size specified using the Size option is greater than memory allowed.

67

Invalid adapter type in command line for input x

The adapter is not of a known adapter type. Includes -IMxxx where xxx is an 

unknown adapter alias.

68

Invalid `O' command line option for output x

The target option is invalid for output x. The number of characters between 

the single quotation marks that represent the options for an adapter exceed 

258 characters in the adapter override.

69

Invalid adapter type in command line for output x

The adapter is not of a known adapter type. Includes -OMxxx where xxx is an 

unknown adapter alias.

70
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Command line memory failure

Occurs when memory is exceeded during echo or override card commands.

71

Invalid `D' command line option

The Date option is invalid.

72

Invalid `F' command line option

The Failure option is invalid.

73

Resource manager failure

(Launcher only) The resource manager is not used, possibly a memory failure.

74

Invalid `Z' command line option

The Ignore option is invalid.

75

Adapter failed to get data on input

Enable the adapter trace to record the adapter activity to discover the cause of 

the error.

76

Adapter failed to put data on output

Enable the adapter trace to record the adapter activity to discover the cause of 

the error.

77

Invalid map name

This message can occur in two different cases. First, this message occurs 

when the map name specified on the command line is more than 32 bytes 
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long in UTF-8 encoding. Also, this message can occur when there is an 

error in the command line such that text for another execution command is 

erroneously being interpreted as the map name. For example, in the command 

line below, the number representing the size of the echoed data is missing.

mymap.mmc -IE1S HereIsMyDataButIForgotToSpecifyTheSize -AED

Because the size is missing, it is interpreted to be 0, such that there is no 

echoed data. The next string encountered on the command line

(HereIsMyData...) 

Because it does not start with a hyphen (-), it is assumed to be the name of 

the next map to execute. Because the text is longer than 32 bytes in UTF-8 

encoding, the Invalid Map Name message is returned.

Character set codes for CPACKAGE, CSERIESTOTEXT, and CTEXT

code pagesCSERIESTOTEXT functionThe second argument of the CPACKAGE, CSERIESTOTEXT, and CTEXT functions specifies 

the character set of the output of the function. The value of the second argument (the 

character set of the object content), must be a valid character set code.

All actions done that use the text string that results from one of these functions 

(CPACKAGE, CSERIESTOTEXT, or CTEXT) treat the text string as being of the specified 

character set–it is not automatically treated as Native.

Character set code Data language

Native Native

ASCII ASCII (deprecated)

EBCDIC EBCDIC (deprecated)

UNICODE_BE UNICODE Big Endian (deprecated)

EUC EUC (deprecated)

SJIS SJIS (deprecated)
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Character set code Data language

IBMKANJI IBM Kanji (deprecated)

CIIKANJI CII Kanji (deprecated)

JIS JIS (deprecated)

UNICODE_LE UNICODE Little Endian (deprecated)

UTF-8 UTF-8 (deprecated)

Latin1 Latin1 (deprecated)

UTF-8\ibm-1208 UTF-8

UTF-16 UTF-16

UTF-16BE UTF-16 Big Endian

UTF-16LE UTF-16 Little Endian

UTF-32 UTF-32

UTF-32BE UTF-32 Big Endian

UTF-32LE UTF-32 Little Endian

UTF16_PlatformEndian UTF-16 Platform Endian

UTF16_OppositeEndian UTF-16 Opposite Endian

UTF32_PlatformEndian UTF-32 Platform Endian

UTF32_OppositeEndian UTF-32 Opposite Endian

UTF-16BE,version=1 UTF-16BE,version=1

UTF-16LE,version=1 UTF-16LE,version=1

UTF-16,version=1 UTF-16,version=1

UTF-16,version=2 UTF-16,version=2

UTF-7 UTF-7

IMAP-mailbox-name IMAP-mailbox-name
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Character set code Data language

SCSU SCSU

BOCU-1 BOCU-1

CESU-8 CESU-8

ISO-8859-1 Latin1

US-ASCII US-ASCII

gb18030 gb18030

ibm-912_P100-1995 Latin2

ibm-913_P100-2000 Latin3

ibm-914_P100-1995 CESU-8

ibm-915_P100-1995 Cyrillic

ibm-1089_P100-1995 Arabic

ibm-9005_X110-2007 Greek8

ibm-813_P100-1995 ibm-813

ibm-5012_P100-1999 Hebrew

ibm-916_P100-1995 ibm-916

ibm-920_P100-1995 Latin5

iso-8859_10-1998 Latin6

Iso-8859_11-2001 Thai8

ibm-921_P100-1995 ibm-921

iso-8859_14-1998 Latin8

ibm-923_P100-1998 Latin-9

ibm-942_P12A-1999 shift_jis78

ibm-943_P15A-2003 MS_Kanji
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Character set code Data language

ibm-943_P130-1999 Shift_JIS

ibm-33722_P12A-1999 EUC-JP

ibm-33722_P120-1999 ibm-33722_P120-1999

ibm-954_P101-2000 ibm-954_P101-2000

ibm-1373_P100-2002 ibm-1373_P100-2002

windows-950-2000 Big5

ibm-950_P110-1999 ibm-950_P110-1999

ibm-1375_P100-2003 Big5-HKSCS (IBM)

ibm-5471_P100-2006 ibm-5471_P100-2006

ibm-1386_P100-2001 ibm-1386_P100-2001

windows-936-2000 GBK

ibm-1383_P110-1999 EUC-CN

ibm-5478_P100-1995 GB_2312-80

ibm-964_P110-1999 EUC-TW

ibm-949_P110-1999 ibm-949_P110-1999

ibm-949_P11A-1999 ibm-949_P11A-1999

ibm-970_P110-1995 ibm-eucKR

ibm-971_P100-1995 ibm-971_P100-1995

ibm-1363_P11B-1998 ibm-1363 (korean)

ibm-1363_P110-1997 ibm-1363_P110-1997

windows-949-2000 Windows 949 (korean)

windows-874-2000 Windows 874

ibm-874_P100-1995 ibm-874
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Character set code Data language

ibm-1162_P100-1999 ibm-1162

ibm-437_P100-1995 ibm-437

ibm-720_P100-1997 ibm-720

ibm-737_P100-1997 ibm-737

ibm-775_P100-1996 ibm-775

ibm-850_P100-1995 ibm-850

ibm-851_P100-1995 ibm-851

ibm-852_P100-1995 ibm-852

ibm-855_P100-1995 ibm-855

ibm-856_P100-1995 ibm-856

ibm-857_P100-1995 ibm-857

ibm-858_P100-1997 ibm-858

ibm-860_P100-1995 ibm-860

ibm-861_P100-1995 ibm-861

ibm-862_P100-1995 ibm-862

ibm-863_P100-1995 ibm-863

ibm-864_X110-1999 ibm-864

ibm-865_P100-1995 ibm-865

ibm-866_P100-1995 ibm-866

ibm-867_P100-1998 ibm-867

ibm-868_P100-1995 ibm-868

ibm-869_P100-1995 ibm-869

ibm-878_P100-1996 KOI8-R
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Character set code Data language

ibm-901_P100-1999 ibm-901

ibm-902_P100-1999 ibm-902

ibm-922_P100-1999 ibm-922

ibm-1168_P100-2002 KOI8-U

ibm-4909_P100-1999 ibm-4909

ibm-5346_P100-1998 ibm-5346

ibm-5347_P100-1998 ibm-5347

ibm-5348_P100-1997 ibm-5348

ibm-5349_P100-1998 ibm-5349

ibm-5350_P100-1998 ibm-5350

ibm-9447_P100-2002 ibm-9447

ibm-9448_X100-2005 ibm-9448

ibm-9449_P100-2002 ibm-9449

ibm-5354_P100-1998 ibm-5354

ibm-1250_P100-1995 ibm-1250

ibm-1251_P100-1995 ibm-1251

ibm-1252_P100-2000 ibm-1252

ibm-1253_P100-1995 ibm-1253

ibm-1254_P100-1995 ibm-1254

ibm-1255_P100-1995 ibm-1255

ibm-5351_P100-1998 ibm-5351

ibm-1256_P110-1997 ibm-1256

ibm-5352_P100-1998 ibm-5352
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Character set code Data language

ibm-1257_P100-1995 ibm-1257

ibm-5353_P100-1998 ibm-5353

ibm-1258_P100-1997 ibm-1258

macos-0_2-10.2 macintosh

macos-6-10.2 x-mac-greek

macos-7_3-10.2 x-mac-cyrillic

macos-29-10.2 x-mac-ce

macos-35-10.2 x-mac-turkish

ibm-1051_P100-1995 hp-roman8

ibm-1276_P100-1995 ibm-1276 (Adobe Standard Encoding)

ibm-1006_P100-1995 ibm-1006

ibm-1098_P100-1995 ibm-1098

ibm-1124_P100-1996 ibm-1124

ibm-1125_P100-1997 ibm-1125

ibm-1129_P100-1997 ibm-1129

ibm-1131_P100-1997 ibm-1131

ibm-1133_P100-1997 ibm-1133

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=0 ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=0

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=1 ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=1 (JIS)

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=2 ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=2

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=3 ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=3 (JIS7)

ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=4 ISO_2022,locale=ja,version=4 (JIS8)

ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=0 ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=0
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Character set code Data language

ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=1 ISO_2022,locale=ko,version=1

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=0 ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=0

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=1 ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=1

ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=2 ISO_2022,locale=zh,version=2

HZ HZ-GB-2312

x11-compound-text x11-compound-text

ISCII,version=0 x-iscii-de

ISCII,version=1 x-iscii-be

ISCII,version=2 x-iscii-pa

ISCII,version=3 x-iscii-gu

ISCII,version=4 x-iscii-or

ISCII,version=5 x-iscii-ta

ISCII,version=6 x-iscii-te

ISCII,version=7 x-iscii-ka

ISCII,version=8 x-iscii-ma

LMBCS-1 LMBCS-1

ibm-37_P100-1995 ibm-037 (ebcdic-cp-us/ca/wt/nl)

ibm-273_P100-1995 ebcdic-de

ibm-277_P100-1995 EBCDIC-CP-DK/NO

ibm-278_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-fi/se/sv

ibm-280_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-it

ibm-284_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-es

ibm-285_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-gb
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Character set code Data language

ibm-290_P100-1995 EBCDIC-JP-kana

ibm-297_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-fr

ibm-420_X120-1999 ebcdic-cp-ar1

ibm-424_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-he

ibm-500_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-be/ch

ibm-803_P100-1999 ibm-803

ibm-838_P100-1995 IBM-Thai

ibm-870_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-roece/yu

ibm-871_P100-1995 ebcdic-is

ibm-875_P100-1995 ibm-875

ibm-918_P100-1995 ebcdic-cp-ar2

ibm-930_P120-1999 ibm-930

ibm-933_P110-1995 ibm-933

ibm-935_P110-1999 ibm-935

ibm-937_P110-1999 ibm-937

ibm-939_P120-1999 ibm-939

ibm-1025_P100-1995 ibm-1025

ibm-1026_P100-1995 ibm-1026

ibm-1047_P100-1995 ibm-1047

ibm-1097_P100-1995 ibm-1097

ibm-1112_P100-1995 ibm-1112

ibm-1122_P100-1999 ibm-1122

ibm-1123_P100-1995 ibm-1123
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Character set code Data language

ibm-1130_P100-1997 ibm-1130

ibm-1132_P100-1998 ibm-1132

ibm-1137_P100-1999 ibm-1137

ibm-4517_P100-2005 ibm-4517

ibm-1140_P100-1997 ibm-1140 (ebcdic-us-37+euro)

ibm-1141_P100-1997 ibm-1141 (ebcdic-de-273+euro)

ibm-1142_P100-1997 ibm-1142 (ebcdic-dk/no-277+euro)

ibm-1143_P100-1997 ibm-1143 (ebcdic-fi/se-278+euro)

ibm-1144_P100-1997 ibm-1144 (ebcdic-it-280+euro)

ibm-1145_P100-1997 ibm-1145 (ebcdic-es-284+euro)

ibm-1146_P100-1997 ibm-1146 (ebcdic-gb-285+euro)

ibm-1147_P100-1997 ibm-1147 (ebcdic-fr-297+euro)

ibm-1148_P100-1997 ibm-1148 (ebcdic-international+euro)

ibm-1149_P100-1997 ibm-1149 (ebcdic-is-871+euro)

ibm-1153_P100-1999 ibm-1153

ibm-1154_P100-1999 ibm-1154

ibm-1155_P100-1999 ibm-1155

ibm-1156_P100-1999 ibm-1156

ibm-1157_P100-1999 ibm-1157

ibm-1158_P100-1999 ibm-1158

ibm-1160_P100-1999 ibm-1160

ibm-1164_P100-1999 ibm-1164

ibm-1364_P110-1997 ibm-1364
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Character set code Data language

ibm-1371_P100-1999 ibm-1371

ibm-1388_P103-2001 ibm-1388

ibm-1390_P110-2003 ibm-1390

ibm-1399_P110-2003 ibm-1399

ibm-5123_P100-1999 ibm-5123

ibm-8482_P100-1999 ibm-8482

ibm-16684_P110-2003 ibm-16684

ibm-4899_P100-1998 ibm-4899

ibm-4971_P100-1999 ibm-4971

ibm-9067_X100-2005 ibm-9067

ibm-12712_P100-1998 ebcdic-he

ibm-16804_X110-1999 ebcdic-ar

ibm-37_P100-1995,swaplfnl ibm-37-s390

ibm-1047_P100-1995,swaplfnl ibm-1047-s390

ibm-1140_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1140-s390

ibm-1141_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1141-s390

ibm-1142_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1142-s390

ibm-1143_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1143-s390

ibm-1144_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1144-s390

ibm-1145_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1145-s390

ibm-1146_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1146-s390

ibm-1147_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1147-s390

ibm-1148_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1148-s390
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Character set code Data language

ibm-1149_P100-1997,swaplfnl ibm-1149-s390

ibm-1153_P100-1999,swaplfnl ibm-1153-s390

ibm-12712_P100-1998,swaplfnl ibm-12712-s390

ibm-16804_X110-1999,swaplfnl ibm-16804-s390

ebcdic-xml-us ebcdic-xml-us
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be used. Any functionally equivalent product, program, or service that does not infringe any 

HCL intellectual property right may be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility 

to evaluate and verify the operation of any non-HCL product, program, or service.

HCL may have patents or pending patent applications covering subject matter described 

in this document. The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these 

patents. You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

HCL

330 Potrero Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

USA

Attention: Office of the General Counsel

For license inquiries regarding double-byte character set (DBCS) information, contact the 

HCL Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

HCL

330 Potrero Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

USA

Attention: Office of the General Counsel
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HCL TECHNOLOGIES LTD. PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY 

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE 

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied 

warranties in certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes 

are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new 

editions of the publication. HCL may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) 

and/or the program(s) described in this publication at any time without notice.

Any references in this information to non-HCL websites are provided for convenience only 

and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those websites. The materials at 

those websites are not part of the materials for this HCL product and use of those websites 

is at your own risk.

HCL may use or distribute any of the information you provide in any way it believes 

appropriate without incurring any obligation to you.

Licensees of this program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of 

enabling: (i) the exchange of information between independently created programs and 

other programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has 

been exchanged, should contact:

HCL

330 Potrero Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94085

USA

Attention: Office of the General Counsel

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions, including in 

some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material available for 

it are provided by HCL under terms of the HCL Customer Agreement, HCL International 

Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement between us.
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The performance data discussed herein is presented as derived under specific operating 

conditions. Actual results may vary.

Information concerning non-HCL products was obtained from the suppliers of those 

products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources. HCL has not 

tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or 

any other claims related to non-HCL products. Questions on the capabilities of non-HCL

products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products.

Statements regarding the future direction or intent of HCL are subject to change or 

withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.

This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business operations. 

To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the names of individuals, 

companies, brands, and products. All of these names are fictitious and any similarity to 

actual people or business enterprises is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which illustrate 

programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy, modify, and 

distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to HCL, for the purposes 

of developing, using, marketing or distributing application programs conforming to the 

application programming interface for the operating platform for which the sample 

programs are written. These examples have not been thoroughly tested under all conditions. 

HCL, therefore, cannot guarantee or imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these 

programs. The sample programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. HCL

shall not be liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work must include a 

copyright notice as follows: 

© (your company name) (year). 

Portions of this code are derived from  HCL Ltd. Sample Programs. 

© Copyright HCL Ltd. 2000, 2020.
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Trademarks
HCL, the HCL logo, and hcl.com® are trademarks or registered trademarks of HCL 

Technologies Ltd., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service 

names might be trademarks of HCL or other companies.

Terms and conditions for product documentation
Permissions for the use of these publications are granted subject to the following terms and 

conditions.

Applicability

These terms and conditions are in addition to any terms of use for the HCL website.

Personal use

You may reproduce these publications for your personal, noncommercial use provided that 

all proprietary notices are preserved. You may not distribute, display or make derivative work 

of these publications, or any portion thereof, without the express consent of HCL.

Commercial use

You may reproduce, distribute and display these publications solely within your enterprise 

provided that all proprietary notices are preserved. You may not make derivative works of 

these publications, or reproduce, distribute or display these publications or any portion 

thereof outside your enterprise, without the express consent of HCL.

Rights

Except as expressly granted in this permission, no other permissions, licenses or rights are 

granted, either express or implied, to the publications or any information, data, software or 

other intellectual property contained therein.

HCL reserves the right to withdraw the permissions granted herein whenever, in its 

discretion, the use of the publications is detrimental to its interest or, as determined by HCL, 

the above instructions are not being properly followed.
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You may not download, export or re-export this information except in full compliance with 

all applicable laws and regulations, including all United States export laws and regulations.

HCL MAKES NO GUARANTEE ABOUT THE CONTENT OF THESE PUBLICATIONS. THE 

PUBLICATIONS ARE PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER 

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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